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Abstract

This document presents the current results of MIKADO-related work on the development
and application of modal and temporal logics for distributed behaviour. The main scientific
contents are reported in the technical annexes as the part of the deliverables, and contain the
following documents:

1. A modal logic for mobile agents by R. De Nicola and M. Loreti.

2. A distributed Kripke semantics by R. Chadha, D. Macedonio and V. Sassone.

3. Bilogics: Spatial-nominal logics for bigraphs (extended abstract) by G. Conforti, D.
Macedonio and V. Sassone.

4. Bigraphical logics for XML by G. Conforti, D. Macedonio and V. Sassone.

5. Assembling components with behavioural contracts by C. Carrez, A. Fantechi, and E.
Najm..

6. Formal analysis of multi-party fair exchange protocols by R. Chadha, S. Kremer and A.
Scedrov

We provide a brief summary of the scientific contents below.



Work relevant to the deliverable has been carried out at the INRIA, Firenze and Sussex sites.
In a wide-area distributed system, both temporal and spatial aspects of systems are important, and
the systems are often required to satisfy properties in the presence of phenomena such as untrusted
agents and unreliable communication. Several steps are needed to formally analyse whether a
system satisfies a given property.

First, a suitable abstraction of the system amenable to analysis has to be identified and formally
specified. Models and languages suitable for specifying abstractions of models have been reported
in other MIKADO deliverables, such as D.1.2.1, D.1.3.1, D.2.1.2 and D.2.3.2. After the abstraction
has been been formally specified, there are different strategies in the literature to verify if the
abstraction satisfies the given property. One, which has been reported in MIKADO deliverables
D.2.2.1, involves finding an ideal system which obviously satisfies the desired property. The next
step is to show that the abstract model behaves like the ideal system. This is indeed the approach
of bisimulations that has been discussed in MIKADO deliverables, such as D.2.2.1, D.2.2.2 and
D.2.3.2.

Another approach that is often used in the literature is logic-based and involves a) finding
a language (syntax) in which desired properties can be written, and b) providing a means for
checking whether an abstracted model satisfies this property. A property expressed in the syntax
is referred to as logical formula, and the means of checking whether an abstracted model satisfies
the formula is referred to as semantics. It is best to illustrate this strategy by the example of the
Klaim logic [6] developed in MIKADO and included as part of this deliverable.

In previous MIKADO deliverables, such as D.2.2.1, D.2.2.2, the language Klaim has been
reported, and describes a computing paradigm in which processes (called nets) and data exist at
locations, and can be moved across different locations. The language allows remote operations
such as inserting and removing data from remote locations, and spawning a process at a remote
location. These operations are captured in terms of a labelled transition system: N a��� N � represents
a net N that performs an operation a, resulting in a net N � . The operation a gives the details of the
operation such as the location from which the operation is invoked, the location at which the
operation is invoked, and the information transferred.

Now, the basic logical construct in the Klaim logic is of the form

�
A � ψ

where A is a label predicate and ψ itself is another logical formula. Intuitively, A represents a set
of operations, and a net N satisfies

�
A � ψ if there is an operation a in this set such that: N a��� N �

and N � satisfies ψ.
One thing that needs to be pointed out in this logic is that A is not just a syntactic listing of

all the operations but a representation of a set, and may contain set operations and references to
locations. Furthermore, the logic has a recursion operator. Together, they allow for a rich variety
of properties to be expressed such as:

no process at a site different from s1 can ever retrieve data from site s2.
There is also a sound and complete proof system for the logic considered. A proof system

allows new formulae to be derived from others. Soundness here means that if a formula is derived
in the proof system, then it will be satisfied for all nets. Completeness means that if a formula is
true of all nets then it can be derived in the proof system.

The logical formula
�
A � ψ above is what is often called in the literature a modal formula: the

truth of the formula cannot be derived from the truth of its parts. Instead, such formulae have an
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intensional meaning. Often these meanings are in terms of possibility or temporality, and are inter-
preted as can, could, possibly, may, must, always, and others. In computer science, the intensional
meaning is usually given with the application in mind. For this, a set of models is defined and the
validity of a formula is given in terms of a model. In the case of Klaim logic, the nets were the
models.

For example, in [3] which is part of the deliverable, the modalities have a spatial interpretation.
There are three kinds of modal formulas in the logic considered there; ψ@p, � ψ and 	 ψ. Intu-
itively, a model satisfies ψ@p if there is a place named p where ψ is true. A model satisfies � ψ if
there is some place where � ψ is true and satisfies 	 ψ if it is true for all places. The contribution of
the report is that the set of models considered form a sound and complete semantics for the proof
system. This logic is useful in reasoning about distribution of resources. For example, one can
express properties such as: if a printer is available at location p, then everybody can access the
printer.

Another logic suitable for reasoning about spatial distribution of resources was developed in
[5, 4], as a part of the deliverable. This logic, also known as BiLogics, is very expressive, and some
other logics which give spatial interpretation to modal formulae can be embedded in this logic.
The models of this logic are bigraphs. Bigraphs are a formalism of global computing in which
various other formalisms such as π-calculus and ambient calculus can be embedded. Informally,
bigraphs are two graph structures that share the same set of nodes. The first graph, place graph, is
structured as a hierarchical tree and describes the placement of nodes. The second, link graph, is a
hyper graph and formalises the connections between these nodes.

In [5], embedding of two modal logics with spatial interpretation is given. For example, they
demonstrate an embedding of a logic, Propositional Spatial Tree Logic (STL), which is interpreted
over forests of trees whose nodes are labelled. The basic modal formula in STL is of the form
a 
ψ � , and a forest satisfies a 
ψ � if it contains exactly one tree whose root is labelled with a and
the forest of the sub-trees satisfy ψ. A fragment of BiLogics suitable for describing and reasoning
about XML is identified in [4].

Another application of modal logics was explored in [2] which is part of the deliverable. In this
report, a modal logic is used to study contract-signing protocols which allow multiple signers to
exchange digitally signed contracts. The logic is interpreted over a game-based model. The basic
modal formula of the logic is of the � P  ψ, meaning that the player P has a strategy to achieve ψ.
The properties desired of contract-signing protocols are complicated, and are naturally stated in
terms of strategies. For example, the basic desired property of contract signing is fairness, which
can be stated as: if the signer P1 gets P2’s contract, then P2 should have a strategy to get P1’s
contract.

Hence, the logical construct � P  ψ allows the properties of contract-signing protocols to be
stated formally. In [2], two multi-party protocols are analysed using a finite-state tool. The analysis
revealed several errors in one protocol, and amendments to the protocol were proposed in order to
fix them.

Another application of modal logics was explored in [1] which is part of the deliverable. Here,
the use of modal logics is very different from the general plan described above. Modal formulae
appear as types, and well-typedness ensures certain safety guarantees. The use of logical formulae
as types is well-studied in the literature, and is often referred to as propositions-as-types, proofs-
as-programs paradigm. The type system given in this report is for component interfacing which
we elaborate on now.

Component based design is an emerging paradigm for building distributed systems, where
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a system is built using interconnected components. The compatibility of a component with its
environment has to guaranteed before its deployment. In the report, this is achieved by using typed
interfaces for components.

The components themselves are abstracted as a set of ports together with a set of internal
threads. The components communicate with its environment using its ports, and the actions of
threads effect the ports. Each component can exhibit several typed interfaces which are used for
communicating with its environment (i.e. other components). The types of interfaces restrict the
sequence of actions to be performed by the interface, and uses modalities. There are two kinds of
modalities in the types: the must modality specifies the required messages and the may modality
specifies the possible ones. The types are called behavioral contracts, and a definition of a compo-
nent honoring a contract is defined. Furthermore, a system made of several connected components
is shown to satisfy well-typedness and liveliness if all the components honor the contracts given
by their interfaces, and the communicating interfaces are compatible.

This summarises the work done in MIKADO relevant to this deliverable. As we have seen, the
work is quite extensive and addresses both theoretical and practical aspects.
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A Modal Logic for Mobile Agents

ROCCO DE NICOLA and MICHELE LORETI
Università di Firenze

KLAIM is an experimental programming language that supports a programming paradigm where
both processes and data can be moved across different computing environments. The language
relies on the use of explicit localities. This paper presents a temporal logic for specifying properties
of Klaim programs. The logic is inspired by Hennessy-Milner Logic (HML) and the µ−calculus, but
has novel features that permit dealing with state properties and impact of actions and movements
over the different sites. The logic is equipped with a complete proof system that enables one to
prove properties of mobile systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Program-
ming—Distributed programming; D.3.1 [Programming Languages]: Formal Definitions and
Theory—Syntax; Semantics; F.3.1 [Logics and Meaning of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying
and Reasoning about Programs—Logics of programs; F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic and Formal
Languages]: Mathematical Logic—Modal logic; Temporal logic

General Terms: Languages, Security, Theory, Verification

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Mobile Code Languages, Temporal Logics of Programs, Coor-
dination Models, Proof Systems, Logics, Mobility

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of wide area networks, especially the Internet, has stim-
ulated the introduction of new programming paradigms and languages that
model interactions among hosts by means of mobile agents; these are programs
that are transported and executed on different sites. For this class of programs,
like for other formalisms, it is crucial to have tools for establishing deadlock
freeness, liveness, and correctness with respect to given specifications. How-
ever for programs involving different actors and authorities it is also important
to establish other properties such as resource allocation, access to resources,
and information disclosure. For this purpose, in this paper we advocate the

This work has been partially supported by EU within the FET-Global Computing Initiative, project
MIKADO IST-2001-32222 and by MIUR project NAPOLI. The funding bodies are not responsible
for any use that might be made of the results presented here.
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6/17, 50134 Firenze, Italy; email: {denicola,loreti}@dsi.unifi.it.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is
granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or direct commercial
advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along
with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be
honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers,
to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036 USA, fax: +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org.
C© 2004 ACM 1529-3785/04/0100-0079 $5.00
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use of temporal logics for specifying and verifying dynamic properties of mobile
agents running over a wide area network.

Modal logics have been largely used as formal tools for specifying and verify-
ing properties of concurrent systems. Properties are specified by means of tem-
poral and spatial modalities. To verify whether a concurrent system satisfies a
formula two main approaches are classically available. These are respectively
based on proof systems and model checking. In the proof system approach, infer-
ence rules are provided in order to build proofs that establish the satisfaction
of formulae by systems. In the model checking approach, a methodology is in-
troduced to automatically verify whether a system belongs to the formal model
of a formula. In this paper, we will present a new temporal logic and develop a
proof system for it.

We shall first introduce a formalism for describing processes and nets, then
we will define a modal logic that fits naturally with the language. Finally, we
shall present the proof system. In the rest of this introduction we briefly describe
the proposed framework.

KLAIM

KLAIM is based on Linda [Gelernter 1985, 1989] but makes use of multiple
located tuple spaces and process operators inspired by Milner’s CCS [Milner
1989].

In Linda, communication is asynchronous and is performed via shared space.
Messages are structured and are named tuples; the shared space is named tuple
space. Linda provides two actions for inserting tuples in tuple space (out and
eval) and two actions for retrieving tuples from tuple space (in and read),
where elements are selected by using pattern matching.

KLAIM processes are built by using classic CCS operators like parallel com-
position, nondeterministic choice and action prefixing.

In KLAIM programs, called nets, tuple spaces and processes are distributed
over different localities (s, s1, . . .) and the classical Linda operations are
indexed with the location of the tuple space they operate on to obtain
out(t)@s, in(t)@s, read(t)@s, and eval(P )@s. This allows programmers to dis-
tribute/retrieve data and processes over/from different nodes directly, and thus
manage the physical distribution of processes, the allocation policies, and the
agent’s mobility.

In order to model the evolution of a KLAIM net, we define a labelled operational
semantics that, differently from the original one [De Nicola et al. 1998], does
not rely on structural congruence and makes use of explicit labels. The labels
carry information about the action performed, the localities involved in the
action and the transmitted information. Transition labels have the following
structure:

x(s1, arg, s2)

where x denotes the kind of the action performed (o for out, i for in, r for read
and e for eval). Locality s1 denotes the place where the action is executed, while
s2 is the locality where the action takes effect. Finally, arg is the argument
of the action and can be either a tuple or a process. For instance, if from a

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. 5, No. 1, January 2004.
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process running at locality s1 inserts a tuple t in the tuple space located at s2,
by executing out(t)@s2, then the net evolves with a transition whose label is
o(s1, t, s2).

A Modal Logic for KLAIM

Since the language is based on process algebras, a natural candidate as a
specification formalism is a temporal logic based on HML, the logic proposed
by Hennessy and Milner to specify and verify properties of CCS agents
[Hennessy and Milner 1985]. However, one soon realizes that HML is not com-
pletely satisfactory.

In HML, temporal properties of processes are expressed by means of the
diamond operator (〈A〉φ) indexed with a set of transition labels. A CCS process
P satisfies 〈A〉φ if there exist a label a and a process P ′ such that P a

→ P ′ and
P ′ satisfies φ.

Since in KLAIM transition labels are more complex and involve many com-
ponents, the diamond operator will be indexed with a label predicate. In the
proposed framework, a net N satisfies a formula 〈A〉φ if there exists a label a
and a net N ′ such that we have: N �

a
−→ N ′, a satisfies A and N ′ satisfies φ.

A label predicate A is built from basic label predicates and abstract actions by
using disjunction (· ∪ ·), conjunction (· ∩ ·) and difference (· − ·).

Basic label predicates are used for denoting the set of all transition labels
(◦) and for referring to labels with specific source (the locality from which
the action is performed) and/or target (the locality where the action takes
place).

Abstract actions denote set of labels by singling out the kind of action per-
formed (out, in, . . .), the localities involved in the transition and the informa-
tion transmitted. Abstract actions have the same structure of transition labels;
but have locality references instead of localities and tuple and process predicates
instead of tuples and processes. Locality references can be names (s, s1, . . .) or
variables (u, u1, u2, . . .). We also use ?u to indicate a sort of universal quantifi-
cation over names. Process and tuple predicates are used for characterizing
properties of tuples and processes involved in the transition. For instance, 1P
and 1t denote generic processes and tuples, respectively. Predicates are intro-
duced in order to describe patterns of tuples and possible computations. For
instance,

—A1 = R(s1, 1t, s2) is satisfied by a transition label if a process, located at s1,
retrieves generic tuple from the tuple space at s2;

—A2 = R(?u1, 1t, s2) is satisfied by a transition label if a process, located at a
generic locality, retrieves a generic tuple from the tuple space at s2;

—A2−A1 is satisfied by a transition label if a process, that is not located at s1,
retrieves a generic tuple from the tuple space at s2.

In our logic, there are also state formulae for specifying the distribution of
resources (i.e. tuples in tuple spaces) in the system. The logic is equipped with a
proof system based on tableau and it is inspired by Cleaveland [1990], Stirling
and Walker [1991] and Winskel [1989].

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. 5, No. 1, January 2004.



82 • R. D. Nicola and M. Loreti

The main differences between our solution and the existing ones, also based
on Hennessy-Milner logic, reside on the different transition labels. In the stan-
dard approaches, even those considering value passing [Rathke and Hennessy
1997], labels are considered basic entities and are characterized syntactically
inside modal operators. Instead, in our approach transition labels are charac-
terized in terms of their properties.

The definition of the proof system is, in some sense, standard. However, since
we have an explicit notion of values, proofs of completeness and soundness are
more complex.

A small example: specifying access rights

To show how our logic can be used to formally specify access rights, we present
a simple informal description of relative access rights of two nodes.

Let s1 and s2 be localities of a net, whose access policies have been set up in
a such way that all processes, regardless of their site, can write on s2 but only
processes located at s1 can read from s2. Assume we are interested in proving
that for this system “never a process, located at a locality different from s1, will
retrieve a tuple from s2”

Using our logic we can formalize this property as follows:

¬µκ.〈A2 −A1〉tt ∨ 〈◦〉κ

where A1 and A2 are the predicates defined above, ◦ is the basic label predicate
denoting any transition label and µ is the recursion operator. The formula
µκ.〈A2 −A1〉tt ∨ 〈◦〉κ states that the system will perform eventually an action
that satisfies the predicate A2 − A1. The negation (¬) of the formula specifies
that this will never happen and thus that it is never the case that a process
which is not located at s1 reads a tuple located at the tuple space of s2.

Paper organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2, contains a brief intro-
duction to KLAIM and its labelled operational semantics. The modal logic for
KLAIM is presented in Section 3 and Section 4. Section 3 contains syntax and
semantics of the proposed logics without recursion; moreover it contains the
proof system and the proof of its soundness and completeness. In Section 4,
we add recursion to the logic and extend the proof system to the new language
establishing again soundness and completeness. Section 5 contains examples
of use of our logical framework; we describe a few systems and the specifica-
tion of some of their key properties. In Section 6, we highlight differences and
similarities with other approaches.

2. KLAIM: SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

KLAIM is a language designed for programming applications over wide area
networks. It is based on the notion of locality and relies on a Linda-like commu-
nication model. Linda [Carriero and Gelernter 1989; Gelernter 1985, 1989] is a
coordination language with asynchronous communication and shared memory.
The shared space is named Tuple Space, tuples are structured data.

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. 5, No. 1, January 2004.
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Table I. KLAIM Syntactic Categories

Set Elements Description
S s Physical localities or Sites

Loc l Logical localities
VLoc u Locality variables

VLoc ∪ Loc ∪ S �

VLoc ∪ S σ

Val v Basic values
Var x Value variables
Exp e Expressions
� A Process identifiers
χ X Process variables

R ⊆ Loc → S ρ Allocation Environments
Net N KLAIM nets
Proc P KLAIM processes
Act act KLAIM actions
T t Tuples

et Evaluated tuples
Subst δ Substitutions

Table II. Net Syntax

N ::= s ::ρ P (node)∣∣∣ N1 ‖ N2 (net composition)

In KLAIM, like in Linda, messages are structured and named tuples. Tuples
are sequences of actual and formal fields. Actual fields are values. Formal fields
are variables that will be assigned when a tuple is retrieved. Formal fields are
denoted by placing a ‘!’ before the variable. Tuples are retrieved from tuple
spaces by pattern matching.

A KLAIM system, called a net, is a set of nodes, univocally denoted by physical
names. Every node has a computational component (a set of processes running
in parallel) and a data component (a tuple space). The operations over tuple
spaces take as argument the name of the node where the target tuple space re-
sides and a tuple. S denotes the set of physical names (or sites) while s, s1, s2, . . .

denote its elements.
Programs refer to nodes by means of logical localities. Logical localities can

be thought of as aliases for physical names. The set Loc is used to denote the set
of logical localities and l , l1, l2, . . . to denote its elements. The distinct logical
locality self ∈ Loc is used to refer the node where programs are running. In
KLAIM every node is also equipped with an allocation environment (ρ), which
maps logical localities to physical localities. Every program binds logical locali-
ties to physical localities by using the allocation environment of the node where
it is running.

The syntax of KLAIM nets is defined in Table II. A node is defined by three
parameters: the physical name s, the allocation environment ρ, and the running
process P that also contains information about the local tuple space—the set
of tuples residing at s. A net N can be obtained via the parallel composition of
nodes.

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. 5, No. 1, January 2004.
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Table III. Process Syntax

P := nil (null process)∣
∣
∣ act.P (action prefixing)
∣
∣
∣ out(et) (evaluated tuple process)
∣
∣
∣ P1 | P2 (parallel composition)
∣
∣
∣ P1 + P2 (nondet. choice)
∣
∣
∣ X (process variable)
∣
∣
∣ A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉 (process invocation)

act ::= out(t)@�

∣
∣
∣ in(t)@�

∣
∣
∣ read(t)@�

∣
∣
∣ eval(P )@�

∣∣∣ newloc(u)

t ::= f
∣∣∣ f , t

f ::= v
∣∣∣ P

∣∣∣ �

∣∣∣ ! x
∣∣∣ ! X

∣∣∣ ! u

Table IV. Tuple Evaluation Function

T [[ v ]]ρ = v
T [[ ! x ]]ρ = ! x

T [[ P ]]ρ = P{ρ}
T [[ ! X ]]ρ = ! X
T [[ f , t ]]ρ = T [[ f ]]ρ , T [[ t ]]ρ

T [[ � ]]ρ = ρ(�)
T [[ ! u ]]ρ = ! u

Let VLoc and χ be, respectively, sets of locality and process variables, which
are ranged over by u and X . Elements of S ∪ Loc∪VLoc are denoted by � while
those of VLoc ∪ S will be denoted by σ . The set of basic values v, v1, . . . will be
denoted by Val while the set of variables x, x1, . . . will be denoted by Var. Here,
we do not specify what the basic values are. Finally, � is the set of process
identifiers A. The KLAIM syntactic categories are summarized in Table I.

Process syntax is defined in Table III, where nil stands for the process that
cannot perform any actions, P1|P2 and P1 + P2 stand for the parallel and non-
deterministic composition of P1 and P2, respectively. The term act.P stands
for the process that executes the action act then behaves like P . The possible
actions are: out(t)@�, in(t)@�, read(t)@�, eval(P )@� and newloc(u).

The out action adds the result of evaluating t to the tuple space at site �. A
tuple is a sequence of actual and formal fields. Actual fields are value (v, � or
P ). Formal fields are obtained by placing ‘!’ before value, locality and process
variables (!x, !u, !X ).

The evaluation rules for tuples are given in Table IV, where P{ρ} denotes the
closure of P with respect to the allocation environment ρ: the process obtained
from P by replacing every occurrence of each logical locality l with the physical
locality ρ(l ). We will use et for denoting a fully evaluated tuple: tuples that, for
each allocation environment ρ , T [[ et ]]ρ = et.

The actions in(t) and read(t) are used to retrieve information from tuple
spaces. As distinct from out, these are blocking operations; the computation is
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Table V. The Matching Rules

match(P, P ) match(s, s) match(e, e)

match(! X , P ) match(! u, s) match(! x, e)

match(et2, et1)

match(et1, et2)

match(et1, et2) match(et3, et4)

match((et1, et3), (et2, et4))

blocked until the required action can be performed, that is, a tuple matching t
can be found.

The matching predicate is defined in Table V. Basically, two values match
if they are identical while formal fields match any field of the same type. Two
tuples (t1, t2) and (t3, t4) match if t1 matches t3 and t2 matches t4. The predicate
match is also commutative: if t1 matches t2 then t2 matches t1. For instance
(1, !x, out(3)@s.nil) matches (1, 4, !X ), while (1, !x, 5) does not match (!x, nil, s).

The in(t)@� action looks for a tuple inside the tuple space at � that sat-
isfies the matching predicate defined in Table V. If this tuple et exists then
it is removed from the tuple space and the continuation process is closed
with respect to the substitution δ = [et/t] that replaces each formal variable
in t with the corresponding value in et. For instance, if t = (s1, !x, !X ) and
et = (!u, 4, out(3)@s2.nil) then [t/et] = [4/x, out(3)@s2.nil/X ].

The read operation behaves like in but it doesn’t remove the tuple. The
actions in(t)@�.P and read(t)@�.P act as a binder for variables in the formal
fields of t. A variable is free if and only if it is not bound. A process P is closed
if and only if each variable in P is not free.

The primitive eval(P )@� spawns a process P at the site �. The action
newloc(u) creates a new node and binds the variable u to its new/fresh name s.
Prefix newloc(u).P binds the locality variable u in P . In the rest of the paper,
we shall only consider closed processes.

Process identifiers are used in recursive process definitions. It is assumed
that each process identifier A has a single defining equation A(X̃ , ũ, x̃) def

= P .
All free variables in P are contained in X̃ , ũ and x̃ and all occurrences of process
identifiers in P are guarded—under the scope of an action prefixing operator.
In order to avoid name clash we will assume that variables used as parame-
ters for process identifiers are not used as formal field in any tuples in their
definitions.

In KLAIM tuples are modelled as processes; a tuple et is in the tuple space of
a node s if and only if in s there is a process out(et). Moreover it is supposed
that out(et) never appears in the scope of an action prefixing. We will use T for
the set of tuples, Proc for the set of KLAIM processes and Act for the set of KLAIM

actions.

2.1 Operational Semantics

In this section, we present a labelled operational semantics for KLAIM. The
original operational semantics [De Nicola et al. 1998] was unlabelled. The
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semantics proposed here is labelled and does not rely on structural congru-
ence. This simplifies its use as a model for the logic. The semantics of KLAIM is
given in two steps. The first one captures availability of resources and the re-
sources requests put forward by processes. The second one describes the actual
use of resources. We shall let ALab and Etl denote the sets of labels a and e
defined by the following grammars:

a ::= o(s1, et, s2)
∣∣ i(s1, et, s2)

∣∣ r(s1, et, s2)
∣∣ e(s1, P, s2)

∣∣ n(s1,−, )s2

e ::= a
∣∣ et@s

∣∣ ρ@s

We will refer to s1 as source(a) and to s2 as target(a). The first level of the
operational semantics is defined by using the transition −→>⊆ Net× Etl×Net,
which is the least relation defined in Table VI. Symmetric rules for |,+ and ‖
have been omitted. To contrast the transition of the first level with those of the
second one, we shall call local the former and global the latter.

Intuitively we have that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ if there exists a tuple et in the tuple

space of s while N
ρ@s
−−→> N ′ if s is a node of N with allocation environment

ρ. Moreover we have a local transition for every basic action. For instance we
have a transition:

N1
e(s1, P, s2)
−−−−−−→> N2

if N1 contains a process, that is located at s1, which will call for evalua-
tion of P at a site s2. Analogously, we have a local transition labelled with
o(s1, t, s2), i(s1, t, s2) or r(s1, t, s2) whenever there is a process, located at s1, that
wants to perform out(t)@s2, in(t)@s2 or read(t)@s2 respectively.

The newloc action is more critical; it requires handling creation of new sites.
To this purpose, we shall assume existence of a total ordering over sites and
of a function succ such that succ(s) yields the immediate successor of site s
within the given total ordering. If N is a net and s a physical locality, we write
s ∈ N if there exists a node s (or a reference to s) in N . We write s �∈ N if s is
unknown in N . Finally, we define sup(s, N ) as follows:

sup(s, N ) =

{
s if s �∈ N
sup(succ(s), N ) otherwise

This function yields the smallest site s′ that is not in N and is bigger or equal
to s.

Rules (LPARNEWP) and (LPARNEWN) ensure that the name of new node will
be fresh. Let us consider N1 ‖ N2, if

N1
n(s1,−, s2)
−−−−−−→> N ′

1

and s2 appears in N2, a new fresh name s3 is selected and all the references to
s2 in N ′

1 are replaced with references to s3 (the node s2 does not exists in N ′).
This permits guaranteeing that N n(s1,−, s2)

−−−−−−→> N ′ if there exists a node s1 that
would create a new node s2 that is not in N ′.

Notice that, rules (LNEWLOC), (LPARNEWP) and (LPARNEWN) permit ex-
pressing the standard semantics for KLAIM newloc without knowing the
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Table VI. The Operational Semantics: Local Transitions

( LTUPLE)
s ::ρ out(et) et@s

−−−→> s ::ρ nil ( LSITE)
s ::ρ P

ρ@s
−−−→> s ::ρ P

( LOUT)
s ::ρ out(t)@�.P

o(s, T [[ t ]]ρ , ρ(�))
−−−−−−−−−−−−→> s ::ρ P

( LEVAL)
s ::ρ eval(Q)@�.P

e(s, Q , ρ(�))
−−−−−−−−−→> s ::ρ P

( LIN)
s ::ρ in(t)@�.P

i(s, T [[ t ]]ρ , ρ(�))
−−−−−−−−−−−−→> s ::ρ P

( LREAD)
s ::ρ read(t)@�.P

r(s, T [[ t ]]ρ , ρ(�))
−−−−−−−−−−−−→> s ::ρ P

( LNEWLOC)
s′ = sup(succ(s), s ::ρ P ′)

s ::ρ newloc(u).P n(s,−, s′)
−−−−−−−→> s ::ρ P [s′/u]

( LCALL)
s ::ρ P [P̃/X̃ , �̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃] a

−→> N ′

s ::ρ A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉 a
−→> N ′

A(X̃ , ũ, x̃) def
= P

( LCHOICE)
s ::ρ P1

a
−→> s ::ρ P ′1

s ::ρ P1 + P2
a
−→> s ::ρ P ′1

( LPARN)
N1

a
−→> N ′

1 a �= n(s1,−, s2)

N1 ‖ N2
a
−→> N ′

1 ‖ N2

( LPARP)
s1 ::ρ P1

a
−→> s1 ::ρ P ′1 a �= n(s1,−, s2)

s1 ::ρ P1|P2
a
−→> s1 ::ρ P ′1|P2

( LPARNEWP)
s1 ::ρ P1

n(s1,−, s2)
−−−−−−−−→> s1 ::ρ P ′1 s3 = sup(s2, s1 ::ρ P1|P2)

s1 ::ρ P1|P2
n(s1,−, s3)
−−−−−−−−→> s1 ::ρ P ′1[s3/s2]|P2

( LPARNEWN)
N1

n(s1,−, s2)
−−−−−−−−→> N ′

1 s3 = sup(s2, N1 ‖ N2)

N1 ‖ N2
n(s1,−, s3)
−−−−−−−−→> N ′

1[s3/s2] ‖ N2

composition of all nets. We would like to remark that the same result
could be obtained by using a restriction operator similar to the one used in
π -calculus [Milner et al. 1992]. Our choice has the advantage that it permits
dealing with the creation of new names exactly as with other actions and
avoids the problems that arise when one has to consider restrictions in the
logic.

The second level of the operational semantics is defined as the least relation
�−→⊆ Net × Lab× Net induced by the rules in Table VII. The global relation
�−→ reflects the intuitive semantics of basic KLAIM actions.
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Table VII. The Operational Semantics: Global Transitions

( GOUT)
N1

o(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−−−→> N ′

1 N ′
1

ρ@s2
−−−→> N2

N1 �
o(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−−−→ N2 ‖ s2 ::ρ out(et)

( GIN)
N1

i(s1, t, s2)
−−−−−−−→> N ′

1 N ′
1

et@s2
−−−−→> N2 match(t, et)

N1 �
i(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−−→ N2[et/t]

( GEVAL)
N1

e(s1, P, s2)
−−−−−−−−→> N ′

1 N ′
1

ρ@s2
−−−→> N2

N1 �
e(s1, P, s2)
−−−−−−−−→ N2 ‖ s2 ::ρ P

( GREAD)
N1

r(s1, t, s2)
−−−−−−−→> N ′

1 N ′
1

et@s2
−−−−→> N2 match(t, et)

N1 �
r(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−−−→ N ′

1[et/t]

( GNEWLOC)
N1

n(s1,−, s2)
−−−−−−−−→> N ′

1 N ′
1

ρ@s1
−−−→> N2

N1 �
n(s1,−, s2)
−−−−−−−−→ N2 ‖ s2 ::[s2/self]·ρ nil

The rule (GOUT) states that, whenever in a net N1 a process located at s1
wants to insert an evaluated tuple et in the tuple space located s2:

N1
o(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−→> N ′

1

and, in the net, there exists a node named s2:

N ′
1

ρ@s2
−−−→> N2

then the new elementary process out(et) is placed at s2:

N1 �
o(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−→ N2 ‖ s2 ::ρ out(et)

The rule (GEVAL) is very similar to the previous one. In that case, if a process
located at s1 asks for evaluating a process P at s2:

N1
e(s1, P, s2)
−−−−−−→> N ′

1

the new process P is activated at s2:

N1 �
e(s1, P, s2)
−−−−−−→ N2 ‖ s2 ::ρ P

The construct eval relies on dynamic scoping: the logical localities of P are
evaluated using the allocation environment of the destination node �. Con-
versely, evaluation of process inserted in tuple spaces via out relies on static
scoping: in P logical localities are evaluated using the allocation environment
of the source node.
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Rules (GIN) and (GREAD) have the same assumptions but they differ with
each other for the conclusion. The first one states that if a process located at s1
asks for a tuple matching t from the tuple space located at s (N1

i(s1, t, s2)
−−−−−→> N ′

1)
and such a tuple et exists in s2 (N ′

1
et@s2
−−−→> N2), then it is retrieved:

N1 �
i(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−→ N2.

In the case of (GREAD), however, the matching tuple is not removed from the
tuple space located at s2 (N1 �

r(s1, et, s2)
−−−−−−→ N ′

1).
Finally, the rule (GNEWLOC), which handles the creation of new names, states

that whenever a process located at s1 wants to create a new node named s2:

N1
n(s1,−, s2)
−−−−−−→> N ′

1

and the allocation environment of s1 is ρ:

N ′
1

ρ@s1
−−−→> N2

then a new node named s2 is added to the net. The allocation environment
of the new node is obtained from ρ by binding the logical locality self to s2
([s2/self] · ρ):

N1 �
n(s1,−, s2)
−−−−−−→ N2 ‖ s2 ::[s2/self]·ρ nil

We shall now present a few definitions and results that permit guaranteeing
finite branching of our operational semantics.

Definition 2.1. Let N and N ′ be nets we write N �−→∗ N ′ if and only if:

— N ′ = N or ∃a, N ′′ : N �
a
−→ N ′′, N ′′ �−→∗ N ′.

LEMMA 2.2. Let N be a net, then {N ′|∃e.N e
−→> N ′} is finite.

PROOF. The proof goes by induction on the structure of N .

Base of Induction. Let N = s ::ρ P . We prove this case by induction on the
structure of P and assume that P1 and P2 are such that the set {N ′|∃e.s ::ρ
Pi

e
−→> N ′} is finite.

— P = nil: {N ′|∃e.s ::ρ nil e
−→> N ′}) = {s ::ρ nil}

— P = out(et): {N ′|∃e.s ::ρ out(et) e
−→> N ′} = {s ::ρ out(et), s ::ρ nil}

— P = act.P1: {N ′|∃e.s ::ρ act.P e
−→> N ′} = {s ::ρ P ′, s ::ρ act.P1} where, let

s′ = sup(succ(s), s ::ρ P ), P ′ = P1[s/u] if act = newloc(u) and P ′ = P1
otherwise.

— P = P1|P2:

{N ′|∃e.s ::ρ P1|P2
e
−→> N ′} = {s ::ρ P ′

1|P2|∃e.s ::ρ P1
e
−→> s ::ρ P ′

1}

∪{s ::ρ P1|P ′
2|∃e.s ::ρ P2

e
−→> s ::ρ P ′

2}

∪{s ::ρ P1|P2}

which is finite for inductive hypothesis.
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— P = P1 + P2:
{N ′|∃e.s ::ρ P1 + P2

e
−→> N ′} = {s ::ρ P ′

1|∃e.s ::ρ P1
e
−→> s ::ρ P ′

1}

∪{s ::ρ P ′
2|∃e.s ::ρ P2

e
−→> s ::ρ P ′

2}

which is finite for inductive hypothesis.

— P = A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉. Let A(X̃ , ũ, x̃) def
= P ′. Since every occurrence of A is guarded

in P ′, this case reduces to one of those considered above.

Inductive Hypothesis. Let N1 and N2 be such that following set is finite:

{N ′|∃a.Ni
a
−→> N ′}

Inductive Step. Let N = N1 ‖ N2. We have that the set of possible next nets
is:

{N ′
1 ‖ N2|∃a.N1

e
−→> N ′

1} ∪ {N1 ‖ N ′
2|∃a.N2

e
−→> N ′

2},

which is finite for inductive hypothesis.

THEOREM 2.3. Let N be a net, then {N ′|∃a.N �
a
−→ N ′} is finite.

PROOF. The claim follows directly from the above lemma.

2.2 A Small Example: Itinerant Agent

In this section, we present the evolution of a simple net. Let N be the net defined
as follows:

s1 :: Proc1|out(s2) ‖ s2 :: nil
where

Proc1
def
= in(!u)@self.eval(Proc1)@u.out(self)@u.nil

This process, located at s1, retrieves a locality at self (in(!u)@self). Later,
the process evaluates itself and inserts the locality self in the tuple space of
the read locality (eval(Proc1)@u.out(self)@u.nil).

The proposed net evolves according to the operational semantics of
Tables VI–VII as follows:

(1) First the tuple (s2) is retrieved from the tuple space of s1. With a transition
labelled i(s1, (s2), s1) the net evolves in

N1 = s1 :: eval(Proc1)@s2.out(self)@s2.nil ‖ s2 :: nil.
(2) The process Proc1 is evaluated at s2. The net evolves with a transition

labelled e(s1, Proc1, s2) in the net
N2 = s1 :: out(self)@s2.nil ‖ s2 :: Proc1.

(3) Tuple (s1) is inserted in the tuple space of s2 transition labelled o(s1, s1, s2)
the net evolves in

N3 = s1 :: nil ‖ s2 :: Proc1|out(s1).
(4) Tuple (s1) is retrieved from s2, and with a transition labelled i(s2, (s1), s2)

the net evolves in
N4 = s1 :: nil ‖ s2 :: eval(Proc1)@s1.out(self)@s1.nil.
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(5) The process Proc1 is evaluated from s2 at s1. By a transition labelled
e(s2, Proc1, s1) the net evolves in:

N5 = s1 :: Proc1 ‖ s2 :: out(self)@s1.nil.
(6) Finally, with a transition labelled o(s2, (s2), s1) net N5 evolves in N .

3. A MODAL LOGIC FOR KLAIM: THE fiNITE FRAGMENT

In this section, we introduce a logic that allows us to specify and prove proper-
ties of a mobile system specified in KLAIM. Our approach draws inspiration from
Hennessy-Milner Logic [Hennessy and Milner 1985]. In their logical frame-
work, dynamic properties of CCS processes are captured by making use of
modal operators, 〈〉 and [], indexed over a set of labels denoting basic actions of
processes.

As we have seen, in KLAIM labels are not basic entities but carry complex
information like processes, tuples, sites, and so on. In our logic, the diamond
operator 〈·〉 is indexed with predicates that will be interpreted over labels, and
used to specify subsets of the set of possible labels. Using this approach, we
shall be able to finitely refer to an infinite set of labels. To characterize state
properties of KLAIM programs, namely the presence of a tuple in a specific tuple
space, we shall also introduce specific state formulae.

In this section we shall concentrate on the finite fragment of our logic, the
next section will be dedicated to formalizing our results for the logic with
recursion.

Syntax

We shall let L be the set of formulas φ induced by the following grammar:

φ ::= tp@σ
∣∣ tt

∣∣ 〈A〉φ
∣∣ φ ∨ φ

∣∣ ¬φ

State formulae tp@σ , where σ denotes either a physical locality or a locality
variable (see Table I), are used to specify the distribution of resources over the
net (tuples over the different sites). A net N satisfies tp@s if there is a tuple et
in the tuple space located at s that satisfies tp.

As usual tt is the formula satisfied by every net, φ1∨φ2 is the formula satisfied
by all nets that satisfy either φ1 or φ2 while ¬φ is satisfied by every net that
does not satisfy φ. Finally, to satisfy 〈A〉φ a net N needs to evolve, by an action
satisfying the predicate A, in a net that satisfies φ.

Semantics

We shall introduce the interpretation function M[[·]] : L → 2Net that, for each
φ ∈ L, yields the set of nets that satisfy φ or, equivalently, the set of nets that
are models for φ.

The function M[[·]] is defined by relying on functions A[[·]] and T[[·]] that pro-
vide the interpretations of label and tuple predicates. For each label predicate
function A[[·]] yields a set of pairs (transition label,substitution) . T[[ tp]], instead,
denotes the set of tuples that satisfy tp. Both A[[·]] and T[[·]] will be formally
defined later.
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Table VIII. Label Predicate Syntax

A ::= (label predicates)
◦ (all labels)

∣
∣
∣ Src(s̃r) (source)
∣
∣
∣ Trg(s̃r) (target)
∣
∣
∣ α (abstract actions)
∣
∣
∣ A1 ∩A2 (conjunction)
∣
∣
∣ A1 ∪A2 (disjunction)
∣
∣
∣ A1 −A2 (difference)

α ::= (abstract actions)
O(sr1, tp, sr2)

∣
∣
∣ I(sr1, tp, sr2)
∣
∣
∣ R(sr1, tp, sr2)
∣
∣
∣ E(sr1, pp, sr2)
∣
∣
∣ N(sr1,−, sr2)

sr ::= (site references)

s (physical locality)
∣
∣
∣ ?u (quantified variable)
∣
∣
∣ u (free variable)

Let φ be a closed formula; M[[·]] is defined inductively on the structure of φ

as follows:

—M[[tt]] = Net;

—M[[ tp@σ ]] = {N |∃et.N et@σ
−−−→> N ′, et ∈ T[[ tp]]};

—M[[〈A〉φ]] = {N |∃a, δ, N ′ : N �
a
−→ N ′, (a; δ) ∈ A[[A]], N ′ ∈ M[[φ{δ}]]};

—M[[φ1 ∨ φ2]] = M[[φ1]] ∪M[[φ2]];
—M[[¬φ]] = Net −M[[φ]];

The interpretation function respects the intuitive semantics of formulae.
Every net is a model for tt while every net with a node s, whose tuple space
contains a tuple t satisfying tp, is a model for tp@s. N is a model for 〈A〉φ if
there exist N ′ such that N �

a
−→ N ′, (a, δ) ∈ A[[A]] and N ′ ∈ M[[φ{δ}]]. Finally, N

is a model for φ1 ∨ φ2 if N is a model for φ1 or φ2 while N is a model for ¬φ if it
is not a model for φ.

We write N |= φ if and only if N ∈ M[[φ]]. Other formulae like [A]φ or φ1∧φ2
can be expressed in L. Indeed [A]φ = ¬〈A〉¬φ and φ1∧φ2 = ¬(φ1∨φ2). We shall
use these derivable formulae as macros in L.

In 〈A〉φ the operator 〈A〉 acts as a binder for the (locality) variables in φ that
appear quantified in A. As usual u is free in φ if there exists an instance of u in
φ that is not bound and φ is closed if it does not contain free variables. Finally,
the closure of φ with respect to substitution δ (written φ{δ}) is the formula φ′

obtained from φ by replacing every free variable u with δ(u).

3.1 Label Predicates

In this section, we present a formal syntax and semantics of label predicates.
These permit denoting an infinite set of labels by specifying their properties.
The set PLab of label predicates (A, A1, A2, . . .) is defined in Table VIII.
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Table IX. Label Predicates Interpretation

A[[◦]] = Lab
A[[O(sr1, tp, sr2)]] = {(o(s1, t, s2); δ1 · δ2)|(s1; δ1) ∈ R[[sr1]], (s2; δ2) ∈ R[[sr2]], t ∈ T[[ tp]]}

A[[I(sr1, tp, sr2)]] = {(i(s1, t, s2); δ1 · δ2)|(s1; δ1) ∈ R[[sr1]], (s2; δ2) ∈ R[[sr2]], t ∈ T[[ tp]]}

A[[R(sr1, tp, sr2)]] = {(r(s1, t, s2); δ1 · δ2)|(s1; δ1) ∈ R[[sr1]], (s2; δ2) ∈ R[[sr2]], t ∈ T[[ tp]]}

A[[E(sr1, pp, sr2)]] = {(e(s1, P, s2); δ1 · δ2)|(s1; δ1) ∈ R[[sr1]], (s2; δ2) ∈ R[[sr2]], P ∈ P[[pp]]}

A[[N(sr1,−, sr2)]] = {(n(s1,−, s2); δ1 · δ2)|(s1; δ1) ∈ R[[sr1]], (s2; δ2) ∈ R[[sr2]]}

A[[Src(s̃r)]] = {(a;∅)|∃δ.(source(a), δ) ∈
⋃
sr′∈{s̃r} R[[sr]].}

A[[Trg(s̃r)]] = {(a;∅)|∃δ.(target(a), δ) ∈
⋃
sr′∈{s̃r} R[[sr]].}

A[[A1 ∪A1]] = A[[A1]] ∪ A[[A2]]

A[[A1 ∩A1]] = {(a; δ1 · δ2)|(a; δ1) ∈ A[[A1]], (a; δ2)A[[A2]]}

A[[A1 −A2]] = {(a; δ)|(a; δ) ∈ A[[A1]], ∀δ′ (a; δ′) �∈ A[[A2]]}

A label predicate A is built from basic label predicates and abstract actions
by using disjunction (· ∪ ·), conjunction (· ∩ ·) and difference (· − ·).

Basic label predicates are used for denoting the set of all transition labels (◦)
and for selecting labels basing the choice on their source (Src(s̃r))—the locality
from which the action is performed—or on their target (Src(s̃r))—the locality
where the action takes place.

Abstract actions (α) denote a set of labels by singling out the kind (O for
out, I for in, etc.), the localities involved in the transition and the information
transmitted. Abstract actions have the same structure as transition labels;
however, there are locality references (sr) instead of localities and tuple and
process predicates instead of tuples and processes. Locality references can be
names (s, s1, . . .), free variables (u, u1, . . .) or quantified variables(?u, ?u1, . . .).
Process and tuple predicates are used for characterizing properties of tuples
and processes involved in the transition.

Semantics. Formal interpretation of label predicates is defined by means
of two interpretation functions: R[[·]] and A[[·]]. The first takes as argument a
locality reference sr (s, u or ?u) and yields a set of pairs <physical locality-
substitution>. The second takes a label predicate A and yields a set of pairs
<transition label-substitution>. Intuitively, (a, δ) ∈ A[[A]] if transition label a
satisfies A with respect to the substitution δ.

Definition 3.1. We define the interpretation of sr, written R[[sr]], as follows:

R[[?u]] = {(s; [s/u])|s ∈ Sites} R[[u]] = {(u;∅)} R[[s]] = {(s;∅)}

Notice that, ?u is used like a wild card that can be replaced by every phys-
ical locality. This reference plays the role of existential quantification if it is
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Table X. Label Predicate Bound Variables

bv(◦) = ∅
bv(Src(s̃r)) = bv(Trg(s̃r)) =

⋃
sr∈s̃r bv(sr)

bv(O(sr1, tp, sr2)) = bv(I(sr1, tp, sr2)) = bv(R(sr1, tp, sr2)) = bv(sr1) ∪ bv(sr2)
bv(E(sr1, pp, sr2)) = bv(sr1) ∪ bv(sr2)
bv(n(sr1,−, sr2)) = bv(sr1) ∪ bv(sr2)
bv(A1 ∪A2) = bv(A1) ∩ bv(A2)
bv(A1 ∩A2) = bv(A1) ∪ bv(A2)
bv(A1 −A2) = bv(A1)
bv(?u) = {u}
bv(s) = bv(u) = ∅

used inside a 〈·〉, while it works like a universal quantification when used
instead [·].

Moreover, in 〈A〉φ, A acts as binder for variables in A. Let be A a la-
bel predicate; the set of variables bv(A) that are bound in A is defined in
Table X.

Definition 3.2. The interpretation of label predicates is defined in Table IX.
Function A[[·]] relies on P[[·]] and T[[·]] that yield, respectively, the set of processes
and of tuples satisfying process and tuple predicates.

As an example, consider the label predicates presented in the Introduction.
We have:

—A[[R(s1, 1t, s2)]] = {(r(s1, t, s2), ∅)|t ∈ T }

—A[[R(?u1, 1t, s2)]] = {(r(s, t, s2), [s/u1])|s ∈ S, t ∈ T }

—A[[R(?u1, 1t, s2)− I(s1, 1t, s2)]] =
{

(r(s, t, s2), [s/u1])|s ∈ S, s �= s1, t ∈ T
}

Within our logic, label predicates can be used to express spatial properties:
where actions take place.

3.2 Process and Tuple Predicates

When defining label predicates, we made the use of both tuple and process
predicates. These are used to characterize properties of tuples and processes
involved in the actions.

Process predicates shall be used to specify the kind of accesses to the re-
sources of the net (tuples and sites). These accesses are composed for spec-
ifying their causal dependencies. The causal properties we intend to ex-
press for processes are those expressing properties like “first read something
and then use the acquired information in some way”. Tuple predicates will
characterize tuple pattern by specifying the relevant properties of their
fields.

We shall use PTuple to denote the set of tuple predicates tp defined as
follows:
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tp ::= (tuple predicate)

1t (generic tuple)
∣∣ vp (value predicate)
∣∣ lp (locality predicate)
∣∣ pp (process predicate)
∣∣ !u (locality formal)
∣∣ !x (value formal)
∣∣ !X (process formal)
∣∣ tp, tp (composition)

The tuple predicate 1t is used for denoting a generic tuple (any tuple will
satisfy 1t). Value ( vp), locality ( lp) and process predicates (pp) are used for
characterizing the properties of the values that compose the tuples, while for-
mals (!u, !x and !X ) are used to denote formal fields of tuples. Finally, tuple
predicates are composed by using comma ( tp1, tp2). We will have that t1, t2
satisfies tp1, tp2 if t1 satisfies tp1 and t2 satisfies tp2.

A locality predicate lp is defined as follows:

lp ::= (locality predicate)

1s (generic locality)
∣∣ s (physical locality)
∣∣ u (locality variable)
∣∣ l (logical locality)

where 1s is used for a generic locality, s and l refer to specific physical or logical
locality, respectively, and u is a locality variable.

The value predicates vp are defined similarly

vp ::= (value predicate)
∣∣ 1v (generic value)
∣∣ v (basic value)
∣∣ x (value variable)

we have terms for denoting: any value (1v), a specific value v or a free variable
u.

We shall use PLoc and PVal, respectively, for denoting the set of locality
predicates and the set of value predicates.

Finally, we define the sets of process and access predicates PProc and PAcc

like the set of terms pp and ap defined by the following grammar:
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pp ::= (process predicate)

1P (generic process)
∣∣ ap→ pp (access requirements)
∣∣ pp ∧ pp (conjunction)
∣∣ X (process variable)

ap ::= (access predicate)

i( tp)@ lp (in)
∣∣ r( tp)@ lp (read)
∣∣ o( tp)@ lp (out)
∣∣ e(pp)@ lp (eval)
∣∣ n(u) (newloc)

We use 1P for a generic process, pp1 ∧ pp2 for the set of processes that satisfy
pp1 and pp2. A process satisfies ap → pp if it might perform an access (i.e. an
action) that satisfies ap and use the acquired information as specified by pp. We
introduce an action predicate ap for every basic KLAIM action.

We will write ap1 =α ap2 if ap is equal to ap′ after changing the name of
the variables in their formal fields (α−renaming). If ap1 =α ap2, we will use
[ap2/ap1], for the substitution of every formal variable of ap1 with the corre-
sponding one of ap2: for instance r(!u1, P, !X 1)@1s =α r(!u2, P, !X 2)@1s and
[r(!u2, P, !X 2)@1s/r(!u1, P, !X 1)@1s] = [u2/u1, X 2/X 1].

In process predicates of the form ap → pp the terms i( tp)@ lp, r( tp)@ lp

and n(u) act as a binder for the formal variables in tp and for the variable u. A
variable is free in pp (respectively tp) if it does not appear under the scope of a
binder i( tp)@ lp, r( tp)@ lp and n(u). We will use fv(pp) to denote the set of free
variables in pp. Function fv(·) is formally defined in Table XI, where form( tp)
yields the set of variables that are used like formals in the tuple predicate tp.

Process predicates can be thought as types that reflect the possible accesses a
process might perform along its computation; they also carry information about
the possible use of the acquired resources [De Nicola et al. 2000]. This allows
us to specify sophisticated properties on process capabilities. For instance we
can specify the set of processes that, after reading the name of a locality from
u1, spawn a process to the read locality:

i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P

This predicate is satisfied by both:

in(!u1)@s1.eval(P )@u1.Q

in(!u1)@s1.in(!x)@u1.eval(P )@u1.Q
but it is not satisfied by

in(!u2)@s1.read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.nil
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Table XI. Free Variables of Process Predicates

form(1t) = form( vp) = form(pp) = form( lp) = ∅
form(!x) = {x}
form(!X ) = {X }
form(!u) = {u}
form( tp1, tp2) = form( tp1) ∪ form( tp2)

fv(1t) = fv(!u) = fv(!x) = fv(!X ) = ∅
fv( tp1, tp2) = fv( tp1) ∪ fv( tp2)
fv(1P) = ∅
fv(pp1 ∧ pp2) = fv(pp1) ∪ fv(pp2)
fv(ap→ pp) = (fv(pp)− bv(ap)) ∪ fv(ap)
fv(X ) = {X }
fv(o( tp)@ lp) = fv(i( tp)@ lp) = fv(r( tp)@ lp) = fv( tp) ∪ fv( lp)
fv(e(pp)@ lp) = fv(pp) ∪ fv( lp)
fv(n(u)@ lp) = ∅
fv(x) = {x}
fv(u) = {u}
fv(1v) = fv(v) = fv(1s) = fv(s) = fv(l ) = ∅

bv(i( tp)@ lp) = bv(r( tp)@ lp) = form( tp)
bv(o( tp)@ lp) = bv(e(pp)@ lp) = ∅
bv(n(u)) = {u}

Table XII. Interpretation for Predicates

L[[1s]] = S L[[s]] = {s} L[[l ]] = {l } L[[u]] = {u}
V[[1v]] = Val V[[v]] = {v} V[[x]] = {x}

T[[1t]] = T T[[ lp]] = L[[ lp]] T[[ vp]] = V[[ vp]] T[[pp]] = P[[pp]]

T[[!u]] = {!u} T[[!x]] = {!x} T[[!X ]] = {!X }

indeed, in the latter case, no process is evaluated at the locality retrieved from
s1.

3.2.1 Semantics. In this section, we show how the predicates introduced
in the previous section are interpreted.

Interpretation of locality, value and tuples predicates are, in some sense,
obvious. The formal definition of functions

L[[·]] : PLoc→ S ∪ Loc ∪ VLoc

V[[·]] : PVal→ Val ∪ Var

T[[·]] : PTuple→ T

can be found in Table XII. The syntactic categories are those of Table I.
To define P[[]] we need to introduce a transition relation for describing pos-

sible computations of processes. Relations −→> and �−→ introduced in the
previous section are not adequate, because they describe the actual computa-
tion of nets and processes. The relation we need, instead, has to describe, using
a sort of abstract interpretation, what actions a process might perform during
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its computation. Let V be a set of variables, we will write P ===
act

V
⇒ Q if:

—the process P , at some point of its computation, might perform the action
act;

—all the actions that are executed before act, do not bind variables in V.

Definition 3.3. Let V ⊂ VLoc ∪ χ ∪ Var the relation →V⊂ Proc × Proc is
defined as follows:

—if act does not bind variables in V then
actP →V P

—for every P and Q
P |Q →V P
P |Q →V Q

P + Q →V P
P + Q →V Q

—if A(X̃ , ũ, x̃) def
= P then

A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉 →V P [P̃/X̃ , �̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃]

The relation ===
V
⇒ ⊂ Proc× Act× Proc is defined as follows:

—for every V,

act.P ===
act

V
⇒ P

—if P →V P ′ and P ′ ===
act

V
⇒ Q then

P ===
act

V
⇒ Q

Functions P[[·]] : PProc → Proc and AC[[·]] : PAcc → Act are defined as
follows:

P[[1P]] = Proc

P[[X ]] = {X }

P[[ap→ pp]] = {P |∃act, Q , ap′

ap =α ap′, act ∈ P[[ap′]], Q ∈ P[[pp[ap′/ap]]], P ===========
act

fv(ap→ pp)
⇒ Q}

P[[pp1 ∧ pp2]] = P[[pp1]] ∩ P[[pp2]]

AC[[o( tp)@ lp]] = {(out(t)@�|t ∈ P[[ tp]], � ∈ P[[ lp]]}

AC[[i( tp)@ lp]] = {(in(t)@�|t ∈ P[[ tp]], � ∈ P[[ lp]]}

AC[[r( tp)@ lp]] = {(read(t)@�|t ∈ P[[ tp]], � ∈ P[[ lp]]}

AC[[e(pp)@ lp]] = {eval(Q)@�|� ∈ P[[ lp]], Q ∈ P[[pp]]σ }

AC[[n(u)]] = {(newloc(u′)|u′ ∈ VLoc}
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We will write P : pp, t : tp and act : ap if P ∈ P[[pp]], t ∈ T[[ tp]] and act ∈
P[[ap]] respectively. Conversely, we will write ¬(P : pp), ¬(t : tp) and ¬(act : ap)
if P �∈ P[[pp]], t �∈ P[[ tp]] and act �∈ P[[ap]]. Furthermore, we assume that process
predicates are equal up to contraction (i.e. pp ∧ pp = pp), commutative and
associative properties; for instance pp1 ∧ (pp2 ∧ pp1) = pp1 ∧ pp2.

If we consider predicate pp = i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P, introduced in the
previous Section, we have that:

in(!u1)@s1.in(!x)@u1.eval(P )@u1.Q : pp

indeed:

in(!u1)@s1.in(!x)@u1.eval(P )@u1.Q ======
in!u1@s1

∅
⇒ in(!x)@u1.eval(P )@u1.Q

========
eval(P )@u1

{u1}
⇒ Q

Moreover:

in(!u1)@s1 : i(!u1)@s1 =α i!u@s1,
e(1P)@u[i(!u1)@s1/i!u@s1] = e(1P)@u1,
eval(P )@u1 : e1P@u1 and Q : 1P,
in(!u1)@s1.in(!x)@u1.eval(P )@u1.Q : pp

On the contrary, the process

in(!u2)@s1.read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.nil

does not satisfy the predicate pp, indeed:
in(!u2)@s1.read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.nil

=======
in(!u2)@s1

∅
⇒ read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.nil

Even if:

in(!u2)@s1 : i(!u2)@s1 =α i(!u)@s1

process read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.nil does not satisfy e(1P)@u2 → 1P. Indeed:

—the action read(!u2)@s2 binds the variable u2;
—there is no process P ′ such that read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.nil →u2 P ′.

Hence, in(!u2)@s1.read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.nil →u2 P ′ does not satisfy pp.
We would like to remark that process predicates represent a set of causal

dependent sequences of accesses that a single process might perform and not
actual computational sequences. Thus process predicates are not able to distin-
guish P1|P2 from P1 + P2. Indeed, in P1|P2, like in P1 + P2, the accesses that
P1 might perform are not dependent on those that P2 might perform. In that
sense, P1|P2 and P1 + P2 satisfy the same set of predicates.

3.2.2 A Proof System for Process and Tuple Predicates. In this section,
we will introduce a proof system that permits verifying the satisfiability of a
predicate by a process or a tuple. For the proof system we will prove soundness
and completeness.
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Table XIII. The Proof System for Process and Tuple Predicates

Process rules:
� ! P : 1P �, X : pp ! X : pp � ! X : X (1)

Rw

�, X : ppi ! P : pp
i ∈ {1, 2}

�, X : pp1 ∧ pp2 ! P : pp
R∧

� ! P : pp1 � ! P : pp2

� ! P : pp1 ∧ pp2

R|
� ! Pi : ap→ pp

i ∈ {1, 2}
� ! P1|P2 : ap→ pp

R+
� ! Pi : ap→ pp

i ∈ {1, 2}
� ! P1 + P2 : ap→ pp

RAct1

� ! P : ap→ pp
(2)

� ! act.P : ap→ pp

RAct2

� ! act : ap′ � ! P : pp[ap′/ap]
(3)

� ! act.P : ap→ pp

RCall

X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! P ′[�̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃] : ap→ pp

� ! P1 : pp1 . . . � ! Pn : ppn (4)

� ! A〈P1, . . . , Pn, �̃, ṽ〉 : ap→ pp

Action rules:

ROut

� ! t : tp � ! � : lp

� ! out(t)@� : o( tp)@ lp
RRead

� ! t : tp � ! � : lp

� ! read(t)@� : r( tp)@ lp

RIn

� ! t : tp � ! � : lp

� ! in(t)@� : i( tp)@ lp
REval

� ! P : pp � ! � : lp

� ! eval(P )@� : e(pp)@ lp

RNew � ! newloc(u) : n(u)

Tuple rules:
� !!u :!u � !!X :!X � ! v : v � ! v : 1v � ! � : � � ! � : 1s � ! t : 1t

� ! t1 : tp1 � ! t2 : tp2
RTuple

� ! t1, t2 : tp1, tp2

(1) X does not appear in �

(2) act does not bind free variables in ap→ pp

(3) ap =α ap′

(4) A(X 1, . . . , X n, ũ, x̃) def
= P ′ and ∀ i. ppi ∈ (↓ ap→ pp)C

Definition 3.4. Process, action and tuple sequents are of the form:

� ! P : pp , � ! act : ap , � ! t : tp

where the assumptions � are sets of pairs <process variable,process predicate>.

In order to limit the size of the set of predicates that can appear in a proof,
we introduce the operators ↓ · and ⇓ ·.

Definition 3.5. Let pp be a process predicate and let {p̃p} be a set of process
predicates, we define ↓ pp and ⇓ {p̃p} as follows:
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—↓ 1P = {1P};
—↓ (pp1 ∧ pp2) =↓ pp1∪ ↓ pp2 ∪ (↓ pp1) ∧ (↓ pp2)
—↓ (ap→ pp) =↓ pp∪ ↓ ap ∪ (ap→↓ pp)

and

—⇓ ∅ = ∅;
—⇓ {pp} ∪ {p̃p} = (↓ pp) ∪ (⇓ { p̃p}) ∪ ((↓ pp) ∧ (⇓ {p̃p}))

where:

(↓ pp1) ∧ (↓ pp2) = {pp′ ∧ pp”|pp′ ∈↓ pp1 and pp” ∈↓ pp2}

↓ ap =⇓ {pp|pp ∈ ap}

(ap→↓ pp) = {ap→ pp′|pp′ ∈↓ pp}

↓ tp =⇓ {pp|pp ∈ tp}

Let {pp} be a set of process predicates; we use ({p̃p})C for the ∧-closure of {pp}.

The proof system for process and tuples predicates is defined in Table XIII.
Three groups of rules are considered: process rules, action rules and tuple rules.
The more interesting are process rules while action and tuple rules are, in some
sense, standard.

Process rules contain three axioms which, respectively, state that: every pro-
cess satisfies 1P; if it is assumed that X satisfies pp then X : pp is provable;
and every process variable X satisfies itself. The condition “X does not ap-
pear in � on axiom � ! X : X is used to avoid name clash between formal
variables and parameter variables in process definitions. There is a weaken-
ing rule (Rw): if one is able to prove P : pp under � ∪ {X : pp1} then P : pp

is provable under � ∪ {X : pp1 ∧ pp2}. The rule for predicate conjunction (R∧)
(pp1 ∧ pp2) is as usual: P : pp1 ∧ pp2 under � if both P : pp1 and P : pp2 under
�. Parallel composition and nondeterministic choice are treated in the proof
system like disjunctions. There exists a proof for � ! P1|P2 or � ! P1 + P2
if there exists a proof either for � ! P1 : pp or for � ! P2 : pp (rules R|and
R+). Two rules can be applied to prove � ! act.P : ap→ pp (RAct1and RAct2).
If act does not bind free variables in ap → pp and there exists a proof for
� ! P : ap → pp then there exists a proof for � ! act.P : ap → pp.
On the other hand, if there exists a proof for � ! act : ap′, ap′ =α ap and
there exists a proof for � ! P : pp[ap′/ap] then there exists a proof for
� ! act.P : ap → pp. Finally, one is able to prove A〈P1, . . . , Pn, �̃, ṽ〉, where
A(X 1, . . . , X n) def

= P ′, if there are pp1, . . . , ppn ∈ (↓ pp)C such that there exist
proofs for X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppx ! P ′[�̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃], � ! P1 : pp1, . . . , � ! P1 : pp1
(RCall).

Previously, we showed that process in(!u1)@s1.eval(P )@u1.Q belongs to the
interpretation of i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P. Using the proof system, we can
build, for the sequent ! in(!u1)@s1.eval(P )@u1.Q : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P,
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the following proof:

!!u1 :!u1 ! s1 : s1
RIn

! in(!u1)@s1 : i(!u1)@s1

! P : 1P ! u1 : u1
REval

! eval(P )@u1 : e(1P)@u1 ! Q : 1P
RAct2

! eval(P )@u1.Q : e(1P)@u1 → 1P
RAct2

! in(!u1)@s1.eval(P )@u1.Q : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P

Now we are ready to present soundness and completeness results.

THEOREM 3.6 (SOUNDNESS). For every process P, action act tuple t, predicates
pp, ap and tp and � = X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn, � ! P : pp, � ! act : ap and
� ! t : tp are provable then for every process P1, . . . , Pn such that, for every
i, Pi : ppi, then P [P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] : pp, act[P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] : ap and
t[P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] : tp.

PROOF. We prove, by induction on the number of steps needed to prove � !

P : pp, � ! act : ap and � ! t : tp, that if there exists a proof for � ! P :
pp, � ! act : ap and � ! t : tp then for every process P1, . . . , Pn such that, for
every i, Pi : ppi, then P [P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] : pp, act[P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] : ap

and t[P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] : tp.

Base. If � ! P : pp, � ! act : ap and � ! t : tp are axioms, i.e. provable in
0 steps, the following cases can be distinguished:

—� ∪ {X i : ppi} ! X i : pp1, � ! P : 1P or � ! X : X then the statement follows
easily, indeed: in the first case, Pi : ppi for hypothesis; in the second one for
each P1, . . . , Pn, P [P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] satisfies 1P and in the latter, since X
does not appear in �, X [P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] = X and X : X ;

—� ! v : 1v, � ! v : v � !!u :!u, � !!X :!X , � ! � : 1s, � ! � : � and � ! t : 1t.
For each of these case, the statement follows easily.

Inductive Hypothesis. For every X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i : ppi, if X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i !

P : pp, X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i :! act : ap and X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i ! t : tp are prov-
able within n steps then for every P1 : pp1,. . .,Pi : ppi: P [P1/X 1, . . . , Pi/X i] :
pp, act[P1/X 1, . . . , Pi/X i] : ap and t[P1/X 1, . . . , Pi/X i] : tp.

Inductive Step. Let us assume that � ! P : pp, � ! act : ap and � ! t : tp

are provable within n + 1 steps. We have to distinguish according to the last
applied rule.

(Rw). In that case, the proof starts:

{X 1 : pp1
1, . . . , X i : ppi} ! P : pp

{X : pp1
1 ∧ pp2

1, . . . , X i : ppi} ! P : pp

Since {X 1 : pp1
1, . . . , X i : ppi} ! P : pp is provable within n steps, then:

∀ P1 : pp1
1, . . . , Pi : ppi ⇒ P [P1/X 1, . . . , Pi/X i] : pp

Moreover, for each P if P : pp1 ∧ pp2 then P : pp1. Hence:

∀ P1 : pp1
1 ∧ pp2

1, . . . , Pi : ppi ⇒ P [P1/X 1, . . . , Pi/X i] : pp
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(R∧). the statement follows easily from the inductive hypothesis and by def-
inition of P[[pp1 ∧ pp2]] = P[[pp1]] ∩ P[[pp2]];

(R|and R+). also in that case the statement follows by inductive hypothesis
and by noting that, for each P1 and P2, if P1 : ap → pp then both P1|P2 and
P1 + P2 belong to P[[ap→ pp]];

(RAct1). the proof starts:
{X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i : ppi} ! P : ap1 → pp1

{X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i : ppi} ! act.P : ap1 → pp1

where act does not bind free variable in ap1 → pp1. From the inductive hypoth-
esis, the statement follows for {X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i : ppi} ! P : ap1 → pp1.

Notice that, if P : ap1 → pp1 then there exist act1 and P1 such that:
P ======

act1

fv(ap→ pp)
⇒ P1 and act1 : pp1 and P1 : pp1. Moreover, for each act that does

not bind variables in fv(ap→ pp), act.P ======
act1

fv(ap→ pp)
⇒ P1, hence P : ap → pp ⇒

act.P : ap → pp. Since the set variables that are bound by act do not change
under every substitution, then the statement follows.

(RAct2). Also that case follows by composing an inductive hypothesis and
definition of P[[ ]].

(RCall). In that case the initial step of the actual proof is of the form:

X 1 : pp1, . . . , X i : ppn ! P [�̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃] : pp � ! P1 : pp1 . . . � ! P i : ppn

� ! A〈P1, . . . , P i, �̃, ṽ〉 : pp

where � = X ′
1 : pp′1, . . . , X ′

k : pp′k and A(X 1, . . . , X i, ũ, x̃) def
= P . From the

inductive hypothesis we have that:

— for all P1 : pp1, . . . , Pi : ppi then P [�̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃][P1/X 1, . . . , Pi/X i] : pp
— for all P1 : pp′1, . . . , Pk : pp′k then for every P1[P1/X ′

1, . . . , Pk/X ′
k] : pp1, . . . ,

P i[P1/X ′
1, . . . , Pk/X ′

k] : ppi.

Using these result we have that for every P1 : pp′1, . . . , Pk : pp′k :

P [�̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃][P1[P ′
1/X ′

1, . . . , P ′
k/X ′

k], . . . , Pn[P ′
1/X ′

1, . . . , P ′
k/X ′

k]] : pp

then
A〈�̃, P1[P ′

1/X ′
1, . . . , P ′

k/X ′
k], . . . , Pn[P ′

1/X ′
1, . . . , P ′

k/X ′
k], ṽ〉 : pp

and
A〈�̃, P1, . . . , Pn, ṽ〉[P ′

1/X ′
1, . . . , P ′

k/X ′
k] : pp

LEMMA 3.7. If

! P [P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : pp
! act[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ap
! t[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : tp

are provable, and pp �= X , then there exist pp1, . . . , ppn such that:

— for each i, Pi : ppi;
— for each i, ppi ∈ (↓ pp)C (respectively ppi ∈ (↓ ap)C and ppi ∈ (↓ tp)C)
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—the sequents

X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! P : pp
X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! act : ap
X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! t : tp

are provable.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on the length of the proofs.

Base of Induction. If ! P [P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : pp is provable in 1 step then
pp = 1P. Moreover, for each i, we let ppi = 1P and, since 1P ∈↓ ppC, X 1 :
1P, . . . X n : 1P ! P : 1P. Every proof for ! act[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ap has a
length greatest than 1, while if ! t[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : tp is provable in one
step then either t = P and tp = 1P, t = � and tp = lp, t =!id and tp =!id
(id ∈ {u, x, X }), t = v and tp = vp or tp = 1t. The statement holds for each of
these cases.

Inductive Hypothesis. If ! P [P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : pp ! act[P1/X 1, . . .

Pn/X n] : ap and ! t[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : tp are provable within m steps then
there exist pp1, . . . , ppn such that:

— for each i, Pi : ppi;
— for each i, ppi ∈ (↓ pp)C, ppi ∈ (↓ ap)C and ppi ∈ (↓ tp)C;
—the sequents

X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! P : pp
X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! act : ap
X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! t : tp

are provable.

Inductive Step. The statement follows easily from the inductive hypothesis
for act and t1, t2. The only interesting cases are those concerning processes.
Let ! P [P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : pp be provable in m + 1 steps. If pp = pp1 ∧

pp2 then the statement follows easily by using the inductive hypothesis. Let
pp = ap → pp1. We can distinguish three cases according to the last applied
rule:

(R|,R+). P = P1|P2 or P = P1 + P2 then the proof has to start as follows:

! P i[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ap→ pp1

! P [P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ap→ pp1

by using the inductive hypothesis we have that there exists a proof for X 1 :
pp1 . . . X n : ppn ! P i : pp. Hence there exists a proof for X 1 : pp1 . . . X n : ppn !

P : pp.
(RAct1). P = act.P i and ! P i[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ap→ pp is provable within

n steps. In that case we can directly apply the inductive hypothesis.
(RAct2). P = act.P i and ! act[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ap′, ap′ =α ap and !

P i[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : pp[ap′/ap] are provable within n steps. By applying the
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inductive hypothesis we have that there exists pp1
1, . . . , pp1

n and pp2
1, . . . , pp2

n
such that

X 1 : pp1
1, . . . , X n : pp1

n ! act : ap′

X 1 : pp2
1, . . . , X n : pp2

n ! P i : pp[ap′/ap]

Please, notice that, for every i, pp1
i ∧ pp2

i ∈ (↓ ap′ → pp[ap′/ap])C. The proof,
that we are looking for, starts as follows:

X 1 : pp1
1, . . . ! act : ap′

...

X 1 : pp1
1 ∧ pp2

1, . . . ! act : ap′

X 1 : pp2
1, . . . ! P i : pp[ap′/ap]

...

X 1 : pp1
1 ∧ pp2

1, . . . ! P i : pp[ap′/ap]

X 1 : pp1
1 ∧ pp2

1, . . . , X n : pp1
n ∧ pp2

n ! P i : ap→ pp

(RCall). P = A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉 then the proof starts as follows:

X 1 : pp1, . . . , X k : ppk ! P ′[�̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃] : ap→ pp1
! P1[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : pp1 . . . ! Pk[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ppk

! A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉[P1/X 1, . . . Pn/X n] : ap→ pp1

where P̃ = P1, . . . , Pk , A(X 1, . . . , X k , ũ, x̃) = P ′ and pp1, . . . , ppk ∈ (↓ pp)C.
By applying the inductive hypothesis we have that there exists pp1

1, . . . ,
pp1

n, . . . , ppk
1 , . . . , ppk

n,such that X 1 : pp1
1, . . . , X n : pp1

n ! P1 : pp1, . . . , X 1 :
ppk

1 , . . . , X n : ppk
n ! Pk : ppk are provable, moreover pp

j
i ∈ (↓ pp j )C ⊆ (↓ pp)C.

Please notice that for every j pp
j
1 ∧ . . . ∧ pp j

n belongs to (↓ pp)C. Moreover,
similarly to the previous case, we have that

X 1 : pp1
1 ∧ . . . ∧ ppk

1 , . . . X n : pp1
n ∧ . . . ∧ ppk

n ! A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉 : pp

is provable.

THEOREM 3.8 (COMPLETENESS). For every P, act, t such that for every P1 :
pp1, . . . , Pn : ppn implies P [P1/X 1, . . . , Pn/X n] : pp, act[P1/X 1, Pn/X n] : ap

t[P1/X 1, Pn/X n] : tp then: X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! P : pp, X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n :
ppn ! act : ap and X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! t : tp are provable.

PROOF. We proceed by induction on the structure of pp, ap and tp. The only
interesting case is P : ap → pp, where we assume that for every ap′ and pp′

(subterms of ap → pp) if act ′ : ap′ and P ′ : pp′ then ! act ′ : ap′ and ! P ′ : pp′
are provable.

If P : ap→ pp then there exist P1, . . . , Pn such that:

— P = P1;
— Pi →fv(ap→ pp) Pi+1;

— Pn = act ′.P ′ and act ′ : ap′, ap′ =α ap and P ′ : pp[ap′/ap].

We prove that if P : ap → pp then there exists a proof for ! P : ap → pp by
induction on n.
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If n = 1 then P = act ′.P ′, act ′ : ap′, ap′ =α ap and P ′ : pp[ap′/ap]. We have
assumed that if act ′ : ap′ and P ′ : pp′ then ! act ′ : ap′ and ! P ′ : pp′ are
provable, hence ! act.P : ap→ pp is provable.

We suppose that for every P such that there exist P1, . . . , Pk such that:

— P = P1;
— Pi →fv(ap→ pp) Pi+1;
— Pk = act ′.P ′ and act ′ : ap′, ap′ =α ap and P ′ : pp[ap′/ap].

then there exists a proof for ! P : ap→ pp.
Let P be such that P1, . . . , Pk , Pk+1 such that:

— P = P1;
— Pi →fv(ap→ pp) Pi+1;
— Pk+1 = act ′.P ′ and act ′ : ap′, ap′ =α ap and P ′ : pp[ap′/ap].

If P = P1|P2, P = P1 + P2 or P = act1.P1 the thesis follows directly from
the inductive hypothesis. While if P = A〈P̃ , �̃, ṽ〉 and A(X̃ , ũ, x̃) def

= P ′ then
P2 = P ′[P̃/X̃ , �̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃]. For the inductive hypothesis we have that there exists
a proof for ! P ′[P̃/X̃ , �̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃] : ap → pp. Then, by applying the previous
lemma, we have that X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! P ′[�̃/ũ, ṽ/x̃] is provable. Finally,
let P̃ = P1, . . . , Pn, pp1, . . . , ppn ∈↓ pp and by assumption we have that ! P1 :
pp1, . . . , ! Pn : ppn are provable.

We have proved that, for each P and pp, ! P : pp is provable if and only if
P ∈ P[[pp]]. However, we also need to prove that we are able to decide if there
exists a proof for ! P : pp.

To obtain this result we first prove that the set of sequents that can be reached
in a derivation is finite. Then we prove that if there exists a proof for a sequent
with loops then a proof without loops can be found for the same sequent.

By composing these results we can prove decidability for the proof system in
Table XIII. Indeed, search a proof for � ! P : pp is equivalent to search paths,
in the finite graph induced by the proof system, from � ! P : pp to axioms.

LEMMA 3.9. The set of sequents that are reachable in each deduction from
� ! P : pp is finite.

PROOF. Let X 1 : pp1, . . . , X n : ppn ! P ′ : pp′ be a sequent reachable in a
deduction from � ! P : pp then:

—either pp′ belongs to (↓ pp)C or there exists pp” ∈ (↓ pp)C and pp′ is obtained
from pp” by replacing some variables of pp” with those that appear in P . This
follows directly from the definition of proof system and from the definition of
(↓ pp)C;

—either pp1, . . . , ppn ∈↓ pp or pp1, . . . , ppn appear in �;
— P ′ is a subterm of P .

Since the set of variables, the set of localities, and the set of values that appear
in P are finite, then the set of processes and process predicates that appear in a
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deduction from � ! P : pp are also finite (for every pp the sets ↓ pp and (↓ pp)C

are finite). Then the set of sequents that appear in a deduction from � ! P : pp
are finite too.

LEMMA 3.10. If � ! P : pp is provable then there exists a proof without
loops.

PROOF. If there exists a proof for � ! P : pp with a loop then the proof would
certainly have the following structure:

[C]

�1 ! P1 : pp1

...

�1 ! P1 : pp1 [B]

. . . [A]

� ! P : pp
This proof can be restructured as follows:

[C]

�1 ! P1 : pp1 [B]

. . . [A]

� ! P : pp
Applying the procedure iteratively we obtain a proof without loops.

THEOREM 3.11. The existence of a proof for � ! P : pp, � ! act : ap and
� ! t : tp is decidable.

PROOF. The theorem follows easily from the two previous lemmata. Indeed,
Lemma 3.9 establishes that the set of sequents that appears in a proof is finite.
Then, the set of proofs without loops is finite too. Moreover, Lemma 3.10 states
that if there is a proof for a sequent then there is also a proof without loops.
Hence, searching a proof for � ! P : pp corresponds to searching a valid proof
in the finite set of proofs without loops.

Let us consider process A〈〉 where

A() def
= in(!u2)@s1.read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.A〈〉.

This process does not satisfy the predicate: pp = i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P.

Indeed, if one looks for proofs without loops for ! A〈〉 : pp finds the following
incomplete proofs:

!!u2 :!u2 ! s1 : s1
RIn

! in(!u2)@s1 : i(!u2)@s1 ! read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.A〈〉 : e(1P)@u2 → 1P(1)
RAct2

! read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P
RCall

! A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P
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Table XIV. The Proof System

R1
! N : ¬φ1 ! N : ¬φ2

! N : ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2)
R2

! N : φi

! N : φ1 ∨ φ2

R3
! N ′ : φ{δ}

N �
a
−→ N ′, (a; δ) ∈ A[[A]]

! N : 〈A〉φ
R4

! N : φ

! N : ¬¬φ

R5
! N1 : ¬φ{δ1} ! N2 : ¬φ{δ2} . . . [

∀(ai ; δi) ∈ A[[A]] : ∀Ni ∈
{

N ′|N �
ai
−→ N ′

} ]

! N : ¬〈A〉φ

and
! A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P(2)

RAct1
! eval(P )@u2.A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P

RAct1
! read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P

RAct1
! in(!u2)@s1.read(!u2)@s2.eval(P )@u2.A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P

RCall
! A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P

where neither proofs can be completed. In the first one, indeed, for the sequent
(1), rule RAct1 cannot be applied, indeed read(!u2)@s2 binds variable u2, which
is free in e(1P)@u2, while applying rule RAct2 yields the sequent! read(!u2)@s2 :
e(1P)@u2, which is not an axiom and for which there is no rule to apply.

In the second proof, instead, the sequent (2) is the same at the beginning of
the proof. Hence, each proof obtained from (2) will contain a loop.

Finally, there are no correct proofs, without loops, for ! A〈〉 : i(!u)@s1 →

e(1P)@u → 1P. Hence, ! A〈〉 does not satisfy i(!u)@s1 → e(1P)@u → 1P.

3.3 The Proof System for L

We now introduce a proof system for the finite fragment of the logic. The proof
rules operate on sequents of the form! N : φ. We shall use π to refer to sequents
and � to refer to proofs.

The proof system is presented in Table XIV. Rules reflect the intuitive se-
mantics of logical operators. Rule R1 states that if one proves that N satisfies
both ¬φ1 and ¬φ2 then N satisfies ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2). Rule R2, instead, states that
if N satisfies φ1 or φ2 then N satisfies φ1 ∨ φ2. The idempotence of ¬ is es-
tablished by rule R4. Finally, rules R3 and R5 are those that regard modal
operator 〈·〉.

Definition 3.12.

(1) A sequent ! N : φ is successful if
—φ = tt;
—or φ = ¬〈A〉φ′, and ∀(a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] � ∃ N ′.N �

a
−→ N ′;

—or φ = tp@s and there exists et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ and et : tp;

—or φ = ¬ tp@s and for all et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ then ¬(et : tp).
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(2) � is a successful proof for π if the following conditions hold:
—� is built using the rules on Table XIV;
—and π is the root of �;
—and every leaf on � is a successful sequent.

3.4 Soundness and Completeness

In this section, we prove that for every closed formula φ and for every net N
if there exists a valid proof for ! N : φ then N |= φ; moreover if N |= φ then
there exists a valid proof for ! N : φ.

3.4.1 Soundness

THEOREM 3.13. Let φ be a formula. If there exists a proof � for ! N : φ then
N ∈ M[[φ]].

PROOF. The proof goes by induction on the length of �.

Base of Induction. If length of � is 0 then it consists of one successful se-
quent ! N : φ. We can have:

—φ = tt;

—or φ = tp@s and there exist et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ and et : tp;

—or φ = ¬ tp@s and for all et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ then ¬(et : tp).

—or φ = ¬〈A〉φ′ and ∀(a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] � ∃N ′ : N �
a
−→ N ′.

For each of these cases we have that N ∈ M[[φ]].

Inductive Hypothesis. For every net N and formula φ, if ! N : φ is provable
in less then n steps then N ∈ M[[φ]].

Inductive Step. Let ! N : φ be provable in n+ 1 steps. We have to consider
different cases depending upon the last applied rule.

R1. Then φ = ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2) and the proof starts as follows:

! N : ¬φ1 ! N : ¬φ2

! N : ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2)

By using the inductive hypothesis we have that N ∈ M[[¬φ1]] and N ∈

M[[¬φ2]]. Then:

N ∈ (Net −M[[φ1]]) ∩ (Net −M[[φ2]])
= Net − (M[[φ1]] ∪M[[φ2]])
= Net − (M[[φ1 ∨ φ2]])
= M[[¬(φ1 ∨ φ2)]]

R2. Then φ = φ1 ∨ φ2 and the proof starts as follows:

! N : φi

! N : φ1 ∨ φ2
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By using the inductive hypothesis we have that N ∈ M[[φ1]] moreover we
have that:

N ∈ M[[φ1]]
⊆ M[[φ1]] ∪M[[φ2]]
= M[[φ1 ∨ φ2]]

R3. Then φ = 〈A〉φ1 and the proof is such that:

! N ′ : φ1{δ}

! N : 〈A〉φ1

where there exists (a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] and N ′ for which N �
a
−→ N ′. By using the

inductive hypothesis we have that N ′ ∈ M[[φ1{δ}]]. Moreover by using definition
of M[[ ]] we have that N ∈ M[[〈A〉φ1]].

R4. Then φ = ¬¬φ1 and the proof is such that:
! N : φ1

! N : ¬¬φ1

We have that N ∈ M[[φ1]] and M[[¬¬φ1]] = M[[φ1]].
R5. Then φ = ¬〈A〉φ′ and the proof is such that:

! N1 : ¬φ′{δ1} . . . ! Nk : ¬φ′{δk}

! N : ¬〈A〉φ

where

{N1, . . . , Nk} =
⋃

(ai ;δi )∈A[[A]]

{N ′|N �
ai
−→ N ′}

Using the inductive hypothesis we have that

∀(ai; δi) ∈ A[[A]], ∀Ni ∈ {N ′|N �
ai
−→ N ′} : Ni ∈ M[[¬φ′{δi}]]

and, for Theorem 2.3, {N ′|N �
a
−→ N ′} is finite. Equivalently

¬(∃(a; δ) ∈ A[[A]]∃N ′ ∈ {N ′|N �
a
−→ N ′} : N ′ ∈ M[[φ′{δ}]])

then N �∈ M[[〈A〉φ′]] ⇒ N ∈ M[[¬〈A〉φ′]].

3.4.2 Completeness

LEMMA 3.14. Let N be a net, then one between ! N : φ and ! N : ¬φ is
provable.

PROOF. The lemma is provable by induction on the syntax of φ.

Base of Induction. Let φ = tp@s then either ! N : tp@s or ! N : ¬ tp@s
indeed either N et@s

−−−→> N ′ and et : tp or for all et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ then

such that ¬(et : tp).

Inductive Hypothesis. Let φ1 and φ2 be such that either! N : φi or! N : ¬φi
are provable (i = 1, 2).
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Inductive Step.

— if φ = φ1 ∨ φ2 then ! N : φ is provable if and only if ! N : φ1 or ! N : φ2
are provable. For the inductive hypothesis either ! N : φi or ! N : ¬φi
are provable. Then if ! N : φ1 ∨ φ2 is provable then it cannot be that both
! N : ¬φ1 and ! N : ¬φ2 are provable, then ! N : ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2) is not provable.
On the other hand, if ! N : ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2) is provable, then both ! N : ¬φ1 and
! N : ¬φ2 are provable. From the inductive hypothesis we have that both
! N : φ1 and ! N : φ2 are not provable and ! N : φ1 ∨ φ2 is not provable.

— if φ = 〈A〉φ1 and ! N : 〈A〉φ1 is provable if there exists N ′ such that N �
a
−→ N ′, (a; δ) ∈ M[[A]] and ! N ′φ1{δ}. By using the inductive hypothesis we
have that ! N ′ : ¬φ1{δ} is not provable hence ! N : ¬〈A〉φ1 is also not
provable. Conversely if ! N : 〈A〉φ1 is not provable then for every N ′ such
that N �

a
−→ N ′ and (a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] ! N ′ : φ1{δ} is not provable. By using the

inductive hypothesis we have that, for every N ′, ! N ′ : ¬φ1{δ} is provable.
We have that the set of N ′ such that N �

a
−→ N ′ and (a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] ! N ′ : φ1{δ}

is finite, then ! N ′ : ¬φ is provable.
—φ = ¬φ′, the thesis follows directly from previous cases and by using ¬¬φ =

φ.

THEOREM 3.15. Let N be a net and let φ be a closed formula. If N ∈ M[[φ]]
then ! N : φ is provable.

PROOF. We suppose that N ∈ M[[φ]] and that ! N : φ is not provable. For
the previous lemma we have that ! N : ¬φ is provable, and from the soundness
we have also that N ∈ M[[¬φ]]. Thus from the definition of M[[·]] we have that
N ∈ Net −M[[φ]], which is in contradiction with the hypothesis.

4. RECURSIVE FORMULAE

In this section, we extend the logic with an operator for recursion. We define L∗

as the set of formulae generable from the following grammar, where κ belongs
to the set of logical variables V Log .

φ ::= tt
∣∣ tp@σ

∣∣ 〈A〉φ
∣∣ κ

∣∣ νκ.φ
∣∣ φ ∨ φ

∣∣ ¬φ

To guarantee well definedness of the interpretation function of formulae, we
shall assume that no variable κ occurs negatively (i.e. under the scope of an odd
number of ¬ operators) in φ.

4.1 Semantics

We have to extend the interpretation function M[[]] with two new parameters: a
substitution environment and a logical environment. This interpretation func-
tion follows the schema presented in Rathke and Hennessy [1997].

Definition 4.1. We define the logical environment Env as

Env ⊆ [V Log → Subst → 2Net]

We also use ε, sometimes with indexes, to denote elements of Env.
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We define M[[·]] : L∗ → Env → Subst → 2Net to denote the set of nets that
are models of a formula φ. The function M[[·]] is defined as follows:

—M[[tt]]εδ = Net;
—M[[κ]]εδ = ε(κ)δ;

—M[[ tp@σ ]]εδ = {N |s = σ {δ}, ∃et. N et@s
−−−→> N ′, et : tp{δ}};

—M[[〈A〉φ]]εδ = fA{δ}(M[[φ]]ε) where for each A,

fA : (Subst → 2Net) → (Subst → 2Net)

is defined as follows:

fA(g )δ =
⋃

(a;δ′)∈A[[A]]

{N ′|∃N . N ′ �
a
−→ N N ∈ gδ′ · δ}

—M[[φ1 ∨ φ2]]εδ = M[[φ1]]εδ ∪M[[φ2]]εδ;
—M[[¬φ]]εδ = Net −M[[φ]]εδ;
—M[[νκ.φ]]εδ = νf φ

κ,εδ where:
(1) f φ

κ,ε : [Subst → 2Net] → [Subst → 2Net] is defined as follows:

f φ
κ,ε(g ) = M[[φ]]ε · [κ $→ g ]

(2) νf φ
κ,ε =

⋃
{g |g ⊆ f φ

κ,ε(g )} where g1 ⊆ g2 if and only if for all δ g1(δ) ⊆
g2(δ).

We will write N |= φ if N ∈ M[[φ]]ε0δ0 where ε0 = λκ.∅ and δ0 = [].
Notice that introducing substitution like an explicit parameters in the defi-

nition of the interpretation function, and assuming that all logical variables
appear in formulae positively, permits defining function M[[]] like composi-
tion of monotone functions in ((Subst → 2Net) → (Subst → 2Net),⊆), where
g1 ⊆ g2 (g1, g2 ∈ Subst → 2Net) if for each δ g1(δ) ⊆ g2(δ). Moreover, since
〈(Subst → 2Net) → (Subst → 2Net),⊆〉 is a complete lattice, we can use Tarski’s
Fixed Point Theorem that guarantees existence of a unique maximal fixed point
for M[[φ]]ε, whenever logical variables that appear in φ are all positive.

4.2 The Proof System

We now introduce a tableau-based proof system for the L∗ formulae. A tableau
based proof system for µ-calculus has been introduced in Cleaveland [1990]. Se-
quents that are used in tableau proofs maintain information about the systems
involved in recursive properties. This permits avoiding proofs with loops.

Sequents presented in Section 3.3 are extended with a set of hypotheses H,
that is a set of pairs N : φ. Hence new rules operate on sequents of the form
H ! N : φ. The proof system is defined in Table XV. Rules R1-R5 are essentially
the same as in Table XIV, where we have the rules for the finitary logics. The
only difference is the addition of the hypothesis H. Rules R6 and R7 are those
introduced for handling recursion. There we use the sub-term relation ( ≺ ) and
the structural congruence ( ≡ ), which are defined below.

Definition 4.2. Let φ1 and φ2 be formulae; we say that φ1 is an immediate
sub-term of φ2, written φ1 ≺I φ2, if one of the following holds:
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Table XV. The Proof System

R1
H ! N : ¬φ1 H ! N : ¬φ2

H ! N : ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2)
R2

H ! N : φi

H ! N : φ1 ∨ φ2

R3
H ! N ′ : φ{δ}

N �
a
−→ N ′, (a; δ) ∈ A[[A]]

H ! N : 〈A〉φ
R4

H ! N : φ

H ! N : ¬¬φ

R5
H ! N1 : ¬φ{δ1} H ! N2 : ¬φ{δ2} . . . [

∀(ai ; δi) ∈ A[[A]] : ∀Ni ∈
{

N ′|N �
ai
−→ N ′

} ]

H ! N : ¬〈A〉φ

R6
H ′ ∪ {N : νκ.φ} ! N : ¬φ[νκ.φ/κ] [

N ′ ≡ N , N ′ : νκ.φ �∈ H
]

H ! N : ¬νκ.φ

R7
H ′ ∪ {N ′ : νκ.φ} ! N : φ[νκ.φ/κ] [

N ′ ≡ N , N ′ : νκ.φ �∈ H
]

H ! N : νκ.φ

where H ′ = H −
{

N ′ : φ′|νκ.φ ≺ φ′
}

(1) φ2 = ¬φ1;
(2) φ2 = φ1 ∨ φ3 or φ = φ3 ∨ φ1, for some φ3;
(3) φ2 = 〈A〉φ1;
(4) φ2 = νκ.φ1.

We use≺ for the transitive closure of≺I , and' for the transitive and reflexive
closure of ≺I .

Definition 4.3. We define ≡ as the least congruence defined as follows:

(1) N ≡ N ;
(2) N1 ‖ N2 ≡ N2 ‖ N1;
(3) (N1 ‖ N2) ‖ N3 ≡ N1 ‖ (N2 ‖ N3);
(4) s ::ρ P1 ‖ s ::ρ P2 ≡ s ::ρ P1|P2;
(5) s ::ρ P |nil ≡ s ::ρ P .

Let N be a set of KLAIM nets, we will sometimes use N / ≡ like the set N

quotiented with respect to the equivalence ≡.
As for formulae without recursion, we need to define successful sequents and

proofs.

Definition 4.4.

(1) A sequent H ! N : φ is successful if
—φ = tt;
—or φ = νκ.φ′ and ∃N ′.N ′ ≡ N and N ′ : νκ.φ′ ∈ H;
—or φ = ¬〈A〉φ′, and ∀(a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] � ∃ N ′.N �

a
−→ N ′;

—or φ = tp@s and there exists et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ and et : tp;

—or φ = ¬ tp@s and for all et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ then ¬(et : tp).

(2) � is a successful proof for π if the following conditions hold:
—� is built using the rules in Table XV;
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—and π is the root of �;
—and every leaf on � is a successful sequent.

4.3 Soundness and Completeness

The proof of soundness and completeness follows the scheme of Section 3.4.
However, in order to prove recursive properties for nets we could have to con-
sider an infinite number of sequents. What we shall prove is that for every
formula φ:

— if there exists a successful proof for ∅ ! N : φ then N |= φ;
— if N |= φ and the set N = {N ′|N �−→∗ N ′}/ ≡ is finite then there exists a

successful proof for ∅ ! N : φ;
— if N |= φ and φ satisfies some syntactic constraints then there exists a suc-

cessful proof for ∅ ! N : φ.

First we have to extend the definition of M[[ ]] in order to consider the set of
hypothesis H. We define M[[φ]]H as follows:

—M[[tt]]Hεδ = Net;
—M[[κ]]Hεδ = e(κ)δ

—M[[ tp@σ ]]Hεδ = {N |s = σ {δ}, ∃et. N et@s
−−−→> N ′, et : tp{δ}};

—M[[〈A〉φ]]Hεδ = {N |∃a, δ′, N ′ : N �
a
−→ N ′, (a; δ′) ∈ A[[A{δ}]], N ′ ∈ M[[φ]]Hεδ ·

δ′};
—M[[φ1 ∨ φ2]]Hεδ = M[[φ1]]Hεδ ∪M[[φ2]]Hεδ;
—M[[¬φ]]Hεδ = Net −M[[φ]]Hεδ;
—M[[νκ.φ]]Hεδ = νf φ,h

κ,ε δ ∪ hδ where:
(1) f φ,h

κ,ε : [Subst → 2Net] → [Subst → 2Net] is defined as follows:
f φ,h
κ,ε (g ) = f φ

κ,ε(g ∪ h)
(2) h : Subst → Nets∗ is defined as follows:

hδ = {N |N : νκ.φ{δ} ∈ H}
(3) νf φ,h

κ,ε =
⋃
{g |g ⊆ f φ,h

κ,ε (g )}.

Please notice that if H = ∅ then M[[φ]]Hεδ = M[[φ]]εδ.
We introduce two technical lemmata. The first guarantees that the set of hy-

potheses H does not alter the interpretation of the formulae. The second states
that two structural equivalent nets are models for the same set of formulae.

LEMMA 4.5. For f φ,h
κ,ε the following properties hold:

— f φ,h
κ,ε is continuous in ((Subst → 2Net) → (Subst → 2Net),⊆);

— let h = h1 ∪ h2, h1 ⊆ νf φ,h
κ,ε if and only if h1 ⊆ νf φ,h2

κ,ε ;
— if h1 ⊆ νf φ,h2

κ,ε then νf φ,h2
κ,ε = νf φ,h

κ,ε .

PROOF. (1) This derives directly from the continuity of f φ
κ,ε .

(2) (⇒) h1 ⊆ νf φ,h
κ,ε if and only if there exists g such that:

h1 ⊆ g ⊆ f φ,h
κ,ε (g ) = f φ

κ,ε(g ∪ h)
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if h1 ⊆ g then g ∪ h = g ∪ h2 and

g ⊆ f φ
κ,ε(g ∪ h2) = f φ,h2

κ,ε (g )

then h1 ⊆ g ⊆ νf φ,h2
κ,ε .

(⇐) If h1 ⊆ νf φ,h2
κ,ε then there exists g such that

h1 ⊆ g ⊆ f φ,h2
κ,ε (g ) = f φ

κ,ε(g ∪ h2)
= f φ

κ,ε(g ∪ h)
= f φ,h

κ,ε (g )
⇒ g ⊆ f φ,h

κ,ε (g )

(3) Let h1 ⊆ νf φ,h2
κ,ε . We have that:

f φ,h2
κ,ε

(
νf φ,h2

κ,ε
)
= νf φ,h2

κ,ε (1)

νf φ,h2
κ,ε = νf φ,h2

κ,ε ∪ h1 (2)
then from 1 and 2 we have that

νf φ,h2
κ,ε = f φ,h2

κ,ε
(
νf φ,h2

κ,ε ∪ h1
)
= f φ,h

κ,ε
(
νf φ,h2

κ,ε
)

then νf φ,h
κ,ε ⊆ νf φ,h2

κ,ε . On the other hand we have that

νf φ,h
κ,ε = f φ,h

κ,ε
(
νf φ,h

κ,ε
)

= f φ
κ,ε

(
νf φ,h

κ,ε ∪ h
)

= f φ
κ,ε

(
νf φ,h

κ,ε ∪ h2
)

= f φ,h2
κ,ε

(
νf φ,h

κ,ε
)

then νf φ,h2
κ,ε ⊆ νf φ,h

κ,ε and νf φ,h2
κ,ε ⊆ νf φ,h

κ,ε .

LEMMA 4.6. Let N1 and N2 be such that N1 ≡ N2, then for every formula
φ, N1 ∈ M[[φ]] ⇔ N2 ∈ M[[φ]].

PROOF. The proof follows directly by induction on the structure of φ and
by observing that, since ≡ does not involve processes and tuples argument of
actions, if N1 ≡ N2 then N1 �

a
−→ N ′

1 ⇔ N2 �
a
−→ N ′

2 and N ′
1 ≡ N ′

2.

4.3.1 Soundness. Soundness can be proved analogously to 3.4.1. However,
in order to treat difficulties related to recursive functions we have to introduce
the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.7. For every formula φ, set of hypotheses H, and closed formula φ′

such that no strict subformula of φ′{δ} is in H:

M[[φ[φ′/κ]]]Hεδ = f φ
κ,ε(M[[φ′]]Hε)δ

PROOF. The lemma is provable by induction on the structure of the for-
mula φ.

Base of Induction. If φ = κ, φ = tp@s or φ = ¬ tp@s then the thesis follows
easily.

Inductive Hypothesis. Let φ1 and φ2 be such that

M[[φi[φ/κ]]]Hεδ = f φi
κ,ε(M[[φ′]]ε)δ
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Inductive Step.

—φ = φ1 ∨ φ2:
M[[φ[φ′/κ]]]Hεδ = M[[φ1[φ′/κ] ∨ φ2[φ′/κ]]]εδ

= M[[φ1[φ′/κ]]]εδ ∪M[[φ2[φ′/κ]]]εδ
= f φ1

κ,ε(M[[φ′]]ε)δ ∪ f φ2
κ,ε(M[[φ′]]ε)δ

= f φ1∨φ2
κ,ε (M[[φ′]]ε)δ

—φ = νκ1φ1:

M[[φ[φ′/κ]]]Hεδ = νf φ1[φ′/κ],h
κ1,ε ∪ hδ

where hδ = {N |N : νκ1.φ1[φ′/κ]{δ} ∈ H}. For the hypothesis no formula that
involves φ′{δ} as strict subformula is in H, then, hδ = ∅, then

νf φ1[φ′/κ],h
κ1,ε ∪ hδ = νf φ1[φ′/κ],h

κ1,ε

= f φ1[φ′/κ],h
κ1,ε

(
νf φ1[φ′/κ],h

κ1,ε

)

= M[[φ1[φ′/κ]]]He[κ1 $→ νf φ1[φ′/κ],h
κ1,ε

= M[[φ1]]Hε

[
κ1 $→ νf φ1[φ′/κ],h

κ1,ε

][
κ $→ M[[φ′]]Hε

[
κ1 $→ νf φ1[φ′/κ],h

κ1,ε

]]
δ

= M[[φ1]]Hε[κ $→ M[[φ′]]Hε]
[
κ1 $→ νf

φ1,h
e[κ $→M[[φ′]]H ε],κ1

]
δ

= M[[νκ1.φ1]]Hε[κ $→ M[[φ′]]Hε]δ

= f νκ1 .φ1
κ,ε (M[[φ′]]ε)δ

—φ = 〈A〉φ1:

M[[φ[φ′/κ]]]H = fA(M[[φ1[φ′/κ]]]Hε)δ
= fA

(
f φ1
κ,ε(M[[φ′]]e)

)
δ

= f 〈A〉φ1
κ,ε (M[[φ′]]e)δ

—φ = ¬φ1:

M[[φ[φ′/κ]]]Hεδ = Net−M[[φ1[φ′/κ]]]Hεδ

= Net− f φ1
κ,ε(M[[φ′]]e)δ

= f ¬φ1
κ,ε (M[[φ′]]e)δ

THEOREM 4.8. If there exists a proof � for H ! N : φ then N ∈ M[[φ]]Hε0δ0.

PROOF. The theorem can be proved by induction on the length of �. The
proof follows the schema of the proof for Theorem 3.13.

Base of Induction. If the length of � is 0 then we can have:

—φ = tt.
—φ = νκ.φ′ and ∃N ′.N ′ : νκ.φ′ ∈ H and N ′ ≡ N ;
—φ = ¬〈A〉φ′, and ∀(a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] � ∃ N ′.N �

a
−→ N ′;

—φ = tp@s and there exists et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ and et : tp;

—φ = ¬ tp@s and for all et such that N et@s
−−−→> N ′ then ¬(et : tp).

For each of these cases we have that N ∈ M[[φ]]H .
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Inductive Hypothesis. We suppose that if H ! N : φ is provable in less then
n steps then N ∈ M[[φ]]H .

Inductive Step. Let H ! N : φ provable in n+ 1 steps. We have to consider
different cases depending on the last applied rule. All cases are a generalization
of the Theorem 3.13, the only new cases are R6 and R5. We have to prove that

M[[νκ.φ]]Hεδ = M[[φ[νκ.φ/κ]]]H∪N :νκ.φ{δ}εδ

and no formulae in H involve νκ.φ as strict subformula and N : νκ.φ �∈ H.
For Lemma 4.7 we have that

M[[φ[νκ.φ/κ]]]H∪N :νκ.φ{δ}eδ = f φ,h
κ,ε

(
M[[νκ.φ]]H∪N :νκ.φ{δ}ε

)

where hδ′ = {N ′|N ′ : νκ.φδ′ ∈ H ∪ {N : νκ.φ{δ}}}. From the definition of M[[·]]H

we have that

M[[νκ.φ]]H∪N :νκ.φε = νf φ,h
κ,ε ∪ h

then we have

M[[φ[νκ.φ/κ]]]H∪N :νκ.φ{δ}εδ = f φ,h
κ,ε

(
νf φ,h

κ,ε ∪ h
)
= νf φ,h

κ,ε δ

From the inductive hypothesis we have that N ∈ νf φ,h
κ,ε δ then

h′ = λδ′.{N |νκ.φ{δ} = νκ.φ{δ′}} ⊆ νf φ,h
κ,ε

and h = h1 ∪ h′, where h1δ
′ = {N |N : φ{δ′} ∈ H}. For the previous lemma we

have that

νf φ,h
κ,ε δ = νf φ,h1

κ,ε = M[[νκ.φ]]Hεδ

then the thesis follows.

4.3.2 Finiteness of Proofs. We want to now prove that if N is such that the
set of nets that are reachable from N , quotiented with respect to relation ≡,
is finite then the sequents H ! N : φ, for every formula φ and hypothesis H,
have only finite proofs.

First, we introduce some technical tools. Given two sequents π1 and π2 we
define π1 *I π2 as the least relation satisfying:

— H ! N : φ1 ∨ φ2 *I H ! N : φi;
— H ! N : 〈A〉φ *I H ! N ′ : φ′, where N �

a
−→ N ′, (a; δ) ∈ A[[A]] and φ′ = φ{δ};

— H ! N : φ1 ∨ φ2 *I H ! N : φi;
— if N : νκ.φ �∈ H then H ! N : νκ.φ *I H ′ ∪ N : νκ.φ ! N : φ[νκ.φ/κ], where

H ′ = H −
{

N ′ : φ′|νκ.φ ≺ φ′
}

— if H1 ! N1 : φ1 *I H2 ! N2 : φ2 then H1 ! N1 : ¬φ1 *I H2 ! N2 : ¬φ2.

We also define * as the transitive closure of *I .
We denote with {πi}i∈I , where I ⊂ N, a sequence of sequents such that, for all

i, j ∈ I , if i < j then πi * π j , we also use Hi, Ni and φi for the set of hypotheses,
net and formula in πi (πi = Hi ! N : φi).
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Definition 4.9. Let N be a set of nets; we define A(N ) as follows:

A(N ) = {a|∃N1, N2 ∈ N : N1 �
a
−→ N2}

Definition 4.10. Let N be a set of nets; we define RN (φ) as follows:

—RN ( tp@s) = { tp@s};
—RN (¬ tp@s) = {¬ tp@s};
—RN (κ) = ∅;
—RN (¬¬φ) = RN (φ) ∪ {¬¬φ};
—RN (〈A〉φ) =

⋃
a∈A(N )

⋃
(a;δ)∈A[[A]] RN (φ{δ}) ∪ {〈A〉φ}

—RN (νκ.φ) = RN (φ)[νκ.φ/κ] ∪ {νκ.φ};
—RN (¬νκ.φ) = RN (¬φ)[νκ.φ/κ] ∪ {¬νκ.φ};
—RN (φ1 ∨ φ2) = RN (φ1) ∪RN (φ2) ∪ {φ1 ∪ φ2};
—RN (¬(φ1 ∨ φ2)) = RN (¬φ1) ∪RN (¬φ2) ∪ {¬(φ1 ∪ φ2)};

LEMMA 4.11. For every finite set of nets N and for every formula φ RN (φ) is
finite.

PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction on the structure of φ.

Base of Induction. If φ = tp@s, φ = ¬ tp@s or φ = κ then RN (φ) is finite.

Inductive Hypothesis. We suppose that for every formulae φ1 and φ2 if N is
finite then RN (φ1) and RN (φ2) are also finite.

Inductive Step.

—φ = φ1 ∨ φ2, by definition of RN we have that
RN (φ1 ∨ φ2) = {φ1 ∨ φ2)} ∪RN (φ1) ∪RN (φ2)

from the inductive hypothesis we have that RN (φ1) and RN (φ2) are finite,
then RN (φ1 ∨ φ2) is finite;

—φ = 〈A〉φ1, we have that

RN (〈A〉φ) =
⋃

a∈A(N )

⋃

(a;δ)∈A[[A]]

RN (φ{δ}) ∪ {〈A〉φ}

which is finite because:
—RN (φ1{δ} is finite from the inductive hypothesis;
—and A(N ) is finite if N is finite.
—φ = νκ ′.φ1, in this case we have that:

RN (νκ ′.φ1) = RN (φ1)[νκ.φ/κ ′] ∪ {νκ.φ1}

which is finite from the inductive hypothesis.
—φ = ¬¬φ1, in this case RN (¬¬φ1) = {¬¬φ1}∪RN (φ1) which is finited because

of the inductive hypothesis.
—the thesis follows analogously for the cases ¬〈A〉φ1, ¬(φ1∨φ2) and ¬νκ.φ1.

LEMMA 4.12. Let φ be a closed formula; then for all φ′ and δ:

φ′[φ/κ]{δ} = φ′{δ}[φ/κ]
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PROOF. The lemma is proved by induction on the syntax of φ′.

Base of Induction. If φ′ = κ, φ′ = κ ′ with κ �= κ ′ or φ′ = tp@s then
φ′[φ/κ]{δ} = φ′{δ}[φ/κ]

Inductive Hypothesis. Let φ1 and φ2 be such that for every δ (i ∈ {1, 2}):

φi[φ/κ]{δ} = φi{δ}[φ/κ]

Inductive Step

—φ′ = φ1 ∧ φ2:

φ′[φ/κ]{δ} = (φ1 ∧ φ2)[φ/κ]{δ}
= φ1[φ/κ]{δ} ∧ φ1[φ/κ]{δ}
= φ1{δ}[φ/κ] ∧ φ1{δ}[φ/κ]
= (φ1 ∧ φ2){δ}[φ/κ]

—φ′ = 〈A〉φ1:

φ′[φ/κ]{δ} = (〈A〉φ1)[φ/κ]{δ}
= 〈A{δ}〉(φ1[φ/κ]{δ′})
= 〈A{δ}〉(φ1{δ

′}[φ/κ])
= (〈A{δ}〉φ1{δ

′})[φ/κ]
= (〈A〉φ1){δ}[φ/κ]

where δ′(u) =
{

u if ?u appears in A

δ(u) otherwise .

—φ′ = ¬φ1:

φ′[φ/κ]{δ} = (¬φ1)[φ/κ]{δ}
= ¬(φ1[φ/κ]{δ})
= ¬(φ1{δ}[φ/κ])
= (¬φ1){δ}[φ/κ]

—φ′ = νκ ′.φ1: if κ = κ ′ then φ′[φ/κ]{δ} = φ′{δ} = φ′{δ}[φ/κ] else, if κ �= κ ′:
φ′[φ/κ]{δ} = (νκ ′φ1)[φ/κ]{δ}

= νκ ′(φ1[φ/κ]{δ})
= νκ ′(φ1{δ}[φ/κ])
= (νκ ′φ1){δ}[φ/κ]

LEMMA 4.13. Let φ and φ′ be formulae and let N be a set of nets, if φ′ is
closed then:

RN (φ[φ′/κ]) ⊆ RN (φ)[φ′/κ] ∪RN (φ′)

PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction on the structure of φ.

Base of Induction. If φ = tp@s, φ = ¬ tp@s or φ = κ the thesis follows
easily.

Inductive Hypothesis. We suppose that for φ1 and φ2 it holds that (for i ∈
{1, 2}).

RN (φi[φ′/κ]) ⊆ RN (φi)[φ′/κ]) ∪RN (φ′)
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Inductive Step. We are going to prove for φ = φ1∨φ2, φ = 〈A〉φ and φ = νκ.φ′.
Cases φ = ¬(φ1 ∨ φ2), φ = ¬〈A〉φ and φ = ¬νκ.φ′ can be obtained analogously.

—φ = φ1 ∨ φ2, we have that
RN ((φ1 ∨ φ2)[φ′/κ]) = RN (φ1[φ′/κ] ∨ φ2[φ′/κ])

= RN (φ1[φ′/κ]) ∪RN (φ2[φ′/κ]) ∪ {φ1 ∨ φ2}

from the inductive hypothesis we also have that
RN (φi[φ′/κ]) ⊆ RN (φi)[φ′/κ]) ∪RN (φ′)

then we have that
RN (φ1[φ′/κ]) ∪RN (φ2[φ′/κ]) ∪ {φ1 ∨ φ2} ⊆

{φ1[φ′/κ] ∨ φ2[φ′/κ]} ∪RN (φ1)[φ′/κ] ∪RN (φ2)[φ′/κ] ∪RN (φ′)
= RN (φ1 ∨ φ2)[φ′/κ] ∪RN (φ′)

that is the thesis.
—φ = 〈A〉φ1, then

RN (〈A〉φ1[φ′/κ]) =
⋃

a∈A(N )

⋃

(a;δ)∈A[[A]]

RN (φ1[φ′/κ]{δ}) ∪ {〈A〉φ[φ′/κ]} = (∗)

For the previous lemma, we have that
φ1[φ′/κ]{δ} = φ1{δ}[φ′/κ]

then
(∗) =

⋃
a∈A(N )

⋃
(a;δ)∈A[[A]] RN (φ1{δ}[φ′/κ]) ∪ {〈A〉φ[φ′/κ]}

=
⋃

a∈A(N )
(⋃

(a;δ)∈A[[A]] RN (φ1{δ})[φ′/κ] ∪RN (φ′)
)
∪ {〈A〉φ[φ′/κ]}

=
⋃

a∈A(N )
(⋃

(a;δ)∈A[[A]] RN (φ1{δ})[φ′/κ]
)
∪RN (φ′) ∪ {〈A〉φ[φ′/κ]}

= RN (〈A〉φ)[φ′/κ] ∪RN (φ′)
—φ = νκ ′.φ1, we have that:

RN (νκ ′.φ1[φ′/κ]) = RN (φ1[φ′/κ])[φ1/κ
′] ∪ {νκ.φ1[φ′/κ]}

from the inductive hypothesis it follows that
RN (φ1[φ′/κ])[φ1/κ

′] = RN (φ1)[φ′/κ][φ1/κ
′] ∪RN (φ′)[φ1/κ]

for hypothesis φ′ is closed then
RN (φ1[φ′/κ])[φ1/κ

′] = RN (φ1)[φ1/κ
′][φ′/κ] ∪RN (φ′)

COROLLARY 4.14. Let νκ.φ be a formula and N a set of nets then:

RN (φ[νκ.φ/κ]) = RN (φ)[νκ.φ/κ] ∪ {νκ.φ}

COROLLARY 4.15. Let N be a net and let N = {N ′|N �−→∗ N ′}. Let π1 = H1 !

N1 : φ1 and π2 = H2 ! N2 : φ2 such that: N1, N2 ∈ N and π1 *I π2, then:

RN (φ2) ⊆ RN (φ1)

Moreover, for every formula φ and every set of hypothesis H:

{φ′|∃H ′, N ′.H ! N : φ * H ′ ! N ′ : φ′} ⊆ RN (φ)

LEMMA 4.16. Let N be a net such that the set N = {N ′|N �−→∗ N ′}/ ≡ is
finite, φ be a closed formula, and H be a set of hypotheses, then every sequence
{πi}i∈I starting from π = H ! N : φ is finite.
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PROOF. We have that the set of formulae that appear in the sequence is
finite. Indeed, it is a subset of RN (φ), which is finite for Lemma 4.11. Let

� = {φ′|∃i.πi = H ′ ! N ′ : φ′}

We prove the theorem by induction on the size n of �.

Base of Induction. Let n = 1, and let φ then be the only formula that appears
in �. We can distinguish two cases:

—φ = tp@s, φ = ¬ tp@s, φ = tt or φ = νκ.φ or φ = ¬νκ.φ and N : νκ.φ ∈ H. In
this case there are no sequents π ′ such that π *I π ′. Every sequence starting
from π is obviously finite.

—φ = νκ.κ, then for every N and H the only (finite) sequence from H ! N : φ

is the following:

H ! N : νκ.κ *I H ∪ {N : νκ.κ} ! N : νκ.κ

Inductive Hypothesis. We suppose that if size of � is less or equal to n then
π has only finite sequences.

Inductive Step. Let π = H ! N : φ such that size of � is n + 1. We can
distinguish two cases.

—There isn’t in � a formula like νκ.φ. In this case we have that, for every i, φi+i
is a strict subterm of φi (up to a substitution). This means that every formula
occurs exactly one time in the sequence. For the inductive hypothesis we have
that the sequence that starts from π1 is finite. Then also the sequence that
starts from π0 is finite.

—There exists νκ1.φ1 in �. Let νκ1.φ1 be such that: ∀φ ∈ � : φ′ �≺ νκ.φ1. Let
πi be the first sequence in which occur νκ.φ1. For every π j = H j ! N j : φ j ,
such that πi * π j , Ni : νκ.φ1 ∈ H j Hence, the size of {π j = H j ! N j : φ j | j ∈
I& πi * π j } is less than or equal to the size of N . Let π ĵ = H ĵ ! N ĵ : νκ.φ1
be its greatest element. If π ĵ is a successful sequence, then the sequence is
finite; otherwise there exists π ′ such that π ĵ *I π ′ and

|{φ′|∃i.π ′ *I πi = H ′ ! N ′ : φ′}| ≤ n

then, from the inductive hypothesis, every sequence from π ′ is finite then
also {πi}i∈I is finite.

THEOREM 4.17. For every net N such that the set N = {N ′|N �−→∗ N ′}/ ≡ is
finite, for every closed formula φ and for every set of hypothesis H, the proof for
H ! N : φ is finite.

PROOF. We have that {π |H ! N : φ *I π} is finite (indeed N is finite), then
if � is an infinite proof for H ! N : φ, there exists an infinite sequence {πi}i∈I
from H ! N : φ that is in contradiction with Lemma 4.16

Definition 4.18. Let N be such that the set N = {N ′|N �−→∗ N ′}/equiv is
finite, and let be a formula and it be a set of hypotheses. We define min(H !

N : φ) as the least length of a proof � for the sequent H ! N : φ.
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4.3.3 Completeness. In order to prove the completeness, first we prove that,
if the set of reachable nets from N is finite either H ! N : φ or H ! N : ¬φ is
provable.

LEMMA 4.19. Let N be such that it has a finite set of reachable nets, then
either the sequent H ! N : φ or the sequent H ! N : ¬φ is provable.

PROOF. The lemma is provable by induction on min(H ! N : φ) as the
Lemma 3.14.

Please, notice that if the set of nets reachable from N is not finite then the
previous lemma does not hold. Indeed, we are not able to prove properties like
νκ.φ ∧ [◦]κ for which we need to explore all the reachable nets.

THEOREM 4.20. Let N be such that the set of reachable nets is finite and let
φ be a formula. If N ∈ M[[φ]]Hε0δ0 then H ! N : φ{δ} is provable.

PROOF. We suppose that N ∈ M[[φ]]Hεδ and that H ! N : φ{δ} is not prov-
able. For the previous lemma we have that H ! N : ¬φ{δ} is provable, and from
the soundness we have also that N ∈ M[[¬φ]]Hεδ. Thus from the definition of
M[[·]]H we have that N ∈ Net −M[[φ]]Hεδ, which is in contradiction with the
hypothesis.

4.3.4 Completeness for Infinite Systems. In the previous section we showed
that completeness for the proof system can be guaranteed only for a subset of
the KLAIM nets.

In this section, we present a subset of formulae for which we are able to prove
a completeness result. These formulae, which we call regular, are those that
permit specifying eventually-properties.

In order to simplify definition of such formulae we will explicitly use in the
syntax formulae like φ1∧φ2, [A]φ and µκ.φ. In previous sections we have shown
how to express these formulae within our original language; indeed they can
be thought of as macro. Consequently we have to modify the rules R1, R5 and
R6 in Table XV as follows:

R1
H ! N : φ1 H ! N : φ2

H ! N : φ1 ∧ φ2

R5
H ! N1 : φ{δ1} H ! N2 : φ{δ2} . . .

[
∀(ai ; δi) ∈ A[[A]] :
∀Ni ∈

{
N ′|N �

ai
−→ N ′

}
]

H ! N : [A]φ

R6
H ′ ∪ {N : µκ.φ} ! N : φ[µκ.φ/κ]

[N ′ ≡ N , N ′ : µκ.φ �∈ H]
H ! N : µκ.φ

Definition 4.21. We say that a formula φ is regular if it is generated by:

φ ::= tt
∣∣ ff

∣∣ tp@σ
∣∣ ¬ tp@σ

∣∣ 〈A〉φ
∣∣ [A]φ

∣∣ φ ∨ φ
∣∣ φ1 ∧ φ2

∣∣ κ
∣∣ µκ.φ

LEMMA 4.22. If φ is regular and it does not have a subformula µκ.φ′ then
for every net N if N ∈ [[φ]]H , H ! N : φ is provable.
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PROOF. The lemma follows directly from the completeness of formulae with-
out recursion.

Definition 4.23. Let µκ.φ be a closed formula. We define φ̃i, as follows:

φ̃0 = ff

φ̃i+1 = φ[φ̃i/κ]

LEMMA 4.24. Let µκ.φ be a closed formula and let N be a net:

N ∈ M[[µκ.φ]] ⇔ ∃i. N |= φ̃i

LEMMA 4.25. For every formula φ′ (φ′ �= κ), and µκ.φ: for every i if H ! N :
φ′[φ̃i/κ] is provable then H ! N : φ′[µκ.φ/κ] is provable too.

PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction on the length n of the proof for
H ! N : φ′[φ̃i/κ].

Base of Induction. n = 0 in this case N : φ′[φ̃i/κ] is a successful sequent.
Then φ′[φ̃/κ] = tp@s, φ′[φ̃/κ] = ¬ tp@s. In all cases also H ! N : φ′[µκ.φ/κ] is
a successful sequent.

Base of Induction. We suppose that, for every formula φ′, if H ! N : φ′[φ̃i/κ]
is provable in at most n steps then H ! N : φ′[µκ.φ/κ] is also provable.

Inductive Step. Let H ! N : φ′[φ̃i/κ] be provable in n+ 1 steps. We distin-
guish according to the first applied rule.

— R1 In this case we have that:
H ! N : φ1[φ̃/κ] H ! N : φ2[φ̃/κ]

H ! N : φ1[φ̃i/κ] ∧ φ2[φ̃i/κ])
We have that if φi �= κ then the thesis follows for the inductive hypothesis,
otherwise φ1[φ̃i/κ] = φ[φi−1/κ] (i has to be greatest then 0), which is provable
with at most n steps. By applying the inductive hypothesis we have that
(φ1 ∧ φ2)[µκ.φ/κ] is also provable.

— for R2, R3 and R51 we can proceed as for the previous case.
— R6 In this case we have that:

H ′ ∪ {N : µκ ′φ′[φ̃i/κ]} ! N : φ′[µκ ′.φ′/κ ′][φ̃/κ]

H ! N : µκ ′.φ′[φ̃i/κ]
by using the inductive hypothesis we have that

H ′ ∪ {N : µκ ′φ′[φ̃i/κ]} ! N : φ′[µκ ′.φ′/κ ′][µκ.φ/κ]
is provable.

THEOREM 4.26. If φ is regular then, for every net N if N ∈ [[φ]]H , H ! N : φ

is provable.

PROOF. The proof follows by using the previous two lemmata.

1If φ is regular rule R4 will never be applied in any proof for φ.
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5. USING THE LOGIC

In this section, we will present three examples that should help convince the
reader of the qualities of the proposed logic. The first example, which was pre-
sented in Section 2.2, shows how to prove properties for a simple KLAIM net.
The second shows how the logic can be used for specifying the access policies
of KLAIM nets. The final one formalizes properties for a more complex system
managing distributed information.

5.1 The Itinerant Agent

In this section we present a simple proof built by using our proof system. Let
N be the net defined as follows:

s1 :: Proc1|out(s2) ‖ s2 :: nil

where

Proc1 = in(!u)@self.eval(Proc1)@u.out(self)@u.nil

In Section 2.2 we have presented the computation of this net.
For this net we can prove, by using the proof systems, that:

never will tuple (s1) be at site s2 and, at the same time, (s2) be at site s1

This property can be formally stated as follows:

φ = νκ.
(
(¬(s1)@s2) ∨ (¬(s2)@s1)

)
∧ [◦]κ

The proof for ! N : φ starts with the application of rule R7, then rule R1 is
applied:

N : φ ! N : ¬(s1)@s2) ∨ (¬(s2)@s1) N : φ ! N : [◦]φ
R1

N : φ ! N :
(
(¬(s1)@s2) ∨ (¬(s2)@s1)

)
∧ [◦]φ

R7
! N : φ

We can prove N : φ ! N : ¬((s1)@s2) ∨ ¬((s2)@s1) by applying rule R2 and
obtaining the successful sequent N : φ ! N : ¬((s1)@s2). Please notice that
for each net Ni reachable from N (see Section 2.2) and for all H the sequent
H ! Ni : ¬((s1)@s2) ∨ ¬((s2)@s1) is provable.

The other branch of the proof, N : φ ! N : [◦]φ, proceeds with the application
of rule R5. After this rules R7 and R1 are applied again to obtain:

N1 : φ, N : φ ! N1 : ¬(s1)@s2) ∨ (¬(s2)@s1) N1 : φ, N : φ ! N1 : [◦]φ
R1

N1 : φ, N : φ ! N1 :
(
(¬(s1)@s2) ∨ (¬(s2)@s1)

)
∧ [◦]φ

R7
N : φ ! N1 : φ

R5
N : φ ! N : [◦]φ

As in the previous case, we proceed by applying rule R2 for one branch and
rule R7 for the other. By proceeding analogously on the obtained sequent we
obtain the successful sequent:

N : φ, N1 : φ, N2 : φ, N3 : φ, N4 : φ, N5 : φ, N6 : φ ! N : φ
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5.2 Access Right Specifications

In this section, we show how to use our logic for specifying and verifying access
rights in a KLAIM net. To specify that “no process is ever evaluated at a site s”
we can use the following formulae:

νκ.[E(?u, 1P, s)]ff ∧ [◦]κ

We can also specify dynamic access policies. Let N be a net with two sites
s1 and s2. In that net we want to guarantee that “s1 doesn’t insert tuples at site
s2 after s3 has evaluated a process at s1”. We can formalize these properties as
follows:

νκ.[E(s3, 1P, s1)]
(
νκ ′.[O(s1, 1t, s2)]ff ∧ [◦]κ ′

)
∧ [◦]κ

Composing formulae we obtain more complex access specifications. Let N ′

be another net with two sites s1 and s2. We establish that “s1 cannot read tuples
containing a pair (locality, process) at s2, and s2 cannot evaluate any process
at s1 that reads tuples that contain a locality and puts these values at s1”. To
specify these access rights we can use the following formula:

νκ.[R(s1, ?u, 1P), s2)]ff ∧ [R(s1, ?l , 1P), s2)]ff∧
[E(s2, r(!u)@s1 → o(u), s1) ∪ E(s2, i(!u)@s1 → o(u), s1)]ff ∧ [◦]κ

We can also specify access rights that depend on properties of nodes. Suppose
that in a net we require that each node s1 can evaluate a process at a node s2
only if tuple (s1) is in the tuple space at s2. This property can be rendered as
follows:

νκ.[E(?u1, 1P, ?u2)](u1)@u2 ∧ [◦]κ

5.3 Distributed Information Systems Management

In this section, we consider a larger example of a Distributed Information Sys-
tems management. We assume that a database is distributed over three dif-
ferent sites, named, Infi i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. A node, named Manager, manages the
database system sending processes to sites for updating the information. Only
one updating-process at a time can be executed at a site. For this reason, in-
side the tuple space of Infi there is the tuple “F ”. An updating process can be
evaluated at Infi only if tuple “F ” is in its tuple space.

The net of the distributed database is defined as follows:

Inf1 ::ρ out(“F ”) ‖ Inf2 ::ρ out(“F ”) ‖ Inf3 ::ρ out(“F ”)

In the tuple space of node Manager there is a tuple (“G”) for each node Infi.
An updating process can be started only when at least a tuple (“G”) is in the
tuple space of Manager.

Process StartAgent looks for a tuple (“G”). When this is found, StartAgent
invokes CallUpdate, which starts the updating procedure. By guarding
CallUpdate in StartAgent with an in(“G”)@self action we guarantee that the
system is deadlock free.

StartAgent = in(“G”)@self. (CallUpdate(Inf1, Inf2, Inf3)
|StartAgent)
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CallUpdate〈u1, u2, u3〉 = in(“F ”)@u1.out(“updating”)@u1.

eval(Update(u2, Update(u3, FUpdate(Manager))))@u1.nil

Update〈u, X 〉 = in(“F ”)@u.out(“updating”)@u.eval(X )@u.

in(“updating”)@self.out(“F ”)@self.nil

FUpdate〈u〉 = in(“updating”)@self.out(“F ”)@self.eval(Success)@u.nil

Success = out(“G”)@self.nil

The manager node is defined as follows:
Manager :: StartAgent|out(Inf1)|out(Inf2)|out(Inf3)

|out(“G”)|out(“G”)|out(“G”)

We would like to prove that, within the above system, if a process is evaluated
at site Infi then no process is evaluated at the same site until the updating
terminates. This property is specified by the formula φ1 below:

φ1 = νκ.[e(?u1, 1P, ?u2)− e(?u3, 1P, Manager)]φ2 ∧ [◦]κ

where

φ2 = νκ ′.[e(?u, 1P, u2)]ff ∧ [e(u2, 1P, ?u4)]tt ∨ [◦]κ ′

The property can be proved by using our proof system. However, the proof is,
in some sense, automatic and requires a large space to be presented. For this
reason we omit it.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RELATED WORKS

In this paper we have presented a variant of HML enriched with more refined
action predicates and state formulae. The logic is tailored for reasoning about
properties of KLAIM systems. The proposed logic has been equipped with a proof
system based on tableau. This system has been inspired by Cleaveland [1990],
Stirling and Walker [1991], and Winskel [1989].

The main differences of our solution with respect to the existing ones, also
based on Hennessy-Milner logic, reside in the different use of transition labels.
In the standard approaches, even those considering value passing [Rathke and
Hennessy 1997], labels are considered as basic entities and are characterized,
inside modal operators, syntactically. In our approach transition labels are char-
acterized by means of their properties.

The definition of the proof system is, in some sense, standard. However,
since we have explicit notions of values, proofs of completeness and soundness
the results are more complex.

There are a few papers that have tackled the problem of defining a logic for
process calculi with primitives for mobility. More specifically they have con-
sidered definitions of logics for π−calculus [Milner et al. 1992] and Mobile
Ambients [Cardelli and Gordon 1998].

In Milner et al. [1993] a modal logic for π -calculus has been introduced.
This logic aims at capturing different equivalences between processes, and at
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establishing the differences between late and early bisimulation. This logic is
also based on Hennessy-Milner Logic, but it has no operators for recursion. In
Dam [1996] an HML-like logic with recursion for π -calculus is presented. This
logic is equipped with a tableau-based proof system. However, neither Milner
et al. [1993] nor Dam [1996] consider mobility/spatial features.

In Cardelli and Gordon [2000] a modal logic for Mobile Ambients [Cardelli
and Gordon 1998] has been presented; in Caires and Cardelli [2001] a variant
of the Ambient logic, tailored for asynchronous π -calculus, is introduced. This
very interesting logic is equipped with operators for spatial and temporal prop-
erties, and for compositional specification of systems properties. In Cardelli
and Gordon [2001], new operators for expressing logical properties of name re-
strictions have been added. This logic permits describing properties of spatial
configurations and of mobile computation, including security properties.

All of these properties are essentially state based, in the sense that systems
are proved to be safe/unsafe by only taking into account spatial configurations.
The structure of the system can be formalized in details: for instance one can
count the resources in the system. However, any information about the history
of an ambient in the system is lost. For instance properties like: “an ambient
can enter into n only after another one exits from n” cannot be expressed. In
Sections 5 we showed how similar properties for KLAIM systems can be expressed
in our logic.

Sangiorgi [2001] shows how to express, in the ambient, logic properties like
“an ambient n is opened inside the ambient m”. However, it is not possible to
univocally identify an ambient in the system. A precise advantage of our logic is
that it allows us to talk about specific, unique sites, whereas, since the ambient
calculus allows multiple ambients to have the same name, it is difficult to talk
about a specific ambient in the ambient logic. Moreover, to express evolutionary
properties Sangiorgi needs to use logical operators that, in general, are not
decidable. Indeed, the Ambient logic is not completely decidable and a sound
and complete proof system is available only for a subset of the logic.
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A Distributed Kripke Semantics
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AB2CED=F�G@HID . An intuitionistic, hybrid modal logic suitable for reasoning about distribution of re-
sources was introduced in [10]. We extend the Kripke semantics of intuitionistic logic, enriching
each possible Kripke state with a set of places, and show that this semantics is both sound and com-
plete for the logic. In the semantics, resources of a distributed system are interpreted as atoms, and
placement of atoms in a possible state corresponds to the distribution of the resources. The modali-
ties of the logic allow us to validate properties in a particular place, in some place and in all places.
We extend the logic with disjunctive connectives, and refine our semantics to obtain soundness and
completeness for extended logic. The extended logic can be seen as an instance of Hybrid IS5 [2, 18].

1 Introduction

In current computing paradigm, distributed resources spread over and shared
amongst diJ erent nodes of a computer system is very common. For example,
printers may be shared in local area networks, or distributed data may store doc-
uments in parts at diJ erent locations. The traditional reasoning methodologies
are not easily scalable to these systems as they may lack implicitly trustable ob-
jects such as a central control.

This has resulted in the innovation of several reasoning techniques. A pop-
ular approach in the literature has been the use of algebraic systems such as
process algebra [13, 8, 5]. These algebras have rich theories in terms of seman-
tics [13], logics [7, 15, 4, 3], or types [8]. Another approach is logically-oriented
[9, 10, 19, 14]: intuitionistic modal logics are used as foundations of type sys-
tems by exploiting the propositions-as-types, proofs-as-programs paradigm [6].
An instance of this was introduced in [9, 10] and the logic introduced there is the
focus of our study.

The formulae in this logic include names, called places. Assertions in the
logic are associated with places, and are validated in places. In addition to con-
sidering whether a formula is true, we are also interested in where a formula is
true. The three modalities of the logic allow us to infer whether a property is

Research partially supported by ‘MIKADO: Mobile Calculi based on Domains’, EU FET-GC IST-
2001-32222, and ‘MyThS: Models and Types for Security in Mobile Distributed Systems’, EU FET-
GC IST-2001-32617.



validated in a specific place of the system (@p), or in an unspecified place of the
system ( K ), or in any part of the system( L ). The modality @p internalises the
model in the logic and hence can be classified as a hybrid logic [1, 16, 2]. An
intuitionistic natural deduction for the logic is given in [9, 10], and judgements in
the logic mention the places under consideration. The natural deduction rules for
K and L resemble those for existential and universal quantification of first-order
intuitionistic logic.

As noted in [9, 10], the logic can also be used to reason about distribution of
resources in addition to serving as the foundation of a type system. The papers
[9, 10], however, lack a model to match the usage of the logic as a tool to reason
about distributed resources. In this report, we bridge the gap by presenting a
Kripke-style semantics [12] for the logic of [9, 10]. In Kripke-style semantics,
formulae are considered valid if they remain valid when the atoms mentioned in
the formulae change their value from false to true. This is achieved by using a
partially ordered set of possible states. Informally, more atoms are true in larger
states.

We extend the Kripke semantics of the intuitionistic logic [12], enriching
possible states with a fixed set of places. In each possible state, diM erent places
satisfy diM erent formulae. For the intuitionistic connectives, the satisfaction of
formulae at a place in a possible state follows the standard definition [12]. The
enrichment of the model with places reveals the true meaning of the modalities
in the logic. The modality @p expresses a property in a named place. The
modality L corresponds to a weak form of universal quantification and expresses
a common property, and the modality K corresponds to a weak form of existential
quantification and expresses a property valid somewhere in the system.

In the model, we interpret atomic formulae as resources of a distributed sys-
tem, and placement of atoms in a possible state corresponds to the distribution of
resources. As in intuitionistic logic [12], we need not evaluate all the formulae
of the language, since the interpretation follows inductively from the structure of
formulae.

In order to give semantics to a logical judgment, we allow models with more
places than those mentioned in the judgement. This admits the possibility that a
user may be aware of only a certain subset of names in a distributed system. As
we shall see, this is crucial in the proof of soundness and completeness.

In the model, we can duplicate places in a conservative way. This fact is
the key to the proof of soundness of introduction of L , and the elimination of K .
The proof of completeness follows closely the standard proof of completeness
of intuitionistic logic with one important diM erence: in addition to witnesses for
the existential ( K ), we need witnesses for the universal ( L ) too.

The logic in [9, 10] did not have disjunctive connectives. We extend the logic
with disjunctive connectives, and refine our Kripke semantics in order to obtain
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completeness.N In the refined semantics, the set of places in Kripke states are not
fixed. DiO erent possible Kripke states may have diP erent set of places. However,
the set of places vary in a conservative way: larger Kripke states contain larger
set of places.

We show that the refined semantics is both sound and complete for the ex-
tended logic. The proof of soundness once again depends on duplication of
places. The proof of completeness follows closely the standard proofs of com-
pleteness of intuitionistic modal logics. The extended logic can be seen as hy-
bridization of the well-known intuitionistic modal system IS5 [2, 18].

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the
logic in [9, 10]. In Section 3 we present the distributed Kripke model used to
interpret the logic, and prove soundness and completeness of the semantics. We
present the extension of logic with logical connectives in Section4. The refined
semantics is given in Section 5, where we also show soundness and completeness
of the refined logic. We discuss related work in Section 6, and we summarise our
results in Section 7.

2 Logic

We now introduce, through examples, the logic presented in [9, 10]. The logic is
used to reason about heterogeneous distributed systems. To gain some intuition,
consider a distributed peer to peer database where the information is partitioned
over multiple communicating nodes (peers).

Informally, the database has a set of nodes, or places, and a set of resources
(data) distributed amongst these places. The nodes are chosen from the elements
of a fixed set, denoted by p Q q Q r Q s Q@R@R@R . Resources are represented by atomic
formulae A Q B Q@R@R@R Atoms. Intuitively, an atom A is verified in a place p if that
place can access the resource identified by A.

Were we reasoning about a particular place, the logic connectives of the in-
tuitionistic framework would be su S cient. For example, assume that a particular
document, doc, is partitioned in two parts, doc1 and doc2, and in order to access
to the document a place has to access both of its parts. This can be formally
expressed as the logical formula: (doc1 doc2) doc, where and are the
logical conjunction and implication. If doc1 and doc2 are stored in a particular
place, then the usual intuitionistic rules allow to infer that the place can access
the entire document.

The intuitionistic framework is extended in [10] in order to reason about
diO erent places. An assertion in such a logic takes the form “T at p”, meaning
that formula T is valid at place p. The construct “ at ” is a meta-linguistic symbol
and points to the place where the reasoning is located. For example, doc1 at p
and doc2 at p formalises the notion that the parts doc1 and doc2 are located at
the node p. If in addition, the assertion ((doc1 doc2) doc) at p is valid, we
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can conclude that the document doc is available at p. A formula U may itself use
three modalities to accommodate reasoning about the properties valid at diV erent
locations.

In order to internalise resources at a single location, the modality @p, one
for every place in the system, is used. The modality @ casts the meta-linguistic
“ at ” on the language level, and in fact the two constructs will have the same
interpretation in the semantics. The modal formula U @p means that the property
U is valid at p, and not necessarily anywhere else. An assertion of the form
U @p at p W means that in the place p W we are reasoning about the property U valid
at the place p. For example, suppose that the place p has got the first half of
the document, i.e., doc1 at p, and p W has got the second one, i.e., doc2 at p W . In
the logic we can formalise the fact that p W can send the part doc2 to p by using
the assertion (doc2 (doc2@p)) at p W . The rules of the logic will conclude
doc2 at p and so doc at p.

Knowing exactly where a property holds is a strong ability, and we may only
know that the property holds somewhere without knowing the specific location
where it holds. In order to deal with this, the logic has the X modality: XYU
means that the formula U holds in some place. In the example above, the location
of doc2 is not important as long as we know that this document is located in
some place that can send it to p. Formally, this can be expressed by the formula
X (doc2 (doc2 (doc2@p))) at p W . By assuming this formula, we can infer
doc2 at p, and hence the document doc is available at p.

Even if we deal with resources distributed in heterogeneous places, we can-
not avoid the fact that certain properties are valid everywhere. For this purpose,
the logic has the Z modality: Z<U means that the formula U is valid everywhere.
In the example above, p can access the document doc, if there is a place that
has the part doc2 and can send it everywhere. This can be expressed by the for-
mula X (doc2 (doc2 Z doc2)) at p W . The rules of the logic would allow us to
conclude that doc2 is available at p.

We now define the logic in [10] formally. For the rest of the paper, we shall
assume a fixed countable set of atomic formulae Atoms and we will vary the set
of places. Given a countable set of places Pl, let Frm(Pl) be the set of formulae
built from the following grammar:

U :: [ A U U U U U @p Z<U X\U7]
Here the syntactic category p stands for elements from Pl, and the syntactic cat-
egory A stands for elements from Atoms. The elements in Frm(Pl) are said pure
formulae, and are denoted by small Greek letters U_^a`'^cbd]@]@] An assertion of the
form U at p is called sentence. We denote by capital Greek letters ef^ge 1 ^@]@]@] (pos-
sibly empty) finite sets of pure formulae, and by capital Greek letters hi^gh 1 ^@]@]@]
(possibly empty) finite sets of sentences.
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Each judgement in this logic is of the form
j

; k P l at p m
where

the global context
j

is a (possibly empty) finite set of pure formulae, and
represents the properties assumed to hold at every place of the system;

the local context k is a (possibly empty) finite set of sentences; since a sen-
tence is a pure formula associated to a place, k represents what we assume
to be valid in any particular place.

the sentence l at p says that l is derived to be valid in the place p by assum-
ing

j
; k .

In the judgement, it is assumed that the places mentioned in
j

and k are drawn
from the set P. In order to be more formal, we define the function PL(X), which
denotes the set of places that appear in X, for any syntactic object X. It is defined
as follow

Dn�o3p&q�p�r�p�s�q 1 (Pt%u v�n"wxpyqzu{o3s1|3}7~�t%u ). We define inductively the operator PL( ) on
any syntactic object of the logic as:

PL(A)
def�

; PL( )
def�

;

PL(l 1
l

2)
def�

PL(l 1) PL(l 2); PL(l 1
l

2)
def�

PL(l 1) PL(l 2);

PL( � l )
def�

PL(l ); PL(� l )
def�

PL(l );

PL(l @p)
def�

PL(l ) p ; PL(l at p)
def�

PL(l ) p ;

PL(l 1 � m@m@m � l m)
def�

PL(l 1) m@m@m m@m@m PL(l m);

PL(l 1 at p1 � m@m@m � l n at pn)
def�

PL(l 1 at p1) m@m@m PL(l n at pn);

PL(
j

; k )
def�

PL(
j

) PL(k ).

When we write a judgment of the form
j

; k P l at p, then it must be the
case that PL(

j
) PL(k ) PL(l at p) P. Any judgment not satisfying this

condition is assumed to be undefined.
In Fig. 1 we give the natural deduction for the judgements as defined in [10].

The most interesting of these rules are � E, the elimination of � , and � I, the
introduction of � . In these rules, we use P � p to denote the disjoint union
P p , and witness the fact that the place p does not occur in

j
and k . If

p P, then P � p, and any judgment containing such notation, is assumed to be
undefined in order to avoid a side condition stating this requirement.

The rule � E explains how we can use the formulae validated at some unspeci-
fied location: we introduce a new place and extend the local context by assuming
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L

�
; ���a� at p P � at p

G

� �a� ; � P � at p

� I

�
; � P at p

�
I�
; � P � 1 at p�
; � P � 2 at p�
; � P � 1 � 2 at p

�
Ei (i� 1 � 2)

�
; � P � 1 � 2 at p�
; � P � i at p

� I

�
; ���a� at p P � at p�
; � P � � at p

@I

�
; � P � at p�
; � P � @p at p �

@E

�
; � P � @p at p ��
; � P � at p

� E�
; � P � � at p�
; � P � at p�
; � � at p

�
I

�
; � P � at p�
; � P � � at p �

�
E�
; � P � � at p ��
; ���a� at q P� q � at p ����
; � P � at p �#�

� I

�
; � P� q � at q�
; � P � � at p

� E�
; � P � � at p� �a� ; � P � at p ��
; � P � at p �

F�&�6�2�+� 1. Natural deduction.

that the formula is validated there. If any assertion that does not mention the new
place is validated thus, then it is also validated using the old local context. The
rule � I says that if a formula is validated in some new place, without any local
assumption on that new place, then that formula must be valid everywhere.

The rules � I and � E are reminiscent of the introduction of the existential
quantification, and the elimination of universal quantification in first-order in-
tuitionistic logic. This analogy, however has to be taken carefully. For ex-
ample, if

�
; � P � � at p, then we can show using the rules of the logic that�

; � P ��� � at p.
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3 Kripke Semantics

There are a number of semantics for intuitionistic logic and intuitionistic modal
logics that allow for a completeness theorem [2, 11, 18]. In this section we
concentrate on the semantics introduced by Kripke [12, 20], as it is convenient
for applications and fairly simple. This would provide a formalisation of the
intuitive concepts introduced in Section 2.

In Kripke semantics for intuitionistic propositional logic, logical assertions
are interpreted over Kripke models. The validity of an assertion depends on its
behaviour as the truth values of its atoms change from false to true according to
a Kripke model. A Kripke model consists of a partially ordered set of Kripke
states, and an interpretation, I, that maps atoms into states. The interpretation
tells which atoms are true a state. It is required that if an atom is true in a state,
then it must remain true in all larger states. Hence, in a larger state more atoms
may become true. Consider a logical assertion built from the atoms A1 � � An.
The assertion is said to be valid in a state if it continues to remain valid in all
larger state.

In order to express the full power of the logic introduced in Section 2, we
need to enrich the model by introducing places. We achieve this by associating
a fixed set of places Pls to each Kripke state. The interpretation, I, in our model
maps atoms into places in each state. Since we consider atoms to be resources,
the map I tells how resources are distributed in a Kripke state. We require that if
I maps an atom into a place in a state, then it would map the atom into that place
in all larger states. In terms of resources, it means that places in larger states
have possibly more resources. The addition of places makes the Kripke model
distributed in the obvious sense. We are ready to define Kripke model formally.

D���3�& ���¡���¢�  2 (D ��£�¡3¤���¥6¦<¡��"§ K ¤,��¨ª©�� M ¢1§���« ). A distributed Kripke model is a qua-
druple ¬ (K � � Pls � I), where

K is a (non empty) set;

is a partial order on K;

Pls is a (non empty) set of places;

I : Atoms Pow(K Pls) is such that if (k � p) I(A) then (l � p) I(A) for
all l k.

for Pow() the powerset operator.

The set K is the set of Kripke states, whose elements are denoted by k � l �@@@
Relation is the partial order on the states and I is the interpretation of atoms.
The definition tells only how resources, i.e. atoms, are distributed in the system.

In order to give semantics to the whole set of formulae Frm(Pls), we need to
extend I. The interpretation of a formula depends on its composite parts and if
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it is valid in a given state, then it remains valid at the same places in all larger
states. For example, the formula ® ¯ is valid in a state k at place p, if both ®
and ¯ are true at place p in all states l k.

The introduction of places in the model allows the interpretation of the spatial
modalities of the logic. Formula ® @p is satisfied at a place in a state k, if it is
true at p in all states l k; °\® and ±<® are satisfied at a place in state k, if ® is
true respectively at some or at every place in all states l k.

We extend now the interpretation of atoms to interpretation of formulae, we
use induction on the structure of the formulae.

D²�³3´&µ�´�¶�´�·�µ 3 (K ¸,´�¹ªº�² S²�»'¼�µ�¶3´#½3¾ ). For ¿ (K À À Pls À I) a distributed Kripke
model, the relation ¿ between couples (k À p) and pure formulae is inductively
defined by

(k À p) ¿ A iÁ (k À p) I(A);
(k À p) ¿ for all (k À p) K Pls;
(k À p) ¿Â® ¯ iÁ (k À p) ¿ ® and (k À p) I Ã (̄ );
(k À p) ¿Â® ¯ iÁ l k and (l À p) ¿ ® imply (l À p) ¿ ¯ ;
(k À p) ¿Â® @q iÁ (k À q) ¿ ® ;
(k À p) ¿Ä±<® iÁ (k À q) ¿ ® for all q Pls;
(k À p) ¿Å°\® iÁ there exists q Pls such that (q À k) ¿ ® .

We pronounce (k À p) ¿ ® it as (k À p) forces ® , or (k À p) satisfies ® . We write
k ¿ ® at p if (k À p) ¿ ® .

Please note that in this extension, except for logical implication, we have not
considered larger states in order to interpret a modality or a connective. It turns
out that the satisfaction of a formula in a state implies the satisfaction in all larger
states.

L²�»f»'¼ 1 (K ¸,´#¹2º�² M ·�µ�·%¶@·�µ�´�½�´�¶3Æ ). Given ¿ (K À À Pls À I) distributed Kripke
model, ¿ preserves the partial order in K, that is for each p Pls and each
® Frm(Pls), if l k then (k À p) ¿ ® implies (l À p) ¿ ® .

Proof: We proceed by induction on the structure of formulae.
Base case. If ® Atoms or ®Ç¿ , the lemma holds by Definitions 2 and 3.
Inductive Hypothesis. We consider a formula ® Frm(Pls). We assume that

for every sub-formula ® i of ® and for every p Pls: if l k then (k À p) ¿ ® i

implies (l À p) ¿È® i. We refer to Definition 3. Cases ®É¿Ê® 1 ® 2 and ®Ç¿Ë® 1 ® 2

are treated as in [20]. Cases ®Ì¿Ä® 1@q, ®Ì¿Í±<® 1 and ®Ì¿Î°\® 1 are similar. We
show only the case ® ¿Ï® 1@q. Assume (p À k) ¿ ® 1@q, then (q À k) ¿ ® 1 by
definition, hence (q À l) ¿ ® 1 for every l k by inductive hypothesis, and so we
conclude that (p À l) ¿ ® 1@q. Ð

Consider now the distributed database described in Section 2. We can express
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theÑ same properties that we inferred in Section 2 by using a distributed Kripke
model. Fix a Kripke state k. The assumption that the two parts, doc1 Ò doc2,
can be combined in p in a state k to give the document doc can be expressed as
(k Ò p) Ó (doc1 doc2) doc. If the resources doc1 and doc2 are assigned to the
place p, i.e., (k Ò p) Ó doc1 and (k Ò p) Ó doc2, then, since (k Ò p) Ó doc1 doc2,
it follows that (k Ò p) Ó doc.

Let us consider a slightly more complex situation. Suppose that k ÓÄÔ ( doc2

(doc2 Õ doc2) ) at p Ö . According to the semantics of Ô , there is some place
r such that (k Ò r) Ó doc2 (doc2 Õ doc2). The semantics of tells us that
(k Ò r) Ó doc2 and (k Ò r) Ó (doc2 Õ doc2). Since (k Ò r) Ó doc2, we know from
the semantics of that (k Ò r) Ó Õ doc2, and from Õ that (k Ò p) Ó doc2. Therefore,
if doc1 is placed at p in the state k, then the whole document doc would becomes
available at place p in state k.

3.1 Some useful properties

In order to prove soundness of our semantics, we shall need some important
properties of the distributed Kripke models. We state and prove those properties
in this section.

Lemma 2 says that if we add a new place which duplicates a specific place
in all Kripke states, then the set of valid properties does not change. Moreover,
the new place mimics the duplicated place. In order to state this lemma, we first
prove that duplication gives us a distributed Kripke model.

P ×)Ø1Ù2Ø1Ú�Û�Ü�Û�Ø�Ý 1 (p-DÞ<Ùgß%Û#à3á�Ü6â"ã E ä1Ü�â�Ý�Ú+Û#Ø�Ý q(p)). Let Ó (K Ò Ò Pls Ò I) be a dis-
tributed Kripke model. For p Pls and q å Pls a new place, let q(p) Ó
(Kq(p) Ò q(p) Ò Plsq(p) Ò Iq(p)) where

Kq(p) is K;

q(p) is ;

Plsq(p) is Pls q ;

Iq(p) : Atoms Pow(Kq(p) Plsq(p)) is defined as

(k Ò r) Iq(p)(A) i æ (k Ò r) I(A) (r Pls);
(k Ò p) I(A) (r Ó q) ç

Then q(p) is a distributed Kripke model, and q(p) is said to be a p-duplicated
extension of .

Proof: We just need to check that Iq(p) satisfies the monotonicity condition on
atoms which follows immediately from definition. è
We show that p-duplicated extension is conservative over all the formulae that
do not mention the added place. Moreover, for all such formulae, the new place
mimics the duplicated one.
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Lé�êfê'ë 2 ( q(p) ì�íïî�ð�ñ�í é"ò�ó�ë+ô ì ó�é ). Let õ (K ö ö Pls ö I) be a distributed Kripke
model and q(p) be its p-duplicated extension. Let õ and õ q(p) extend the
interpretation of atoms in and q(p) respectively. For every k K and formula÷ Frm(Pls), we have:

1. if r Pls, then (k ö r) õ q(p)
÷ if and only if (k ö r) õ ÷ ; and

2. if r õ q, then (k ö q) õ q(p)
÷ if and only if (k ö p) õ ÷ .

Proof: We prove both of the properties simultaneously by induction on the struc-
ture of formulae in Frm(Pls).

Base of induction. The two properties are verified on atoms by the definition
of Iq(p), and on by Definition 3.

Inductive hypothesis. We consider a formula ÷ Frm(Pls) and we assume
the points hold for each of its sub-formulae ÷

i. In particular we assume that:

1. if r Pls, then (k ö r) õ q(p)
÷

i if and only if (k ö r) õ ÷
i; and

2. if r õ q, then (k ö q) õ q(p)
÷

i if and only if (k ö p) õ ÷
i.

We consider r Pls and fix it. We prove only property 1, as the treatment of
point 2 is analogous. Now, we consider several possibilities for ø .

Case ÷ õ ÷
1

÷
2. The assertion (k ö r) õ q(p)

÷
1

÷
2 iù (k ö r) õ q(p)

÷
1 and

(k ö r) õ q(p)
÷

2. By inductive hypothesis, this is equivalent to (k ö r) õ ÷
1 and

(k ö r) õ ÷
2, which is equivalent to (k ö r) õ ÷

1
÷

2 by Definition 3.
Case ÷ õ ÷

1
÷

2. (k ö r) õ q(p)
÷

1
÷

2 iù (l ö r) õ q(p)
÷

1 implies (l ö r) õ q(p)
÷

2

for every l k. By inductive hypothesis, this is equivalent to (l ö r) õ ÷
1 implies

(l ö r) õ ÷
2 for every l h, and this is equivalent to (k ö r) õ ÷

1
÷

2.
Case ÷ õ ÷

1@s. (k ö r) õ q(p)
÷

1@s iù (k ö s) õ q(p)
÷

1. Moreover, we know
that s Pls as ÷

1@s Frm(Pls). By inductive hypothesis (k ö s) õ q(p)
÷

1 iù
(k ö s) õ ÷

1. By definition, (k ö s) õ ÷
1 iù (k ö r) õ ÷

1@s.
Case ÷ õ ú ÷ 1. Suppose (k ö r) õ q(p) ú ÷ 1, then there exists s Plsq(p) õ

Pls q such that (k ö s) õ q(p)
÷

1. If s Pls, then we use inductive hypothesis
(property 1) to obtain (k ö s) õ ÷

1, and therefore (k ö r) õ ú ÷ 1. Otherwise if
s õ q, then we use inductive hypothesis (property 2) 2 to obtain (k ö p) õ ÷

1, and
therefore (k ö r) õ ú ÷ 1.

Vice versa, if (k ö r) õ ú ÷ 1 then there exists s Pls such that (k ö s) õ ÷
1.

Hence by inductive hypothesis (property 1) (k ö s) õ q(p)
÷

1, and we conclude
(k ö r) õ q(p) ú ÷ 1.

Case ÷ õüû ÷ 1. Suppose that (k ö r) õ q(p) û ÷ 1. This means that (k ö s) õ q(p)
÷

1

for every s Pls q . We can conclude that (k ö r) õ û ÷ 1 by considering every
s Pls and applying inductive hypothesis (property 1).

Vice versa, if (k ö r) õ û ÷ 1 then (k ö s) õ ÷
1 for every s Pls. By inductive

hypothesis (property 2) (k ö s) õ q(p)
÷

1 for every s Pls. Also, since (k ö s) õ ÷
1 for

every s Pls , we get (k ö p) õ ÷
1. Hence by inductive hypothesis (property 2),

10



(k ý q) þ q(p) ÿ 1. We conclude (k ý t) þ q(p) ÿ 1 for every t Plsq(p), which implies
(k ý r) þ q(p) �<ÿ 1. �

Another property of distributed Kripke models is the possibility to rename
the places in the model. The property says that if we rename a place in the model,
then we do not modify the set of valid properties not involving the renamed place.
First we prove that the renamed model is still a distributed Kripke model, then
we formalize the property in Lemma 3.

P ���������
	��	���� 2 (p-R�������	���� q � p). Given a distributed Kripke model þ (K ý
ý Pls ý I), where Pls þ P � p . For a new place q � P, we define q � p þ
(Kq � p ý q � p ý Plsq � p ý Iq � p) where

Kq � p is K;

q � p is ;

Plsq � p is P q ;

Iq � p : Atoms Pow(Kq � p Plsq � p) is defined as

(k ý r) Iq � p)(A) i� (k ý r) I(A) (r P);
(k ý p) I(A) (r þ q) �

Then q � p is a distributed Kripke model, and q � p is said to be a p-renaming of
.

Proof: As for Proposition 1, We just need to check that Iq(p) satisfies the mono-
tonicity condition on atoms, which follows immediately from definition and the
monotonicity of I. �

By mimicking the proof of Lemma 2, we show that q � p is conservative with
respect to and the renamed place behaves like the original one.

L������ 3 ( q � p 	��! "���#�$�%��&'�
�	�&�� ). Let þ (K ý ý Pls ý I) be a distributed Kripke
model such that Pls þ P � p and q � p be its p-renaming. Let þ and þ q � p
extend the interpretation of atoms in and q � p respectively. For every k K
and formula ÿ Frm(P), we have:

1. if r P, then (k ý r) þ q � p ÿ if and only if (k ý r) þ ÿ ; and

2. if r þ q, then (k ý q) þ q � p ÿ if and only if (k ý p) þ ÿ .

Proof: We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2, and prove both of the properties
simultaneously by induction on the structure of formulae in Frm(Pls).

Base of induction. The properties are verified on atoms and by definition.
Inductive hypothesis. As for Lemma 2, we consider a formula ÿ Frm(Pls)

and we assume that the two properties hold for each of its sub-formulae ÿ i. In-
ductive cases deal with connectives and modalities. Here we consider only the
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two most significant cases and prove property 1. The other cases can be dealt
with easily.

Case (*),+�( 1. Let r P and suppose (k - r) ) q . p +�( 1. Then, by definition
there exists s Plsq . p ) P q such that (k - s) ) q . p ( 1. If s P, we use inductive
hypothesis (property 1) to obtain (k - s) ) ( 1, and in that case (k - r) ) +/( 1 by
definition. In the case s ) q, we use inductive hypothesis (property 2) to obtain
(k - p) ) ( 1 and so (k - r) ) +�( 1. The opposite direction is analogous.

Case ( ) 01( 1. Suppose (k - r) ) q . p 02( 1. Then the definition says that
(k - s) ) q . p ( 1 for every s P q . We get by using inductive hypothesis

(k - s) ) ( 1 for every s P, and

(k - p) ) ( 1

We conclude that (k - t) ) ( 1 for every t P 3 p , and hence (k - r) ) 01( 1. The
opposite direction is analogous. 4
3.2 Soundness

We shall now give a semantics of the judgments introduced in 2 using dis-
tributed Kripke models. We shall then show that the semantics is both sound
and complete. In order to introduce the semantics, we extend the definition of
validity for pure formulae to sets of pure formula and sets of sentences.

D5�6"7�8�7�97�:�8 4 (F :�;=<7�8�> E ?�9@58#A'7�:�8 ). Let ) (K - - Pls - I) be a distributed Kripke
model. Given B , a finite set of pure formulae and C , a finite set of sentences, such
that PL(B ; C ) Pls, we say that the Kripke state k K forces the couple B ; C ,
(and we write k ) B ; C ) if

1. (k - p) ) ( for every ( B and p Pls;

2. k ) D at q for every D at q C .

A judgment is respected by a distributed Kripke model, if whenever its as-
sumptions are valid in a Kripke state, then its conclusion is also valid in that
state. We are now ready to define the satisfaction of a judgement.

D5�6"7�8�7�97�:�8 5 (S E
9"7�AF6GEH<97�:�8I6":�;IE JJ1KL>�MN5�8�9 ). We say that B ; C ) PO at p, and we
read it as “B ; C P O at p is valid”, if

PL(B ) PL(C ) p P; and

for every distributed Kripke model ) (K - - Pls - I) with P Pls, it is the
case that for every k K, whenever k ) B ; C , then (k - p) ) O too.

We prove that the semantics is sound for the judgements of the logic. The
proof of soundness depends on Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. We need to show that if
a judgement is provable in the natural deduction system, then it is also valid.

12



TP�QLR�SQT 1 (S R�U/V#WV=Q%X
X ). If Y ; Z P [ at p is derivable in the logic, then it is
valid.

Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on the number n of inference rules
applied in the derivation of the judgement Y ; Z P [ at p. The most interesting
cases are \ I, the introduction of \ , and ] E, the elimination of ] .

Base Case (n ^ 1). Suppose the judgment is proved by using axiom L, or the
axiom G, or the axiom I. We consider a model (K _ _ Pls _ I) such that P Pls.
We need to show that for every k K if k ^ Y ; Z then (k _ p) ^ [ .

Suppose the derivation consists of just the axiom L, then the assertion [ at p
is in Z . Hence, by definition, for every k K if k ^ Y ; Z then (k _ p) ^ [ .

If the derivation consists of just the axiom G, then the formula [ is in Y , and
so k ^ Y ; Z implies (k _ r) ^ [ for every r Pls. In particular (k _ p) ^ [ .

Finally If the derivation is the application of I, then [ is and the result
holds by definition.

Inductive hypothesis (n ` 1). We assume the theorem holds for any judgment
that is deducible by applying less than n instances of inference rules. In particular
we assume that:
If the judgment Y ; Z P [ at p is deducible in the logic by using less than n

instances of the rules, then Y ; Z ^ P[ at p.
We consider a judgment Y ; Z P [ at p which is derivable in the logic by

using exactly n instances of inference rules. We fix a model ^ (K _ _ Pls _ I)
such that P Pls, and let ^ be the extension of I on Frm(Pls). We fix k K
such that k ^ Y ; Z . We need to prove (k _ p) ^ [ . We consider the last rule
applied to obtain Y ; Z P [ at p, and proceed by cases. In most cases, we apply
the inductive hypothesis on the model only. However, for \ I and ] E we will
use inductive hypothesis on an extension of .

Cases I and E follow from Definition 3 and are treated as in [20].
Case I. Then [ ^ba c and we can derive Y ; Zd_ea at p P c at p by

applying n 1 instances of the rules. The inductive hypothesis says that for
every l K: l ^ Y ; Zd_ea at p implies l ^ c at p.

Let l k. Then l ^ Y ; Z by Kripke Monotonicity (Lemma 1). If we assume
(l _ p) ^fa , then the inductive hypothesis says that (l _ p) ^gc too. Hence, we have
that for all l k, if l ^ a then l ^ c also. We conclude that (k _ p) ^ a c by
definition of ^ .

Case E. Then, we have that Y ; Z P a [ and YN_hZ P a for some a . The
inductive hypothesis says that (k _ p) ^ a [ and (k _ p) ^ a . Hence, we get
(k _ p) ^ [ according to Definition 3.

Case @I. Then [ is of the form a @q, and Y ; Z P a at q. The inductive
hypothesis says that (k _ q) ^ a , and hence (k _ p) ^ a @q.

Case @E. Then we have that Y ; Z P [ @p at q for some q P. The
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inductive hypothesis says that (k i q) j k @p, and therefore (k i p) j k .
Case l I. Then m is of the form l1k . Moreover n ; o P p q k at p1 for some

p1 q P by using n 1 instances of the inference rules. By inductive hypothesis
we know that n ; o j Pp p1 k at q. Please note that since n ; o P m atp, we also
have PL(n ; o ) PL(k ) P. Let Pls be P r p1.

First, consider the case when p1 q Pls. We need to show that k j l1k at p.
According to semantics of l , it su s ces to show that k j k at r, for all r Pls.
Fix one r Pls, and consider the r-duplicated extension q(r). Let j q(r) be the
extension of Iq(r). We get k j q(r) n ; o by using Lemma 2 (since k j n ; o ).

Now, we have that n ; o Pp q k at p1 .and P r p1 Plsq(r). Since k j q(r) n ; o ,
we get by using inductive hypothesis on q(r) that (k i p1) j q(r) k . Now, we can
conclude (k i r) j k at r by using Lemma 2.

Since r was arbitrary, we deduce k j l1k at p.
If p1 Pls, then Pls j Pls tur p1 with PL(n ; o ) PL(k ) P Pls t .

We choose t q Pls and consider t v p1 to be the p1-renaming of , as defined
in Proposition 2. Let j t v p1 be the extension of It v p1 . By following the above
reasoning we derive k j t v p1 l1k at p, hence k j l2k at p by Lemma 3.

Case l E. Then we have that there is some formula k such that n ; o P

l1k at p1 and nNiek ; o P lwm at p by using less than n instances of inference rules.
The inductive hypothesis on n ; o P l1k at p implies (k i p1) jxl1k , and this means
that (k i q) j k for every q Pls. By definition, we obtain k j nNiek ; o and using
inductive hypothesis on n�iek ; o P lwm at p we conclude (k i p t ) j y .

Case z I. Then we have that m is of the form z�k for some formula k , and
n ; o P k at p1 for some p1. The inductive hypothesis says that (k i p1) j k , so
we conclude (k i p) j z/k .

Case z E. Then for some p t P and k Frm(P) we can derive n ; o P

z�k at p t and n ; o{iek at q P p q m at p by using less than n instances of the rules.
Hence by inductive hypothesis: n ; o j P z�k at p t and n ; odiek at q j Pp qm at p.

As in the case for l I, first assume q q Pls. We need to show that (k i p) j|m .
Since k j n ; o we get (k i p t ) j z�k , and this means that there exists r Pls such
that (k i r) j k .

Consider now the r-duplicated extension q(r) of . Let j q(r) be the exten-
sion of Iq(r). By Lemma 2 we have (k i q) j q(r) k , and k j q(r) n ; o . Hence, we
get k j q(r) n ; odiek at q. Since n ; odiek at q j P p qm at p, we get (k i p) j q(r)m . As
PL(m ) P Pls and p P Pls, we obtain (k i p) j}m by Lemma 2.

In the case that is such that q Pls, we can rename q by a fresh as we did
in l I, and obtain the desired result. ~
3.3 Completeness

We shall show that our semantics is complete for the natural deduction in Section
2. First, we extend the notion of provability to possible non-finite sets � of
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sentences� by saying that � ; � P � at q, if and only if, there exists a finite set� � such that � ;
� P � at q.

As in standard proofs of completeness of intuitionistic logics[20, 18, 2], the
proof of completeness is based on the construction of a particular distributed
Kripke model: the canonical model. We will prove that a sequent is valid in the
canonical model if and only if it is derivable in the logic. In the construction of
the canonical model, we consider particular kinds of sets of formulae.

D���"������������ 6 (P �=����� S�%� ). Given a set of places Pls and a finite set � of pure
formulae in Frm(Pls), a (possibly non-finite) set � of sentences with PL(� ) Pls,
is said to be (�N� Pls)-prime if for every formula � Frm(Pls):

1. � ; � Pls �/� at p, implies that there exists q Pls s.t. � ; � Pls � at q;

2. � ; � Pls � at r for all r Pls, implies � ; � Pls � � at p for all p Pls.

The canonical model will be built by choosing the prime sets of formulae
as Kripke states. We would show that given � and

�
, we can construct a set

of places Pls and a prime set � �
such that � is (��� Pls)-prime. Before we

proceed, we first state a proposition proved in [9]:

P ���������
�������� 3. Let P P � and suppose PL(� ) PL(
�

) PL(� at p) P, then
� ;
� P��� at p if and only if � ;

� P � at p .

Now, we show the existence of prime extensions:

L������ 4 (P �=���N� E ���@��#�'����� ). Let P be a set of places and � be a finite set of pure
formulae in Frm(P). For every finite set

�
of sentences such that PL(

�
) P,

there exists a set of places P � extending P and a (��� P � )-prime set of sentences �
containing

�
, such that given � Frm(P) and p P:

� ;
� P � at p if and only if � ; � P� � at p �

Proof: We enrich the set of places by introducing two kind of places: qi, which
will be the witnesses for the formulae ��� , and p j, which will be the new places
used to introduce �2� in the case � is provable for every place.

The set of places P � is obtained by a series of extensions P � P0 P1

P2 ����� The sets Pn� 1 are constructed as Pn� 1 � Pn qn � 1 � pn� 1 , where the
places qn� 1 � pn� 1 are new, i.e., qn� 1 � pn� 1 � Pn. Also, qn� 1 is di� erent from pn � 1.
The set P � is taken as P � � n � 0 Pn.

Before we proceed with the construction, we pick up an enumeration of the
pure formulae Frm(P � ), and fix it. The set � is obtained by series of extensions� ��� 0 � 1 � 2 ����� that verify the following:

Property 1. For every n 0:

1. PL(� n) Pn.
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2. Given   Frm(Pn) and p Pn, we have ¡ ; ¢ P   at p if and only if
¡ ; £ n

Pn   at p.

The series is constructed inductively. In the induction, we will create witnesses
for the formulae of the type ¤�¥ . We shall also construct a set, treatedn, of for-
mulae of the sort ¤�¥ . This set, initialised to be the empty set, will be the set of
the formulae for which we have already created witnesses.

We put treated0 ¦ , P0 ¦ P and £ 0 ¦ ¢ . It is clear that PL(£ 0) P0, and
¡ ; ¢ P   at p if and only if ¡ ; £ 0

P0   at p.
Now, we proceed inductively. Let £ n (n 0) extend ¢ and satisfying Prop-

erty 1. In step n § 1, we pick the first formula ¤�¥ in the enumeration such that

¤/¥ is in Frm(Pn), i.e., all the places in ¤/¥ are taken from Pn;

¤/¥©¨ treatedn; and

¡ ; £ n
Pn ¤/¥ at q, for some q Pn.

We define £ n ª 1 ¦ £ n ¥ at qn ª 1 and treatednª 1 ¦ treatedn ¤�¥ . The
place qnª 1 witnesses the existential ¤ . Clearly PL(£ n ª 1) Pn ª 1. Now we prove
the following:

Claim. For any   Frm(Pn) and p Pn, ¡ ; £ n
Pn   at p if and only if

¡ ; £ n ª 1
Pn « 1   at p.

The direction from left to right is a consequence of inference rule L, and Propo-
sition 3. In order to prove the converse, assume ¡ ; £ n ª 1

Pn « 1   at p. Now let ¥
be the formula chosen at step n § 1. We have by construction, ¡ ; £ n

Pn ¤�¥ at q.
Also since ¡ ; £ n ª 1

Pn « 1   at p, we get by using the inference rule L and Propo-
sition 3 that ¡ ; £ n ¬ ¥ at qn

Pn ª qn « 1   at p. Hence, we get ¡ ; £ n
Pn   at p by

application of the inference rule ¤ E.
Suppose now that   Frm(P) and p P. We can assert using the claim

above that ¡ ; ¢ P   at p if and only if ¡ ; £ nª 1
Pn « 1   at p. We have just proved

Property 1 for the inductive step n.
Finally, we define £ ¦ n  0 £ n. Clearly ¡ ; ¢ P   at p implies ¡ ; £ P®

  at p, by definition and Proposition 3.
In the other direction, suppose ¡ ; £ P®   at p with   Frm(P) and p

P. According to the definition, there exists a finite sequence ¯ £ such that
¡ ; ¯ P®   at p. We can then choose n 0 big enough to have ¯ £ n and so
¡ ; £ n

P®   at p by the inference rule L. Using Proposition 3 once again, we have
¡ ; £ n

Pn   at p. Since PL(¡ ) ¬ PL(  ) ¬ p P Pn, we conclude ¡ ; ¢ P   at p
using Proposition 1.

All we need to prove now is that £ is (¡ ¬ P ° )-prime.

1. If ¡ ; £ P® ¤/  at p, let n be the least such that ¤�  PL(Pn) and p Pn. By
construction, there is some m n, such that ¤�  is picked in the construction
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of ± m. Hence ² at qm ± m ± , and we conclude that ³ ; ± Ṕ ² at qm.

2. Let µ Frm(P ¶ ) and suppose ³ ; ± Ṕ µ at p for all p P ¶ . In particular,
consider the place pn, with n such that µ Frm(Pn). We have that ³ ; ± Ṕ

µ at pn.
Using Proposition 3, we can find m 0 such that ³ ; ± m

Pm µ at pn. If
m · n then we use the above claim iteratively to conclude ³ ; ± n

Pn µ at pn.
In the case m n we obtain the same conclusion by the inference rule L.

Since pn ¸ PL(± n) by construction, we can infer that ³ ; ± n
Pn ¹»º pn ¼¾½ µ at p

for all p Pn by the inference rule ½ I. Hence ³ ; ± Ṕ ½ µ at p for all
p Pn pn by Proposition 3.

We conclude by extending ³ ; ± Ṕ ½ µ at r to any r (P ¶ Pn) pn in
the following way (here z ¶ is chosen to be a place ¸ P ¶ ):

³ ; ± Ṕ ½ µ at p ³�¿eµ ; ± ṔÁÀ z µ at z

³�¿eµ ; ± Ṕ ½ µ at r
Â I

G

³ ; ± Ṕ ½ µ at r
Â E

Ã

We are ready to define the canonical model for a finite set of pure formulae ³
and places Pls. In this model, the worlds will be (³�¿ Pls)-prime sets. The partial
order will be subset inclusion, and the atoms will be placed in a specific place p
in a world ± if ³ ; ± Pls A at p.

DÄ�Å"Æ�Ç�Æ�ÈÆ�É�Ç 7 (C Ê�Ç�É�Ç�Æ�ËÊÌ M É�Í�Ä�Ì ). Given a set of places Pls and a finite set ³ of
pure formulae in Frm(Pls), we define the (³�¿ Pls)-canonical to be the quadruple

(Î�Ï Pls) Ð (M ¿ ¿ Pls ¿ IÎ ), where:

- M is composed by all the (³�¿ Pls)-prime sets;

- is set inclusion;

- I Î : Atoms Pow(M Pls) is defined by: (±Ñ¿ p) I Î (A) i ÒÓ³ ; ± Pls A at p.

We now show that the model is a distributed Kripke model. We will also
demonstrate that the extension of IÎ to interpretation of formulae corresponds
exactly to the provability in the logic, i.e., (±Ñ¿ q) Ð µ in the canonical model if
and only if ³ ; ± Pls µ at q.

LÄÔ�Ô�Ê 5 (C Ê�Ç�É�Ç�Æ�ËÊÌ E Õ
ÊÌ�Ö×Ê
È"Æ�É�Ç ). Given a set of places Pls and a finite set ³ of
pure formulae in Frm(Pls), we have:

1. the (³�¿ Pls)-canonical model ( Î�Ï Pls) Ð (M ¿ ¿ Pls ¿ IÎ ) is a distributed Kripke
model;
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2. for all Ø Frm(Pls), Ù M and q Pls: (ÙÑÚ q) Û Ø if and only if Ü ; Ù Pls

Ø at q.

Proof: Clearly the inclusion among sets is a partial order on M and I Ý is
monotone on M, since if Ù 1 Ù 2 then Ü ; Ù 1

Pls A at p implies Ü ; Ù 2
Pls A at p

by definition. All we have to prove is the part 2 of the proposition. We proceed
by induction on the structure of the formula Ø and we prove that for every Ù M
and q Pls: (ÙÑÚ q) Û Ø if and only if Ü ; Ù Pls Ø at q.

Base Case. The property is verified on Atoms, by the definition of I Ý , and on
, by Definition 3.

Inductive hypothesis. We assume the property holds for any sub-formula of
the formula Ø we are considering. In particular we assume that:
Given Ø i sub-formula of Ø Frm(Pls), then for every Ù M and q Pls:
(ÙÑÚ q) Û Ø i if and only if Ü ; Ù Pls Ø i at q.

We need to show that (ÙÑÚ q) Û Ø if and only if Ü ; Ù Pls Ø at q. We proceed
by cases on structure of Ø . The cases in which Ø is Ø 1 Ø 2, and Ø is Ø 1 Ø 2 are
fairly standard. We just consider the three modalities.

Case Ø 1@p. Suppose that (ÙÑÚ q) ÛÞØ 1@p. By definition, we have (ÙÑÚ p) ÛÞØ 1.
We get Ü ; Ù Pls Ø 1 at p by inductive hypothesis. We can conclude Ü ; Ù Pls

Ø 1@p at q by using the inference rule @I.
In the other direction, the fact Ü ; Ù Pls Ø 1@p at q implies Ü ; Ù Pls Ø 1 at p

by using the inference rule @E. Hence (ÙÑÚ p) Û Ø 1 by inductive hypothesis, and
therefore (ÙÑÚ q) Û Ø 1@p.

Case ß1Ø 1. (ÙÑÚ q) Û ß1Ø 1 implies (ÙÑÚ p) Û Ø 1 for all p Pls. By inductive
hypothesis, this is Ü ; Ù Pls Ø 1 at p for all p Pls. Since Ù is (Ü�Ú Pls) prime, we
can conclude Ü ; Ù Pls ß1Ø 1 at q

In the other direction, let us assume that Ü ; Ù Pls ß2Ø 1 at q. We apply the
inference rule ß E to obtain Ü ; Ù Pls Ø 1 at p for every p Pls. Hence (ÙÑÚ p) Û©Ø 1

for every p Pls, and therefore (ÙÑÚ q) Û ß1Ø 1.
Case à�Ø 1. (ÙÑÚ q) Û à 1 Ø says that there exists p Pls such that (ÙÑÚ p) Û Ø 1.

Using inductive hypothesis, we get Ü ; Ù Pls Ø 1 at p. We conclude Ü ; Ù Pls

à�Ø 1 at q by à I.
In the other direction, assume Ü ; Ù Pls à�Ø 1 at q. Since Ù is (Ü�Ú Pls) prime,

there exists p Pls such that Ü ; Ù Pls Ø 1 at p. Using inductive hypothesis, we
obtain (ÙÑÚ p) Û Ø 1. We get (ÙÑÚ q) Û à�Ø 1 according to Definition 3. á

Finally we use the canonical model to prove completeness.

Tâ�ãLä�åãæ 2 (C ä�æ�çhè�ã%é@ã�ê=ã%ë'ë ). Ü ; ì Û Pí at p Û Ü ; ì P í at p.

Proof: Assume Ü ; ì Û P Ø at p. This means that

PL(Ü ) PL(ì ) p P; and

for every distributed Kripke model Û (K Ú Ú Pl Ú I) with P Pl, it is the
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case that for every k K, whenever k î ï ; ð then (k ñ p) î|ò also.

We need to show that ï ; ð P ó at p.
Using Lemma 4, construct a set of places Pls P, and a (ï�ñ Pls)-prime set of

sentence ô such that: for every ó Frm(P) and p P ï ; ð P ó at p if and only
if ï ; ô Pls ó at p.

Consider now the (ï�ñ Pls)-canonical model, as stated in Definition 7. In the
canonical model, the worlds are the (ï�ñ Pls)-prime sets and the set of places is
Pls. We focus our attention on the world ô .

First we claim that in the canonical model ô î ï ; ð . In order to show this,
we need the following:

For every õ ï�ñ q Pls , we need to show that ô î õ at q. Given õ ï ,
an application of inference rule G (see figure 1) gives us ï ; ô Pls õ at q. By
Lemma 5, ô îöõ at q if and only if ï ; ô Pls õ at q. Hence, we get ô îÞõ at q.

For every õ at q ð , we need to show that ô î õ at q. Given õ at q ð ,
an application of the L rule (see figure 1), gives us that ï ; ð Pls õ at q. ô
extends ð , and hence we get ï ; ô Pls õ at q. By Lemma 5 once again, we
get ô î õ at q.

So we have a model in which ô î ï ; ð . By assumption, this implies ô î
ò at p. Using Lemma 5, we get that ï�ñhô Pls ò at p. Since ô is a prime extension
of ð constructed through Lemma 4, we conclude ï ; ð P ò at p. ÷

4 Hybrid IS5

We now extend the logic in [9, 10] with disjunctive connectives, thus achieving
the full set of intuitionistic connectives. Given a set of places, Pl, the new set
of pure formulae (see section 2), Frm(Pl), is the set of formulae built from the
following grammar:

ó :: î A ó ó ó ó ó ó ó @p ø ó ù�óûú
To account for the new connectives, we extend the natural deduction pre-

sented in Figure 1 with rules for the disjunctive connectives. These rules are
given in Figure 2. Please note that the rule E as stated has a local flavour: from

at p, we can infer any other property in the same place, p. However, the rule
has a ”global” consequence. If we have at p, then we can infer @q at p.
Using @E, we can then infer at q. Hence if a set of assumptions make a place
to be inconsistent, then it will make all places to be inconsistent.

As we shall see in section 5, the Kripke semantics of this extended logic
would be similar to the one given for intuitionistic system S5 [18]. Hence this
logic can be seen as an instance of Hybrid IS5 [2].
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ü Eý
; þ P at pý
; þ P ÿ at p

�
I (i � 1 � 2)

ý
; þ P �

i at pý
; þ P �

1
�

2 at p

�
Eý
; þ�� � 1 at p P ÿ at pý
; þ�� � 2 at p P ÿ at p

ý
; þ P �

1
�

2 at pý
; þ P ÿ at p

F���
	��� 2. Disjunctive rules

5 Refined Kripke Semantics

We were unable to prove completeness for the extended logic using the seman-
tics defined in Section 3. We had to change the semantics in order to obtain a
completeness result, and we present the semantics in this section. The di� er-
ence from the model of Section 3, is that the set of places in Kripke states are
not fixed and may vary. However, they change in a conservative way in that the
set of places in a Kripke state is always contained in larger Kripke states. We
now present the extended Kripke models which we shall call Refined Distributed
Kripke models.

D����������������� 8 (R����������� D �! "��#���$&%'�
��� K #��!(�)*� M �+����, ). A quadruple ref - (K �
� Pk k . K � Ik k . K) is called refined distributed Kripke model if

K is a (non empty) set;

is a partial order on K;

Pk is a non-empty set of places for all k K;

Pk Pl if k l;

Ik : Atoms Pow(Pk) is such that if p Ik(A) then p Il(A) for all l k.

Let Pls - k . K Pk. We shall say that Pls is the set of places of ref .

We extend the forcing relation of Def. 3. The di� erence from that relation is
that the interpretation for / changes. This is because larger Kripke states may
have more places. Hence when interpreting /'0 at a place in particular Kripke
state, we have to account for places that may exist in a larger Kripke state. If
we stick to the old interpretation, then Kripke monotonicity would fail. The
interpretation of / is similar to those used for modal intuitionistic logic [2, 18].

D����������������� 9 (R����������� S��132�������4� ). Let ref - (K � � Pk k . K � Ik k . K) be a re-
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fined5 distributed Kripke model with set of places, Pls. Given k K, p Pk, a
pure formula 6 with PL(6 ) Pls, we define (k 7 p) 8 6 inductively as:

(k 7 p) 8 A i9 p Ik(A);
(k 7 p) 8 i9 p Pk;
(k 7 p) 8 never;
(k 7 p) 8:6 ; i9 (k 7 p) 8 6 and (k 7 p) 8 ; ;
(k 7 p) 8:6 ; i9 (k 7 p) 8 6 or (k 7 p) 8 ; ;
(k 7 p) 8:6 ; i9 l k and (l 7 p) 8 6 imply (l 7 p) 8 ; ;
(k 7 p) 8:6 @q i9 q Pk and (k 7 q) 8 6 ;
(k 7 p) 8=<'6 i9 l k and q Pl imply (l 7 q) 8 ; ;
(k 7 p) 8?>@6 i9 there exists q Pk such that (q 7 k) 8 6 .

We pronounce (k 7 p) 8 6 as (k 7 p) ref-forces 6 , or (k 7 p) ref-satisfies 6 . We write
k 8 6 at p if (k 7 p) 8 6 .

It is clear from the definition that if k 8 6 at p, then PL(6 at p) Pk. More-
over, the usual Kripke monotonicity still holds.

LA�BCB3D 6 (K E�F!G�H*A M I�J�ILKMI�J�F�N�F�K�O ). Let ref 8 (K 7 7 Pk k P K 7 Ik k P K) be a re-
fined distributed Kripke model with set of places, Pls. The relation 8 preserves
the partial order on K, i.e., for each k 7 l K, p Pk, and 6 Frm(Pk), if l k
then (k 7 p) 8 6 implies (l 7 p) 8 6 .

Proof: By induction on the structure of formulae, and is similar to the proof for
Lemma1. Q

Now, we are ready to extend the definition of forcing to judgements. First,
we extend the definition to contexts.

DA�R�F�J�F�K�F�I�J 10 (F I+E�N�F�J�STI�J C I�J�K&A*U+K�V ). Let ref 8 (K 7 7 Pk k P K 7 Ik k P K) be a
refined distributed Kripke model. Given k K, a finite set of pure formulae W ,
and a finite set of sentences X , such that PL(W ; X ) Pk, we say that k ref-forces
the context W ; X (and we write k 8 W ; X ) if

1. for every 6 W and any p Pk: (k 7 p) 8 <'6 ;

2. for every ; at q X : q Pk and (k 7 q) 8 ; .

Finally, we extend the definition of forcing to judgements.

DA�R�F�J�F�K�F�I�J 11 (S D�K�F�VYR
DZN�K�F�I�J[R�I+E\D J]'^*S�B_A�J�K ). Let ref 8 (K 7 7 Pk k P K 7 Ik k P K)
be a refined distributed Kripke model. We say that the judgement W ; X P ` at p
is valid in ref , if

PL(W ) PL(X ) p P;

for every k K such that P Pk, if k 8 W ; X then k 8 ` at p.
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Moreover we say that a ; b P c at p is ref-valid (and we write a ; b d c at p) if
it is valid in every refined distributed Kripke model.

5.1 Soundness

In this section we shall prove the soundness of the extended logic in refined
distributed Kripke models. The proof of soundness will follow the proof of the
soundness in section 3.2. We start by defining the p-duplicated extension of a
refined distributed Kripke model.

P egf+h�f+i�j�k�j�f�l 4 (p-Dm'honLj!p�q�k
r�s E t+k&r�l�i"j!f�l ref p u q ). Consider a refined distrib-
uted model ref d (K u u Pk k v K u Ik k v K) with Pls as set of places. Choose

two places p u q such that p Pls and q w Pls. Let ref p u q defd (K xyu x
u P xk k v K z u I xk k v K z ) where

K x is K;

x is ;

P xk is Pk q if p Pk, and Pk otherwise;

I xk : Atoms Pow(P xk) is defined as

r I xk(A) i{ r Ik(A) (for r Pk);
p Ik(A) (for r d q) |

Then ref p u q is a refined distributed Kripke model, and is said to be a p-
duplicated extension of .

Proof: We just need to check that P xk k v K z and I xk k v K z satisfy the monotonicity
conditions of Def. 8. They follow immediately from the definition of P xk and I xk.}

We now show that the refined p-duplicated extension is conservative over
all the formulae that do not mention the added place. Moreover, for all such
formulae, the new place mimics the duplicated one.

Lr�~C~3q 7 ( ref p u q j�i�p�f�l�i�r�e��"q�k�j���r ). Let ref be a refined distributed Kripke
model with set of places, Pls, and ref p u q be its p-duplicated extension. Let
d and d x extend the interpretation of atoms in and ref p u q respectively.
For every k K and formula � Frm(Pls), we have:

1. for every r Pk, (k u r) d x � if and only if (k u r) d � ; and

2. if q P xk, then (k u q) d�x�� if and only if (k u p) d � .

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2 and we prove both properties
simultaneously by induction on the structure of formulae in Frm(Pls).

Base of induction. The two properties are easily verified on atoms and on
by the definition of p-duplicated extension.
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Inductive hypothesis. We consider a formula � Frm(Pls) and assume that
the two properties hold for every sub-formula of � . In particular, we assume that
if � i is a sub-formula of � then for every k K:

1. if r Pk, then (k � r) ����� i if and only if (k � r) � � i; and

2. if q P �k, then (k � q) � � � i if and only if (k � p) � � i.

The inductive cases for the connectives and modality @ have the same treatment
as in Lemma 2. Here we show the most interesting cases, � and � , by considering
only property 1. The treatment of property 2 is analogous. Pick k K and r Pk,
and fix them.

Case �����@� 1. Suppose (k � r) � � �@� 1, then there is some s P �k such that
(k � s) ��� 1. In the case s Pk we use induction to obtain (k � s) ��� 1 and therefore
(k � r) � ��� 1. In the case s � q we use induction to obtain (k � p) � � 1 and
therefore (k � r) � �@� 1. Vice versa, if (k � r) � �@� 1 then there exists s Pk such
that (k � s) � � 1. Hence (k � s) � � � 1 by induction and we conclude (k � r) � � ��� 1.

Case �����'� 1. Suppose that (k � r) �����'� 1. This means that (l � s) ����� 1 for
every l k and every s P �l . Since P �l contains Pl, we obtain (l � s) � � � 1 for every
l k and every s Pl. Hence, by induction (l � s) � � 1 for every l k and every
s Pl, and we conclude that (k � r) � �'� 1.

Vice versa if (k � r) � �'� 1 then (l � s) � � 1 for every l k and every s Pl.
By inductive hypothesis, we get that for every l k and s Pl, (l � s) � � � 1. If
q � Pk �l for all l k, then Pl � P �l . In this case we conclude that (k � r) � � �'� .
On the other hand, if q P �l for some l k, then it means that p Pl and hence
(l � p) � � 1. By induction (see property 2 of the proposition) (l � q) � � � 1, and we
conclude (k � r) �����'� 1. �

We now show that by renaming a place in a Kripke model, we do not change
the set of valid formulae as long as the formulae do not mention renamed place
or the fresh name.

P �g�+���+����������� 5 (p-R���@��� ����¡ ref q ¢ p ). Let ref � (K � � Pk k £ K � Ik k £ K) be a
refined distributed Kripke model with set of places Pls. For a place q � ref ,
define ref q ¢ p � (K � � � P �k k £ K ¤ � I �k k £ K ¤ ) where

K � is K;

� is ;

P �k is (Pk p ) q if p Pk, and Pk otherwise;
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I ¥k : Atoms Pow(P ¥k) is defined1 as

r I ¥k(A) i¦ r Ik(A) (if r Pk);
p Ik(A) (if r § q) ¨

ref q © p is a refined distributed Kripke model, and is said to be a p-renaming
of ref .

Proof: As for Proposition 4, we just need to check that P ¥k k ª K « and I ¥k k ª K «
satisfy the monotonicity conditions. They follow immediately by definition. ¬
L�®C®3¯ 8 ( ref q © p °!±³²�´�µ�±Y*¶�·�¯"¸�°�·� ). Let ref § (K ¹ ¹ Pk k ª K ¹ Ik k ª K) be a re-
fined distributed Kripke model on ref q © p be its p-renaming. Let § and §º¥
extend the interpretation of atoms in ref and ref q © p respectively. For every
k K, formula » Frm(Pls), and r Pkk we have:

1. if r ¼ p, then (k ¹ r) § » if and only (k ¹ r) § ¥ » ; and

2. if r § p, then (k ¹ p) § » if and only if (k ¹ q) § ¥ » .

Proof: The proof is by induction on the structure of formulae in Frm(Pls), and
is similar to the proof for Lemma 7. ¬

We are now ready to prove that the semantics is sound for the judgements
of the logic. We need to show that if a judgement is provable in the extended
natural deduction system, then it is also valid with respect to refined distributed
Kripke models.

T½+*´+¶��® 3 (S ´�¾�µ�¿�µ��±�± ). If À ; Á P Â at p is derivable in the logic, then it is
ref-valid.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the number n of inference rules used in the
derivation of the judgement of À ; Á P Â at p. The proof is similar to the proof
of Theorem 1.

Base of induction (n § 1). If the the derivation consists of either the axiom L,
or the axiom G, or rule I we use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem
1. The case E follows by definition of the forcing relation.

Inductive hypothesis (n Ã 1). We assume that the theorem holds for any
judgment that is deducible by applying less than n instances of inference rules.
We consider a judgment À ; Á P Â at p which is derivable in the logic by using
exactly n instances of inference rules.

We fix a model ref § (K ¹ ¹ Pk k ª K ¹ Ik k ª K) with set of places Pls such
that P Pls, and let § be the extension of Ik. Let k K be an arbitrary state
such that k § À ; Á . Fix k. We need to show (k ¹ p) § Â . For this we consider
the last inference rule used to obtain À ; Á P Â at p and proceed by cases. The

1Note that it cannot be the case that r Ä p, since p Å PÆk .
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treatmentÇ of logical connectives is standard. The modalities @ and È are teated
as in Theorem 1. If the last inference rule used is É E, then the result follows
from a simple application of the definition. The most interesting case is when É I
is the last inference used, and we discuss this case below.

Case É I. It must be case that Ê is of the form É'Ë . Moreover Ì ; Í PÎ q Ë at q
for some q Ï P by using n 1 instances of the rules, and PL(Ì ; Í ) PL(Ë ) P. By
induction we know that Ì ; Í PÎ q Ë at q is ref-valid. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that q Ï Pls (otherwise, we can rename q in Pls, using Lemma 8).

We prove that k Ð ÉÑË at p. The semantics of É says that we need to show
that l ÐÒË at r, for all l k and r Pl. Fix one l k and one r Pl, and consider
the refined r-duplicated extension ref r Ó q . ref r Ó q is a refined distributed
Kripke model with set of places, Pls q . Let ÐÕÔ be the forcing relation on

ref r Ó q .
From the hypothesis k ÐÖÌ ; Í and by Kripke monotonicity (Lemma 6) we get

l Ð Ì ; Í . Therefore, since ref r Ó q is a r-duplicated extension, we get l Ð Ô Ì ; Í
by using Lemma 7. Now, since P × q Pls q we can use inductive hypothesis
on ref r Ó q to obtain k Ð Ô Ë at q. Using Lemma 7 once again, we conclude that
l Ð Ë at r. Since l and r are arbitrary, we conclude that k Ð É'Ë at p. Ø
5.2 Completeness

In this section, we will show that the refined semantics is complete for the natural
deduction presented in Section 4. The proof will follow the standard proofs of
completeness for intuitionistic modal logic [18]. In the proof, we construct a
canonical model. If a judgement is not provable, then it will be invalidated in
one of the Kripke states of the canonical model.

Please note that the notion of provability can be extended on possible non-
finite sets Ù of sentences, as in Section 3.3. We say that Ì ; Ù P Ë at p, if and
only if, there exists a finite subset Í Ù such that Ì ; Í P Ë at p. Also, note that
Proposition 3 stated in Section 3.3 can be extended to the logic with disjunctive
connectives. The canonical model is defined by considering a particular kind of
set of sentences.

DÚ�Û�Ü�Ý�Ü�Þ�Ü�ß�Ý 12 (RÚ�Û�Ü�Ý�Ú�à P á*Ü�â_Ú SÚ*Þ ). Let P be a set of places and Ì be a set of
pure formulae in Frm(P). A (possibly non-finite) set Ù of sentences with PL(Ù )
P, is said to be (ÌCÓ P)-refined prime if it satisfies the following four properties.

1. If Ì ; Ù P Ë at p then Ë at p Ù (Deductive Closure).

2. Ì ; Ù P at p for any p P (Consistency).

3. If Ì ; Ù P Ë ã at p then either Ë at p Ù or ã at p Ù (Disjunction
Property).

4. If Ì ; Ù P È@Ë at p then there exists q P such that Ë at q Ù (Diamond
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Property).

As in [18, 2] we first show that every set of sentences can be extended to a
prime set, that respects the non-provability with respect to a particular sentence.

Lä�åCå3æ 9 (Rä�ç�è�é�ä�ê P ë�è�å_ä E ì+í&ä�é�î�è�ï�é ). Let P be a set of places and ð be a finite
set of pure formulae in Frm(P). Let ñ be a pure formula, p be a place, and ò be
a set of sentences such that

PL(ñ at p) PL(ò ) P, and

ð ; ò P ñ at p.

Then there is a set of places P ó extending P and a (ðCô P ó )- refined prime set of
sentences õ containing ò , such that ð ; õ Pö ñ at p.

Proof: We enrich the set of places by introducing a denumerable set of new
places: q1 ô q2 ôM÷M÷M÷ . They will be the witnesses for the formulae ø�ñ and are intro-
duced in order to satisfy the diamond property.

The set of places P ó is obtained by a series of extensions P ù P0 P1

P2 ÷M÷M÷ . Before we proceed with the construction, we pick up an enumeration of
the pure formulae Frm(P ó ) and fix it. The set õ is obtained by series of extensions
òúùûõ 0 õ 1 õ 2 ÷M÷M÷ that verify the following:

Property 2. For every n 0:

1. PL(õ n) Pn;

2. ð ; õ n
Pn ñ at p.

The series is constructed inductively. In the induction, at an odd step we will
create a witness for a formula of the type ø@ü . At an even step we deal with
disjunction property. We shall also construct two sets:

treated ýn, that will be the set of the formulae ø@ñ for which we have already
created a witness.

treated þn , that will be the set of the formulae ñ ü at p which satisfy the
disjunction property.

We start treated ý0 ù , treated þ0 ù , P0 ù P and õ 0 ù�ò . It is clear that
PL(õ 0) P0, and ð ; õ 0

P0 ñ at p.
Then we proceed inductively, and assume that Pn ôoõ n (n 0) have been

constructed satisfying Property 2. In step n ÿ 1, we consider two cases:

1. If n ÿ 1 is odd, pick the first formula ü 1 ü 2 in the enumeration such that

ü 1 ü 2 is in Frm(Pn), i.e., all the places in ü 1 ü 2 are taken from Pn;

ð ; õ n
Pn ü 1 ü 2 at q, for some q Pn;
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�
1

�
2 at q � treated �n .

Please note that if both � ; � n � � 1 at q Pn � at p and � ; � n � � 2 at q Pn � at p,
then we can deduce � ; � n

Pn � at p. However, we have that � n � Pn satisfy
Property 2. Hence, it must be the case that either � ; � n � � 1 at q Pn � at p, or� ; � n � � 2 at q Pn � at p.

We define � n� 1 � � n
�

1 at q if � ; � n � � 1 at q Pn � at p, and � n � 1 �� n
�

2 at q otherwise. We define Pn � 1 � Pn. We get by construction that
Pn� 1 � � n � 1 satisfy Property 2. Finally, we let treated �n � 1 � treated �n �

1�
2 at q and treated 	n � 1 � treated 	n .

2. If n 
 1 is even, pick the first formula � � in the enumeration such that

� � is in Frm(Pn), i.e., all the places in � � are taken from Pn;

� ; � n
Pn � � at q, for some q Pn;

� � � treated 	n .

Let Pn� 1 � Pn 
 q(n � 1) � 2, � n � 1 � � n
�

at q(n � 1) � 2 , treatedn� 1 � treatedn� � and treated �n� 1 � treated �n . We claim that � ; � n� 1
Pn  1 � at p.

If � ; � n� 1
Pn  1 � at p, then � ; � � � at q(n � 1) � 2 P� q(n  1)� 2 � at p. Since� ; � n

Pn � � at q, we get � ; � n
Pn � at p by the inference rule � E. This

contradicts the hypothesis on Pn � � n. Hence � ; � n � 1
Pn  1 � at p.

Therefore, we get by construction that Pn � � n satisfy Property 2. We define
P � � n � 0 Pn, and � � n � 0 � n. Clearly P P � , and � � . Moreover, using
Property 2, we can easily show that � ; � P� � at p. Finally, we show that � is a
(� � P � )-refined prime set.

1. (Disjunction Property) If � ; � P� �
1

�
2 at q, then let n be the least num-

ber such that � ; � n
Pn

�
1

�
2 at q. Clearly,

�
1

�
2 at q � treated �n , and� ; � m

Pm
�

1
�

2 at q for every m n. Eventually
�

1
�

2 at q has to be
treated at some stage h n. Hence, either

�
1 at q � h � 1 or

�
2 at q � h � 1.

Therefore,
�

1 at q � or
�

2 at q � .

2. (Diamond Property) If � ; � P� � � at q, then let n be the least number such
that � ; � n

Pn � � at q. As in the previous case, we assert that � � at q is
treated for some even number h n. We get

�
at qh � 2 � by construction.

3. (Deductive Closure) If � ; � P� � at q, then � ; � P� � �
at q. The first case

then gives us that
�

at q � .

4. (Consistency) If � ; � P� at q, then � ; � P� � @p at q by the inference rule
E. Therefore, � ; � P� � at p by @E, which contradicts our construction.

Hence, � ; � P� at q.

We conclude that � is a (� � P � )- refined prime extending � such that � ; � P�
� at p. �
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Now, we define the refined canonical model. In the refined canonical model,
Kripke states are prime sets of sentences.

D��������������� � 13 (R�������!�#" C $���� ���&%�$�' M �("���' ). Given a finite set ) of pure formu-
lae, we define the ) -refined canonical model to be the quadruple * Ref + (M ,, Pl l - M , Il l - M), where:

- M is set of all pairs (./, P) such that P is a set of places, and . is a ()0, P)-
refined prime set.

- (. 1 , P1) (. 2 , P2) if and only if . 1 . 2 and P1 P2.

- P(1�2 P)
def+ P.

- I( 1�2 P) : Atoms Pow(P(1�2 P)) is defined by: p I( 1�2 P)(A) i3 A at p . .

We now show that in the canonical model a sentence is forced by a Kripke
state ()0,4. ) if and only if it is contained in . .

L��5056$ 10 (R�������7�7" C $���� �8��%�$�' E 9:$�'<;=$>����� � ). Let ) be a finite set of pure formu-
lae.

1. The ) -refined canonical model * Ref + (M , , Pl l - M , Il l - M) is a refined
distributed Kripke model.

2. Let Pls be the set of places of * Ref , and + be the forcing relation in * Ref .
For every (./, P) * Ref , every formula ? Frm(Pls), and every place
p Pls, (./, P) + ? at p if and only if ? at p . .

Proof: Clearly all the properties required for a refined distributed Kripke model
are verified. All we have to prove is the part 2 of the proposition. The proof
is standard, and we proceed by induction on the structure of the formula ?
Frm(Pls). Here, we just illustrate the inductive case in which ? is @A? 1. In the
inductive hypothesis, we assume that part2 is valid on all sub-formulae of ? .

Case @B? 1. Assume that (./, P) + @A? 1 at p. By definition, this means that
for every (.DCE, P C ) greater than (./, P) and for every r P C , it is the case that
(. C , P C ) + ? at r (and therefore ? at r . C by inductive hypothesis).

Chose a new place q F P. We claim that ) ; . PG q ? 1 at q. Suppose ) ; . P G q

? 1 at q. Then by Lemma 4, there is a set of places Q extending P H q and a
()0, Q)-refined prime set . C extending . such that ) ; . C Q ? 1 at q. That means? 1 at p FI.DC . Since (.DCJ, Q) is greater than (./, P), we obtain a contradiction.
Therefore we conclude that ) ; . PG q ? 2 at q.

Using the inference rule @ I, we get ) ; . P @A? 1 p. Since . is a ()0, P)-prime
set, we get that means @A? 1 at p . .

Vice-versa, let @A? 1 at p . . Pick (.DCK, Q) greater than (./, P). We need to
show (. C , Q) + @A? 1 at p. We have that . . C , and therefore @A? 1 at p . C . We
can apply @ E to prove that )0,4.DC Q ? at q for every q Q. By definition of the
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canonicalL model, MDN is (O0P Q)-prime set. Therefore, we obtain Q 1 at q MDN for
every q Q. Hence by inductive hypothesis, (M N P Q) R Q 1 at q for every q Q.
Since P Q, we get (M N P Q) R SAQ 1 at p. T

We are now ready to prove completeness.

TU(V7W(X�V�Y 4 (RV�Z []\!V#^ C W Y6_a`<V#bcV�\!V#d>d ). O ; e R P Q at p R O ; e P Q at p

Proof: Assume that O ; e R P Q at p R O ; e P Q at p. We have:

1. PL(O ) PL(e ) p P.

2. If ref R (K P P Pk k f K P Ik k f K) is a refined distributed Kripke model, then
for every k K such that P Pk, k R Q at p whenever k R O ; e .

We need to show that O ; e P Q at p.
Assume that O ; e P Q at p. Then by Lemma 9, there is a set of places

P N P, and a (O0P P N )-refined prime set of sentences M containing e such thatO ; M Pg Q at p. We get Q at p hiM .
Now consider the O -canonical model j Ref , and let R be the forcing relation

in j Ref . Consider the Kripke state (M/P P N ). e is contained in M , and therefore
(M/P P N ) R O ; e by Lemma10. By our assumption, we get (M/P P N ) R Q at p. By
Lemma 10, we get Q at p M . We have just reach a contradiction. Therefore, we
can conclude that O ; e P Q at p. T
6 Related Work

The logic studied in Section 2 was introduced in [9, 10], where it was used as
the foundation of a type system for a distributed k -calculus in the propositions-
as-types paradigm. Although the authors of [9, 10] do discuss how the logic
could be useful in distribution of resources, they have no corresponding model.
The proof terms corresponding to modalities have computational interpretation
in terms of remote procedure calls (@p), commands to broadcast computations
to all nodes ( S ), and commands to use portable code ( l ). In [9], the authors also
introduce a sequent calculus for the logic and prove that it enjoys cut elimination.

From a logical point of view, this logic can be viewed as a hybrid modal logic
[16, 1]. A hybrid logic internalises the model in the logic by using modalities
built from pure names [16, 1]. In [9, 10], the modality @p gives the logic a
hybrid flavour. Work on hybrid logics has been usually carried out in a classi-
cal setting, see the hybrid logics web page (monpnrqts4upupmwvoxrytz{xryp|~}p�Dz<��|wu ). More
recently, a first intuitionistic version of hybrid logics were investigated in [2].

There are several intuitionistic modal logics in the literature, and [18] is a
good source on them. The modalities in [18] have a temporal flavour, and the
spatial interpretation was not recognised then. There are no places in the Kripke
states, and there is an accessibility relation on states that expresses the next step
of a computation.
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The work in [2] introduces the first intuitionistic version of hybrid logics. It
investigates how to add names in constructive logics resulting in hybrid versions.
A modal logic is hybridized by adding a new kind of propositional symbols:
nominals. The nominals are the names in the logic. The authors extend the modal
system of [18] by introducing nominals. They give a natural deduction system
and a Kripke semantics for this logic. They prove soundness and completeness
for the semantics, and also give a normalisation result for the natural deduction.

The extension given in Section 4 is a hybrid version of the intuitionistic
modal system IS5 [18]. In the modal system IS5, the accessibility relation among
places is total. Hence, the logic in Section 4 can be seen as an instance of the
hybrid modal logic in [2]. The only di� erence is that names in our logic only
occur in the modality @p. In [2], names also occur as propositions.

Other work on logics in resources can be related to the separation logics [17],
or the logic of bunched implications [15]. In [15], the authors give a Kripke
model founded on a monoidal structure. In the logic, the formulae are the re-
sources, and are interpreted as elements of the monoid. The focus of this work is
the sharing of resources and not their distribution. There is no notion of places,
and the logic has no modalities.

In the classical setting, there are also a number of logics used to study spatial
properties. In [4, 3], for example, the authors use process calculi as their mod-
els. They have a classical modal logic to study spatial, temporal and security
properties of the processes.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We study the hybrid modal logic presented in [9, 10]. Formulae in the logic con-
tain names, also called places. The logic may be used to reason about placement
of resources in a distributed system. An intuitionistic natural deduction for this
logic is presented in [10], and judgements mention the places under considera-
tion.

We interpret the judgements in the logic in Kripke-style models [12]. Typi-
cally Kripke models [12] consists of partially ordered Kripke states. In our case
the models are obtained from the Kripke models by adding a fixed set of places
to each possible Kripke state. In each Kripke state, di� erent places may satisfy
di� erent formulae. The satisfaction of atoms corresponds to placement of re-
sources. The modalities of the logic allow formulae to be satisfied in a named
place (@p), some place (� ) and every place ( � ). We show that the interpretation
of judgments in these models is both sound and complete.

We add disjunctive connectives to the modal logic in [9, 10], and refine our
semantics to obtain soundness and completeness results. In the new Kripke mod-
els, larger Kripke states may contain bigger set of places. The refined semantics
can be seen as an instance of hybrid IS5 [2, 18].
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As future work, we are currently investigating decidability of the extended
logic. The intuitionistic modal systems in [18] are decidable. In order to prove
decidability of those systems, [18] uses birelational models. These models are
sound and complete, and enjoy finite model property: if a judgement is not valid
in the logic, then there is a finite birelational model which invalidates the judge-
ment. The finite model property is not enjoyed by the Kripke models in [18]. We
are investigating if we can adapts the proofs in [18].

We are also considering other extensions of the logic. A major limitation of
the logic presented in [10] is that if a formula � is validated at some named place,
say p, then the formula � @p can be inferred at every other place. Similarly if ���
or �B� can be inferred at one place, then they can be inferred at any other place.
In a large distributed system, we may want to restrict the rights of accessing
information in a place. This can be done by adding an accessibility relation as
in [18, 2]. We are currently investigating the computational interpretation of
this extended logic. This would result in an extension of � -calculus presented in
[9, 10].

A���7�8�#���<�#�7������������� . We thank Annalisa Bossi, Giovanni Conforti, Matthew
Hennessy, and Bernhard Reus for interesting and useful discussions.
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BiLogics: Spatial-Nominal Logics for Bigraphs?
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Abstract. Bigraphs are emerging as an interesting model for concurrent calculi,
like Petri nets, pi-calculus, and ambients. Bigraphs are built orthogonally on two
structures: a hierarchical place graph for locations and a link (hyper-)graph for
connections. We introduce a logic for bigraphical structures as a natural compo-
sition of a place graph logic and a link graph logic. The former is a generalization
of Spatial Tree Logic and the latter is a sort of Nominal Logic. We inspect the
concepts of separation and sharing in these logics and some of their fragments.

1 Introduction

To describe and reason about structured, distribuited, and dynamic resources is one of
the main goal of global computing research. Recently, many Spatial Logics, in different
contexts, have been studied to fullfill this goal. The term ‘spatial’, as opposed to ‘tem-
poral’, refers to the use of modal operators inspecting the spatial structure of the model.
Spatial logics are usually equipped with a separation/composition binary operator that
splits the current model into two parts, in order to ‘talk’ about them separately. Looking
closely, we observe that notion of separation is interpreted differently in different logics.
In ‘separation’ logics [21, 19], the separation is used to reason about dynamic update of
heap-like structures, and it is strong in that it forces names of resources and pointers in
separated components to be disjoint. As a consequence of this constraint, model com-
position is usually partially defined. In static spatial logics (e.g. for trees [3], graphs [5]
or trees with hidden names [6]), the separation/composition operator is structural, and
it is used to describe properties of the underlying structure. In this case no constraint on
the model is usually required, and names may be shared between separated parts. In dy-
namic spatial logics (e.g. for ambients [7] or π-calculus [2]), the separation is intended
only for location in space, and names can be shared between separated resources. Con-
text tree logic, recently introduced in [4], integrates the first approach above with spatial
logics for trees. The resulting logic is able to express properties of tree-shaped struc-
tures (and contexts) with pointers, and it is used as an assertion language for Hoare-style
program specifications in a tree memory model.

Bigraphs [14, 16] are an emerging model for structures in global computing, which
can be instantiated to model several well-known examples, including the π-calculus [13,
14], the ambient calculus [15] and Petri nets [18]. Bigraphs consist essentially of two
graphs sharing the same nodes. The first graph, the place graph, is tree structured and
expresses a hierarchical relationship on nodes (viz. locality in space and nesting of lo-
cations). The second graph, the link graph, is an hyper-graph and expresses a generic

? Research partially supported by ‘MyThS: Models and Types for Security in Mobile Distrib-
uted Systems’, EU FET-GC IST-2001-32617 and by ‘DisCo: Semantic Foundations of Dis-
tributed Computation’, EU IHP ‘Marie Curie’ HPMT-CT-2001-00290.



n-to-n relationships among nodes (e.g. data link, sharing of a channel). The two struc-
tures are orthogonal, so links between nodes can cross locality boundaries. Thus, bi-
graphs make clear the difference between structural separation (i.e. separation in the
place graph) and name separation (i.e. separation on the link graph). By combining
these two notion we obtain the ‘strong’ version of separation for general bigraphs.

In this paper we introduce a Spatial Logic for bigraphs as a natural composition of
a place graph logic (for tree contexts) and a link graph logic (for name linkings). The
main point is that a resource has a spatial structure as well as a link structure associated
to it. Suppose for instance to be describing a tree-shaped distribution of resources in
locations. We may use atomic formulae like PC(A) and PCx(A) to describe a resource
in an unnamed location, respectively location x, of ‘type’ PC (e.g. a computer) whose
contents satisfy A. We can then write PC(T) ⊗ PC(T) to characterize models with
two unnamed PC resources whose contents satisfy the tautologic formula (i.e., with
anything inside). Using named locations, as e.g. in PCa(T) ⊗ PCb(T), we are able to
express name separation, i.e., that names a and b are different. Furthermore, using link
expressions we can force name-sharing between resources with formulae like:

c
︷                                            ︸︸                                            ︷

PCa(Inc(1) ⊗ T) ⊗ PCb(Outc(1) ⊗ T)

This describes two PC with different names, a and b, sharing a link on a distinct name
c, which models, e.g., a communication channel. Name c is used as input for the first
PC and as an output for the second PC.

A bigraphical structure is, in general, a context with several holes and open links
that can be filled by composition. This means that the logic can describe contexts for re-
sources at no addition cost. We can then express formulae like PCa(T ⊗ HD(id1 and A))
that describes a modular PC, where id1 represents a ‘pluggable’ hole. Contextual re-
sources have many important applications. In particular, the contextuality of bigraphs
is useful to specify reaction rules, but it can also be used as a general mechanism to
describe contexts of bigraphical (bigraph-shaped) data structures (cf. [11]).

Bigraphs are establishing themselves a truly general (meta)model of global systems,
and appear to encompass several existing calculi and models (cf. [14, 18, 15]). BiLog,
our bigraph logic, aims at achieving the same generality as a description language: as bi-
graphs specialize to particular models, we expect BiLog to specialize to powerful logics
on these. In this sense, the contribution of this paper is to propose BiLog as a unifying
language for the description of global resources. We will explore this path in future
work, fortified by the positive preliminary results obtained for semistructured data [11].
The paper is organized as follows: §2 and §3 provide an crash course on bigraphs and
their term-algebra axiomatization; §4 introduces BiLog and its model theory. Our main
technical result is the encoding in BiLog of the spatial logics of [3] and [4].

2 An informal introduction to Bigraphs

Bigraphs formalize distributed systems by focusing on two of their main characteristics:
locality and interconnections. A bigraph consists of a set of nodes, which may be nested



in a hierarchical tree structure (the so-called place graph), and have ports that may be
connected to each other (and to names) by links (the so-called link graph). Place graphs
express locality, i.e., the physical arrangement of the nodes. Link graphs are hyper-
graphs and formalize connections among nodes. The orthogonality of the two structures
dictates that nestings impose no constrain upon interconnections.

1

2

x y z v w

x y

1

G

PC PC

U

R1 R2

Fig. 1. A bigraph G : 〈2, {x, y, z, v,w}〉 → 〈1, {x, y}〉.

The bigraph G of Fig. 1 represents a system where people and things are interacting.
We imagine two offices with employees logged on PCs. Every entity is represented by a
node, shown with bold outlines, and every node is associated with a control (either PC,
U, R1, R2). Controls represent kinds of nodes, and have fixed arities that determine
their number of ports. Control PC marks nodes representing computers, and its arity is
3: in clockwise order, these ports represent a keyboard interacting with an employee U,
a LAN connection interacting with other PCs and open to the global net, and a plug
connecting the computer to the electrical system of the office R. Employees U may
communicate with each other via the upper port in the picture. The nesting of nodes
(place graph) is shown by the inclusion of nodes into each other, the connections (link
graph) are drawn like lines.

At the top level of the nesting structure sit the roots. In Fig. 1 the root is unique (the
dotted box). Inside nodes there may be ‘context’ holes, drawn as shaded boxes, which
are uniquely identified by ordinals. In the figure the hole marked by 1 represents the
possibility for another user U to get into the office R1 and sit in front of a PC. The hole
marked by 2 represents the possibility to plug a subsystem inside office R2.

Place graphs can be seen as arrows over a symmetric monoidal category whose
objects are ordinals. We write P : m → n to indicate a place graph P with m holes and
n roots. The place graph of G in Fig.1 is of type 2 → 1. Given place graphs P1, P2,
their composition P1 ◦ P2 is defined only if the holes of P1 are as many as the roots of
P2, and then amounts to filling holes with roots, orderly according to the number they
carry. The tensor product P1 ⊗ P2 is symmetric, but not commutative, as it ‘renumbers’
roots and holes ‘from left to right’.

Link graphs are arrows of a partial monoidal category whose objects are (finite)
sets of names. We assume a denumerable set Λ of names. A link graph is an arrow
X → Y, with X, Y ⊆ Λ. The set X represents the inner names (drawn at the bottom



of the bigraph) and Y represents the set of outer names (drawn on the top). The link
graph connects ports to names or to edges, in any finite number. A link to a name is
open, i.e., it may be connected to other nodes as an effect of composition. A link to an
edge (represented in Fig. 1 by a line between nodes) is closed, as it cannot be further
connected to ports. Thus, edges are private, or hidden, connections. The composition of
link graphs W ◦ W ′ corresponds to linking the inner names of W with the corresponding
outer names of W ′ and forgetting about their identities. As a consequence, the outer
names of W ′ (resp. inner names of W) are not necessarily outer (resp. inner) names of
W ◦ W ′, and the link graphs can perform substitution are renaming. As in [14], the
tensor product of two link graphs is defined only if their inner/outer names are disjoint.

Combining ordinals with names we obtain interfaces, i.e., couples 〈m, X〉where m is
an ordinal and X is a set of names. Combining the notion of place graph and link graphs
on the same nodes we obtain the notion of bigraphs, i.e., arrows G : 〈m, X〉 → 〈n, Y〉.
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Fig. 2. Bigraphical composition

Fig. 2 represents a more complex situation. In its top left-hand side is the system of
Fig. 1, in its bottom left-hand side are two other bigraphs: F1 represents a user U ready
to interact with a PC or with some other users, F2 represents a user logged on its laptop
and ready to communicate with other users. The system with F1 and F2 represents the
tensor product F = F1 ⊗ F2. The right-hand side of Fig. 2 represents the composition
G ◦ F. The idea is to insert F into the context G. The operation is partially defined,
since it requires the inner names and the number of holes of G to match the number of
roots and the outer names of F respectively. Shared names create the new links between
the two structures. Intuitively, composition first places every root of F in the proper hole
of G (place composition) and then joins equal inner names of G and outer names of F
(link composition).

3 Bigraphical Terms

The models for our logic are the (abstract pure) bigraphs of [14]. As explained above,
their interfaces are pairs 〈m, X〉, where m is an ordinal and X a set of names, and are
equipped with a tensor product defined only when the corresponding sets of names are
disjoint. In that case,

〈m, X〉 ⊗ 〈n, X〉 def
= 〈m + n, X ] Y〉 .

In this paper we denote ordinals with m, n, s, names in Λ with a, b, sets of names with
X, Y and interfaces with I, J. We define a bigraph to be ground if it has no holes (i.e., it
has type 〈0, X〉 → 〈n, Y〉), prime if it has no inner names and only one root (i.e., it is an
arrow 〈m, ∅〉 → 〈1, Y〉), and discrete if each of its links joins an outer name to exactly
one port or inner name. Bigraphs F1 and F2 in Fig. 2 are prime discrete ground, and
F = F1 ◦ F2 is discrete ground.



The work [17] provides an algebraic axiomatization for bigraphs. Bigraphical terms
are defined w.r.t. a control signature K and the set of names Λ. Signature K contains
a set of controls K for nodes, each with a finite ordinal arity ar(K). Abstract bigraphs
G are formed from elementary bigraphs by composition and tensor product. We now
introduce the elementary bigraphs, as they are the main inspiration for the logic.

Interfaces may degenerate in two forms: place interfaces 〈m, ∅〉 (that we write as m),
and link interfaces 〈0, X〉 (that we write as X, or just a if X = {a}). The origin ε = 〈0, ∅〉
is the unit for tensor product on interfaces. In Tab. 1 we list the elementary terms with
their interfaces. Their explanation follows.

Table 3.1. Bigraphical Terms

Abstract Constant Placing Bigraphs
Gp ::= idn : n→ n n holes with identity over names

1 : ε → 1 empty single rooted bigraph
merge : 2→ 1 merging in one root
γm,n : n + m→ m + n swapping m with n places

Abstract Constant Linking Bigraphs
Gl ::= /a a→ ε name closure (adding an edge)

a/X : X → a substitution

Abstract Bigraphs
G, F ::= K~a : 1→

〈

1, ~a
〉

discrete ion with ar(K) =
∣
∣
∣~a
∣
∣
∣

Gp constant place bigraph
Gl constant link bigraph
G ⊗ F tensor product
G ◦ F composition

A placing is a bigraph m → n with no nodes. The place identity idn is neutral for
composition. All placings can be expressed in terms of the constants G p reported in
the table: 1 represents a barren root, merge maps two roots into one, γm,n is a permu-
tation that interchanges the first m places with the following n. Placings generated by
composition and tensor product from γm,n are permutations and are denoted by π.

A linking is a bigraph X → Y with no roots (and no holes). All linkings can be ex-
pressed in term of the constants Gl of Tab. 1. The closure /a associates the name a with
an edge so that the names is no more visible in the outerface. The substitution a/X asso-
ciates all the names in the set X to the name a. We denote linkings by ω, substitutions
by σ, τ, and renamings (i.e., bijective substitutions) by α, β.

The final elementary bigraph is the discrete ion K~a with ~a = a1, . . . , ak and k =
ar(K), that is a single rooted bigraph consisting of a node with an hole inside; the node
control is K, and each of its ports is connected to a different name in ~a. In Fig. 3 we
illustrate the two kind of linkings and the ion.

Clearly, not all combinations of elementary bigraphs are allowed, as composition
must satisfy interfaces requirement and tensor product is allowed only in the case of no
name-sharing. Term formation must follow the typing rules outlined in Tab. 2 .

Table 3.2. Typing rules



a

a

x1 xk. . . K

a1 . . . ak

1

closure /a substitution a/X discrete ion K~a

Fig. 3. Elementary linking bigraphs and a discrete ion.

G : 〈m1, X1〉 → 〈n1, Y1〉 F : 〈m2, X2〉 → 〈n2, Y2〉 X1 ∩ X2 = Y1 ∩ Y2 = ∅

G ⊗ F : 〈m1 + m2, X1 ] X2〉 → 〈n1 + n2, Y1 ] Y2〉

G : 〈s, Z〉 → 〈n, Y〉 F : 〈m, X〉 → 〈s, Z〉
G ◦ F : 〈m, X〉 → 〈n, Y〉

The sound and complete axiomatization of bigraphs in [17] consists of the axioms in
Tab. 1 listed in the appendix, required to hold only when both sides are defined. There,
we also report the ‘normal form’ theorem A.1.

By restricting the set of elementary bigraph it is possible to generate important
classes of bigraphs, in particular place graphs, wirings and discrete bigraphs. A place
graph can be seen as an ordered list of roots hosting unordered trees, and can be gener-
ated by eliminating names and link operators in general bigraphs. Every place graph is
expressed by compositions, identities and tensor product from the following constants:
1, idn, merge, γm,n, K. In particular, K is a single discrete ion with a control of arity 0.

Wirings are bigraphs with no nodes, roots nor holes. They are generated by remov-
ing the tree structure and the nodes from bigraphs. Roughly speaking, they represent
function on names. The corresponding terms are generated by the elemental terms not
acting on the tree structure: id∅, /a, a/X. It is possible to further specialize substitution
into three types:

a def
=

a/∅ a← b def
=

a/{b} a⇔ b def
=

a/{a,b}

Constants of kind a represent the introduction of a name a, term a ← b represents the
renaming of b to a, and finally a⇔ b takes two names a and b and links (or fuse) them
in the name a. Note that the identity idX (i.e., the identity for interface X) can be easily
derived using renaming and tensor product.

The fact that the tensor product is only defined on bigraphs with disjoint inner/outer
sets of names makes of it a spatial, separation operator, in the sense that it separates the
model into two distinct parts that cannot share names.

We generalize the composition between wirings even if their interfaces do not re-
spect the typing rules. If W : X → Y and W ′ : X′ → Y ′ with Y ⊂ X′, then

[W ′]W def
= (W ′ ⊗ idX′\Y) ◦ W

Moreover if ~a = a1, . . . , an and ~b = b1, . . . , bn, then ~a ← ~b is a shortcut for a1 ← b1 ⊗

. . . ⊗ an ← bn (and similarly for ~a⇔ ~b). It is possible to derive from the tensor product
a new notion of parallel composition that allows name-sharing. Given W : X → Y and



W ′ : X′ → Y ′ with X ∩ X′ = ∅, we consider ~a = Y ∩ Y ′ (possibly not empty) and we
choose a list ~b of fresh names not appearing in the models. The parallel composition is:

W | W ′ def
= [~a⇔ ~b](([~b← ~a] ◦ W) ⊗ W ′)

The tensor product is well defined since all the common names ~a in W are renamed to
fresh names, while the sharing is re-established afterwards by linking the ~a names with
the ~b names. A discrete bigraph D : 〈m, X〉 → 〈n, Y〉 is a place graph with m holes and
n roots together with a renaming producing an unique identifier ai ∈ Y for each port in
the graph and inner name in X.

By specializing the general theorem of normal form for bigraphs, it is straightfor-
ward to obtain the characterizations for all the bigraphical classes introduced so far. The
congruence is obtained by restricting the one of Tab. 1 on the classes. All the specific
normal forms are outlined in the appendix.

4 BiLogics: Logics for Bigraphs

In this section, we define a propositional spatial logic for bigraphs by internalizing term
constructors in the style of the ambient logic [7]. Elementary bigraphs are represented in
the logic as constant formulae, while tensor product and composition are expressed by
connectives. Therefore, we have two binary spatial operators. This contrasts with other
spatial logics: the ambient logic, with only parallel composition A | B, the Separation
Logic [21], with only the separating conjunction A ∗ B, and the Context Tree Logic [4],
with only the application K(P). Both our operators inherit the monoidal structure and
non-commutativity properties from the model.

Logical constants are classified in two classes: constants for locality, reflecting place
graph terms, and constants for connections, reflecting linking terms. The sole formula
expressing both resource locality and connections is the constant K~a, that reflects the
corresponding discrete ion in the logic. In particular, if ~a is empty, Kε represents a
resource without identifier that cannot be linked to other resources, and does not allow
any sharing. If all ions in a signature possess no ports (and hence no associated name),
then the bigraphs on that signature actually are contextual trees, and can be described
by the logical fragment without link constants (the place graph logic). On the other
hand, a bigraph that has no root (and hence no node) can be completely described as a
wiring by the logical fragment without placings (the link graph logic).

The semantics is given by a satisfaction relation between formulae and bigraphical
terms, which is indexed by term types. We read the judgment G |=I→J A as “G is
an arrow I → J and satisfies the formula A”. Table 1 outlines the language and the
semantics of the logic. We use A, B, . . . to range over formulae.

The satisfaction of logical constants is simply defined as the congruence to the cor-
responding elemental term and is self-explanatory. The formula A ⊗ B is satisfied by
a bigraph G if G may be decomposed in the tensor product of two separate bigraphs
such that A is satisfied by the former and B by the latter. Here ‘separation’ is intended
to be strong, as in the separation logic. The connective ⊗ expresses both a separation
on the structure and a separation on the associated names. In the following, we will see



Table 4.1. BiLogic (located resources with names and sharing)

η, η′ ::= a name x name variable

A, B ::= F false A⇒ B implication
1 empty single rooted merge merging two bigraphs
id〈m, 〉 identity with m places id〈 ,X〉 identity with names X
γm,n swapping the roots (η← η′) renaming
(η⇔ η′) link /η closure
K~η molecule K with ports ~η Nx. A fresh name quantifier
A ⊗ B tensor product A ◦ B composition
A ◦−B left comp. adjunct A( B right comp. adjunct

G |=I→J F def
= never

G |=I→J A⇒ B def
= G : I → J and (G |=I→J A⇒ G |=I→J B)

G |=I→J 1 def
= G ≡ 1 and I = 〈0, ∅〉 and J = 〈1, ∅〉

G |=I→J merge def
= G ≡ merge and I = 〈2, ∅〉 and J = 〈1, ∅〉

G |=I→J id〈m, 〉
def
= ∃Y.G ≡ idI and I = J = 〈m, Y〉

G |=I→J id〈 ,X〉 def
= ∃n.G ≡ idI and I = J = 〈n, X〉

G |=I→J γm,n
def
= G ≡ γm,n and I = 〈m + n, ∅〉 and J = 〈m′ + n′, ∅〉

G |=I→J (a← b) def
= G ≡ a← b and I = 〈0, b〉 and J = 〈0, a〉

G |=I→J (a⇔ b) def
= G ≡ a⇔ b and I = 〈0, {a, b}〉 and J = 〈0, a〉

G |=I→J /a
def
= G ≡ /a and I = 〈0, a〉 and J = 〈0, ∅〉

G |=I→J K~a
def
= G ≡ K~a and I = 〈1, ∅〉 and J =

〈

1, ~a
〉

G |=I→J Nx. A def
= ∃a < I ∪ J ∪ f n(A).G |=I→J A{x← a}

G |=I→J A ⊗ B def
= ∃G1 : I1 → J1,G2 : I2 → J2.G ≡ G1 ⊗ G2 and

G1 |=I1→J1 A and G2 |=I2→J2 B and I = I1 ⊗ I2 and J = J1 ⊗ J2

G |=I→J A ◦ B def
= ∃G1 : I′ → J,G2 : I → I′.G ≡ G1 ◦ G2 and G1 |=I′→J A

and G2 |=I→I′ B
G |=I→J A ◦−B def

= ∀G′ : J → J′.G′ |=J→J′ A⇒ G′ ◦ G |=I→J′ B
G |=I→J A( B def

= ∀G′ : I′ → I.G′ |=I′→I A⇒ G ◦ G′ |=I′→J B

how this separation plays in various fragments of the logic. For instance, in the case of
Place Graph Logic, where models are bigraphs without names, the separation is purely
structural and coincides with the notion of parallel composition in Spatial Tree Logic.
Dually, as the models for Link Graph Logic are bigraphs with no locations, the sep-
aration in such a logic is disjointness of names. Finally, for Discrete Bigraph Logic,
where models’ nodes are associated with names, but there are no links, the separation
is not only structural, but also nominal, since the constraints on composition force port
identifiers to be disjoint. In this sense, it can be seen as the separation in memory struc-
tures with pointers (like the heap structure of Separation Logic or the tree structure of
Context Tree Logic).

Names can be internalized and effectively made private to a bigraph by the closure
operator /a. The effect of composition with /a is to add a new edge with no public
name, and therefore to make a disappear from the outerface, and hence be completely
hidden to the outside. Notice that separation is still expressed by the tensor connective,
which not only separates places with an ideal line, but also makes sure that no edge
– whether by visible or hidden – crosses the line. A fresh name quantifier inspired by
Nominal Logic [20], will allows us to define the notion of separation with links.



A composition A ◦ B is satisfied by bigraphs that can be seen as a composed of two
bigraphs that respectively satisfy A and B. We will see that the composition operator
corresponds in some cases to well known spatial operators. We define the left and right
adjuncts for composition to express extensional properties. The left adjunct A ◦−B ex-
presses that when the current bigraph is inserted in a context satisfying A, the resulting
bigraph will then satisfy B. Dually, the right adjunct A ( B expresses the property B
that a (contextual) bigraph must fulfill whenever filled with any structure satisfying A.

We now show some basic results about BiLog and some of its fragments. In par-
ticular, we observe that the induced logical equivalences coibcide with the structural
congruences for the terms they describe. This property is fundamental in order to de-
scribe, query and reason about bigraphical data structures, as e.g. XML (cf. [11]). In
other terms, BiLog is intensional in the sense of [12] (i.e., it can observe internal struc-
tures), as opposed to the extensional logics used to observe the behaviour of dynamic
system. Following [12], it would be possible to study a fragment of BiLog without
intensional operators (⊗, ◦, and constants).

We denote with ABGL the set of BiLog formulae listed in Tab. 1. We identify three
fragments,APGL,ALGL ,ADGL, that are suitable to describes place graphs, wirings, and
discrete bigraphs respectively. Here we use A{. . .} to denote is the language generated
by constants and connectives in brackets.

APGL
def
= A{F, ⇒, 1, id〈 ,∅〉, id〈n,∅〉, merge, γm,n, K, ⊗, ◦, ◦−, (}

ALGL
def
= A{F, ⇒, id〈0, 〉, a, (η← η′), (η⇔ η′), /η, ⊗, ◦, ◦−, (, N}

ADGL
def
= A{F, ⇒, 1, id〈m, 〉, id〈 ,X〉, merge, γm,n, a, (a← b), K~a, ⊗, ◦, ◦−, (}

Note in particular that K in PGL has no names. The lemma below can be proved by
induction on the structure of the formulae, and by applying the axioms in Tab.1.

Lemma 4.1 (Type and Congruence preservation).
If G |=I→J A then G : I → J.
If G ≡ G′ and G |=I→J A then G′ |=I→J A.

Every fragment of BiLog, and BiLog itself, induces a logical equivalence on the
corresponding model in the obvious sense (the reader is referred to the Appendix for
a formal treatment). It i easy to prove that the logical equivalence corresponds to the
congruence in the corresponding model.

Theorem 4.2 (Logical equivalence is congruence).

For every G,G′ : I → J, G =BGL G′ if and only if G ≡ G′.
For every P, P′ : m→ n, P =PGL P′ if and only if P ≡ P′.
For every W,W ′ : X → Y, W =LGL W ′ if and only if W ≡ W ′.
For every D,D′ : I → J, D =DGL D′ if and only if D ≡ D′.

Proof. The forward direction is proved by defining the characteristic formula of bi-
graphs (place graphs, link graphs, and discrete bigraphs) in normal form (cf. Appen-
dix A). The converse is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1. ut

In the following section we examine the expressive power of BiLog by showing
some interesting derived operators, and by providing encodings of other spatial logic
into BGL fragments.



Table 4.2. Derived Operators

T, and , ∨,⇔⇐, ¬ as usual for classical logics
id def

= id〈0, 〉 ⊗ id〈 ,∅〉 Identity unconstrainted
id〈m,X〉 def

= id〈m, 〉 ◦ id〈 ,X〉 Identity on interface I = 〈m, X〉
AI∗

def
= A ◦ idI∗ Constrainting the inner face to be I∗

A→J∗
def
= idJ∗ ◦ A Constrainting the outer face to be J∗

AI∗→J∗
def
= (AI∗)→J∗ Constrainting the type to be I∗ → J∗

A ◦I∗ B def
= A ◦ idI∗ ◦ B Composition with interface I∗

A ◦−J∗B def
= A→J∗ ◦−B Contexts with J∗ as outer face

A(I∗ B def
= AI∗ ( B Composing with bigraphs with I∗ as inner face

A(B) def
= A ◦1 B Simple application

A 	 B def
= ¬(¬A ⊗ ¬B) Dual of tensor product

A • B def
= ¬(¬A ◦ ¬B) Dual of composition

A •−B def
= ¬(¬A ◦−¬B) Dual of composition left adjunct

A −•B def
= ¬(¬A( ¬B) Dual of composition right adjunct

4.1 Derived Operators

In Table 2 we outline some interesting operators that can be derived in BiLogic. The
operators constraining the interfaces are self-explanatory, where we write I∗ and J∗ for
interfaces ranging over 〈m, X〉 , 〈m, 〉 , and 〈 , X〉. The ‘dual’ operators have the follow-
ing semantics: A	B is satisfied by bigraphs G such that for every possible decompositon
G1 ⊗ G2 either G1 |= A or G2 |= B. For instance, A 	 A describe bigraphs where A is
true in (at least) one part of each ⊗-decomposition. The formula F 	 (T→1 ⇒ A) 	 F
describes those bigraphs where every rooted component satisfies A. Similarly A • B
expresses structural properties universally quantified on every decomposition of G as
G1 ◦ G2. They are both useful to specify security properties or types on bigraphical
structures. The adjunct dual A •−B describes bigraphs that can be inserted into a con-
text satisfying A – a sort of existential quantification on contexts – obtaining a bigraph
satisfying B. For instance (merge ∨ id1) •−A describes the union between the class of
double rooted bigraphs (with no names in the outerface) whose merging satisfies A, and
the class of one rooted bigraphs satisfying A. Similarly the adjunct dual A−•B describes
contextual bigraphs G such that there exists a bigraph satisfying A that can be inserted
in G to obtain a bigraph satisfying B.

4.2 Place Graph Logic

In this section we focus on the place component of bigraphs. Place graphs can be in-
terpreted as ordered lists of unordered trees with holes. We introduce the Place Graph
Logic (PGL in the following) as the logic that maps place graph terms to spatial for-
mulae. The logic, whose language is generated by APGL, is essentially a multi-context
logic on unordered trees. Not surprisingly, prime ground place graphs are isomorphic
to the unordered trees that are models for the static fragment of ambient logic. Here we
show that the logic restricted to ground prime place graphs can express the propositional
spatial tree logic of [3].

By Theorem 4.2, it follows that PGL describes ground place graphs precisely, and
the corresponding logical equivalence expresses structural congruence. Since place graphs



Table 4.3. Encoding STL in PGL over prime ground place graphs

Trees into Prime Ground Place Graphs
[[ 0 ]] def

= 1 [[ a[T ] ]] def
= K(a) ◦ [[ T ]] [[ T1 | T2 ]] def

= merge ◦ ([[ T1 ]] ⊗ [[ T2 ]])

STL formulae into PGL formulae
[[ 0 ]] def

= 1 [[ a[A] ]] def
= K(a)([[ A ]])

[[ F ]] def
= F [[ A@a ]] def

= K(a) ◦−1[[ A ]]
[[ A⇒ B ]] def

= [[ A ]]⇒ [[ B ]] [[ A | B ]] def
= [[ A ]] | [[ B ]]

[[ A . B ]] def
= ([[ A ]] | id1) ◦−1[[ B ]]

are constructed with a hierarchical structure, the logic resembles a propositional spatial
tree logic, like [3]. The main difference are: (i) PGL models contexts of trees, so it has
holes and the model-cheking is defined w.r.t. a number of roots and a number of holes;
(ii) the tensor product is not strictly commutative, unlike the parallel composition, al-
lowing us to model first level list-like structures.

PGL is able to describe tree contexts with many holes. Consider for instance a func-
tion that takes two trees and returns the tree obtained by merging their roots. This func-
tion is represented by the term merge and the formula merge is satisfied by this function
solely. Similarly, the function that takes a tree and encapsulates it inside a node labelled
by K, is represented by the term K and captured by the formula K. In general, the se-
mantics of a formula A depends on the domain and codomain we are considering: we
can constrain the domain in which it holds by using forms like idn ◦ A ◦ idm, which say
that the current model must satisfy A and must be from m to n. As a further example,
the formula merge ◦ (K ⊗ (T ◦ id1)) expresses all contexts of form 2→ 1 that put their
first argument inside a K node and their second one as a sibling of such node.

The ordered tensor product is essential to model composition of contexts with sev-
eral holes. For instance (K1 ⊗ K2) ◦ (K3 ⊗ 1) is different from (K1 ⊗ K2) ◦ (1 ⊗ K3),
as node K3 goes inside K2 in the first case, and inside K2 in the second one. However,
we are able to define a commutative separation using merge and the tensor product:
the parallel composition A | B def

= merge ◦ (A→1 ⊗ B→1). This separation is purely
structural, and corresponds at term level to merge ◦ (P ⊗ P′) that is a total operation on
all prime, one-rooted place graphs.

Propositional Spatial Tree Logic [3] (STL in the following) can be encoded in PGL
using parallel composition. STL expresses properties of unordered labelled trees T con-
structed from the empty tree 0, the labelled node containing a tree a[T ], and the parallel
composition of trees T1 | T2. It is a static fragment of the Ambient Logic [7] charac-
terized by propositional connectives, spatial connectives (i.e., 0, a[A], A | B), and their
adjuncts (i.e., A@a, A . B). STL is quite expressive, even in the propositional case. For
example, the adjunct operators express an implicit universal quantification on models,
which can be used to internalize the validity problem in the model checking problem.

In Tab. 3 we encode models of STL (i.e., unordered trees) into prime ground place
graphs, and STL operators into PGL operators. We assume a bijective encoding be-
tween labels and controls, and associate every label a with a distinct control K(a). The
monoidal properties of parallel composition are guaranteed by the symmetry and unit
axioms of merge. The logical encoding follows these lines, and the encoding of guar-
antee and location adjunct are obtained via the composition left adjunct.



The equations are self-explanatory once we remark that: (i) the parallel compostion
of STL is the structural commutative separation of PGL; (ii) the tree labels can be
represented by corresponding controls of the place graph; and (iii) that location and
composition adjuncts of STL add logical expressible contexts to the tree, so they can be
encoded in terms of the left composition adjunct.

Theorem 4.3 (Encoding STL). For each tree T and formula A of STL we have that
T |=S L A if and only if [[ T ]] |=0→1 [[ A ]].

Proof. The theorem is proved by using an inverse encoding ([ ]) for prime ground place
graphs to trees defined on normal forms. Composing ([ ]) with [[ ]] yields an isomor-
phism between trees and prime ground places graphs. The proof follows by structural
induction on STL formulae. ut

Besides expressing other known spatial logics, PGL can also describe structures
with several holes and roots. In [11] we show some examples of how PGL can be used
to describe (or even query) contexts of tree-shaped semistructured data. In particular
multi-contexts can be useful to specify properties of web-service functions from (list
of) XML trees to (list of) XML trees.

4.3 Link Graph Logic

In this section we focus on wiring bigraphs, which are a structured way to map a set of
inner names into a set of outer names. Wirings can produce new names (idle names),
α-convert existing names (renaming), connect two names and choose one as witness
(link), or hide names (closure). We interpret wirings as composition of (partial) func-
tions on sets of names, as an instance of more general algebraic structures (cf. [1]).

Link Graph Logic (PGL) is the language generated by ALGL , and its models are
wirings. The formula A ⊗ B on wirings becomes a strong separation expressing that
a wiring can be decomposed in two separate wirings (i.e., sharing no names nor con-
nections) satisfying A and B respectively. Observe that in the special case of wirings,
tensor is commutative as there are no ordered roots nor holes. In addition the separation
has no structural component, since it can constrain the type of the model and not its
structure. If we want a name a to be shared between separated resources, we need the
sharing to be made explicit, and the sole way to do that is through the link operation.
We therefore need a way to first separate the names occuring in two wirings in order
to apply the tensor, and then link them back together. For this task, we employ a fresh
name quantification in the style of Nominal Logic [20]. As a matter of fact, without
name quantification is it not possible to build formulae that explore a link, since the
latter has the effect of hiding names. Using fresh name quantification we can define a
notion of a-linked name quantification for fresh names, whose purpose is to identify
names that are linked to a:

aLx. A def
= Nx. ((a⇔ x) ⊗ id) ◦ A.

In the formula above, the role of (a ⇔ x) is to link the fresh name x whit a, while id
deals with names different from a.



We also define a separation-upto, namely the decomposition in two models that are
separated apart from the link on a specific name a, which crosses the separation line.

a
︷︸︸︷

A ⊗ B def
= aLx. (((x← a) ⊗ id) ◦ A) ⊗ B.

The idea of the formula above is that the shared name a is renamed in a fresh name x,
so that the product ca be performed and finally x is linked to a in order to actually have
the sharing.

It would be possible to define a composition between wirings that is a total opera-
tion. This is actually what parallel composition for ambients and π-calculus processes
do. However, such an operator would not by bifunctorial, as proved in [17]. This is
due to the fact that the set of names shared by a parallel composition is not known in
advance, and therefore parallel composition can only be defined using an existential
quantification over the entire set of share names.

4.4 Discrete Bigraph Logic

PGL excels at expressing properties of unnamed resources, i.e., resources accessible
only by following the structure of the model. On the other hand, LGL characterizes
names and their links to resources, but it has no notion of locality or spatiality. If we
want to model spatial structures with names, either private or public, we need to com-
bine the two models. Bigraphs provide a good solution thanks to the orthogonal treat-
ment of locality and connectivity. In this section, we make a first step in this direction
by considering the Discrete Graph Logic (DGL). DGL is the fragment of BiLog gen-
erated by ADGL. Its models are the discrete bigraphs. The tensor product on discrete
bigraphs is both a spatial separation (like in models of STL), and a partially defined
separation on names (like that on pointers in separation logic). We define ∗ both as a
term constructor and as a logical connective, as follows: D ∗D′ def

= [merge](D ⊗ D′), for
D and D′ discrete bigraphs, and A ∗ B def

= (merge ⊗ id〈0, 〉) ◦ (A→〈1, 〉 ⊗ B→〈1, 〉), for A
and B DGL formulae.

In [4] a spatial context logic is presented to reason about programs manipulating a
tree structured memory with node identifiers used as pointers to memory locations. The
complete structure has also link values, but here we restrict our attention to the fragment
without them. Terms are unordered labelled trees T and unary contexts of trees C, i.e.,
trees with one hole. Correspondingly, the logic is defined by formulae of two kinds:
formulae P, which describe trees, and formulae K, which describe tree contexts. Both
of these have spatial operators built by using constants (i.e., the empty tree for T and
the hole in C), application K(P), and its two adjuncts K . P and P / P. Formula K . P
represents a tree that satisfies P if inserted in a context satisfying K. Dually, P1 / P2

represent contexts that composed with a tree satisfying P1 produce a tree satisfying P2.
It is easy to encode this structure in DGL by lifting the application to a particular kind
of composition, and similarly for the two adjuncts. This encoding shows how the DGL
is a generalization of Context Tree Logic to contexts with several holes (and roots). The
encodings are detailed in Tab. 4.

Table 4.4. Encoding Context TL in PGL over prime place graphs



Trees into prime ground discrete bigraphs Contexts into unary discrete bigraphs
[[ 0 ]] def

= 1 [[− ]]C
def
= id1

[[ ax[T ] ]] def
= (K(a)x ⊗ f n(T )) ◦ [[ T ]] [[ ax[C] ]]C

def
= (K(a)x ⊗ f n(C)) ◦ [[ C ]]C

[[ T1 | T2 ]] def
= [[ T1 ]] ∗ [[ T2 ]] [[ T | C ]]C

def
= [[ T ]] ∗ [[ C ]]C

[[ C | T ]]C
def
= [[ C ]]C ∗ [[ T ]]

TL formulae into PGL formulae Context formulae into PGL formulae
[[ false ]]P

def
= F [[ false ]]K

def
= F

[[ K(P) ]]P
def
= [[ K ]]K ◦〈1, 〉 [[ P ]]P [[− ]]K

def
= id1

[[ K / P ]]P
def
= [[ K ]]K ◦−〈1, 〉[[ P ]]P [[ P . P′ ]]K

def
= [[ P ]]P (〈1, 〉 [[ P′ ]]P

[[ P⇒ P′ ]]P
def
= [[ P ]]P ⇒ [[ P′ ]]P [[ ax[−] ]]K

def
= K(a)x

[[ P | − ]]K
def
= [[ P ]]P ∗ id1

[[ K ⇒ K′ ]]K
def
= [[ K ]]K ⇒ [[ K′ ]]K

Theorem 4.4 (Encoding Context Tree Logic). For each tree T and formula P of TL
we have that T |=T P if and only if [[ T ]] |=0→〈1, f n(T )〉 [[ P ]]P. Also, for each context C and
formula K of Context TL we have that C |=K K if and only if [[ C ]]C |=1→〈1, f n(C)〉 [[ K ]]K .

Proof. By structural induction on TL and Context TL formulae by defining an inverse
encoding on normal forms for prime place graphs with one hole.

The encoding shows that the models introduced in [4] are a particular kind of dis-
crete bigraphs with one port for each node and a number of holes and roots limited
to one. Since [4] is more general than separation logic, and is used to reason about
programs that manipulate tree structured memory model, we can express separation
logic too and use DGL to reason about programs with complex query/update memory
instruction, involving many locations contemporarily.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we move a first step towards describing global resources by focusing on
static bigraphs. We introduce BiLog, a logic for bigraphical structures, with two two
main spatial connectives: composition and tensor product. Our main technical results
are a comparison with other spatial logics previously studied, and the characterization of
logical equivalence as term congruence. We identified two fragments of BiLog suitable
to encode the propositional static fragment of Ambient Logic [3] and the latest Context
Tree Logic [4].

We did not introduce the tensor adjuncts and existential/universal quantifiers. The
formers are not necessary for the encodings, and it is an open issue whether or not
they are definable BiLog. The quantifications are omitted as they imply an undecidable
satisfaction relation (cf. [9]), while we aim at a decidable logic. As a matter of fact, we
are working on extending the result of [3], and we are isolating decidable fragments
of BiLog. We introduced the freshness quantifier as it is useful to express hiding and
it preserves decidability in spatial logics [10]. In order to compare BiLog with other
spatial logics thoroughly, we are developing sequent calculus.



In the paper we have not addressed a logic for tree with hidden names. As a matter
of fact, we have such a logic. More precisely we can encode abstract trees into bigraphs
with an unique control amb with arity one. The name assigned to this control will be ac-
tually the name of the ambient. The extrusion properties and renaming of abstract trees
have their correspondence in bigraphical terms by means of substitution and closure
properties combined with properties of identity.

BiLog can express properties of trees with names, like DGL, separation with links,
like in LGL, and trees with links. At the logical level we may encode operators of tree
logic with hidden names as follows:

C© a def
= ((a← a) ⊗ id) ◦ T

Cx. A def
= Nx. (/x ⊗ id) ◦ A

a R©A def
= (¬ C© a ∧ A) ∨ (/a ⊗ id) ◦ A

Hx. A def
= Nx. x R© A

The operator C© a says that the name a appears in the outer face of the bigraphs. The
new quantifier Cx. A expresses the fact that in a process satisfying A a name has been
closed. The revelation R© is a binary operator asserting the possibility of revealing a
restricted name as a in order to assert A, note that the name may be hidden in the model
as it has either be closed with an edge or it does not appear in the model. The hiding
quantification H may be derived as in [8].We are currently working on the expressivity
and decidability of this logical framework.

Several important questions remain: as bigraphs have an interesting dynamics, spec-
ified using reactions rules, we plan to extend BiLog to such a framework. Building on
the encodings of the ambient and the π calculi into bigraphical reactive systems, we
expect a dynamic BiLog to be able to express both ambient logic [7] and spatial logics
for π-calculus [2].
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A Axioms, Normal Forms and characteristic formulae

The work in [17] presents a set of axioms for bigraphical terms. The categorical axioms
are standard for a strict symmetric monoidal category. The composition is partially
defined as usual, moreover the tensor product is defined only when interfaces have
disjoint name sets. Thus the equations are required to hold only when both sides are
defined. The expression considered in Tab. 1 are built by composition, identities and
tensor product from the six class of elemental bigraphs described previously. Swappings
γm,n are extended to arbitrary interfaces in the following way:

γI,J
def
= γm,n ⊗ idX]Y where I = 〈m, X〉 , J = 〈n, Y〉

Table A.1. Axioms

Categorial Axioms:



G ◦ id ≡ G ≡ id ◦ G Identity
(G1 ◦ G2) ◦ G3 ≡ G1 ◦ (G2 ◦ G3) Associativity
G ⊗ idε ≡ G ≡ idε ⊗ G Monoid Neutral Element
(G1 ⊗ G2) ⊗ G3 ≡ G1 ⊗ (G2 ⊗ G3) Monoid Associativity
(G1 ⊗ F1) ◦ (G2 ⊗ F2) ≡ (G1 ◦ G2) ⊗ (F1 ◦ F2) Bifunctoriality
γI,ε ≡ idI Symmetry Id
γI,J ◦ γJ,I ≡ idI⊗J Symmetry Composition
γI′ ,J′ ◦ (G ⊗ F) ≡ (F ⊗ G) ◦ γI,J Symmetry Monoid

Link Axioms:
/a ◦ a/b ≡ /b Closing renaming
/a ◦ a ≡ idε Idle edge
b/(Y]a) ◦ (idY ⊗

a/X) ≡ b/Y]X Composing substitutions

Place Axioms:
merge ◦ (1 ⊗ id1) ≡ id1 Unit
merge ◦ (merge ⊗ id1) ≡ merge ◦ (id1 ⊗ merge) Associativity
merge ◦ γ1,1 ≡ merge Commutativity

Node Axiom:
(id1 ⊗ α) ◦ K~a ≡ Kα(~a) Renaming

Moreover, the work in [17] provides the following theorem of normal form. In its
statement, the bigraph mergen is defined as follows:

merge0
def
= 1

mergen+1
def
= merge ◦ (id1 ⊗ mergen)

Theorem A.1 (Discrete Normal Form). Every bigraph can be written in the following
normal form solely up to renaming and permutations: G = (idn ⊗ w)D where D is a
discrete bigraph of the form D = ((Q0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Qn)π) ⊗ α where Qi are prime bigraphs
of the form Q = (mergen+k ⊗ idY )(idn ⊗ M1 . . . ⊗ Mk)π where Mi are discrete molecule
of the form M = (K~a ⊗ idY )Q.

A first consequence of Theorem A.1 is Tab. 2. Moreover the theorem can be instan-
tiate in order to obtain normal forms for some bigraphical subclasses.

Corollary A.2 (Discrete Normal Form for Place Graph). Every place graph P with
outer width n may be expressed as P = (Q0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Qn−1) ◦ π, where every Qi is a
prime place graph of the form Q = mergen+s ◦ (idn ⊗ M0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ms−1) ◦ π, with M j

molecular place graphs of the form M = K ◦ Q and ar(K) = 0. This normal form is
unique, modulo permutations.

Corollary A.3 (Normal Form for Prime Ground Place Graph). Every prime ground
place graph q : 0 → 1 may be expressed as q = merges ◦ (M0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ms−1), with
M j molecular prime ground place graphs of the form M = K ◦ q and ar(K) = 0. This
normal form is unique, modulo permutations.



Table A.2. Normal Forms and characteristic formulae

Normal forms for bigraphs G, wirings W and discrete bigraphs D:
G = (idn ⊗ W) ◦ D
W = (/a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ /ak ⊗ b1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ bs ⊗ α) ◦ σ
D = ((Q1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Qk) ◦ πk) ⊗ α
Q = [mergen+k](idn ⊗ M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk)
M = [K~a]Q
α = (a1 ← b1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ (ak ← bk)
σ = a1/X1 ⊗ . . . ⊗

ak/Xk with ai ∈ Xi

πk = γn,k−n ◦ (id1 ⊗ πk−1) with 0 ≤ n < k

Characteristic formulae for bigraphs G,wirings Wand discrete bigraphs Dsf :
G = (idn ⊗ W) ◦ D
W = (/a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ /ak ⊗ b1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ bs ⊗ α) ◦ σ
D = ((Q1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Qk) ◦ πk) ⊗ α
Q = (mergen+k ⊗ id)(◦ idn ⊗ M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk)
M = (K~a ⊗ id) ◦ Q
α = ((a1 ← b1)) ⊗ . . . ⊗ ((ak ← bk))
σ = a1/X1 ⊗ . . . ⊗

ak/Xk with ai ∈ Xi

πk = γn,k−n(◦ id1 ⊗ πk−1) with 0 ≤ n < k
a/{a} = (a← a)
a/{a,b} = (a⇔ b)
a/{a,b}]X = (a⇔ b) ◦ (b/{b}]X ⊗ (a← a))

Normal form for Place Graphs P, a particular case with α = idε :
P = ((Q1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Qk) ◦ πk)
Q = mergen+k ◦ (idn ⊗ M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk)
M = K ◦ Q
πk = γn,k−n ◦ (id1 ⊗ πk−1) with 0 ≤ n < k

Corollary A.4 (Normal Form for Discrete Bigraphs). Every discrete bigraph can be
written in the following normal form solely up to permutations: D = (Q0 ⊗ . . . ⊗

Qn)π ⊗ α where Qi are prime bigraphs of the form Q = (mergen+k ⊗ idY )(idn ⊗ M1 ⊗

. . . ⊗ Mk)π where Mi are discrete molecule of the form M = (K~a ⊗ idY )Q.

Corollary A.5 (Normal Form for Unary and Ground/Prime Discrete Bigraphs).
Every ground prime discrete bigraph q : 0 → 〈1, Y〉 can be written in the following
normal form solely q = (mergek ⊗ idY) ◦ (M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk) where Mi are discrete
ground molecule of the form M = (K~a ⊗ idY )q. Every unary (with one hole and one
root) discrete bigraph D : 〈1, X〉 → 〈1, Y〉 can be written in the following normal form
solely: D = Q ⊗ α where Q = (mergek ⊗ idY ) ◦ (R ⊗ M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk−1) where Mi are
discrete ground molecule and R can be either id1 or (K~a ⊗ idY ) ◦ Q (a molecule with
one hole inside). These normal form are unique up to permutations.

The logical equivalence is defined as usual w.r.t. the language considered and the
corresponding model.



Definition A.6 (Logical equivalence).

G =BGL G′ def
= ∀A ∈ ABGL, G |=I→J A ⇐⇒ G′ |=I→J A

P =PGL P′ def
= ∀A ∈ APGL, P |=m→n A ⇐⇒ P′ |=m→n A

W =LGL W ′ def
= ∀A ∈ ALGL , W |=X→Y A ⇐⇒ W ′ |=X→Y A

D =DGL D′ def
= ∀A ∈ ADGL , D |=I→J A ⇐⇒ D′ |=I→J A

Finally we report the inverse encodings in Trees and Context Trees.

Definition A.7 (Inverse Encoding for Trees). We consider the normal form for prime
ground place graphs and we define:

([ merge0 ]) def
= 0

([ K(a) ◦ q ]) def
= a[ ([ q ]) ]

([ merges ◦ (M0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Ms−1) ]) def
= ([ M0 ]) | . . . | ([ Ms−1 ])

Definition A.8 (Inverse Encoding for Context Trees). We assume to have a bijective
association between ax and K(a)x. We consider the normal of Corollary A.5 and we
define:

([ merge0 ]) def
= 0

([ (K(a)x ⊗ idY ) ◦ q ]) def
= ax[ ([ q ]) ]

([ (mergek ⊗ idY ) ◦ (M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk) ]) def
= ([ M1 ]) ∗ . . . ∗ ([ Mk ])

([ id1 ]) def
= −

([ (K(a)x ⊗ idY ) ◦ Q ]) def
= ax[([ Q ])]

([ (mergek ⊗ idY ) ◦ (R ⊗ M1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Mk−1) ]) def
= ([ R ]) ∗ ([ M1 ]) ∗ . . . ∗ ([ Mk−1 ])
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Abstract

Bigraphs are emerging as an interesting model that can represent both the pi-
calculus and the ambient calculus. Bigraphs are built orthogonally on two struc-
tures: a hierarchical ‘place’ graph for locations and a ‘link’ (hyper-)graph for con-
nections. In a previous work (submitted elsewhere and yet unpublished), we intro-
duced a logic for bigraphical structures as a natural composition of a place graph
logic and a link graph logic. Here we show that fragments of BiLogic can be used
to describe XML data (with ID and IDREFs) and to reason about programs that
manipulate tree-structures with query-oriented update operators.

1 Introduction

The term ‘spatial,’ as opposed to ‘temporal,’ has been recently used to refer to logics
providing modal operators to express properties of the structure of the model. Such
logics are usually equipped with a separation/composition operator that splits the cur-
rent model into two parts, in order to ‘talk’ about them separately. Looking closely, we
observe that notion of separation is interpreted differently in different logics.

• In ‘separation’ logics [23, 21], the separation is used to reason about dynamic
update of tree-like structures, and it is strong in that it forces names of resources
and pointers in separated components to be disjoint. In addition, this constraint
usually implies that model composition must partially defined.

• In static spatial logics (e.g. for trees [4], graphs [7] or trees with hidden names [8]),
the separation/composition operator is structural, and it is used to describe prop-
erties of the underlying structure. In this case no constraint on the model is
usually required, and names may be shared between separated parts.

• In dynamic spatial logics (e.g. for ambients [10] or π-calculus [3]), the separa-
tion is intended only for location in space, and names can be shared between
separated resources.

Research partially supported by ‘MyThS: Models and Types for Security in Mobile Distributed Sys-
tems’, EU FET-GC IST-2001-32617 and by ‘DisCo: Semantic Foundations of Distributed Computation’,
EU IHP ‘Marie Curie’ HPMT-CT-2001-00290.
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Context tree logic, recently introduced in [5], integrates the first approach above
with spatial logics for trees. The resulting logic is able to express properties of tree-
shaped structures (and contexts) with pointers, and it is used as an assertion language
for Hoare-style program specifications in a tree memory model.

Bigraphs are an emerging model for structures in global computing, which can
be instantiated to model several well-known examples, including the π-calculus, the
ambient calculus and Petri nets [19]. Bigraphs consist essentially of a tree-structured
place graph – representing the ambient-like nesting of locations – coupled with a link
(hyper-)graph on the same nodes – representing the π-calculus-like communication
channels. Such structure has recently been axiomatized in categorical terms and by
means of a term algebra in [20]. In [16], we build on such bi-structural nature to
introduce a ‘contextual spatial logic’ for bigraphs built on two orthogonal sublogics:

• a place graph logic, to express properties of resource locations;

• a link graph logic, to express connections between resources (or, more precisely,
resource names).

For this reason, we name the formalism Bilogic. Bilogic is interesting for at least two
reasons. Firstly, the place graph logic is a generalization of both spatial logics and
context-tree logic. Secondly, it captures at the same time both the notion of structural
and of strong separation. In particular, we are able to express a notion of separation-
upto that specifies which names must (or should) be shared. In addition, we are cur-
rently undertaking to extend Bilogic with temporal modalities, so as to model bigraph-
ical reactive systems (BRS) and therefore generalize dynamic spatial logics (as, e.g.,
the Ambient Logic). Thus, Bilogic and its subcalculi are very general and promising
as logics to talk about resources with names.

XML data are essentially tree-shaped resources, and have been modelled with un-
ordered labelled tree in [6] where an important connection between semistructured data
and mobile ambients was uncovered. Starting from loc. cit., several works on spatial
logic for semistructured data and XML have been proposed (e.g. [7, 17, 8]). Among
these, a query language on semistructured data based on Ambient Logic was studied
in [9] and implemented in [12, 15]. The present paper enriches over such model of tree-
shaped data by adding links on resource names, so as to obtain a more general model
for semistructured data and XML (which, as a matter of fact, it is closer to the standard
OEM model). A similar step was taken in [11], which we improve upon by making
use of the well-studied categorical structure of bigraph, which internalize the notion
of link and makes the difference between strong and structural separation explicit. In
addition, bigraphs naturally model XML contexts: we thus obtain with no additional
effort a logic to describe XML contexts which can be interpreted as web services or
XML transformations.

Here we focus on the applications of bigraphical logics to XML data. In particular,
we first show how XML data (and, more generally, contexts or positive web services)
can be interpreted as a bigraph. Equipped with such ‘bigraphical’ representation of
XML data and contexts, we then give a gentle introduction to different fragments of
Bilogic and show how they can be applied to describe and reason about XML. The
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contribution of the paper is therefore to identify (fragments of) Bilogic as a suitable
formalism for semistructured data, and illustrate its expressiveness by means of se-
lected examples.

Structure of the paper. In §2 we recall the basic notions of bigraphs; for a fuller ex-
position the reader is referred to [19]; §3 shows how to interpret XML contexts as
bigraphs, while §4 illustrates several examples.

2 Bigraphs

We give a crush introduction to bigraphs [19]. We restrict our attention exclusively to
abstract pure bigraph, whose algebraic axiomatization has been provided in [20].

The bigraph G in Fig.1 is a structure built on two orthogonal graphs over the same
group of nodes, shown here with bold outlines. Nodes may be nested in a hierarchi-
cal tree structure (the place graph, shown as the inclusion of a node in another), and
have ports that may be connected by links (the link graph, shown as edges connecting
nodes). The nesting of nodes imposes no constrain upon the linkage of their ports,
hence the orthogonality of the structures.

Every node of the place graph has a control, which represent what kind of node it
is and its arity, i.e., an ordinal telling the number of ports and marking them unam-
biguously. In the Figures 1 and 2, arity is one for oval shaped nodes, two for the round
ones, three for the triangular one.

At the top level of the nesting structure are the roots. in the figure there is a unique
root, shown as a dotted outline. In general however there may be multiple roots. Inside
a node there may be holes, shown as shaded boxes in the figure, which formalize con-
texts. Roughly speaking, a place graph is a list of (unordered) trees that can have holes
as leaves. Place graphs are characterized by a couple of ordinals, written as m → n,
denoting respectively the number of holes and the number of roots in the bigraph. The
use of ordinals allows us to mark holes and roots uniquely.

The link graph is characterized by a couple of set of names X → Y. The set X
represents the inner names (drawn in the figure below the bigraph) and Y represent
the set of outer names (drawn above the bigraph). The link graph connects a port to
a name or an edge. In Fig. 1 an edge is represented by a line between nodes. Ports
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Figure 2: Bigraphical composition

can be associated both to names and to edge, in any finite number. A link to a name is
open and may be connected to other nodes in case of composition between bigraphs.
A link to an edge is closed and cannot be connected to other ports. The role of names
becomes clearer after introducing the composition operator of bigraphs.

The right hand side of Fig. 2 represents the composition G ◦g between the two
bigraphs G and g described on the left hand side. The main idea is to insert g into
the context G. The operation is partially defined, since it requires the inner names
and the number of holes of G to match to the number of roots and the outer names of g
respectively. Shared names create the new links between the two structures. Intuitively,
composition first places root region of g in the proper hole of G and then joins equal
inner names of G and outer names of g. In particular note the edge connecting the inner
names y,z in G, its presence produces a link between two internal nodes of g after the
composition.

As explained in [19], the tensor product⊗of bigraphs is defined only if they do not
have common inner names or outer names. By relating names to resources, the tensor
can be seen a separation operator: the product puts the place graphs one next to the
other (in order), obtaining a graph with more roots and holes, and operates the disjoint
union between inner names and outer names of the place graphs.

3 Modelling XML Contexts as Bigraphs

As proved in [20], the class of bigraphs can be axiomatized using a small set of ele-
ments. We recall the constructions below, and then relate it to XML. In our formal-
ization, XML data are bigraphs with no holes (i.e., ground), while those with holes
represent XML contexts.

The main constituent of a bigraph is the discrete ion K~a, which represents a node
with one root and containing one hole. The hole can be filled with other ions in order
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to build a more complex tree-structure. The ion’s control is K, with arity ar(K) = |~a|,
and every port of K~a is linked to a name in the (ordered) list of names ~a. Every name
in ~a represent an outer name of the bigraph. Thinking in terms of XML data, a ion is
seen as a tag with some attributes. Since arity is an ordinal, it is possible to identify
the ports unambiguously and it is easy to associate them to attributes. We assume one
designed port to be associated to a (unique) name used to identify the element, as an
ID attribute. Other ports may be linked to other nodes’ ID names, so acting effectively
as IDREFs, or to internal edges connected to internal nodes, representing the general
attributes of the element. Embedding a ion into the hole of another ion, represents the
inclusion of the corresponding elements.

The basic place graphs are 1, idn and merge. Term 1 is the empty single rooted
bigraph, it is the empty XML document; idn is a context with n holes, n roots and no
internal node. It behaves like a neutral XML context if composed with a compatible
XML document. Term merge achieves the merging of two bigraphs: it consists of two
holes, one root and no links. By composing merge with the product of two single-
rooted XML documents we obtain a XML document whose single root has the two
component documents as children.

The basic components of a link graph are (a ← b), (a ⇔ b) and /a. Operator
(a ← b) represents renaming, and in the context of our interpretation of XML, it acts
on ID attributes. Operator (a ⇔ b) associates name b to name a: when a represent an
ID and b a IDREF, then (a ⇔ b) makes b a reference to a. Finally, /a makes name a
private, and allows nodes to be joined to one another in closed links. This operator will
be used in our encoding of XML to express a link between attributes and their values.

In the presence of (unfilled) holes, terms represent contexts for XML data, i.e., doc-
uments with holes to be filled by XML data: composition acts by inserting documents
in such holes. The tensor is defined only if the names appearing in the two compo-
nents are disjoint. Therefore, any reference ‘going across’ must be created after the
product. Note that since link graphs in general perform substitution and renaming, the
outer names of g may not be outer names of G◦g. This may happen either because
they are renamed or because an edge has been added to the structure as effect of the
composition, which makes the link private, i.e., without an externally-visible name.

The parent-child relationship on nodes in bigraphs does not capture order among
children of the same node. So bigraphs can be seen as a (ordered) list of unordered
(contexts of) trees connected through links. This model can be used for XML data
whose document order is not relevant. Such documents arise for instance in XML
encodings of relational databases [2], in the integration of semi-structured database
sources, or in the case of distributed XML documents in a P2P environment [22] (in
the latter case the document order is not defined).

The importance of the underlying hierarchical structure in XML, and the fact that
links are used sporadically only for modelling relations between nodes, suggests the
bigraphical model as a good model for XML documents. We interpret these documents
as ground bigraphs by using the encoding explained below. The encoding is trivial in
case the tree contains no attribute, when we can in fact easily map the tree structure of
XML elements into the place graph by associating controls to tags and values. In this
case, there is no link between nodes, all controls have arity zero, and the XML file is
completely modelled by the place graph only (in a kind of ambient like formalism [6]).
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In the case of elements with attributes, we need names to represent XML links
between elements (e.g., like ID-IDREF relationships), and edges to represent elements’
attributes. We consider the IDs used in XML data as names in bigraphs. The encoding
is defined by assuming two functions on values:

• Kval(v), mapping the value v to a ground bigraph corresponding to a single rooted
node with no outer names, no nodes and no holes inside.

• Kval(v)a, mapping the value v to a ground bigraph corresponding to a single
rooted node with outer name a, no nodes and no holes inside.

The former function is used actually to encode values with bigraphs, the latter is auxil-
iary and encodes values linked to attributes.

Moreover we associate tags with ions. We assume a class Ktag of controls. We
consider a tag t and firs we observe that the list Att of its attributes is finite and ordered,
hence we associate the list to an ordinal #Att, and the elements of the list are identified
by their position. Then we associate t with Ktag(t, #Att)~u, that is a ion with control
Ktag(t, #Att) ∈ Ktag and arity #Att. The vector ~u indicates the names connected to the
control; we assume the names in ~u to be the IDs associated to the attributes in Att.

A value attribute is encoded as a value inside the node and connected to the port
whose position marks the corresponding attribute. Identifiers (like ID) and links (like
IDREF) attributes have a special interpretation. They become names of the tag and can
be connected with other names in order to model references. As mentioned before, the
connection is performed by using the link graphs constructors: (a ⇔ b), to create a
reference, and /a, to create a closed connection for attributes. The general definition
for the encoding is formalized in Tab. 1

Table 3.1. XML documents as ground bigraphs

(|v |)
def
= Kval(v) value

(|v |)a
def
= Kval(v)a value linked to an attribute name a

(|~v |)~b
def
= (|v1 |)b1 ⊗. . .⊗ (|vn |)bn with ~v = v1 . . . vn and ~b = b1 . . . bn

(| ∅ |)
def
= 1 empty tree

(|T |)
def
= /~a ◦σ◦Ktag(t, k + p + 1)u,~u,~b ◦ mergen+k((|~v |)~b ⊗α1◦(|T1 |)⊗. . .⊗αn◦(|Tn |))

whit T = 〈t, ID = u, ~a = ~u, ~b = ~v 〉 T1, ..., Tn 〈/t〉 XML tree
~a = a1 . . . ak link attributes
~u = u1 . . . uk names
~b = b1 . . . bp value attributes
~v = v1 . . . vk values
αi renaming the names of T i into fresh names
σ = α−1

1 ∪ . . . ∪ α
−1
n inverse renaming

/~a
def
= /a1 ⊗. . .⊗ /ap closure of the names in ~a

mergen+k merging among n + k bigraphs (definable from merge)
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In the table above, the encoding of values is simply the function Kval( ). The auxiliary
encoding of values linked to attributes is given by Kval( )a. Term 1 corresponds to the
empty tree. The core of the translation is the encoding of (non empty) trees. Here, the
role of merge is to group together the (encodings of the) set of children of T and the
(encodings of the) values linked to attributes. In this case, values linked to attributes are
associate with a name. Observe in the encoding the use the renamings αi to guarantee
the product is defined, since it requires the names to be distinct. We choose fresh
names, i.e., not appearing in T , and we obtain the renamings αi by combining different
operators such as (a ← b). The obtained bigraph is single rooted, hence it fits in the
ion associated to the tag t. After the composition with the ion, we have to rename
the names in order to formalize all the references, finally we need to close the link
between the root and the evaluations of the values linked to attributes. The renaming
is obtaining by considering the inverse of αi (definable by using operators such as
(a ← b) and (a ⇔ b)), and the closure is obtained by combining the closure of every
name associated to an attribute.

Example. As an example of the encoding of XML trees into bigraphs, we consider a
database that stores scientific papers and information about their authors. We focus on
the fragment quoted in the document below.

<authors>

<author name="Conf" n="ID2" coauth="ID5">

<Address n="ID1">"."</Address>

<Phon n="ID3">"."</Phon>

</author>

<author name="Sass" n="ID5" coauth="ID7">

<Address n="ID4">"."</Address>

<Phon n="ID6">"."</Phon>

</author>

<author name="Mace" n=ID7>

<Address n="ID8">"."</Address>

<Phon n="ID10">"."</Phon>

</author>

</authors>

Tag Author has an identifier, IDi, a link to another author, coauth, that is an IDREF
attribute, and a general attribute, name. The encoding is illustrated in Fig. 3. Every tag
Author is associated to a control of arity three. Exploiting the order of the ports, we
identify a port with the corresponding XML attribute unambiguously. In the picture we
assume the ports ordered clockwise. The first port corresponds to the general attribute
name, and is connected by a close link (an edge) to a value. The second one corresponds
to the identifier, ID, and is connected to an outer name. The final attribute corresponds
to the reference , coauth, and is connected to a name that correspond to another Author
tag.

More generally a bigraph can be seen as a context for unordered XML data, just
because there can be holes in it. So in the previous example we can imagine to put holes
in place of some node. This yields a context that can be interpreted as a contextual
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Figure 3: XML encoding

XML document, a function (Web service) that takes a list of XML files and returns
their composition in context, by fitting every file in the relative position (as marked by
its position on the list). In this way we can model Web services, besides plain XML
documents. In order to model the order of XML elements, we would need to add a
notion of ordered locality, i.e., to consider molecules with an ordered ”list” of holes,
and extend the theory of bigraphs accordingly to this notion.

4 Bilogics for XML Contexts

In [16] we introduced Bilogic for bigraphical structures. In §3 we have shown that
XML (unordered) data and contexts can be modelled as a bigraphical structures. This
section briefly introduces Bilogic, and explains how it can be used for describing,
querying and reasoning about XML. In particular, we analyze three possible cases:

• Logics for place graphs to model XML data and contexts without IDs;

• Logics for discrete bigraphs (essentially trees with unique identifiers) for XML
with IDs, but without links;

• Bigraphical logics for XML with IDs and links.

4.1 XML without IDs

As mentioned previously, without attributes – or anyway handling them as children
elements themselves – XML amounts to unordered labelled tree. In [6] the author
shows that such a model has some similarities with ambient calculus terms, building
on which [9] introduces a query language for semistructured data based on Ambient
Logic. In [16] we show that the static fragment of ambient logic (STL) can be easily
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extended to the Place Graph Logic (PGL in the following) to model general contexts
of tree-shaped resources. In particular PGL can describe place graphs, that is bigraphs
without links, and so it can be used to talk about XML contexts (without attributes)
using the encoding we defined in the previous section. We briefly present here some
operators of PGL, and we informally show their semantics in the XML case. (Some of
connectives are derived; the reader is referred to [16] for the details.)

Table 4.1. PGL: Place Graph Logic (some operators)

A, B ::= formulas
F false
A⇒ B implication
1 empty single rooted bigraph
idn identity on n number of holes (even zero)
A⊗B decomposing in two place graphs one next to the other
A ◦s B possible s-holes filling of A with a place graphs satisfying B
A ◦−sB if inserted in a context A (with s holes) then B
K[A] the molecule K containig something satisfying A
A | B decomposing in two trees whose merge is the current model

F and A⇒ B are the standard propositional operators (the other propositional connec-
tives T, ¬,∧,∨,⇔ are derived as usual). There are spatial constants 1, merge, and idn

denoting a singleton place graph (interpreted as a single XML context). We interpret 1
to be the empty XML context, merge the context merging two XML contexts in one,
while id is the identity context, which transforms XML trees to themselves. The two
spatial operators A⊗B and A ◦s B express two ways of composing contexts. The first
is horizontal and produces a (ordered and separated) pair of contexts one next to the
other. The second one is vertical and corresponds to fill the s holes of a context sat-
isfying A with the context satisfying B. They are both non commutative. Then, there
are ambient-like operators for trees: K[A] is the context that inserts a new root labelled
K in the top of a single XML context satisfied by A, and A | B (parallel composition)
denotes contexts obtained by merging the tree contexts satisfying A and B in a single
root. Note that, since parallel composition performs a merge of the contexts, it provides
a commutative monoid with 1 as neutral element. An interesting connective is A ◦−sB,
which essentially expresses that whenever the current model is inserted inside a XML
s-ary context satisfying A, then the resulting context satisfies B.

In general, models of PGL are positive functions from m to n that given a list of
m XML contexts produces a list of n XML contexts. By ‘positive’ we mean that they
can only add structure to the parameters, and not remove or replace parts of them. In
this sense, XML contexts are viewed as positive XML Web services that take XML
documents (possibly with calls to other Web services, so that they effectively are XML
contexts), and return XML documents. This is similar to the model of Positive Active
XML proposed in [1], but with a remarkable difference: since our model does not
handle ordered trees, we cannot restrict attention to functions between XML (active)
documents. We need to use with list of parameters and a list of resulting contexts. To
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understand better the idea, consider the Web service below.

wb : K1[id1] | K2[merge◦id2]

It takes three trees and puts the first inside a node labelled K1, merges the second and
third trees and puts the result inside a node labelled K2, and finally produces the parallel
composition of the two resulting trees. We need ordered parameters to put the right root
in the right hole. A Web service like this can be solely identified by a characteristic
formula (corresponding to the tree), but more generally a formula like K1[id1] | T can
match all Web services having at least one hole and decomposable as a node of arity
one labelled K1 in parallel to something else. In this sense a notion of type for Web
services arises. Similarly to [13], where the spatial tree logic is used to describe XML
types and constraints, we can use PGL to formalize Web service types and constraints.

Since also XML (active) documents are contexts, we can actually use the PGL to
describe Active XML documents and Web service in an unique framework. In ad-
dition, we can use an approach like TQL [9] to query Active XML documents and
Web service, and eventually use types to avoid Web service useless invocations. To
make the idea more precise, with reference to the previous example, take a query
wb◦ (T1⊗T2⊗T3) |= K1[X] | T, which essentially determines all contexts reachable
from the result of the Web service invocation through a path /K1. If we know that the
type of wb is K1[id1] | K2[T] we can avoid to evaluate the web service by observing
that (K1[id1] | K2[T]) ◦−3K1[X] | T, and so:

wb◦(T1⊗T2⊗T3) |= K1[X] | K2[T] ⇐⇒ T1 |= id◦X.

4.2 XML Contexts with ID

In the previous section we focused on the place structure only. Since logic and model
have no way to directly identify resources, it is only possible to access a resource
through navigation. A different approach is possible when the XML document has
identifiers for and pointers to elements. In this case, the tree model can be seen as an
extension of a heap memory model in which locations are referred to by names. Such
names are intrinsically separated by the tensor product, which is defined only on struc-
tures which disjoint name sets. We can see such models as discrete bigraphs, i.e., place
graphs with named resources but no name sharing between different resources. A logic
for these is introduced in [16] as an extension of the PGL with named (identified) con-
trols Kx and renamings (x← y). Such a logic is able to express properties of (contexts
of) resources that can be accessed in two ways: as usual, by navigation through the tree
structure, and by using names controls as pointers.

The logic essentially adds two operators to PGL:

K~a for named nodes;

(a← b) for renaming these names.

The ion K~a has a list of names, although in the case of XML with identifiers and no
links only one name is needed. Thus, we write Kx to denote the node (with an hole)
inside labelled K with name identifier x, and the formula Kx denotes this XML context
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only. The rename (a ← b) is needed in order to map names of different sources to
different identifiers (e.g., (x ← y)◦Ky = Kx). The tensor product now constraints the
models to be separated both in locality and in names, i.e., when we write A⊗B we mean
that the models satisfying A and B have disjoint sets of identifiers (that is disjoint outer
faces). On the other hand the composition A◦ sB is defined when the inner face of A
and outer face of B coincide.

With this logic we have two ways to address separation: by means of the tensor
product, or by using the composition. For example we can think to encode a heap-like
structure as (x1 7→ a1) # ... # (xn 7→ an) in two ways:

• horizontally, as a one level forest K(a1)x1◦1⊗. . .⊗K(an)xn◦1;

• vertically, as a line K(a1)x1 ◦ . . .◦K(an)xn ◦1. (This matches with [5], where
separation logic can be expressed using composition only.)

where K(ai)xi is a ion associated to an ai, and 1 fills the holes.
While the first approach can be lifted to a commutative monoid if we use the merge

operation, the latter cannot be interpreted in a commutative way directly. In this sense
discrete bigraphs are more general than heaps of the form above (as used in [23, 21]).
We believe we can extend the result of [16], viz. the encoding of Context Tree Logics
on unidentified nodes into PGL, to Discrete Bigraphs Logics, so as to model the entire
Context Tree Logic of [5], including identifiers. Thus, this logic can also be used to
reason about programs in tree-shaped memory models.

4.3 XML Contexts with Links

In order to model sharing of names between resources and treat structures with point-
ers, we have to extend the logic of discrete bigraph with a notion of sharing. The
sharing is obtained in bigraphs through links between names of resources. In our case,
we have encoded identifiers as tag names and IDREFs as pointers to names in the same
document. In [16] we have introduced a logic for general bigraphs as a composition
of a link graph logic and a place graph spatial logic. Such a combination is very ex-
pressive, and induces a hiding operator for local/private/hidden names. For the present
application to XML this is only needed for the encoding of value attributes. On the
other hand, we require a notion of separating conjunction with sharing, in order to
express properties like: “The author of paper X has a relationship with the author of
paper Y.” In fact, this property expresses separation on resources (different authors of
different papers), but sharing on linked names. Such operator is explicitly introduced
in [16] by using the tensor product of Bilogic, the renaming function and the freshness
operator of nominal logics. The main idea is that a link between names can be seen
as a separation between separated names that are then linked by means of substitution.
In [14, 8] a notion of link similar to this is hidden in the model because the ambient-like
operation shares names by default (which may be the main reason for undecidability
of logics with abstract names).
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5 Conclusions

In the paper we have sketched the application of Bilogic to describe and reason about
XML data. This is however not the main reason why Bilogic and bigraphs are interest-
ing for XML and other global resources in general. Bigraphs were introduced basically
to model dynamic concurrent systems (cf. [18]), where they are used as a contextual
way to specificy reaction rules. We believe that Bilogic, inheriting the flexibility and
universality of such model, will help creating a general logic framework uniformly ap-
plicable to several actual calculi. The study of the case of XML was initiated here, and
in the future we plan to extending to more sophisticated semistructured data models.

Acknowledgment We would like to thank Philippe Bidinger, Robin Milner and Peter
O’Hearn for useful discussions. A special thank to Carlo Sartiani.
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Abstract

We analyze the multi-party contract-signing protocols
of Garay and MacKenzie (GM) and of Baum and Waid-
ner (BW). We use a finite-state tool, MOCHA, which al-
lows specification of protocol properties in a branching-
time temporal logic with game semantics. While our analy-
sis does not reveal any errors in the BW protocol, in the GM
protocol we discover serious problems with fairness for four
signers and an oversight regarding abuse-freeness for three
signers. We propose a complete revision of the GM subpro-
tocols in order to restore fairness.

1. Introduction

The problem of digitally signing a contract over a net-
work is more complicated than signing a contract by “pen
and paper”. The problem arises because of an inherent
asymmetry: no signer wants to be the first one to sign the
contract because another signer could refuse to do so after
having obtained the first signer’s contract.

A simple solution consists in using a trusted party (� )
as an intermediary. Signers send their respective contracts
to � , which first collects the contracts and then distributes
them among the signers. An intermediary is known to be
necessary [10]. However, because of the communication
and computation bottleneck at � , this solution is inefficient.
Other solutions include randomized protocols as well as
protocols based on gradual information exchange. More re-
cently, the so-called optimistic approach was introduced in
[2, 5]. The idea is that � intervenes only when a problem
arises, e.g., a signer is trying to cheat or a network failure

� Partially supported by the ONR CIP/SW URI “Software Quality and
Infrastructure Protection for Diffuse Computing” through ONR Grant
N00014-01-1-0795 and by the NSF Grant CCR-0098096 and the EU
Global Computing project “MIKADO”.� This research was carried out while the author stayed at University of
Pennsylvania funded by the “Communauté Française de Belgique”.� Partially supported by the ONR CIP/SW URI “Software Quality and
Infrastructure Protection for Diffuse Computing” through ONR Grant
N00014-01-1-0795 and by the NSF Grant CCR-0098096.

occurs at a crucial moment during the protocol. Such pro-
tocols generally consist of a main protocol and one or sev-
eral subprotocols, each with a fixed number of messages.
The main protocol is executed by the signers in order to ex-
change their signatures. The subprotocols are used to con-
tact � in order to force a successful outcome or to abort the
protocol.

A contract-signing protocol should respect several de-
sirable properties. The first property is fairness. Intuitively,
a contract-signing protocol is fair if at the end of the pro-
tocol either each signer obtains all the other signers’ con-
tracts or no signer gets any valuable information. A sec-
ond property, timeliness, ensures that signer has some re-
course to prevent endless waiting. Both fairness and time-
liness are standard properties that are also important in fair
exchange, certified e-mail and fair non-repudiation proto-
cols. A property that is specific to contract signing, abuse-
freeness, was introduced in [11]. A protocol is abuse-free
if no signer � is able to prove to an external observer that� has the power to choose between successfully concluding
the protocol and aborting the protocol. A protocol that is not
abuse-free gives an undesirable advantage to one signer, say
Alice, who has the power to decide the outcome of the pro-
tocol and can prove this to an external observer. If, for in-
stance, Alice wants to sell a house to Charlie, she could ini-
tiate a contract with Bob just to force Charlie to increase his
offer.

There have been several applications of formal methods
to contract signing, so far only for the special case of two
signers. The finite model-checker Mur � is used in [16] to
analyze two contract-signing protocols, discover subtle er-
rors and suggest corrections. In [6] inductive methods are
used to reason about contract-signing protocols specified
in the multiset-rewriting framework, MSR. Protocol prop-
erties are expressed in terms of strategies, which provide a
natural framework for the analysis. In [15] the finite model-
checker MOCHA is used to analyze two contract-signing
protocols. The advantage of using MOCHA rather than
Mur � is that MOCHA allows to specify protocol proper-
ties in ATL, a temporal logic with game semantics, which in
turn allows reasoning about strategies. In [13] the finite state
tool SHVT is used to analyze several variants of the Zhou-



Gollmann non-repudiation protocols (non-repudiation pro-
tocols are closely related to contract signing protocols). Pro-
tocols are modeled using asynchronous product automata
and properties are basically invariants. They show unknown
attacks which can occur in a realistic implementation of the
protocol. The most recent work on contract signing [8] in-
troduces the notion of an optimistic signer, i.e., a signer that
prefers to wait for “some time” for messages from the other
signers before contacting the trusted party. The main theo-
rem of [8] is that, independently of a specific protocol, if
any of the signers is optimistic, then the other signer will at
some point of the protocol have the power to decide the out-
come.

All the efforts just described consider only two-party
protocols. In this paper we analyze multi-party contract-
signing protocols [4, 12]. The protocol goal in that case is
that each signer sends its signature on a previously agreed
upon contract text to all other signers and that each signer
receives all other signers’ signatures on this contract. In
a multi-party framework, fairness, timeliness, and abuse-
freeness should hold against any coalition of dishonest par-
ties. Unlike in the two-party case, the complexity level of
the multi-party protocols, especially [12], is such that a tool,
e.g., a model-checker, is indispensable in the analysis. This
partly comes about from an important difference between
the two-party and the multi-party case, namely, in the multi-
party case � has to be able to overturn its previous abort de-
cisions [11]. As our analysis shows, this feature is partic-
ularly difficult to design correctly. We have discovered an
essential obstacle in the GM protocol [12], which appears
not to be removable without completely changing the sub-
protocols for � and which leads to the failure of fairness in
the case of four signers. We present this attack in detail in
the paper and propose a corrected version of the GM pro-
tocol, which has been validated by MOCHA. MOCHA did
not find any problems with fairness in the BW protocol [4]
nor in the original GM protocol with only three signers. In
the latter case, MOCHA did find an amusing problem with
abuse-freeness, but this problem is easily corrected. We be-
lieve that the main reason for robustness of the BW protocol
is that overturning the aborts decisions has been designed
correctly. We will discuss the BW protocol only briefly be-
cause of the lack of space. Note that the choice of using
MOCHA rather than another model-checker was mainly in-
fluenced by the facts that we were familiar with the tool
and that ATL provides an elegant way of modeling proper-
ties, in particular abuse-freeness. We suppose that similar
results can be obtained using other model-checkers. A pre-
liminary announcement of these results has been made in
Workshop on Issues in the Theory of Security [7].

Outline of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In section 2, we describe the BW and the GM pro-
tocols. In section 3, we present briefly the finite-state tool,

MOCHA, the temporal logic ATL and its game semantics.
Modeling of the protocols and protocol assumptions in the
game semantics along with the modeling of fairness in ATL
is briefly discussed. In section 4, we report on our analy-
sis of the BW and GM protocols using MOCHA, present the
fairness attack on four signers in detail and propose a cor-
rected version version of the protocol. We discuss briefly
how to restore fairness and present the anomaly with re-
spect to abuse-freeness for three signers. In order to detect
this anomaly, we had to model optimistic signers and dis-
cuss this issue. We summarize our results and discuss direc-
tions for future work in section 5.
Acknowledgments. We thank Rajeev Alur, Iliano
Cervesato, Juan Garay, Philip MacKenzie, Carl Gunter,
Joshua Guttman, F. Javier Thayer Fabrega, Catherine
Meadows, Dusko Pavlovic and Paul Syverson for in-
teresting and helpful discussions. We would also like
to thank the anonymous referees for their useful com-
ments.

2. Protocol description

In this section we describe the multi-party contract-
signing protocols proposed Garay and MacKenzie in [12]
and briefly discuss the protocol proposed by Baum and
Waidner in [4]. Unlike two-party protocols, which generally
have similar structures, the two multi-party protocols de-
scribed below have fundamentally different structures. For
this section and for the rest of the paper, we shall assume
that each protocol participant has a private signing key and a
corresponding public verification key. Each participant shall
be identified with this private/public key pair, and if we say
that “A can . . . ”, we shall mean anyone that possesses the
private key of � .

2.1. GM multi-party contract-signing protocol

The protocol allows   (  ¡ ¢ ) participants, say£¥¤J¦¨§©§¨§¨¦©£<ª
, to exchange signatures with the help of a

trusted party � on a preagreed contract text « .
£{¬

is said
to have a contract if it has everybody’s signature on the
text « . The order of the participants

£¥¤J¦¨§¨§©§¨¦©£<ª
, hence-

forth referred to as signers, and the identity of � are
also agreed upon before the protocol begins. The prea-
greed contract text « contains an identifier that uniquely
identifies each protocol instance. In [12], the com-
munication amongst the participants is assumed to be
over a network channel in control of a “Dolev-Yao in-
truder”, while the communication between the participants
and the trusted party is assumed to be over a private chan-
nel.

The protocol uses zero-knowledge cryptographic prim-
itives, private contract signatures, that were first intro-



duced in [11]. The private contract signature of  for ®
on text ¯ with respect to a trusted party ° , denoted as±8²8³:´!µ ¯·¶¨®¸¶¹°~º has the following properties:
a)
±8²8³:´!µ ¯·¶¨®¸¶¹°~º can be created by  .

b)
±8²8³»´7µ ¯�¶©®¸¶¹°~º can be faked by ® . Only  , ® and °

can tell difference between
±8²8³

and its simulation.
c)
±8²8³:´!µ ¯·¶¨®A¶¼°~º can be converted into a conventional

universally-verifiable digital signature,
³ ´ µ ¯½º , by both 

and ° . Only  and ° can do this conversion.
The protocol itself consists of three subprotocols: main,

abort, and recovery subprotocols. Usually signers try to
achieve the exchange by executing the main subprotocol.
They contact ° using one of the other two subprotocols
when they think something is amiss. Once a signer contacts° , it no longer takes part in the main subprotocol. ° re-
sponds to a request with either an abort token or a signed
contract. The decision whether to reply with an abort to-
ken or with a signed contract is based on a database main-
tained by ° , which stores all the relevant information of
the requests and its responses. Once ° sends back a signed
contract, it always replies with the signed contract. As dis-
cussed below, a decision to abort may, however, be over-
turned in order to maintain fairness. We discuss the subpro-
tocols in some detail.
Main protocol. The main protocol for ¾ signers is divided
into ¾ -levels, that can be described recursively. For each
level of recursion, a different “strength” of promise is used.
The strength of a promise is denoted by an integer “level”,
and an “i-level promise from signer A to signer B on a mes-
sage m” is implemented using

±8²8³
:
±8²8³»´7µ¿µ ¯·¶¼À©º¼¶©®¸¶¹°~º .

In level À , signers
±<Á

through
±¥Â

exchange À -level
promises to sign the contract. The À -level protocol
is triggered when

±{Á
receives Ã -level promises from±<Á]Ä#Â ¶¨Å¨Å©ÅJ¶ ±{Æ . After receiving these promises,

±{Á
sends

out its Ã level promise to signers
± Á&Ç�Â ¶¨Å©Å¨Å¨¶ ± Â and waits

for À7ÈÉÃ level to finish. At the end of the À7ÈiÃ level,
± Â

,
. . .
± Á&Ç�Â

have exchanged ÀwÈÊÃ level promises and
± Á

re-
ceives a ÀoÈËÃ level promise from each of the signers± Â ¶¨Å¨Å©Å¨¶ ± Á&Ç�Â . Now

± Á Å¨Å¨Å©¶ ± Â exchange À level promises,
and close the higher levels.

In order to close level Ì where ÌÎÍÏÀ , ± Á sends anµ Ì8ÈÐÃaº -level promise to
±<Ñ

and waits for Ì -level promises
from signers

± Á]Ä#Â ¶¨Å©Å¨Å¨¶ ±<Ñ . After receiving these promises,± Á
indicates its willingness to close the level Ì to signers± Â ¶¨Å¨Å©Å¨¶ ± Á&Ç�Â by sending them its Ì -level promise, and in re-

turn waits for Ì -level promises from them. Upon receiving
these,

±{Á
sends its Ì -level promises to

±<Á]Ä#Â ¶¨Å©Å¨Å¨¶ ± Ñ com-
pleting its obligation in the Ì -level protocol.

±<Á
then pro-

ceeds to complete ÌpÒtÃ level.
Once the ¾ -levels are completed, each signer has a ¾ -

level promise from everybody else, and the contract ex-
change is ready to begin. In this exchange, each signer
also sends a ¾6ÒÓÃ -level promise to everybody along with

its signature on the preagreed text. In order to complete
the exchange, signer

±{Á
waits for the contract and ¾ÔÒÉÃ -

level promises from
± Æ ¶©Å¨Å¨Å¨¶ ± ÁÕÄ#Â . Upon receiving these,± Á

sends its signature and ¾tÒÖÃ -level promises to every-
body, and waits for the signatures and ¾×Ò6Ã -level promises
from

± Á&Ç�Â ¶¨Å¨Å©ÅJ¶ ± Â . Once these are received, the protocol
ends for

± Á
, and

± Á
has the contract.

If some expected messages are not received,
± Á

may ei-
ther quit the protocol or contact ° .

± Á
may simply quit the

protocol if it has not sent any promises or contact ° if it has
sent some promises. It may contact ° with a request to abort
if it has not received any promise from some signer. It may
request ° to recover the protocol if it has a promise from ev-
ery other signer. A detailed description of the main protocol
is given in table 1.

In order to illustrate the main protocol consider an in-
stance of the protocol with three signers: Alice, Bob and
Carol playing the roles of

±»Ø
,
±:Ù

and
± Â

respectively. For
lack of space, we just illustrate the role of Alice. Alice starts
the protocol by sending level Ã promises to Bob and Carol,
and waits for level Ú promises from Bob and Carol. If Al-
ice does not receive them, then Alice may contact ° with
a request to abort the exchange. If Alice does receive the
promises, then she sends her level Û promises to Bob and
Carol, and waits for their level Û promises in return. If Al-
ice does not receive these promises then she contact ° with
a recovery request. Otherwise, she sends her signature on
the preagreed text along with level Ü promises to Bob and
Carol, and waits for their signatures. The protocol finishes
for her when she receives the contract. Otherwise, she may
launch the recovery subprotocol and contact ° .
Abort protocol. ° maintains two sets,

³:Ý
and Þ Ý , that

are used by ° to make decisions when a signer contacts ° .
These sets are created when ° is contacted for the first time
for ¯ and are initialized to be empty. The set

³»Ý
contains

the indices of all signers that have contacted ° and received
an abort token from ° in response. The intuitive meaning of
the set Þ Ý is not clearly stated in [12], but it contains some
additional information that ° uses in deciding when to over-
turn an abort decision that ° has taken before.

The details of the abort protocol are given in table 2.
Mainly, if ° is contacted with a request to abort, then °
checks its database. If this is the first request or if the proto-
col has not already been recovered, ° sends back an abort
token and updates the sets

³ Ý
and Þ Ý . If the protocol has

already been successfully recovered, ° sends back a signed
contract.
Recovery protocol. The details of the recovery protocol
are given in table 3. For

±<Á
to recover, it sends the message³:ßáàâµâãä±8²8³:ßæåçµâµ ¯�¶©èçéêº¹¶ ±{Á ¶¹°~º¹ë éEìáí ÂKîðïðïðï Æcñóò í Áóñ ¶ ³:ßcà¿µâµ ¯�¶çÃaº¿ºâº ,

whereô
if õÉÍöÀ , èçé is the maximum level of a promise re-
ceived from

± é on ¯ ,



Table 1 GM multi-party contract-signing protocol—Main
Wait for all higher recursive levels to start

1. ÷:ø¥ùt÷<ú : ÷üûüý<þ¨ÿ����������
	�� ÷<ú����	�������������	
If ÷<ú does not receive 1-level promises from ÷�������� ÷<ú�� � in a timely manner, ÷<ú simply quits.

Start recursive level i

2. ÷<ú>ùÔ÷:ø : ÷üûüý þ"! �#�������
	�� ÷:ø$�%��	&�'� �����(�
	
Wait for recursive level i-1 to finish

3. ÷:ø¥ùt÷<ú : ÷üûüý þ ÿ���������&)*�
	�� ÷<ú+�,��	&���-���.�(�
	
If ÷<ú does not receive (i-1)-level promises from ÷<ú,/0������� ÷ � in a timely manner, ÷<ú aborts.

Send i-level promises to all lower-numbered signers

4. ÷<ú>ùÔ÷:ø : ÷üûüý<þ"!��#�����,��	�� ÷:ø$�,��	&���-���.�(�
	
Finish recursive level i when i-level promises are received

5. ÷:ø¥ùt÷<ú : ÷üûüý<þ ÿ ���������	�� ÷<ú��%��	1���-�2�.�3�
	
If ÷<ú does not receive i-level promises from ÷<ú,/0������� ÷ � in a timely manner, ÷<ú recovers.

Complete all higher recursive levels

For 4652�&78� to � , ÷<ú does the following:

6.1. ÷<ú>ùt÷-9 : ÷üûüý þ:! �������4;)8�
	�� ÷-9:���	
6.2. ÷:øüùÔ÷<ú : ÷üûüý<þ:!��������4<	�� ÷:ø$�,��	��'4=�2�;�2�+	
If ÷<ú does not receive a-level promises from ÷ 9 ����� ÷<ú�� � in a timely manner, ÷<ú recovers.

6.3. ÷<ú>ùt÷:ø : ÷üûüý<þ ! �������4<	�� ÷:ø$�,��	��'�-�2�.�3�
	
6.4. ÷:øüùÔ÷<ú : ÷üûüý<þ:!��������4<	�� ÷:ø$�,��	��'�-�2�.�3�
	
If ÷<ú does not receive a-level promises from ÷<ú/>�&����� ÷ � in a timely manner, ÷<ú recovers.

6.5. ÷<ú>ùt÷:ø : ÷üûüý<þ:!��������4<	�� ÷:ø$�,��	��'4=�2�;�2�+	
Wait for signatures and (n+1)-level promises from higher-numbered signers

7. ÷:ø¥ùt÷<ú : ÷üûüý<þ¨ÿ���������?7*�
	�� ÷<ú��,�.	�� ý<þ¨ÿ:���2���
	&�'�2�2���2��	
If ÷<ú does not receive signatures and (n+1)-level promises from ÷�������� ÷<ú�� � in a timely manner, ÷<ú recovers.

Send signatures and (n+1)-level promises to signers

8. ÷<ú>ùÔ÷:ø : ÷üûüý<þ ! �#�����,�?7*�
	�� ÷:ø��,��	�� ý»þ ! �������
	>���.@52��	
Wait for signatures from lower-numbered signers

9. ÷:ø¥ùt÷<ú : ÷üûüý þ ÿ���������?7*�
	�� ÷<ú��,�.	�� ý þ ÿ:���2���
	&�'� �����(�
	
If ÷<ú does not receive signatures and (n+1)-level promises from ÷<ú/>������� ÷ � in a timely manner, ÷<ú recovers.

A if B2CED , FHG is the maximum level of promises received
from all signers I G�J , with BHKLCMD , i.e., the min-max
of the level of promises from signers with lower in-
dex. (E.g., if the maximum level of the promises re-
ceived by I0N from I0O and I>P was 6, and the maximum
level received by I>N from IRQ was 5, then it would send
the 5-level promises for I Q , I P and I O .)

If S is contacted with a request to recover, then S checks
its database. If this is the first request for T or if the proto-
col has already been recovered, S replies with a signed con-
tract which it obtains by converting the promises into con-
ventional digital signatures. Otherwise, if the protocol has
already been aborted, S must decide whether to maintain
the abort or to overturn it. Overturning of the abort is neces-
sary in order to maintain fairness. Indeed, consider the sce-
nario in which a dishonest I U&VWQ contacts S with an abort
request, receives an abort token and dishonestly continues
the protocol. After the X -levels are completed, I U sends its
signature to others and waits for signatures from other sign-

ers. If I U&VWQ does not send back its signature, then I U will
be forced to contact S with a request to recover. Now, S
must overturn its previous abort, otherwise I U will not re-
ceive the signature of I�U&VYQ . The decision whether to over-
turn is based on the contents of the sets Z>[ and \ [ , as de-
scribed in table 3.

2.2. BW multi-party contract-signing protocol

The structure of the BW protocol [4] is much simpler
than the protocol discussed in section 2.1. The protocol con-
sists of two subprotocols: main and recovery. Usually sign-
ers try to achieve the exchange by executing the main sub-
protocol. They contact S using the recovery subprotocol
when they think something is amiss. For lack of space, we
discuss the protocol briefly. The detailed description of the
protocol is given in appendix A.

The main protocol is composed of X^]`_ rounds1, and



Table 2 GM multi-party contract-signing protocol—Abort
1. a�b1c T: d0e"f�g�h�i,a�b�i�g�aYjki�l�l�l�i%a�m�n�io$p�qkrks�n

if not tHukv w x$uzy,{�x"g�h2n then

if d>|~}2� , � stores d1� g�d�e"f�g�h�i,a�b�i�g�aYjki�l�l�l�i%a m n�i%o:p�qkrzs�n�n ; d>|~}�d>|��6�+��� ;
if � is larger than the maximum index in d | , T clears � |
2. T c^a�b : d>��g'd0e$�"g'h2i,a>�$i�g�aYjki�l�l�l�i%a m n�i,o$p�qkrks�n�i#d>��g'h2i#d1|�i,o:p�qzrks�n�n

else (tHuzv w x�uky,{�xHg�h2n =true)

3. T c^a�b1�.�+d0e � g�g�h2i#����n#n�� ����� j�� � � ��� m��,� ��b �
where ��� is the level of the promise from a>� that was converted to a universally-verifiable signature in the recovery protocol.

Table 3 GM multi-party contract-signing protocol—Recovery
1. a�b1c T: d0e"f�g#�+aR�Rd�e � g#g'h2i#���
n�i,a�b�i��n#� �z��� j�� � � � m��,� �+b � i,d0e"f�g�g�h2i��
n#n�n

if � ��d | , � ignores the message

else if tHuzv w x�uky,{�xHg�h2n
2. T c^a�b : �+d�e � g�g�h�i,���$n#n�� ����� j�� � � � m��� ��b �
where ��� is the level of the promise from a>� that was converted to a universally-verifiable signature.

else if d>|~}2�
tHuzv w x�uky,{�x�g�h�n :=true

3. T c^a�b : �+d�e � g�g�h�i,���$n#n�� ����� j�� � � � m��� ��b �
else (tHuzv w x�uky,{�xHg�h2n =false ��d |��}�� )

a. if � ���� | , then

(i) if for any  R��d | there is a ¡.��d | such that ¡�¢���£
d1|���}2d1|��=�+�+�
let o be the maximum value in d>|
if o=¢2� then ¤H¡ , such that �H�R}�o;¥8�-¦>��|~��}2��|��=�+¡"�
else � | ��}��

4.1.1. T c^a�b : d>��g'd0e � g'h2i,a>�$i�g�aYjki�l�l�l�i%a m n�i,o$p�qkrks�n�i#d>� g'h2id1|�i,o:p�qzrks�n�n
where d1�-g�d�e � g�h�i,a>�:i�g�aYjki�l�l�l�ia�m<n�io$p�qkrks�n#n corresponds to the stored abort token

(ii) else
t�ukv w x�uky,{�x"g'h�n :=true
4.1.2. T c§a�b : �+d0e � g#g'h2i#����n#n#� �z��� j�� � � � m��,� ��b �

b. else (������| )

let o be the maximum value in d>|
(i) if g�¤H¡ , such that � ¨2¡.©2o;¦0���ª¨2o<n��=g�¤H¡�¨��&¦1�H�R«�o�n

t�ukv w x�uky,{�x"g'h�n :=true
4.2.1. T c§a�b : �+d0e � g#g'h2i#����n#n#� �z��� j�� � � � m��,� ��b �

(ii) else
d | ��}2d | �=�+�+�
if o=¢2� then ¤H¡�i%���ª}2o;¥*�W¦>� | ��}2� | ���+¡��
if o6}�� then ��|���}��

4.2.2. T c^a�b : d � g'd e �"g'h2i,a>�$i�g�aYjki�l�l�l�i%a m n�i,o$p�qkrks�n�i#d � g'h2id1|�i,o:p�qzrks�n�n
where d1�-g�d�e$�:g�h�i,a>�:i�g�aYjki�l�l�l�ia m n�io$p�qkrks�n#n corresponds to the stored abort token



is symmetric for each signer. In round ¬ , a signer sends
an ¬ -level promise to other signers. The ¬ -level promise is
implemented using a universally-verifiable digital signature
and includes all the promises received until round ¬®°¯ .
Note that these promises are based on universally verifiable
signatures and that the protocol does not intend to provide
abuse-freeness. The ±*²�¯ level promises from everybody is
considered to be the signed contract. If any expected mes-
sage is not received, a signer can launch the recovery pro-
tocol. Once the the signer launches recovery protocol, it is
not allowed to continue the main subprotocol.

Once ³ is contacted by a signer, ³ responds with an
abort token or a signed contract. ³ maintains a database of
past requests and responses, and decides its future responses
based upon this database. If the first request from any signer
to ³ is in the first round, then ³ sends back an abort token.
If the first request from any signer to ³ is in later rounds,
then ³ sends back a signed contract. If ³ ever sends back
a signed contract, it always sends back the signed contract.
The abort decision may however be overturned. ³ overturns
the abort decision if and only if ³ can conclude from the re-
covery request that all the signers that contacted ³ in the
past dishonestly continued the main protocol after launch-
ing the recovery protocol. ³ concludes that a signer, say ´ µ ,
who contacted ³ in round ¶ has dishonestly continued the
protocol if some other signer presents ³ with a ¶2²·¯ level
promise from ´ µ . We believe that the design of this deci-
sion contributes to the robustness of the protocol.

3. Model

ATS, ATL and MOCHA. The desired properties of contract
signing are easily described using games, and hence we
chose a game-variant of Kripke structures, alternating tran-
sition systems (ATS) [1], to model the protocols. An ATS is
composed of a set of players ¸ , a set of states ¹ that repre-
sents all possible game configurations, a set ¹�º¼»½¹ of ini-
tial states, a finite set of propositions ¾ , a labeling function¿EÀ ¹ÂÁÄÃ�Å that labels states with propositions, and a game
transition function Æ À ¹ÈÇÉ¸ÊÁËÃ�ÌHÍ . For a player Î and a
state Ï , Æ�Ð�ÏHÑ$Î&Ò is the set of choices that Î can make in the
state Ï . A choice is a set of possible next states. One step of
the game at a state Ï is played as follows : each player Î2ÓÔ¸
makes its choice and the next state of the game Ï
Õ is the in-
tersection (required to be a singleton) of the choices made
by all the players of ¸ , i.e., Ö�Ï
Õ+×¼Ø½Ù-Ú�Û"Ü�Æ�Ð�ÏHÑ:Î&Ò . A compu-
tation is an infinite sequence Ý·ØÞÏ�º<Ï"ß�à:à$à$Ïká6à$à$à of states
obtained by starting the game in Ï�º , where Ï�º¼ÓÔ¹�º .

In order to reason about ATS, we use alternating-time
temporal logic (ATL) [1]. For a given set of players â½»ã¸ ,

1 Actually, the protocol has äHå.æ rounds, where ä is the maximum num-
ber of dishonest signers. In our analysis however we assume the worst
possible case for an honest signer, namely that ä is ç®èêé .

a set of computations ë , and a state Ï , consider the follow-
ing game between a protagonist and an antagonist starting
in Ï . At each step, to determine the next state, the protago-
nist selects the choices controlled by the players in the set
â , while the antagonist selects the remaining choices. If the
resulting infinite computation belongs to the set ë , then the
protagonist wins. If the protagonist has a winning strategy,
we say that the ATL formula ì ì�â6í íë is satisfied in state Ï .
Here, ì ì�â=í í is a path quantifier, parameterized by the set â of
players, which ranges over all computations that the players
in â can force the game into, irrespective of how the play-
ers in ¸^î=â proceed. The set ë is defined using temporal
logic formulas. For those familiar with branching time tem-
poral logics, the parameterized path quantifier ì ì�â6í í can be
seen as a generalization of the CTL path quantifiers: the ex-
istential path quantifier ï corresponds to ì ìz¸;í í and the uni-
versal path quantifier ð corresponds to ì ì�ñ�í í .

We now illustrate the expressive power of ATL allowing
to model both cooperative and adversarial behavior amongst
the players. Consider the set of players ¸òØóÖ�ÎôÑ$õ�Ñ:ö$× and
the following formulas with their verbal reading:
÷ ì ì�Î�í í#ø®ù , player Î has a strategy against players õ and ö

to eventually reach a state where proposition ù is true;
÷§ú ì ì�õ�Ñ:ö$í ízûüù , the coalition of players õ and ö does not

have a strategy against Î to make ù true forever;
÷ ì ì�ÎôÑ$õ$í í Ð%ù2ý ú ì ì�ö$í ízûüù-Ò , Î and õ can cooperate so that

the next state satisfies ù and from there ö does not have
a strategy to impose ù forever.

The details of ATS and ATL can be found in [1]. Instead of
modeling protocols directly with ATS we use a more user-
oriented notation: a guarded command language a la Dijk-
stra. The details about the syntax and semantics of this lan-
guage (given in terms of ATS) can be found in [14]. Intu-
itively, each player Î�Ó�¸ disposes of a set of guarded com-
mands of the form þôÿ���� ��� Á ÿ�� � ���
	 � . A computation-step
is defined as follows: each player Î8Ó^¸ chooses one of its
commands whose boolean guard evaluates to true, and the
next state is obtained by taking the conjunction of the ef-
fects of each update part of the commands selected by the
players. Given an ATS described in terms of guarded com-
mands, the finite state tool MOCHA automates the model-
checking of ATL formulae over the specified ATS.
Modeling protocols. Unlike the classical security protocols
aiming at secrecy and authentication, optimistic contract-
signing protocols usually consist of subprotocols that can be
invoked at specified moments. Running a protocol at a time
not foreseen by the designer, may have unexpected side-
effects. This may be used by a signer to gain an advantage
over other signers. We believe that such concurrency issues
are a major source of problems. Therefore, and since the
high number of messages would create a serious state ex-
plosion, we only analyze the structure of the protocols and



concentrate only on single protocol instance. We now dis-
cuss our model in detail.

The protocol instance is modeled as an ATS and each
protocol participant is modeled as a player in the ATS us-
ing the above introduced guarded command language. Be-
sides, the branching aspect, another notable difference with
more classical secrecy and authentication protocols, is that
contract-signing protocols must be secure against malicious
signer, rather than an external intruder. Therrefore, we have
two process for each signer, one describing it’s honest be-
havior and the other the dishonest one. Communication is
modeled using shared variables. Each protocol message is
modeled using a boolean variable, initialized to false and set
to true when it is sent. Sending of a message is modeled us-
ing guarded commands, where the guard depends on pre-
viously sent out messages. When modeling the honest be-
havior of a participant, we ensure that a given message is
sent out only when specified by the protocol. In contrary,
the guards are relaxed in the malicious version of the signer
so that each message can be sent out, as soon as possible,
i.e., as soon as all messages needed to compose the given
message are received. We do not explicitly model any cryp-
tographic primitives, but only the fact that protocol mes-
sages can be sent out of order. Hence, a dishonest signer can
send messages out of order and continue the protocol, even
if it is supposed to stop. We manually decide which mes-
sages must be known in order to send some other message.
Moreover, the communication between any two signers is
assumed to be on private channels and we do not model
the possibility to spy other channel. Please note that in the
original paper, communication between the signers is as-
sumed to be in control of Dolev-Yao intruder. We have used
a weaker attack model than in the original paper. This mod-
eling is sound in the following sense: a scenario that vio-
lates a desirable property in this restricted communication
model also violates the property in the general communica-
tion model. The trusted party is modeled to be always hon-
est.

As an example, consider the short extract of the mod-
eling of the three-party GM protocol depicted in figure 1.
In the extract, the integer variable Pr i j L models the
promises that �� has sent to ��� , and Pr i j L = k means
that �� has sent out up to � -level promises to �� . (For effi-
ciency reasons, we use the logarithmic encoding of a ranged
integer variable, rather than having one boolean variable for
each level of promise). In the extract, the first rule of hon-
est ��� says that ��� may quit the protocol, if it has not con-
tacted the trusted party, and has neither received nor sent
any promises. The corresponding modeling of dishonest be-
havior of ��� states that ��� may quit the protocol at any mo-
ment. The second rule of honest ��� gives the exact condi-
tion when the first level promise has to be sent to ��� . The
corresponding dishonest rule, merely requires that � � has

not quit the protocol before sending the promise.
As we are unable to verify parametric systems with

MOCHA, we simplify our task and verify the protocols only
for a given number � of signers. Due to its complexity, en-
coding a protocol instance has revealed itself to be a time-
consuming and challenging task. To avoid encoding each
instance of the protocol using guarded commands, we have
written a dedicated C++ program for each protocol which
takes the number � of signers as a parameter and gener-
ates the protocol specification. Although our model is re-
stricted with regard to several aspects, the model seems to
be of interest as several unknown anomalies have been re-
vealed.
Modeling properties. We express the desired secu-
rity guarantees using ATL. For lack of space, we con-
centrate on modeling of fairness and discuss modeling of
abuse-freeness in section 4. Consider an instance of the pro-
tocol with � signers, which we denote as � ����������� �� . In
the following, we assume that only one of the sign-
ers, say � � is honest, and the other dishonest signers are
colluding to cheat the honest signer.

A protocol is fair for an honest ��� , if at the end of the
protocol, either ��� receives signed contracts from all the
other signers or it is not possible for any other signer to
obtain � � ’s signed contract. One possible ATL formula for
modeling this says that if any signer receives ��� ’s signed
contract, then � � has a strategy to get the signed contracts
from other signers:

���� ! #"%$'&)(+*-,. #/10+23&.&'&425"�67&)(8*-,9 #/10!0;:< < ">=@? ?#AB #"4=9&C( *'D  #/E0+F3&9&.&>FG">=9&)( *�H  #/10!0!0
(1)

where �� �JI8K7LNMPORQ denotes that player ��� received ��� ’s sig-
nature on the contract text O .

It can of course be argued that ��� having a strategy to re-
ceive the signed contracts is not a sound modeling of fair-
ness: � � may have this strategy but if it is ignorant or if it
mistakenly does not follow this strategy, then the protocol
may end in an unfair state. Therefore one could require the
following stronger property: in whatever way � � resolves
the remaining choices specified by the protocol, � � receives
all the signed contract.

���� ! #" $ &)( *-,  #/10+23&.&'&425" 6 &)( *-,  #/10!0;:�SAB #" = &)(8*9D- #/10�FT&'&'&4FU" = &)(+* H  #/E0!0!0
(2)

In the same vein, a third formulation only requires that there
exists a path where � � receives the signed contracts.

���� ! #" $ &)( *-,  #/10+23&.&'&425" 6 &)( *-,  #/10!0;:V�AB #">=9&)( *9D  #/10�FT&'&'&4FU">=W&)( *�H  #/E0!0!0
(3)

Formula (2) implies formula (1), which in turn implies for-
mula (3). We concentrate on the last, weakest version of
fairness. As we show that fairness is violated even in this
weakest version, the other stronger versions are also vio-
lated. Now, we are ready to discuss our analysis.



Extract of honest modeling of X�Y for the three-party GM protocol:

[] ˜P1_stop & ˜P1_contacted_T & Pr_1_3_L=0 & Pr_1_2_L=0 & ˜( Pr_3_1_L>0 & Pr_2_1_L>0 )
-> P1_stop’:=true

[] ˜P1_stop & ˜P1_contacted_T & Pr_1_3_L=0 & Pr_1_2_L=0 & Pr_2_1_L>0 & Pr_3_1_L>0
-> Pr_1_2_L’:=1

The corresponding actions of a dishonest modeling:

[] ˜P1_stop -> P1_stop’:=true
[] ˜P1_stop & Pr_1_2_L<1 -> Pr_1_2_L’:=1

Figure 1: Extract of the three-party GM protocol modeling

4. Analysis

We have verified the BW protocol with two and up to
five signers, but the model-checker MOCHA did not find
any flaw. Due to lack of space we do not go into the de-
tails of our analysis of the BW protocol. However, the de-
sign of the BW protocol is much simpler than the GM pro-
tocol and the decision to overturn an abort is based on the
following argument: Z overturns only if it can infer that no
previous abort reply has been sent to a potentially honest
principal. This seems to ensure the robustness of the proto-
col. Note that we only analyzed the structure of the proto-
col. Hence, our results only prove that the protocol is cor-
rect in the given model. Nevertheless, we believe that the
protocol would also be correct in a more general model as
all messages are signed and a unique contract identifier is
used.

We now report in more detail on our the analysis of
the GM contract-signing protocol. The protocol has sev-
eral peculiarities. The most notable one is that the protocol
changes with the number of signers, e.g., the protocol spec-
ification of X�Y differs when the value of [ changes. The
number of protocol messages increases considerably with
the number of signers. For instance, if we have []\]^ , the
main protocol has _a` messages and there are b.c different
recovery requests. When [d\dc , the corresponding num-
bers are c�b and ^ae . Moreover, the protocol is not symmet-
ric for the signers: the protocol specification for Xf is dif-
ferent from that for X�g , for all hji\lk . For instance, when
[m\Rc , X Y can launch b.n different recovery requests and X�o
only _ .

As mentioned in section 3, we have written a dedicated
C++ program that takes the number of signers, [ , as a pa-
rameter and generates the protocol specification. Our analy-
sis revealed problems with fairness, when [ is c . Although,
we did not discover any fairness problems when [p\q^ , we
did find an amusing problem with abuse-freeness. We did
not discover any problems with timeliness in the protocol.
All these anomalies are novel and the protocol was believed
to be secure since it was first published. We discuss our re-
sults in detail. The sources codes of our analysis of both
protocols are also available at the following website http:
//www.ulb.ac.be/di/scsi/skremer/MPCS/.

Fairness. We did not discover any problems with fairness
when [p\q^ . The formulas representing fairness for X Y , X�r
and X8s , introduced in section 3, are validated by MOCHA.
However, as we use a restricted model and consider sin-
gle runs, we can only conclude that the protocol does not
present any structural weakness for [R\R^ . Indeed, if we re-
lax the assumption of the private channels, the anomaly pre-
sented by Shmatikov and Mitchell in [16] on the two-party
GJM protocol can be adapted to the multi-party version. In
this scenario, a malicious signer eavesdrops on the channel
between the honest signer and Z , and succeeds in compro-
mising fairness. With our present modeling, we do not find
such flaws, as this requires to eavesdrop channels and to
decompose messages. The fix proposed by Shmatikov and
Mitchell applies to the multi-party protocol too. However,
we should emphasize that the authors of the GM protocol
require the channels to Z to be private and hence this sce-
nario does not represent a valid attack on the protocol.

We discovered several scenarios that compromised fair-
ness when [t\tc . The first scenario was discovered by
hand, when we found an error in the proof of correctness
given in the original paper [12]. A detailed analysis us-
ing MOCHA detected seven other scenarios. An analysis of
these revealed that the proof also did not cover a case. In
each scenario, an honest signer is cheated by the coalition
of three malicious signers. These scenarios follow the gen-
eral outline:

1. A dishonest signer contacts the trusted party, Z , at the
beginning of the protocol, gets an abort token, and dis-
honestly continues participating in the main protocol.

2. A second dishonest signer tries to recover at some later
point. It does not succeed, but manages to put the hon-
est signer in the list u�v . It dishonestly continues the
main protocol.

3. The honest signer is forced to recover, but is not suc-
cessful in getting the abort decision overturned since it
is in the list u v .

4. The third dishonest signer contacts Z and manages to
overturn the decision. Hence, while the honest signer
does not get any signed contract, the honest signer’s
contract is obtained.



For lack of space, we just describe one of these scenarios
in detail. In this scenario, w�x , w�y and w�z collude to cheat
w8{ . The scenario proceeds as follows:
| At the beginning of the protocol, w�y aborts the proto-

col and } updates ~8��������� . However, unlike speci-
fied by the protocol, dishonest w y continues the main
protocol execution.| As soon as w�x receives the second level promise fromw8{ , it asks } to recover by sending�+�-�9���@�����+�'���!�#���W�����
�>�9���U���������8�'���!�#�E�W�������4�W�
�5�������� �9� �!�#�E�9������� � �
�5�����'� �-� �!�#���@���!�!���
} refuses this request, answers with an abort message
and updates ~8� ����¡�¢W�8� and £�� ����¤�� . As w8y did
before, w x also continues the protocol.| The main protocol is executed normally until signerw8{ reaches point ¥8¦ ¤ . (see table 1) of the protocol with§ �©¨ . At that point w { has sent out the set of mes-
sage ������� �'� �!�#�E�9�����
� � �
�5��������� �'� �!�#�E�W������� � �
�5��������+�'���!�#���@��������ª'�
�5���
�����8�9�-�!�#�E�W«������>�W���5��������+�'���!�#���@«�������ª'�
�5���
�����8�9�-�!�#�E�W«������¬����5���
and has received the set of messages�������8�'�-�!�#���W�����
�%®.���U���¯�����8�9�-�!�#�E�9�������%®.�
�5�������� �-� �!�#���W�����
� ® ���U���¯����� ��� �!�#�E�W������� ® �
�5��������+�'���!�#���W«����
�%®.���U���¯�����8���.�!�#�E�W«������%®.�
�5�����
w { is at position 6.2. with § �p¨ and is waiting for ¨ -

level promises from w y and w z . w y and w z do not reply
and w { is forced to send the following recovery request
to } .�+�'�����@�����+�'���!�#���W«����
�%®.���U���������8�'���!�#�E�W«�������®'�
�5�������� �9� �!�#�E�9������� ® �
�5�����'� �'� �!�#���@���!�!���
w { is in £�� , the tests in the protocol description (see

table 3) indicate that } refuses the request, updates
~8�°�±��¡�¢W¤+¢W�8� and replies with an abort message. £�
remains unchanged.| w8z launches a resolve request, sending�+�'�����@�����+�-�9�!�#���W«����
�¬����U���������8�'���!�#�E�W«������;¬��
�5��������8�9�-�!�#�E�9«������¬��
�5�����'�+�'���!�#���@���!�!���
This request overturns the previous aborts and violates
fairness as } sends the signed contract back to w z .

We also discovered that the protocol is unfair for signers
w x , w�{ and w y when ²³�´¨ . We did not find any scenario
that violates fairness for w z . This is probably because the
tests indicate that w z cannot be added to £ � , when ²R�j¨ .
Correcting the Garay-MacKenzie Protocol. In order to
restore fairness in the Garay-MacKenzie protocol, we had
to do major revisions in the recovery protocol. We were un-
successful to restore fairness with minor changes, and we

believe that this is because the meaning of the list £� is
not clear in the protocol. The central idea behind the re-
vision is that } , when presented with a recovery request,
overturns its abort decision if and only if } can infer dis-
honesty on the part of each of the signer that contacted } in
the past. This is also the main idea behind the recovery pro-
tocol in [4].

The main protocol remains the same. Major changes
are in the recovery protocol. The recovery messages are
designed so that } can infer the promises that an honest
signer would have sent when it launched the recovery pro-
tocol (note that a signer may have dishonestly sent other
promises). For w�µ to recover, it sends the message

~8¶�·@¸@�-wº¹º~8¶7»N¸@¸#¼½¢�¾N¿�À�¢�wµ�¢�}ÁÀ�� ¿.Â�Ã'x'ÄÆÅÆÅÆÅ ÇÉÈ
Ê-ÃËµ
È ¢�~8¶É·W¸@¸#¼½¢N¡aÀWÀ@À
where ¾ ¿ is computed as following:

1. If w µ runs the resolve protocol in step Ì of the main pro-
tocol (see table 1), then ¾ ¿ �]¡ for Í3ÎRÏ and ¾ ¿ �mÏ-ÐÁ¡
for ÍÁÑjÏ .

2. In step ¥+¦ ¤ of the main protocol, ¾N¿Ò� § Ð±¡ for ¡ÓÑÍÁÔ § ÐÕ¡�¢�Í�Ö�mÏ and ¾ ¿ �]¡ for ÍÁÎ § Ðp¡ .
3. In step ¥+¦ ¨ of the main protocol, ¾N¿×� § ÐÕ¡ for Í3ÑRÏ ,
¾�¿U� § for ÏØÑmÍÁÔ § and ¾�¿U�Ù¡ for Í3Î § .

4. In step Ú of the main protocol, ¾N¿×�m² for all Í .

5. In step Û of the main protocol, ¾ ¿ �½² for all ÍÁÑmÏ and
¾ ¿ �m²ÝÜp¡ for all Í3ÎjÏ .

¾ ¿ may alternately be computed as:
| If Í3ÑRÏ , ¾ ¿ is the maximum level of promises received

from all signers w ¿�Þ , with Í-ß>Ñ±Ï , i.e. the min-max of
the promises from signers with lower index. (For ex-
ample, if the maximum level of the promises received
by w�z from w�y and w { was 6, and the maximum level
received by w8z from w�x was 5, then it would send the
5-level promises for w�x , w { and w�y .)| Let à be the maximum value àCß such that wµ has àCß level
promises from w�¿ for all Ï�Ô½ÍáÔ±àJß . If no such àJß exists
then let à be â . If àã�mâ , then let ¾�¿×�±¡ for all Í3ÎRÏ . If
àäÖ�pâ , then let ¾�¿å�Ùà for all Ï5ÔqÍÓÔæà and ¾N¿º�´¡ for
all ÍÁÎ]à . (E.g., if w { has received level ¡ promise from
w�ç , level Ì and ¡ promises from w8è , level Ì , ¨ and ¡
promises from w�z , and level ¨ , � and ¡ promises from
w�y then ¾�ç��]¡-¢�¾�è��]¡-¢�¾�zº�R¨+¢�¾�y��R¨ .)

} maintains the set ~8� of indices of signers that con-
tacted } in the past and received an abort token. For each
signer w µ in the set ~ � , } also maintains two integer vari-
ables é µ ¸P¼RÀ and à µ ¸P¼RÀ . Intuitively, é µ is the highest level
promise an honest w µ could have sent to any higher indexed
signer before it contacted } . à µ is the highest level promise
an honest wµ could have sent to a lower indexed signer be-
fore it contacted } . The protocols for } works as follows:



ê If ë ever replies with a signed contract for ì , then ë
responds with the contract for any further request.

ê If the first request to ë is a resolve request, then ë
sends back a signed contract.

ê If the first request is an abort request, then ë aborts the
contract. ë may overturn this decision in the future if it
can deduce that all the signers in í�î have behaved dis-
honestly. ë deduces that a signer ï�ð in í8î is dishonest
when contacted by ïñ if

1. ò°óõô and ïñ presents to ë a ö -level promise
from ï ð such that ö3óÙ÷ ð@ø ìRù , or

2. ò°úõô and ï ñ presents to ë a ö -level promise
from ï�ð;ïð such that öÁó±ûCð ø ìRù .

The detailed abort recovery subprotocols are given in ta-
ble 4 and 5 respectively. We analyzed the revised proto-
col for both ü and ý signers and MOCHA did not detect any
errors in the revised protocol. Please note that this should
not be construed as proof of correctness since we are us-
ing a restricted communication model and are modeling a
single run. Nevertheless, we believe that the revised proto-
col would be fair in a more general setting, and for an arbi-
trary number of signers.
Abuse-freeness. We describe the anomaly that we discov-
ered for þ°ÿ³ü signers in the GM protocol. It exploits the
fact that when ë replies with an abort decision, it also signs
the list í î of the signers who have received an abort from
ë . Recall that an optimistic signer [8] is one that prefers to
wait for “some time” before contacting the trusted party.
Following [8], we say that a protocol is abuse-free for a
signer ï ð if the protocol does not provide provable advan-
tage to the remaining signers. A coalition of signers is said
to have provable advantage against ïð at a point in the pro-
tocol if ø ô�ù they have a strategy to abort the contract against
an optimistic ïð , ø ôËô�ù they have a strategy to get optimistic
ï�ð ’s contract, and ø ô�ôËô�ù they can prove to an outside chal-
lenger, Charlie, that ï�ð is participating in the protocol.

Now consider the protocol instance with three signersï�� , ï�� and ï�� . Assume that ï�� is optimistic and ï�� and ï��
are colluding to cheat ï�� . ï�� starts the protocol by send-
ing its level

�
promises to ï � and ï � , and waits for level �

promises from them. ï � on receiving this sends its level 1
promise to ï�� , and then sends an abort request to ë which
aborts the protocol. Now, ï�� has received level

�
promises

from ï � and ï � . Using these first level promises, ï � sends
a recovery request to ë . Note that, in the protocol, ï � is
never allowed to abort and ë would not accept an abort re-
quest from ï�� . ï�� ’s recovery request is refused and ë sends

	�
��	������������������������������ ��!�"���#%$�&('()�"*"
and 	+
�������	�,.-0/213��4653�7#%$8&2'()�"
At this point, we make the following observations:

ê the abort reply contains the set í8î°ÿ:9 �%; ��< and is dif-
ferent from the one ï�� received,

ê if ï�� receives an abort reply from ë , it is always the
answer to a recovery request,

ê a recovery request always includes a promise from
each signer which is verified by ë .

From these remarks, we can conclude that if ï�� shows the
abort reply to Charlie, Charlie will be convinced that ï�� has
started the protocol even though Charlie is unable to verify
the PCS from ï � . In other words, we can say that ë has ver-
ified the PCS for Charlie. At this point ï � and ï � can force
the exchange to abort by simply quitting the protocol: ï �
has no promises from ï � and ï � . ï � and ï � can also force
a successful completion of the contract exchange by sim-
ply (dishonestly) engaging ï�� in the main protocol. Hence
the protocol is not abuse-free for ï�� .

This vulnerability can be addressed by excluding the set
í8î from the abort reply. In this case, the abort messages
from ï�� and ï�� are exactly similar and can be obtained by
ï�� without ï�� ’s participation. Hence, an abort reply does
not prove ï�� ’s participation in the protocol. This rather
amusing scenario illustrates that sometimes additional in-
formation may be harmful. While explicitness is often con-
sidered a good engineering practice (and we do not attempt
to criticize such thumb rules), care should be taken when ap-
plying these principles. In personal communication with the
authors of the protocol, they propose a different fix in let-
ting ï � abort the protocol rather than just quitting.

Abuse-freeness for ï � is naturally expressed in ATL as
follows:

=?>2@ ��ACB�D*EGF+H+��#%$�&('2)�"I)7&�����JK K � � ��� ��L L�M � = � ! BN	 �%O ���P"�Q = � ! BN	 ��� ���P"*"�JK K � � ��� ��L L�M ��� ! BNDR)7&(SUTV��� � BW	 ��X ���Y"�JZ� � BW	 ��X ���Y"*"*""

The boolean variable ë\[2]3^Wþ`_ ø*aIbGc�d6e ù e(c ï�� is set to
e*d6f ^ when ï � receives the abort token. As discussed be-
fore, this serves as a proof of ï � ’s participation. The vari-
ables ï ð [Jí�gih ø ìjù reflect that player ô has received player ò ’s
signature on the contract. More precisely, the formula re-
quires that it is not possible to reach a point where

1. ï � and ï � can prove to Charlie that the protocol was
started by ï � ( ë\[2]3^Wþ`_ ø*aIbGc�d6e ù e(c ï � is true),

2. ï�� and ï�� have a strategy to choose an unsuccess-
ful outcome, i.e., ï�� cannot get some signer’s contract
( j j@ï�� ; ï��lk k8m ø�n ï��i[Pí g O ø ìRù�o n ï���[Pí g � ø ìjùWù is true), and

3. ï � and ï � have a strategy to choose a successful out-
come, i.e., when honest ï � stops, they have obtained
ï�� ’s contract ( j j�ï�� ; ï��Ik k�m ø ï��i[p] e(c�q�r ø ï��([Jí g X ø ìjùs
ï��t[Pí g X ø ìRù@ù is true).



Table 4 Revised GM multi-party contract-signing protocol—Abort
1. uwv�x T: y�z3{�|N}�~�uwv*~*|Nu���~�������~�uw����~��(�*�������

if not ����� � �(�������3|N}�� then

y�����y����Z�R�*� ;

if y � ��� , � stores y��|Nywz3{�|N}�~�uwv7~�|Nu � ~����8��~�uw����~��2�*��������� ;
2. T x uwv : y��w|Wy�z(¡3|W}�~�u�¢(~*|Nu���~8�����8~�u � �7~��(�*��������~ y��w|W}�~ y��£~��2�*���������

else (����� � �G��������|N}�� =true)

3. T x uwv�¤��Ry�z ¡ |�|N}�~ ¥6¢G� ��� ¢8¦l§ �*¨ © © ©ª¨ �t«�¬ §7v «
where ¥6¢ is the level of the promise from u�¢ that was converted to a universally-verifiable signature during the recovery protocol.

Table 5 Revised GM multi-party contract-signing protocol—Recovery
1. uwv�x T: y�z { | �Ru��ywz(¡2| |W}�~ ¥6¢��7~�uwv7~��`� � ¢�¦t§ �*¨ © © © �t«�¬ §Rv « ~�y�z { |�|N}�~�®�� ���

if �¯°y�� , � ignores the message

else if ����� � �G��������|N}��
2. T x uwv : �RywzG¡2|�|N}�~�¥6¢(� ��� ¢8¦l§ �*¨ © © © �%«�¬ §7v «
where ¥6¢ is the level of the promise from u�¢ that was converted to a universally-verifiable signature.

else if y � ���
����� � �G�������6|N}±� :=true

3. T x uwv : �Rywz ¡ |�|N}�~�¥6¢(� ��� ¢8¦l§ �*¨ © © © �%«�¬ §7v «
else (����� � �G��������|N}�� =false ²£y��´³�±� )

1. If there is some µ·¶U� in y�� such that ¥6¸°¹±ºI¸6|N}�� , or if there is some µZ»±� in y�� such that ¥6¸¼¹�½¾¸%|N}±� , then � sends back
the stored abort y��?|Nywz ¡ |N}�~�u�¢(~�|Nu���~����8��~�u � ��~��(�*������� � to uwv . � adds � to y�� , and computes º�v7|N}±� and ½�v7|W}±� as follows|Wº�v�|N}���~ ½�v�|W}±� � �Y|N¥tvp¿ � ~¾Àt� , if �Á��® (intuitively, u�� has contacted � in either step 6.2

of the main protocol with �Â��¥%vp¿ ��Ã ® or in step 7 of the
main protocol),�Y|ªÀl~��*� , if ®`¶Ä� and ¥tv�Å � �Ä�+ÆÇ® (intuitively, uwv has contacted �
in step È of the main protocol),�Y|N¥tv�Å � ~�¥%v�Å � � , if ®C¶É�Á¶ÉÊw~��Á¹Ë¥%v�Å � ¹ÉÊ and ¥tvp¿ � ¹É¥tv�Å � (intuitively,uwv has contacted � in step Ìl� Í of the main protocol with�\��¥tv�Å ��Ã ® ),�Y|N¥tv�Å � ~�¥%v�Å �Ã ®�� , if ®C¶É�Á¶ÉÊw~��Á¹Ë¥%v�Å � ¶ÇÊ and ¥tvp¿ � »Ç¥tv�Å � (intuitively,uwv has contacted � in step Ìl� Î of the main protocol with�\��¥tv�Å ��Ã ® ),�Y|NÊ~�Êw� , if ®Â¶Ï�C¶ÏÊ and ¥%v�Å � ��¥tvp¿ � �ÏÊ . (intuitively, uwv has
contacted � in step Ð of the main protocol).�Y|NÊ Ã ®G~�Ê Ã ®�� , if ®¼¶Ä�Á¶ÄÊ~�¥%v�Å � �ÇÊ and ¥%v¾¿ � �ÉÊ Ã ® . (intuitively, uwv
has contacted � in step Ñ of the protocol).�Y|ªÀl~�Ê Ã ®�� , if ���Ê and ¥%v�Å � ��Ê . (intuitively, u � has contacted � in
step Ñ of the main protocol).

2. Otherwise, T sends �Rywz ¡ | |N}�~�¥�¢G��� � ¢�¦t§ �*¨ © © © �%«�¬ §Rv « to uwv , stores all the signatures, and sets �6��� � �G�������3|W}±� to true.

The requirement of Ò�Ó stopping in condition Ô is to pre-
vent it from idling forever. Even though as discussed be-
fore, the protocol is not abuse-free if Ò Ó is optimistic, the
above formula is validated if Ò Ó is honest. An honest Ò Ó
may contact Õ non-deterministically as permitted by the
protocol. Indeed, in the scenario discussed above, an hon-
est Ò Ó could prevent Ò�Ö and Ò�× from getting Ò Ó ’s signature
if it contacts Õ . Therefore, in order to capture the scenario
described above, we needed to model optimistic signers.

Following [8], we implement an optimistic signer by
adding signals that the signer uses to decide when to quit
waiting for messages from other signers and contact Õ . Ò�Ó
uses Ô signals for this: one to decide when to ask Õ to abort
and Ø to decide when to contact Õ for the two recovery pro-
tocols that Ò Ó can launch. These signals are controlled by a
new player, Ò°Ô�ÕZÙ7Ú´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(ß , that is added to the model.

The decision to abort is modeled by Ø boolean vari-
ables: ß6Û8Þ*Õ£ÙRÚ�Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(àZáGâ�ã6Þ and Û8ä�åtÙRã+Û3æ(Õ£ÙRÚ´Û3ÜCÝ�Þ(àZá(â�ã3Þ .
While Ò Ó changes the value of ß3Û8Þ*Õ£ÙRÚ´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(à\áGâ�ã6Þ ,
Û8ä�åtÙRã+Û6æGÕZÙ7Ú´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(à\áGâ�ã6Þ is changed by Ò°Ô�Õ£ÙRÚ´Û3ÜCÝ�Þ(ß .
When Ò Ó sends level ç promise to Ò�Ö and Ò�× , it sets
the value of ß3Û8Þ*Õ£ÙRÚ´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(à\áGâ�ã6Þ to Þ*ã6Ý�Û , and then waits
for level Ø promises from them. Ò°Ô�Õ£ÙRÚ´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(ß may set
Û8ä�åtÙRã+Û6æGÕZÙ7Ú´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(à\áGâ�ã6Þ to Þ*ã6Ý�Û once ß6Û�Þ*ÕZÙ7Ú´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(à\áGâ�ã6Þ
is set to Þ*ã6Ý�Û by Ò Ó . If the promises arrive before
Û8ä�åtÙRã+Û6æGÕZÙ7Ú´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(à\áGâ�ã6Þ is Þ*ã6Ý�Û , then Ò Ó continues
with the main protocol, otherwise Ò�Ó may contact Õ
with an abort request. The decision to send recovery re-
quests are modeled similarly.

Following [8], abuse-freeness is modeled by having a
coalition of Ò°Ô�ÕZÙ7Ú´Û6ÜCÝ�Þ(ß , Ò�Ö and Ò�× . This coalition can
choose a sufficiently ”long time” to keep Ò Ó from contact-



ing è , while allowing é�ê and é�ë to schedule its messages
in order to get the desired result. Abuse-freeness can then
be expressed as

ì?í2î·ï�ðCñ�ò*óGô+õ+ï�ö%÷�ø(ù2ú�ûIú7ø�ü�ý�þÿ ÿ ü�ý���ü�����ü��8ð��
	�ó���Iú�ò�� ���ï�ì�ü��Gñ�������ï�	Yû���ìIü��Gñ���� �%ï�	Yû*û�þÿ ÿ ü ý ��ü � ��ü��8ð��
	�ó���Iú�ò�� ���ï�ü � ñNò*ú�ø"!$# ï�ü�ý8ñ�� � % ï�	Pû�þ\ü���ñ�� � % ï�	Pû*û*ûû
Please note that even an optimistic é'& should even-

tually be allowed to contact è , otherwise é & may be
stuck forever. Hence, é�(�è*),+.-0/21�3�4 must eventually set-65�78):9;-0<Gè=):+.-0/21�3�>@?�A�903 and other signals to 3B901�- . Ide-
ally, this should be set non-deterministically. However, en-
suring that a variable changes its value in MOCHA slows
down verification considerably. In order to make the verifi-
cation feasible, we put a maximum limit, 3B)�C�D , on the num-
ber of computation steps after which the value must change,
and vary this limit manually. Please note that the signals
may change before this limit is reached. This model-
ing is sound in the sense that if the formula is violated
for some value of 3B)�C�D then abuse-freeness must be vio-
lated: é�& just needs to wait for sufficiently ”long time” to al-
low é ê and é ë to schedule its messages. Indeed, the above
property is violated when 3B)�C�D is set to ( giving us the at-
tack on abuse-freeness. As expected, if we drop the player
é�(�è=):+.-E/21'3�4 in the formula, then the property is not vi-
olated: é�ê and é�ë are not able to schedule their messages
ahead of é & .

We have also shown that a stronger version of abuse-
freeness, introduced in [15], is violated, even in a non-
optimistic setting.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have studied two multi-party contract-signing pro-
tocols [12, 4] using a finite-state tool, MOCHA, that al-
lows specification of properties in a branching-time tempo-
ral logic with game semantics. In order to make this analy-
sis feasible, we model single runs and assume a restricted
communication model. Our analysis did not find any er-
rors in the BW protocol [4]. We did encounter problems
with fairness in the case of four signers in the GM proto-
col [12]. It appears that fairness cannot be restored without
completely rewriting the subprotocols. The revised subpro-
tocols are inspired by the BW protocol. We also discovered
a rather amusing problem with abuse-freeness in the GM
protocol with three signers that occurs because abort mes-
sages from the trusted party reveal who have contacted it
in the past. This problem is easily addressed by ensuring
that the trusted party does not send this extra information.
We had to implement optimistic signers to demonstrate this
problem using MOCHA.

We modeled single runs, and used a restricted commu-
nication and cryptographic model for our analysis. Previ-
ous work on two-party contract signing protocols has shown
that they are prone to error in a more general setting. For ex-
ample, in [6, 13], the authors exhibit problems with fairness
when multiple sessions are involved, and in [3], the authors
exhibit errors when black-box cryptography is replaced by
provably secure cryptographic signature schemes. We plan
to verify the protocols without fixing the number of sign-
ers. One major challenge in such a parametric verification
is that the protocol descriptions change fundamentally with
the number of signers in that the protocol for F signers is not
merely putting F identical processes in parallel. We hope
to prove the correctness of these protocols in a more gen-
eral setting which accounts for cryptography, multiple con-
current sessions, and relaxes the communication model. We
plan to use, at least partially, abstraction techniques such as
proposed by Das and Dill [9] to achieve this.
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A. Baum-Waidner multi-party contract-
signing protocol

The protocol allows G (GIHKJ ) participants or signers,
say L�M�N"O�O"O�N�LQP , to exchange signatures with the help of a
trusted party R on a preagreed contract text S . In our de-
scription, we suppose GUTWV potentially dishonest signers.
The original protocol is actually parameterized with respect
to a threshold X , the maximum number of possibly dishonest
signers. In our analysis however we assume the worst pos-
sible scenario for an honest signer, namely that all the other
signers are dishonest (i.e., X is GYTZV ).

The protocol consists of two subprotocols: main and re-
covery. Usually signers try to achieve the exchange by ex-
ecuting the main subprotocol. They contact R using the re-
covery subprotocol when they think something is amiss.

Main protocol. The main protocol for each signer L\[ is
given in table 6. The protocol is symmetric for each signer
and is composed of G^]ZV rounds2. In each round, a signer
sends a promise to other signers. The level of the promise is

2 In [4], the protocol has _�`ba rounds.

increased in each round, and considered as a signed con-
tract once the round number equals Gc]dV . The promise
is implemented using a universally-verifiable digital signa-
ture includes the history of all previously received promises,
through the vectors e and f , as defined in table 6. If any
expected message is not received, L [ can decide to launch a
recovery protocol.

Recovery Protocol The details of the recovery protocol are
given in table 7. If the recovery request is launched in
the first round, i.e., L\[ did not receive a message from all
the signers, the recovery request consists of the first level
promise of LQ[ . Otherwise, if gihjV , the recovery request
contains, via the vector flkEm M�n [ (see the main subprotocol in
table 6), the set of received messages until round g�TZV , in-
cluding the g�ToV promises from all the other signers.R maintains a variable, recovered, that indicates
whether the given contract has been successfully re-
covered or not. It also maintains a set con, contain-
ing the indices of the signers that contacted R for S ,
and a set abort set containing the indices of the sign-
ers for whom R aborted the protocol.R ignores a recovery request from a signer if the signer
has contacted R in the past. Otherwise, it checks whether
the contract has already been successfully recovered or not.
A successful recovery is always maintained. Otherwise,
there are two cases. If the recovery request is sent in the
first round, R must abort the protocol, as the request does
not contain a proof that all signers actually started the pro-
tocol. If the recovery request is sent during any later round,
say g , then R checks if all the requests that were aborted pre-
viously occurred at least two rounds before. If so, R can be
sure that all the were sent to signers who dishonestly con-
tinued the main protocol. This is because the recovery re-
quest contains gpTqV promises from all these signers, which
they are not allowed to be send if they contacted R in roundgpT^J or before. Hence, the previous abort decision is over-
turned. Otherwise, R replies with an abort token.



Table 6 Baum-Waidner multi-party contract signing protocol—Mainrtsvuxw
1. y\z�{qy�| : }�~B� z u��'�E�����E��w���� ����� ��������� ���"�����t�u��:�
2. y�|�{oy\z : }�~B� | u��'���"���"��w���� ����� ��������� ���"� (���u�� )

if y\z times out then recovery(1)y\z computes vectors �Y~B� z svu�� } ~B� ~ ��������� } ~B� � � and ��~B� z svu �Y~B� z
for r�svu � to ¡p¢ w do

3. y\z�{qy�| : }$£B� z u��\� � � �¤£�¥�~B� z �¦r����0�6§ ���"���¦�\� � ���"�
r���� ����� ��������� ���"�¨���Q�u��E�
4. y�|�{oy\z : }$£B� | u��\� � � �l£ ¥�~B� | ��r����©��§ ���"���
�'� � ���"��r��,� ����� ��������� ����� (���u�� )

if y\z times out then recovery(r)y\z computes vectors �l£B� z svux���'��ª����"��r��:������� ��������� �����,�6�������¦�\�E«¬���"�
r���� ��¦� ��������� ���"�¨�
and �p~B� z svux��� ��ª � � £ ¥'~B� ~ ��r����©��§ ���"�������6�6��� �E« � � £ ¥'~B� � �¦r����0�6§ ���"�¨�

Table 7 Baum-Waidner multi-party contract signing protocol—Recovery
1. y\z�{ T: ��6®¨��¯ �©��° � ±

where ����®¨��¯ �0� ° � ± ux² �¨w��¨�����\� � � }�~B� z ������®¨��¯ �0���¨� ³ ´8rtuµw��r��
���¦� � ��� �*£�¥�~B� z �:��6®¨��¯ �©�����¶��·¦¸���� ¹�³ ®¨�
if �Qº con then stop

else if recovered

con:=con »�¼ �B½
2. T {oy\z : ®¨³ ¾������"° � ±

where ®¨³ ¾������"° � ± ul¿E�®�· ®¨³ ¾������
else ( À recovered)

a. if r2uxw
abort set:=abort set »�¼ ��r��¦�B�¨½
con:=con »�¼ �B½

3. T {oy\z : Á Â ����·¦���E° � ±
where Á Â ����·¦���"° � ± u���ÃQ���"�
r������ Á Â ����·¦���©�

b. else (r�Ä�w )
(i) if Å ��Æ0�¦ÇÈ��º Á Â ����· ®¨�6·ÊÉBÆ2Ë r�Ì�w

if con=Í then Î sets first signed:= ������®���¯ �©��° � ± ����ÃQ���"��r��
�B�,��6§��,�0�6��6�©���
recovered:=true
con:=con »�¼ �B½

4. T {oy\z : ®�³ ¾����6�"° � ±
where ®¨³ ¾������"° � ± uÏ¿E��®¨· ®�³ ¾������

(ii) else
abort set:=abort set »�¼ ��r��¦�B�¨½
con:=con »�¼ �B½

5. T {oy\z : Á Â ����·¦��� ° � ±
where Á Â ����·¦���"° � ± u ��ÃÐ���"�¦r������ Á Â ����·¦�����
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ABSTRACT. Component based design is a new paradigm to build distributed systems and applications.
The problem of compositional verification of such systems is however still open. We investigate methods
and concepts for the provision of "sound" assemblies. We define a behavioural interface type language
endowed with a (decidable) set of interface compatibilty and subtyping rules. We define an abstract,
dynamic, multi-threaded, component model, encompassing both client/server and peer to peer com-
munication patterns. Based on the notion of compliance of components to their interfaces, we define
the concepts of "contract" and "contract satisfaction". This leads to sound assemblies of components,
which possess intersting properties, such as "external deadlock freeness" and "message consumption".

RÉSUMÉ. La conception basée composants est une nouvelle méthode de construction d’applications et de
systèmes distribués. La vérification compositionelle de ces systèmes reste cependant un problème. Nous
étudions des méthodes et des concepts pour la construction d’assemblages "sains". Nous définissons un
langage de type d’interfaces comportementales, doté d’un ensemble de règles (décidables) de compa-
tibilité d’interface et de sous-typage. Nous définissons un modèle de composant abstrait, dynamique et
multi-tâche, qui englobe les modèles client/serveur et point-à-point. Basé sur la notion de conformité
du composant par rapport à son interface, nous définissons les concepts de "contrat" et "respect de
contrat". Cela mène aux assemblages sains de composants qui possèdent des propriétés intéressantes,
comme "l’absence d’interblocage externe" et "la consommation des messages".

KEYWORDS: Behavioural typing, verification, composition, components, peer-to-peer, client/server

MOTS-CLÉS : Typage comportemental, vérification, composition, composants, peer-to-peer, client/serveur
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1. Introduction

Behavioural type systems have been defined in recent years with the aim to be able
to check the compatibility of communicating concurrent objects, not only regarding data
exchanged, but also regarding the matching of their respective behaviour [Nie95, KPT99,
NNS99]. This check finds a natural application in the verification of compatibility of compo-
nents, as the recent advances in Software Engineering are towards component-based design:
a software system is developed as a construction based on the use of components connected
together either by custom-made glue code, or by resorting to a standard platform supporting
composition and communication, such as CORBA or .NET. The compatibility of a compo-
nent with its environment has to be guaranteed before it is deployed.

Formal verification techniques can therefore play a strategic role in the development of
high quality software. In the spirit of the so-called lightweight formal methods, the software
engineer who connects components is not bothered by a formal description of the software
artifact he is building, but gets a guarantee about the absence of mismatches between com-
ponents; this guarantee is provided by the underlying formally verified components and by
the formal verification algorithms that check type compatibility. An even more demanding
example is mobile code, where one needs the guarantee that a migrating component does not
undermine the correctness of the components that it reaches. This check has to be performed
at run-time, at the reception of the migrating component, and hence has to be performed very
efficiently. Typing of mobile agents has already been addressed for example in [HR02], but
we aim at a more abstract behaviour of the component which is sufficient to efficiently prove
that desired properties of the global configuration of components are not endangered by the
composition.

In this work we define a framework in which a component can exhibit several inter-
faces through which it communicates with other components. Each interface is associated
a type, which is an abstraction of the behaviour of the component. Our type language (for
interfaces) introduces modalities on the sequences of actions to be performed by interfaces.
Using must and may prefixes, it allows the distinction between required messages and pos-
sible ones. The complexity of the interface typing language is kept deliberately low, in order
to facilitate compatibility verification among interfaces. We do not give a specific language
for components, but we rather give an abstract definition, which wants to be general enough
to accomodate different languages: indeed, components are abstracted as a set of ports, by
which they communicate, together with a set of internal threads of execution, of which we
observe only the effects on the ports. Under given constraints on the use of ports inside com-
ponents, it is shown that a configuration made up of communicating components satisfies
well-typedness and liveness properties, if the components honour the contracts given them
by their interfaces, and the communicating interfaces are compatible. This work extends our
previous one [CFN03b, CFN03a] with subtyping and a dual relation, and how they relate to
the compatibility relation; we also put our work into practice with a more complex example.

Our work is partly inspired by that of De Alfaro and Henzinger [dAH01], who associate
interface automata to components and define compatibility rules between interfaces. Our ap-
proach, which belongs instead to the streamline of process algebraic type systems, brings in
the picture also the compliance between components and interfaces: the interface is thought
as a contract with the environment, that the component should honour. We also aim at limit-
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ing as much as possible the complexity of the interface compatibility check, which can even
be needed to be performed at run-time. The work on Modal Transition Systems by Larsen,
Steffen and Weise [LSW95] has inspired our definition of modalities and the way interface
compatibility is checked. The guarantee of the satisfaction of well-typedness and liveness
properties has been dealt by Najm, Nimour and Stefani [NNS99], and we have inherited their
approach in showing how the satisfaction of compatibility rules guarantees more general
properties.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we show our interface language and
the related compatibility and subtyping rules, whereas Section 3 deals with the reference
component model. Interface language and component model are put together in the concept
of component honouring a contract (Sect. 4), which leads to interesting properties that can
be guaranteed by sound assemblies of components (Sect. 5). Our work is illustrated with the
classic bank account example in Section 6.

2. Interface Types

In this section we describe the language used to define the interfaces. A typed component
is a component whereby every initial port or created port has an associated type, and every
reference to a port has a declared type. We adopt a behavioral type language [Nie95, KPT99,
NNS99]. In this setting, the type of a port prescribes its possible states, and for each state, the
actions that are allowed and/or required through that port, and its state after the performance
of an action. The BNF table below defines the syntax of types. Among the salient features of
this type language is the use of may and must modalities. We also present a subtype relation
and a compatibility relation.

2.1. Syntax of the Interface Language

The interface language has the following syntax:

type ::= server_name = mod receive_server

| peer_name = (mod send | mod receive)

receive_server ::= ? *[
∑

i

Mi; Ii ]

receive ::= ? [
∑

i

Mi; Ii ]

send ::= ! [
∑

i

Mi; Ii ]

I ::= 0 | peer_name | mod send | mod receive

mod ::= may | must

M ::= name[ ( ãrgs ) ]

args ::= basic_type | peer_name | server_name

basic_type ::= boolean | integer | real | string.
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The ! and ? keywords are the usual sending and receiving actions. The choice opera-
tor + allows to choose one message among the list1, and the ; is used to sequence behav-
iors. The * keyword allows specification of servers, and is discussed later in this section.
0 (zero) stands for the termination of the interface. The modalities may and must distin-
guish between permissions and obligations for the performance of the actions. Their meaning
is (where the partner is the other communicating port):

may ? [ ΣMi; Ii ] "the port does not impose any sending constraint on the partner,
but if the partner sends any message Mi, then the port guaran-
tees to be ready to receive it, and to execute later on action Ii".

must ? [ ΣMi; Ii ] "the port does impose a sending constraint on the partner, and
if the partner sends any message Mi, then the port guarantees
to be ready to receive it, and to execute later on action Ii".

may ! [ ΣMi; Ii ] "the port may send one of the messages Mi to its partner and
execute later on action Ii; the partner must be ready to receive
the message Mi".

must ! [ ΣMi; Ii ] "the port guarantees to send one of the messages Mi to its part-
ner and execute later on action Ii; the partner must be ready to
receive the message Mi".

Messages contain arguments. Thus, basic data (such as integers, booleans. . . ) as well as
references to ports (be it peer_name or server_name), can be passed in messages. Our type
language does not cater for structured data, but their addition is straightforward. Sending
or receiving references implies some restrictions that are enforced on the behaviour of the
involved components:

! m (I) "the port is sending to its partner a reference to a port whose behavior is
described by the type I . Moreover, the first action of this referenced port
must be ? (reception)."

? m (I) "the port is receiving a reference to another port whose behavior is conform
to the type I . Moreover, the first action of this referenced port is a?."

The constraint on the first action of the referenced port is inevitable: if the first action
of I is !, then the referenced port can send this message to a third port, which will lead to
incompatible behaviours between components.

Finally, the *-construct allows specification of a server. This server spawns to answer a
request, so it immediately reconfigures to honour other potential clients:

I = mod ? *[ m(); I ′ ] after the reception of m, a port whose behaviour is I ′ is
created while the server is regenerated as I . The new port
will interact with the sender of the request. The first action
of I ′ must be ! (send), so the client will be informed of the
port created for its request.

Several client ports can be connected at the same time to the same server port. As for peer
ports, they are connected only in pairs. This distinction allows client-server and peer-to-peer
links.

1. We consider that all messages of this list are distinct.
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As regards to server types, we remark that a type (peer or server) cannot become a type
declared as server. For example, the following declarations are forbidden (type I becomes
server type Server; type Server becomes server type Server):

I = may ! [ M ; Server ] Server = may ? *[ M ; Server ]

Our type language has the effect of not only imposing constraints on the component, but
also of imposing constraints on its partner (i.e. on the environment). The introduction of
modalities leads to an underlying model which is a kind of modal LT S , in which states can
be either may or must [LSW95] . This has a strong impact on the type compatibility rules,
which are discussed in Section 2.3

2.2. Subtyping

In this section, we define a subtype relation, which has the classic property of subtypes
(meaning the subtype can replace the supertype). The main idea of T being a subtype of S,
noted T � S, is the following:

– If T and S are receiving, then:

- T receives at least the messages S can receive;

- the subtype relation is contra-variant;

- if S has may modality, then T has may modality. Otherwise there is no restriction.

– If T and S are sending, then:

- T sends at most the messages S can send;

- the subtype relation is co-variant;

- if S has must modality, then T has must modality. Otherwise there is no restriction.

For example, with a lightened syntax, we have:

may ? M1 + M2 + M3 � may ? M1 + M2

(may|must) ? M1 + M2 + M3 � must ? M1 + M2

(may|must) ! M1 � may ! M1 + M2

must ! M1 � must ! M1 + M2

We further explain our choice on the subtyping of modalities. When receiving, if the super-
type is may?, it does not impose any constraint on its partner. Hence the subtype cannot
impose any constraint either, which leads to the may? subtype. Similar reasoning explains
other subtype relations.

The subtype relation is such that it also recursively applies to the type of the actions fol-
lowing reception and sending: if I = may ! [ M1;I1 ] is a subtype of J = may ! [ M1;J1 + M2;J2 ]
then I1 is a subtype of J1.

The subtype relation is formally described by the rules in Tab. 1 and the subtype predicate
�m on modalities. Three cases in this predicate deserve a few lines.
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Tmod �m Smod
P
P
P
P
P
P
PP

Tmod

Smod must? may? must! may! 0

must?
√

may?
√ √ √ √

must!
√ √

may!
√

0
√ √

ST-BOOL
Γ ` boolean � boolean

ST-STRING
Γ ` string � string

ST-INT
Γ ` integer � integer

ST-INT2
Γ ` integer � real

ST-REAL
Γ ` real � real

ST-ZERO
Γ ` 0 � 0

ST-ASSUMP
I � J ∈ Γ

Γ ` I � J

ST-NAME1
Γ,name � I ` replace(name) � I

Γ ` name � I

ST-NAME2
Γ, I � name ` I � replace(name)

Γ ` I � name

ST-MAYRECV
Γ ` may? [*][ ΣiMi(Ĩi); Ti ] � 0

ST-MAYSEND
Γ ` 0 � may ! [ ΣiMi(Ĩi); Ti ]

ST-RECVSEND
Γ ` may ? [*][

∑
16i6n Ni(J̃i); Ti ] � may ! [

∑
16i6m Mi(Ĩi); Si ]

ST-RECV
∀i ∈ {1..m} : Γ ` Ĩi � J̃i ∧ Γ ` Ti � Si

Γ ` modT ? [*][
∑

16i6n Mi(J̃i); Ti ] � modS ? [
∑

16i6m Mi(Ĩi); Si ]
�

ST-RECV*
∀i ∈ {1..m} : Γ ` Ĩi � J̃i ∧ Γ ` Ti � Si

Γ ` modT ? *[
∑

16i6n Mi(J̃i); Ti ] � modS ? *[
∑

16i6m Mi(Ĩi); Si ]
�

ST-SEND
∀i ∈ {1..n} : Γ ` J̃i � Ĩi ∧ Γ ` Ti � Si

Γ ` modT ! [
∑

16i6n Mi(J̃i); Ti ] � modS ! [
∑

16i6m Mi(Ĩi); Si ]
♦

� , (modT ? �m modS ?) ∧ n > m

♦ , (modT ! �m modS !) ∧ n 6 m

Ĩ � J̃ , Ĩ = (Ii)1..k, J̃ = (Ji)1..k ∧ ∀i, Ii � Ji

Table 1. Subtyping rules ([*] means the *-construction is optional)
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may? �m 0 and 0 �m may! illustrate the semantics of may modality: may? can
replace an inactive interface 0 (no message will be sent to the inactive interface 0, hence no
message will be sent to the may? interface). Also, an inactive interface 0 can be considered
as an interface that can send messages (but with no obligation). Finally, because subtype
relations are transitive, we have another relation: may? �m may!. At first sight, this relation
seems strange; however, by looking at the semantics of modalities, we have a supertype which
may send, and a subtype may? which will never send messages, thus respecting the may!
semantics. This relation is surprising especially because one is used to conceive sendings and
receivings with the must modality.

Once the principles of the �m relation are understood, subtying rules are quite straight-
forward. The first six ones (on the left column) deal with basic types and inactive interfaces.
Rules ST-ASSUMP, ST-NAME1 and ST-NAME2 take into account recursive interfaces, and
cases where interface is pointed out using its name (replace(name) replaces name with the
definition of the corresponding type). Rules ST-MAYRECV and ST-MAYSEND concern
subtyping staking type 0. The rule ST-RECVSEND tackles the may? �m may! relation:
note the message lists between sub- and super-type are different. The three last rules give the
classical definition of interface subtypes: the subtype can receive more, and send less than its
supertype. Order of messages is not considered of importance (as all messages are distinct).

Concerning server interfaces, a subtype can be a server (while the supertype is not), but
the opposite is forbidden, as shown with the rule ST-RECV*: this rule is identical to ST-
RECV, but applies to server types (both sub- and supertypes). This restriction is due to the
fact that server ports can be connected to several ports: if the supertype S* is a server port,
then this port can answer several requests, which will not be the case of a port whose subtype
T � S* is not a server. On the contrary, T * � S does not raise this kind of problems.

Property 1
� is a partial preorder.

Proof. Truth table of �m assures transitivity and reflexivity among modalities. The rest of
the demonstration is made by structural induction. �

2.3. Compatibility Rules

In this section we define the symmetric predicateComp(I, J) as "I and J are compatible
with each other". Compatibility between interfaces I and J is informally defined as follows:

I = must ? m implies J = must ! m
I = may ? m implies J = must ! m or J = may ! m or J = 0 or J = may ? m′

I = must ! m implies J = must ? m or J = may ? m
I = may ! m implies J = may ? m
I = 0 implies J = may ? m or J = 0

The compatibility rules are actually defined using several elementary compatibility rela-
tions: compatibility between modalities, messages, and finally types.

We first define the compatibility between modalities, as the symmetric boolean relation
Compmod(modI [!|?],modJ [!|?]). Its truth table is reproduced hereafter:
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I
J must? may? must! may! 0
must?

√

may?
√ √ √ √

must!
√ √

may!
√

0
√ √

We define alsoCompmsg, a relation over message types. Two message types are compati-
ble iff they have the same name and their arguments are pairwise related such that arguments
of sent messages are subtypes of arguments of received messages. This is formally defined
(with M! the sent message, and M? the received one):

Compmsg(M!,M?)
M
= Compmsg(M!(I1, . . . , In),M?(J1, . . . , Jn))

M
= M! = M? ∧ ∀i, Ii � Ji

We can then define the compatibilityComp(I, J) between two interfaces as compatibility
between modalities and messages, and transitions must lead to compatible interfaces. This
is formally defined recursively as (withρ ∈ {?, !}, and where [*] means that the *-construct
may be present or not):

Comp(I, J) , Comp(J, I)

Comp(0, 0) , true

Comp(0,modJ ρJ [*][ Σl M ′

l ; Jl ] ) , Compmod(0,modJ ρJ)

Comp(may? [*][ Σl Mk; Ik ],
may? [*][ Σl M ′

l ; Jl ]) , true

Comp(modI ! [ Σk Mk; Ik ] ,
modJ ? [*][ Σl M ′

l ; Jl ] )
, Compmod(modI !,modJ ?)

∧
(
∀k,∃l : Compmsg(Mk,M ′

l ) ∧ Comp(Ik, Jl)
)

The recursive definition indicates that the compatibility of a pair of interfaces is a boolean
function of a finite set of pairs of interfaces. This definition also closely resembles the defi-
nition of simulation or equivalence relations over finite state transition systems. Hence, the
verification of compatibility always terminates, and can be performed with standard tech-
niques in a quadratic complexity with the number of interfaces (intended as different states
of the interfaces). Due to the abstraction used in the definition of interfaces, such number is
small with respect to the complexity of the component behaviour. Moreover, the wide range
of techniques introduced for the efficient verification of finite state systems can be studied in
search of the ones that best fit this specific verification problem.

2.4. Properties of the Subtypes

In this section, we prove the classical property of subtypes, i.e. that a subtype can replace
supertype without any change of the partner of the supertype:
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Property 2
If T � S then ∀I, Comp(I, S) implies Comp(I, T )

Lemma 1 (subtyping and modalities)
If Tmod �m Smod then ∀Imod, Compmod(Imod, Smod) implies Compmod(Imod, Tmod).

Proof. Straightforward from truth tables of �m and Compmod (by looking only at cases
where T and S modalities are different, there are 5 cases). �

Proof (prop. 2).
By induction on the structure of the types. We omit the case where S is a server, but proof is
identical. Given T, S and I such that T � S and Comp(I, S). There is three cases:

1) S is receiving.

Let’s write S = modS ? [
∑

16l6m MS
l (J̃S

l ); Sl ]. Receiving supertypes are concerned

only by rules ST-RECV, ST-RECV*, which give T = modT ? [*][
∑

16l6n MT
l (J̃T

l ); Tl ]
with: modT ? �m modS ?, n > m and ∀l ∈ {1..m} : J̃S

l � J̃T
l , Tl � Sl, MT

l = MS
l .

Compatibility between I and S has the following cases:

I = 0 or I = may? [*][
∑

k M I
k (J̃I

k ); Ik ].
Then we have Comp(I, T ) = Compmod(modI ,modT ?) = true, by lemma 1.

I = modI ! [
∑

k M I
k (J̃I

k ); Ik ].
Then Comp(I, S) is written:
Compmod(modI !,modS ?) ∧ ∀k,∃l : Compmsg(M

I
k ,MS

l ) ∧ Comp(Ik, Sl).
By lemma 1, the left term of the conjunction implies Comp(modI !,modT ?). As for
the right term, we have by definitionCompmsg(M

I
k ,MS

l ) , M I
k = MS

l ∧ J̃I
k � J̃S

l ,

M I
k = MT

l ∧ J̃I
k � J̃T

l by definition ofT � S and transitivity of �. Moreover, as
Comp(Ik, Sl) is true, we have, by induction, Tl � Sl, and by lemma 1: Comp(Ik, Tl)
is true, which leads to the conclusion.

2) S is sending (the reasoning is similar to the previous case).

Cases where T is not sending are trivial: S has then may! modality, thus I has may?
modality which is compatible with 0 and may?, hence with T .

Suppose T is sending, and let’s write S = modS ! [
∑

16l6m MS
l (J̃S

l );Sl] and T =

modT ! [
∑

16l6n MT
l (J̃T

l );Tl], with n 6 m, modT ! �m modS ! and

∀i ∈ {1..n} : J̃T
i � J̃S

i ∧ Ti � Si ∧ MT
i = MS

i . I has to be receiving:
I = modI ? [

∑
k M I

k (J̃I
k ); Ik ]. Compatibility between I and S give:

Compmod(modS !,modI ?) ∧ ∀k ∈ {1..m},∃l : Compmsg(M
S
k ,M I

l ) ∧ Comp(Sk, Il).
Particularly: ∀k 6 n 6 m,∃l : Compmsg(M

S
k ,M I

l ) ∧ Comp(Sk, Il). As MT
k = MS

k ,
J̃S

k � J̃T
k and Tk � Sk, we are sure that, for any message from T , there exists a message

from I satisfying MT
k = M I

l ∧ J̃T
k � J̃I

l ∧ Comp(Tk, Il). Finally lemma 1 allows to
conclude.

3) S has no action (S = 0).

Then T has may? modality, and I has either may? modality, or is inactive (0).
Comp(I, T ) is straightforward. �
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2.5. Dual Interfaces

We define a duality relation, noted .D, for peer interfaces, such that ID is unique and
compatible with I . The dual of I is simply calculated by exchanging sendings and receivings:

0D , 0
(
mod ! [ ΣiMi(J̃i); Ii ]

)D
, mod ? [ ΣiMi(J̃i); Ii

D ]
(
mod ? [ ΣiMi(J̃i); Ii ]

)D
, mod ! [ ΣiMi(J̃i); Ii

D ]

The dual has the following properties (where the first three ones are obvious):

Property 3 (dual)
3.1) ID is unique;

3.2) (ID)
D

= I;

3.3) Comp(ID, I);

3.4) Comp(I, J) ⇔ I � JD: the greater supertype compatible with J is JD;

3.5) I � J ⇔ JD � ID

Proof (prop. 3.4).
1.⇒: Proof is similar to the one of property 2. Sketch is the following.
Suppose I is sending. We have:
I = modI ![ΣkM I

k (Ĩ ′k);Ik] J = modJ?[ΣlM
J
l (J̃ ′

l );Jl] JD = modJ ![ΣlM
J
l (J̃ ′

l );Jl
D]

The definition of compatibility give:
Compmod(modI !,modJ?) and ∀k,∃l : M I

l = MJ
k ∧ Ĩ ′k � J̃ ′

l ∧ Comp(Ik, Jl)
From which we deduce modI ! � modJ ! and, with a rearrangement of messages:
modI ![ΣkM I

k (Ĩ ′k); Ik ] � modJ ![ΣlM
J
l (J̃ ′

l ); Jl ] with Ĩ ′k � J̃ ′

l ∧ Comp(Ik, Jl)
With the induction hypothesis, we have Ik � Jl

D. We conclude I � JD.

Case I = 0 is similar: J is either 0, or may ? [ . . . ], the dual of which is supertype of
0. Case I receiving is dealt the same as I sending: case J sending is identical. When J has
may? modality, then I has the same modality, and the subtype relation we are looking for is
may? � may!, which is true. Case J = 0 and I = may?[ . . . ] leads to I � JD.

2. ⇐:
We have Comp(JD, J) (prop. 3.3), from which we deduce Comp(I, J) (prop. 2). �

Proof (prop. 3.5).
I � J ⇔ Comp(I, JD) ⇔ JD � ID �

2.5.1. Duality and Server Types

Our dual function can be extended to server types as follows (where the dual loses the *):

(
mod ?*[ΣiMi(J̃i); Ii ]

)D
, mod ! [ΣiMi(J̃i); Ii

D ]

The dual is unique, but we no longer have, for a server I: (ID)
D

= I . However, other
properties hold, especially Comp(I, J) ⇔ I � JD.
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3. Component Model

3.1. Informal Presentation

Our computational model describes a system as a configuration of communicating compo-
nents. Each component owns a set of ports, and communication is by asynchronous message
passing between ports. Sending from a port can only occur if this port is bound to another
"partner" port; then, any message sent from it is routed to this partner port. An unbound port
can only perform receptions (this is the typical case for server ports). We consider dynamic
configurations: a component may create new ports and may also dynamically bind a partner
reference to any of its owned ports. In our setting, both peer to peer and client/server com-
munications can be modelled: when two ports are mutually bound, they are peers; when the
binding is asymmetrical, the bound port is a client and the unbound port is its server. We
constrain peer references/ports to be private [NNS99], meaning a peer port is known only of
its partner. Figure 1 shows a configuration made of three components. Note how portc (in
C1) is asymmetrically bound to s (in C2; flag * indicates that reference s is a server), and the
peer to peer binding between ports x and y (in C2, C3), and between u and v (both in C1).

x y
x y

2C

x y
yx

3C

u v w c
c s*

vu

uv s*

C1

s*
*s

R1 = {u, v, w, c, s∗}, P1 = {(u ( v), (v ( u), (c ( s∗)}
R2 = {s∗, x, y} P2 = {(s∗ ( ⊥), (x ( y)} R3 = {x, y} P3 = {(y ( x)}

Figure 1. An example of a configuration

Components are also multi-threaded. We consider here an abstract thread model, focusing
only on external, port based, manifestations of threads. Thus, an active thread is a chain
made of a head port (the active port), and a tail (the ordered sequence of suspended ports).
The thread chain may dynamically grow or decrease: this happens when the head port is
suspended and the activity is given to another port, and when the head port is removed from
the chain (because it terminated or became idle) and the port next to the head becomes active.

Since in this paper we focus on the interface typing issues, we do not provide a fully-
fledged syntax for components. Rather, we define an abstract behavioural model of compo-
nents in terms of their observable transitions and their multi-threaded, port-located, activi-
ties. The abstract model defined in this section is general and independent of any concrete
behavioural notation for components.

3.2. Notations for Components

A component is made of a state, a set of ports, a set of references, and a set of threads.

The set of references is noted R, and is ranged over by u, v, w, c, s∗. The *-mark points
out a reference to a server port. Classical set notation is used for the operations on R; however,
we use the unorthodox R∪u notation for the insertion of element u into R, without duplicates.
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The set of ports is noted P. It is a set of mappings from ports to partner references.
Elements of P are noted (· ( ·). If a port u is bound to a partner v, then (u ( v) ∈ P. If u
has no partner, then (u ( ⊥) ∈ P. We also write u ∈ P if u is a local port belonging to P.

The following operators will be useful for the manipulation of port mappings:

P[u ( ⊥] port u is added to P.
P[u ( v] bind the partner v to port u. Overrides the previous partner.
P\u remove the port u from P.

The set of threads, T, reflects the state of the ports of the component and the dependencies
between them. A port u depends (or suspends) on a port v when an action from u was not
terminated, and this action needs some interaction from v (with v’s partner). For example,
in a proxy component, if u receives a request from a client, it will suspend to v which will
forward the request to the server and recover the answer; then u will become active again
and answer back to its client. The status of a port is abstracted from its activity (activated,
suspended or idle) and from its state (sending, receiving or no action). We formally denote
the activity state of a port u as uρσ , with activity ρ and state σ such that:

ρ =





! u is in a sending state

? u is in a receiving state

0 u has no action

σ =





a u is active

s u is suspended (by a port)

i u is idle

a

!

a

?

a

0

!
s

!
i

i

0

i

?

The state diagram shows the possible evolutions of the activity of a port. For example,
u!a shows that the port u is active, and its next action is sending. This port can either send its
message, be suspended by another port, or become idle. Some restrictions apply:

– when a port is created, it is in an idle state;

– 0 is terminal. u0a can only give back the thread of control, become u0i and vanish;

– u!a is an active port waiting to send a message. It can either send the message and
change its state, suspend to another port, or become idle;

– u?a is an active port waiting for an incoming message. It can either receive the message
and change its state, or become idle2;

– only the sending ports can be suspended: combination u?s is forbidden.

We let x, y range over port activity states. We use the notation x � y which denotes x
is suspended by y; this means that the activation of x is pending until y terminates (y has no
action) or passivates (y becomes idle).

T = t1| · · · |tn is a set of parallel threads where a thread t is a sequence x1 � x2 �
· · · � xn. We note |t| the length of thread t. This sequence has the following constraints:

2. However, a receiving port can become idle only if it will no longer receive messages (see Section 4).
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xi = ui!
s iff i < |t| (all the ports but the last one are suspended)

n = |t| > 1 ⇒ xn = unρa
n (a sequence of more than one port ends with an active port)

In this paper, our model does not take into account dependencies between threads, for the
sake of space. However, this extension is fully developed in [Car03].

The following operations on T are defined. We add a pool of idle ports: in the rules, ports
are created and removed from this pool. Each port occurs only once in T.

T | uρi add a port in the idle ports pool.
T\u remove u from T and activate the port that was possibly suspended by u.

This operation is defined only ifu is the head of some thread t ∈ T.
T[u � v] suspends port u to port v.

This operation is defined only ifu is the head of some thread t1 ∈ T
and v is in a singleton thread t2 = vρi ∈ T. It changes the state of u
to suspended, adds the new head vρa to t1, and removes t2. Note that a
port can be head of only one thread at a time.

T[uρ′/uρ] modifies the state of a port inP: only ρ changes to ρ′.
T[uρσ→σ′

] changes the activity of a port from σ to σ′.
T(u) returns ρσ if uρσ ∈ T.

3.3. Communication Medium

As indicated in the introduction, communication between components is by asynchronous
message passing. Thus, a message is first deposited by its sender into a communication
medium and, in a later stage, removed from this medium by its receiver. The delivery dis-
cipline that we adopt is first in first out. We defineCom as a communication abstraction
containing a collection of fifo queues, one for each port in the component: messages are
written to and read from Com. We define the following notation onCom:

Com[/u] inserts a new queue for port u.
Com.u the queue for port u. It is an ordered set of messages «v :M(w̃)»

where v is the reference of the sending port, M is the name of the
message, and w̃ its arguments. If u is not defined,Com.u = ⊥.

Com\u the queue u is removed.
Com[u.] remove from the queue associated with u the next message.
Com[u / v :M(w̃)] put message «v :M(w̃)» in the queue associated with u.
Com.u. yields the next message (in queue u) to be treated.

3.4. Component Semantics

A component is defined by its state and its set of ports, references and threads:

B(P, R, T) where B is the state of the component;
P, R, T are the ports, references and threads as defined previously.

The rules in Tab. 3 describe the semantics for the components, showing the transitions a
component may perform in a given communication abstraction. A transition may change the
state of the component itself and/or that of the communication abstraction. The actions of the
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component deal essentially with handling of ports (creation/removal), references (bindings,
removals), threads (activate/suspend) and messages (send/receive).

C-CREAT allows creation of a port in the component. The rule adds an unbounded and idle
port, a reference to this port (so it can possibly be sent), and a corresponding queue in Com.
C-REMVPORT removes a port. It occurs only if the port is idle and its queue is empty.
C-REMVREF removes a reference from R. This reference must neither be a port (u 6∈ P),
nor bounded to a port (u 6∈ CoDom(P)).
C-BIND deals with binding of a partner. It is allowed only if the port has no partner
((u ( ⊥)), if the port is sending, and not suspended (T(u) = !a,i)3. If the partner is a
peer reference, it is bound to only one port at a time (peer(v) ⇒ v 6∈ CoDom(P)).
C-ACTV allows the port u to suspend on a port v. u must be active, in a sending state
(T(u) = !a), and v idle, in a sending state (T(v) = !i).
C-ACTV2 activates a port (from the pool of idle ports) with its own thread.
C-DEACT deactivates a port; this port has to be active.
C-SEND deals with sendings. The port must be active, in a sending state, bound to a reference
((u ( u′)). Sent peer references must not be bound to a port (peer(ṽ) ∩ CoDom(P) = ∅),
and must be removed from R (R′ = R − peer(ṽ ∪ {u})); as the reference to the port is also
sent, it is removed from R if it is a peer. This ensures that peer references are known from
only one component. After the sending, the port changes to the next action (T′ = T[uρ/u!]).
C-RECV deals with receivings. The sender becomes the new partner (P′ = P[u ( u′′], only
if u is a peer port), and the old one is removed ({u′|(u ( u′)} removed from R); this allows
the partner to delegate its behaviour to another port. Received references and the new partner
are stored in R. After the reception, the port changes to the next action (T′ = T[uρ/u?]).

3.5. Configuration of Components

When we take into account a configuration made up of several components, we consider
the communication medium Com as shared among the components. This way, queues are
shared and components can communicate through them, asynchronously. We give in Tab. 2
the communication rule for a configuration with two components, illustrating the sharing of
Com. Extension to configurations with more components is straightforward.

CPAR
B1(P1, R1, T1), Com

α−→ B′

1(P
′

1, R′

1, T′

1), Com′

B1(P1, R1, T1) | B2(P2, R2, T2), Com
α−→ B′

1(P
′

1, R′

1, T′

1) | B2(P2, R2, T2), Com′

Table 2. Rules for configurations of components

4. Contract Satisfaction

The interface language presented in Section 2 imposes constraints on the remote inter-
face, which will imply constraints also on the components. In this section, we present typing
relation between components and the interface language, so the component will respect a

3. Binding a reference to a receiving port is useless as it will be erased during the reception (cf. rule
C-RECV) and a binding when the port is suspended can be differed until the port is active.
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C-CREAT

P′ = P[u ( ⊥] R′ = R ∪ u T′ = T | uρi

Com′ = Com[/u]

B(P, R, T), Com
creat(u)−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′), Com′

u 6∈ P ∧ Com.u = ⊥

C-REMVPORT

P′ = P\u R′ = R\u T′ = T\u
Com′ = Com\u

B(P, R, T), Com
remvport(u)−−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′), Com′

T(u) = ρi ∧ Com.u = ∅

C-REMVREF
R′ = R\u

B(P, R, T)
remvref(u)−−−−−−−→ B′(P, R′, T)

u 6∈ P ∪ CoDom(P)

C-BIND
P′ = P[u ( v]

B(P, R, T), Com
bind(u(v)−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R, T), Com

�

C-ACTV
T′ = T[u � v]

B(P, R, T), Com
actv(u�v)−−−−−−−→ B′(P, R, T′), Com

T(u) = !a ∧ T(v) = !i

C-ACTV2
T′ = T[uρi→a]

B(P, R, T), Com
actv(u)−−−−−→ B′(P, R, T′), Com

T(u) = ρi

C-DEACT
T′ = (T\u) | uρi

B(P, R, T), Com
deact(u)−−−−−→ B′(P, R, T′), Com

T(u) = ρa

C-SEND
R′ = R − peer(ṽ ∪ {u}) T′ = T[uρ/u!] Com′ = Com[u′ / u :M(ṽ)]

B(P, R, T), Com
u:u′!M(ṽ)−−−−−−→ B′(P, R′, T′), Com′

4

C-RECV

T′ = T[uρ/u?] R′ = R ∪ {refs(ṽ), u′′} − {u′|(u ( u′) ∧ peer(u′)}
Com′ = Com[u.] P′ = P[u ( u′′] if peer(u)

B(P, R, T), Com
u:u′′?M(ṽ)−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′), Com′

5

� , (u ( ⊥) ∧ T(u) = !a,i ∧ v ∈ R ∧
(
peer(v) ⇒ v 6∈ CoDom(P)

)

4 , T(u) = !a ∧ (u ( u′) ∧ u′ ∈ Com ∧ refs(ṽ) ⊆ R ∧ peer(ṽ) ∩ CoDom(P) = ∅

5 , T(u) = ?a ∧ Com.u. = u′′ :M(ṽ)

Table 3. Rules for component semantics
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contract described by this language. The definitions of Section 3 are extended with the no-
tion of contract. This notion is based on observers: the contract observes the actions of the
component; if the action respects the contract, component and contract will evolve together.

A component has a set of contracts, one for each port. We use the notation:

u :T, u<:T u has the behaviour described by the type T (u :T ) or a subtype of T (u<:T )
(B, C̃) contract C̃ is associated to B. C̃ is a set of (u : T ), such that each reference (ports

and partners) has an associated type. Addition of a reference is denoted C̃⇐u :T
(if u :T ′ is already in C̃, there is no addition), and removal C̃\u. Modification4 is
denoted C̃[u :T ′/T ] when the type of u changes from T to T ′, and C̃[u′ :T ′/u :T ]
when the reference u :T is replaced by another reference u′ : T ′. We also write
u :T for u :T ∈ C̃, when there is no ambiguity (especially in the rules).

4.1. Rules for Contract Satisfaction: Valid Transitions

The rules (Tab. 4) are based on the ones of Sect. 3, whereby Com is abstracted from the
state structure. Contracts are known locally: there is no global environment gathering them.

The predicate Must(T) states that any port u of the thread T which is typed must! is not
suspended by a port v which is typed may?. This predicate is to be verified each time a port
can change its state to a reception, meaning after a sending or a receiving. There is no need
to verify this predicate when a port suspends to another one, because component semantics
forbids the latter port to be receiving.

CREAT allows a port to be created. It adds the type of the port to C̃.
REMVPORT concerns removal of a port: its type is removed from C̃. No condition relates
to the rule, but an active port in reception which can possibly receive a message cannot be
removed. Indeed, rule DEACT prohibits an active port in reception to become idle, except in
an exceptional case, where the corresponding port will no longer receive messages.
REMVREF removes a reference from R. It is allowed only if the reference is not typed
must?: otherwise the component will have to interact with this reference, or send it.
BIND is very important, as it concerns binding of a reference to a port. Port and partner must
have compatible types. This enables dynamic links that are valid.
DEACT authorises deactivation in the following cases: u is not in a receiving state
(«u :T 6≡ mod ? [*]MΣ»), or the type of partner of u is a subtype of 0 (then u has the type 0
or may?). Regarding as to the second point, the port v will never send messages: corollary 2
in section 5.3 ensures that the real type of port v is a subtype of the type of the reference v,
hence the port v is a subtype of 0, and is not in a sending state5.
SEND verifies the sendings. Whenu sends message Mk, then its type and the one of its
partner u′ will evolve accordingly. Sent references must be of the right type, and, for the peer
references, removed from C̃ («peer(ṽk ∩ P)» gives peer references that are not local ports).
RECV verifies receptions of messages, when the port is bound to a partner (the type of this
partner is in C̃: u′ :T ′ ∈ C̃). Once reception is made, the type of the port and the one of its

4. Concerning servers: the contract keeps the initial type of the server. If (B, C̃) uses reference g∗
:T ,

once the first message is sent,C̃ will contain both g∗
:T and g :T ′, with T ′ the next type of the server.

5. The demonstration of the corollary given in section 5.3 is done by induction on the rules; the reason-
ing we gave may appear circular, but the corollary and this proof can be shown without rule DEACT.
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For the sake of readability, we abbreviate:
MΣ , [ΣkMk(Ũk); Tk],M ′

Σ , [ΣkMk(Ũ ′

k); T ′

k] mk , Mk(ṽk)

CREAT
u :T B(P, R, T)

creat(u)−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
creat(u)−−−−−→ (B′(P, R′, T′), C̃ ⇐ u :T )

REMVPORT
u :T B(P, R, T)

remvport(u)−−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
remvport(u)−−−−−−−−→ (B′(P′, R′, T′), C̃\u)

REMVREF
u :T B(P, R, T)

remvref(u)−−−−−−−→ B′(P, R′, T)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
remvref(u)−−−−−−−→ (B′(P′, R′, T′), C̃\u)

(T 6≡ must? MΣ)

BIND
u :T v :S B(P, R, T)

bind(u(v)−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R, T)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
bind(u(v)−−−−−−−→ (B′(P′, R, T), C̃)

Comp(T, S)

DEACT
B(P, R, T)

deact(u)−−−−−→ B′(P′, R, T)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
deact(u)−−−−−→ (B′(P, R, T′), C̃)

(
u :T 6≡ mod ? [*]MΣ

∨
(
(u ( v) ∧ v <: 0

)
)

SEND
u :T ≡ mod ! MΣ u′ :T ′ ≡ mod ′ ? [*]M ′

Σ B(P, R, T)
u:u′!mk−−−−−→ B′(P, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
u:u′!mk−−−−−→ (B′(P, R′, T′), C̃[u :Tk/T, u′ :T ′

k/T ′]\{peer(ṽk ∩ P)}
J

RECV

u :T ≡ mod ? MΣ

u′ :T ′ ≡ mod ′ ! M ′

Σ B(P, R, T)
u:u′′?mk−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
u:u′′?mk−−−−−−→ (B′(P′, R′, T′), C̃[u :Tk/T, u′′ :T ′

k/u′ :T ′] ⇐ ṽ : Ũ ′

k)
N ∧ (u ( u′) ∈ P

RECV-UN
u :T ≡ mod ? MΣ B(P, R, T)

u:u′?mk−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
u:u′?mk−−−−−→ (B′(P′, R′, T′), C̃[u :Tk/T ] ⇐ u′ :Tk

D, ṽ : Ũk)
N ∧ (u ( ⊥) ∈ P

RECV*
u :T ≡ mod ?*MΣ B(P, R, T)

u:w?mk,creat(u′),bind(u′(w),actv(u′)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
u′/u*:w?mk−−−−−−−−→ (B′(P′, R′, T′), C̃ ⇐ u′ :Tk, w :Tk

D, ṽ : Ũk)
N

OTHER
B(P, R, T)

α−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃)
α−→ (B′(P′, R′, T′), C̃)

α ∈ {actv}

J , ṽk <: Ũk ∧ Must(T′) N , len(ṽ) = len(Ũk) ∧ Must(T′)

Must(T′) , ∀u ∈ T′, (u :must!MΣ) ⇒ ∀v, u �∗ v : ¬(v :may?MΣ)

Table 4. Rules for contract satisfaction (valid transition)
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partner evolve accordingly. Concerning the partner, modification inC̃ associates the type of
the old partner (u′, whose type T ′ becomes T ′

k after reception) to the new partner (u′′ which
is then typed T ′

k). Corallary 2 ensures that the true type of u′′ is a subtype of T ′

k.
RECV-UN deals with receptions when the port is not bound to a partner. Thus the type of
the partner is unknown. We choose to associate to this partner the greater possible supertype,
which is the dual type of the port receiving the message (prop. 3.4). Received references are
stored with type Ũk, which is necessarily a supertype of the real type of the references.
RECV* checks the correct operations of a server: the component must create a port at once,
which will answer the request (sequence «u : w?mk, creat(u′),bind(u′ ( w), actv(u′)»).
Just like rule RECV-UN, the partner is given the dual type of that of the server port.
OTHER gives all other valid transitions, where the set C̃ is not modified.

We do not check the type of received arguments, because the message was sent according
to the type of the sender; as the sender has to be compatible with the receiver, we are sure the
arguments are well-typed. We aim also at an optimistic verification, where the environment
has to respect the interface semantics: received messages not allowed by the type are not taken
into account. Interactions between ports of the same component is also a bit tricky. Given u
and v such ports, the component can behave such that u sends messages to v, knowing v is
in the same component. Consequences of such a behaviour enforces the environment not to
interact with port v. Just like the environment must respect the interface type it simulates, it
must also respect privacy of peer references (i.e. it does not know reference v in this case).

4.2. Rules for Contract Satisfaction: Invalid Transitions

Rules of Tab. 5 give the error cases, where the component does not respect its contract.

REMVREF-ERR raises an error when a reference typed must? is removed from R.
BIND-ERR states that port and reference cannot be bound if their types are not compatible.
DEACT-ERR forbids a port in a receiving state (u : mod ? . . .) to become idle if it has no
partner, or if this partner can possible send messages (v6<:0). This ensures corollary 1 (sect.5).
SEND-ERR concerns errors while sending messages. Two cases arise: the message is not in
the list of authorised sendings, and when the type is asking for a reception, or is 0.
RECV-ERR concerns reception of messages not performed.
RECV*-ERR deals with server ports in the component, when a port is not immediately cre-
ated upon the reception of the request.
MUST-ERR is used when predicate Must(T′) is false (meaning: a port typed must! is sus-
pended by a port typed may?; consequence is that the first port may not honour its contract).

4.3. Component Honouring a Contract

A component honouring a contract, noted B(P, R, T)|� C̃, is such that the reduction
process will never lead to Error:

B(P, R, T)|� C̃ iff ∀B′, C̃ ′ such that (B, C̃) →∗ (B′, C̃ ′) : (B′, C̃ ′) 9 Error

5. Sound Assembly of Components: Definition and Properties

So far, we defined compatibilities between a component and its interface types, and be-
tween interfaces. In this section, we investigate properties on an assembly of components,
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For the sake of readability, we abbreviate:
MΣ , [ΣkMk(Ũk); Tk],M ′

Σ , [ΣkMk(Ũ ′

k); T ′

k] mk , Mk(ṽk)

REMVREF-ERR
u :T B(P, R, T)

remvref(u)−−−−−−−→ B′(P, R′, T)

(B(P, R, T), C̃) → Error
T ≡ must?MΣ

BIND-ERR
u :T v :S B(P, R, T)

bind(u(v)−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R, T)

(B(P, R, T), C̃) → Error
¬Comp(T, S)

DEACT-ERR
u :T ≡ mod ? [*]MΣ B(P, R, T)

deact(u)−−−−−→ B′(P′, R, T)

(B(P, R, T), C̃) → Error

(
(u ( ⊥)

∨
(
(u ( v) ∧ v 6<: 0

)
)

SEND-ERR
u :T ≡ mod ρ [*]MΣ B(P, R, T)

u:u′!m′

−−−−−→ B′(P, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃) → Error
¬m′ :MΣ ∨ ρ = ?, 0

RECV-ERR
u :T ≡ mod ?[*]MΣ ∀k,B(P, R, T) 6u:u′?mk−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃) → Error

RECV*-ERR
u :T ≡ mod ?*MΣ B(P, R, T) 6u:w?mk,creat(u′),bind(u′(w),actv(u′)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃) → Error

MUST-ERR
B(P, R, T) → B′(P′, R′, T′)

(B(P, R, T), C̃) → Error
¬Must(T′)

¬m′ :MΣ , m′ = M ′(ṽ′) ∧ ∀k, M ′ 6= Mk ∨ ¬ṽk : Ũ ′

k

Table 5. Rules for contract satisfaction (invalid transitions)

and prove safety properties (no error occurs, and no deadlock between ports will occur), and
liveness properties (all messages sent are eventually consumed).

For the sake of readability, and to abstract from component structure and its contract,
we denote u : T ∈ R to indicate that, in the contracted component B(P, R, T), C̃: u ∈ R
and u : T ∈ C̃. Also, we write (u : T ( v : T ′) to state that, in B(P, R, T), C̃, we have
(u ( v) ∈ P and u :T, v :T ′ ∈ C̃.

5.1. Assembly of Components

We define an assembly of components as a configuration of components with their con-
tract, and ready to interact via a communication medium. An assembly, in its initial con-
figuration, encompasses both client/server and peer-to-peer bindings. It has the following
properties, where the last two ensure that a peer reference is private [NNS99]:
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– the configuration is reference-closed: references designate ports in the configuration;
– all the ports are active on independent threads;
– peer ports in reception have a unique partner in the configuration;
– a component knows no peer references, except those of his own ports and their partners.

Definition 1 (Assembly of Components)
A = {(B1(P1, R1, T1), C̃1), . . . , (Bn(Pn, Rn, Tn), C̃n), Com}

with the 4 properties:





∀i, u : u ∈ Ri ⇒ ∃j such that u ∈ Pj

∀u ∈ ∪Pi : T(u) = ρa

∀u ∈ peer(∪Pi), u?a : ∃!v, j such that (v ( u) ∈ Pj

∀i : u ∈ Ri ⇒ u ∈ Pi ∨ ∃v : (v ( u) ∈ Pi

Then, a sound assembly is an assembly where each component satisfies its interface con-
tracts, and linked ports have their interfaces mutually compatible:

Definition 2 (Sound Assembly)
A is sound (denoted |� A) iff

∀i :
(
Bi|� C̃i

)
∧

(
(u :Tu ( v :Tv) ∈ Pi ⇒ (Comp(Tu, Tv) ∧ ∃! j, T ′ such that v<:T ′ ∈ Pj)

)

5.2. Compatibility and Message Consumption Properties

Compatibility relation is very important in our study. The following property ensures all
references bound to port are such that their respective type are compatible.

Property 4 (Safeguarding of Compatibility)
If |� A, then ∀C,A →∗ C, we have: ∀u, v ∈ C, (u :Tu ( v :Tv) ⇒ Comp(Tu, Tv).

Proof. By structural induction, and from the definition of the compatibility relation (inter-
faces evolve towards compatible types). �

The next property, Psr, of a sound assembly states simply that soundness is maintained
throughout the evolution: a configuration of component never leads toError:

Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction)
If A is sound, then A � Psr, with Psr , ∀C : A →∗ C, C 9 Error .

Proof. By structural induction on the transition rules. The property is satisfied by observing
that the only way a configuration can lead toError is by violating compatibility rules. �

Corollary 1 (Message Consumption)
If A is sound, then A � Pmc,

with: Pmc , ∀u, v, i, M : (u ( v) ∈ Pi, (C u:v!M−−−−→ C′) ⇒ ∃C′′, C′′′ : C′ →∗ C′′ v:u?M−−−−→ C′′′

Proof. This corollary is a consequence of theorem 1, the use of FIFO queues and the
constraint that a port in reception is active. �
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The corollary ensures that in the future, a transition will be able to consume the message.
However, since the rules compete with each other, we have to assume fairness in this compe-
tition. Hence, the corollary ensures the consumption of the message in the future, but modulo
fairness.

5.3. Type of a Reference in the Configuration

This section presents an interesting property that relates the type of a port and the type of
the reference pointing at it. The following lemma gives such a relation.

Lemma 2
Given Bu(Pu, Ru, Tu) and B(P, R, T), with u 6∈ Ru, u :Tpart ∈ R, and Com.u = ∅. Then:

(u :T ( v :T ′) ∈ Pu ⇒T ′D � Tpart

(u :T ( ⊥) ∈ Pu ⇒T � Tpart

The lemma applies only when reference u and the corresponding port are in different
components (u 6∈ Ru); type comparison is possible only if queues are empty, and shows that:

– if port u is bound to v: the type of reference u is a supertype of the dual of the type of v;
– if port u is unbound: the type Tpart of reference u is a supertype of the type of u.

However, we will rather use the corollary which rises from this lemma, namely that the type
Tpart of reference u is supertype of the type of port u.

Corollary 2 (relations between the type of a reference and the type of the associated port)
∀u such that Com.u = ∅:

u :Tpart ∈ R ∧ u :T ∈ Pu ⇒ T � Tpart; if u ∈ Ru we have T = Tpart.

Proof. Straightforward from lemma 2 and property 3.5 (Comp(I, J) ⇔ I � JD). The case
u ∈ Ru has two possibilities: port u has not yet been sent outside the component (T = Tpart

is then obvious), or port u has been sent, and was received later on by its own component. At
the time of the reception of the reference, u : T ′, is saved with C̃ ⇐ u : T ′, which does not
modify the type of u in C̃; equality T = Tpart follows. �

Proof (lemma 2, sketch).
By induction. As queues have to be empty, we consider that messages are consumed imme-
diately. Note that the lemma is verified during the assembly, from property 3.5.

Demonstrations for rules CREAT, REMVPORT, REMVREF, DEACT and OTHER are
straightforward. As for BIND, conclusion is quite obvious; concerning the bound partner:
hypotheses are not changed while applying the rule. Concerning the port: the latter is sending;
as we had, before the binding, (u ( ⊥), necessarily u ∈ Ru because a port which is sending
cannot be sent. The lemma is then not concerned by this case.

Concerning rules SEND, RECV, RECV* and RECV-UN: we suppose a reception happens
right after a sending. We have the following cases:

references ṽk in the arguments of the message
Reasoning is straightforward, by looking at compatibility and subtype relations: while
passed through messages, references are associated to a supertype of their current type.
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unknown partner at the time of the reception (rule SEND followed by RECV-UN or RECV*)
We use the dual property (Sect. 2.5). Note that, in the rule, the dual is applied only to
peer references. Before applying the rules, we had (with u sending and v receiving):

(u :T ( v :T ′

part) (v :T ′ ( ⊥) with, by induction T ′ � T ′

part
Let’s write Tk, T ′

part
k

and T ′

k the types resulting from the sending or receiving of mes-
sage Mk. When u applies SEND, and v applies one of the RECV rules, we have:

(u :Tk ( v :T ′

part
K

) (v :T ′

k ( u :T ′

k
D

) with T ′

k � T ′

part
k

Concerning u, we use the induction hypothesis T ′

k � T ′

part
k

and property 3.5 to prove

(T ′

part
k

)
D � T ′

k
D. Concerning v, (T ′

k
D

)
D � T ′

part
k

is straightforward (T ′

k
DD

= T ′

k).

known partner at the time of the reception (rule SEND followed by RECV)
With the same reasoning (with u sending, v receiving, w equal or different from u):

(u :T ( v :T ′

part) (v :T ′ ( w :T ′′) with T ′′D � T ′

part
When u applies SEND and v RECV, we have:

(u :Tk ( v :T ′

part
k

) (v :T ′

k ( u :T ′′

k ) with T ′′

k
D � T ′

part
k

Concerning v, T ′′

k
D � T ′

part
k

is true. We easily deduce, for the port u: (T ′

part
k

)
D � T ′′

k

from (T ′′

k
D

)
D

= T ′′

k and property 3.5. �

5.4. External Deadlock Freeness

External deadlock represents the situation where a set of ports are inter-blocked because
of a dependency cycle. The simplest form of external deadlock is written:

(u ( u′) ∧ (v ( v′) ∧ (u!s � v?a) ∧ (v′!s � u′?a)
u sending is blocked by v which is waiting for v′ to send which, in turn, is blocked by u′,
which is waiting for u to send.

The general case can be formalised, on the principle of Wait-For-Graph, as the existence
of cycles in a dependency graph. We introduce a new dependency relation between the ports,
named external dependency, denoted · 999K ·. This dependency relates the communications
between distant ports. For example, u?a 999Kv!s means u depends on v, more precisely u
waits for v to send.

Definition 3 (External dependency 999K)
u 999Kv iff u?a ∧

(
(v!σ ∧ (v ( u)) ∨ (v?a ∧ (u ( v) ∧ u : M(. . .) ∈ Com.v)

)

Remarks: if u and v are both typed may?, all queues are empty and there is no dependency.
In the other cases, the fact that v can be in reception (u?a 999Kv?a) is a particular case which
is due to asynchronous messages: this case shows that u has just sent a message M and waits
a response from v, whereas v has not yet consumed M .

A deadlock is then formalised as follow:

Definition 4 (Ext_deadlock)
Ext_deadlock(C) , ∃(ui)1..n ∈ C such that ∀k < n : uiSui+1 ∧ unSu1

with uSv = true when u is suspended to v: uSv , u � v ∨ u 999Kv

Note that idle or active ports in a sending state are not concerned by a deadlock.
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Theorem 2 (External deadlock freeness)
If A is sound, then A � Pedf with Pedf , ∀C,A →∗ C ⇒ ¬Ext_deadlock(C)

The deadlock freeness problem has received attention recently. A work on this issue
which is very close to ours is the one by Naoki Kobayashi [Kob02], where the author does
have may and must actions (in terms of capabilities and obligations), but communications
are synchronous, and constraints between compatible types are too restrictive for our study.

Proof of theorem 2 is tedious. Even if interfaces are mutually compatible, it is not straight-
forward that a deadlock will not arise between components (ports in a component may be
suspended by other ports, which leads to potential dependencies between threads added to
dependencies between ports). The proof needs two lemma, presented hereafter. The first one
indicates where a peer reference is.

Lemma 3
Given a peer reference v, one and only one of the following alternatives hold:

1) if ∃B(P,R, T) such that v ∈ R, then B is unique;

2) ∃!(u, M) such that M(. . . , v, . . .) ∈ Com.u; moreover @B(P, R, T) such that v ∈ R;

3) ∃M(. . .) such that v :M(. . .) ∈ Com.u ∧ (u 6( v); moreover @B(P, R, T): v ∈ R;

Proof. By structural induction. We present here the non obvious cases.

• Rule SEND: u sends message Mk(ṽ) towards u′. We will use the notation Bu(Pu, Ru, Tu)
for a component for each u ∈ Pu. We consider three kinds of references:

a peer reference v ∈ ṽ is in an argument of a message
By induction, Bu is the unique component knowing v (v ∈ Ru); when v is sent, it is
removed from Ru. Hence, after applying SEND, v is known of no component (point
1. of the lemma is false), and there is a unique message in Com such that v is in the
arguments of the message (point 2. of the lemma is true). Point 3. of the lemma is also
false.

reference u′ which receives the message
Lemma remains true for u′: only the first point of the lemma is true (u′ ∈ Ru).

reference u that sent the message
Considering the case where u′ is bound to u, we have u ∈ Ru′ , and points 2. and 3. of
the lemma are false. Considering the case where (u′ 6( u), two possibilities arise:
u is sending for the first time towardsu′. First, let’s look at the binding of u′ to port u.

It may be due either to a reception of a message or to the BIND rule. The first case
is impossible because (u′ 6( u), so u′ could not have send the message. Hence,
(u ( u′) is due to the BIND rule, and no reception has occurred since. As u is
sending for the first time,u has made no action between BIND and SEND. Thus,
we know that since u has been created, it was always in a sending state. As this
is its first sending, we have, before applying SEND:u ∈ Ru, thus only point 1.
of the lemma is true. After the sending, only point 3. of the lemma is true.

u has already sent a message towards u′. Point 3. of the lemma was true, which
remains true after the sending (note that the first message thatu sent is not yet
consumed by u′, because (u′ 6( u)).
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• Rules RECV, RECV*, RECV-UN (sketch): reasoning is the same as for rule SEND: we
give here only a sketch. Considering message u′ :M(ṽ) received by u, we have three cases:

references as argument of the received message
Concerning those references, point 3. of the lemma is true before the reception; only
point 1. is true after the reception.

the reference u′ that sent the message
In the case where (u ( u′) before the reception, then there is no modification (only
point 1. of the lemma is true). In the case where u′ is a new partner for u, then point 3.
of the lemma was true before the reception, and only point 1. is true after.

reference u that receives the message
There are no changes during the application of the rule. �

The second lemma concerns external dependency relations between peer ports. It shows
that this relation is unique. It is a consequence of lemma 3.

Lemma 4
If u and v are peer ports such that u 999Kv, then u and v are unique.

Proof. Given u and v such that u 999Kv. By definition:
u?a ∧

(
(v!σ ∧ (v ( u)) ∨ (v?a ∧ (u ( v) ∧ u : M(. . .) ∈ Com.v)

)

We have two cases (we denote Bu(Pu, Ru, Tu) the component Bu such that u ∈ Pu):

v is sending: v!σ ∧ (v ( u).
As v can have only one partner, there is only one u such that u 999Kv. Concerning the
unicity of v: as we have (v ( u), necessarily u ∈ Rv (by looking at how a binding is
made – through BIND and RECV rules – and also because a bounded reference cannot
be sent). Suppose there exists Bw(Pw, Rw, Tw) whereby w 6= v and (w ( u); then
we have u ∈ Rw. Lemma 3 ensures Bw =Bv . As it is not possible to have, in the same
component, a reference bound to two different ports, we have w = v and v is unique.

v is receiving: v?a ∧ (u ( v) ∧ u : M(. . .) ∈ Com.v
The same reasoning applies (suppose there exists w 6= u having the same properties
than u, then w = u necessarily). �

The latter lemma is used in the demonstration of theorem 2:

Proof (External Deadlock Freeness).
By structural induction on the contract rules. CREAT, REMVPORT, REMVREF and DEACT
do not create any dependency relation, thus are not concerned. As for BIND, a dependency
relation is created, but as only active or idle ports in a sending state can apply this rule, and
as those ports are not concerned by predicate Ext_deadlock(C), no deadlock is created.

• Rule SEND: We distinguish between the next action ρ of port u:

ρ = ! dependency relations remain unchanged;

ρ = 0 dependency between u and its partner disappears;

ρ = ? this is the particular case u?a 999Kv?a, with v the partner of u : (u ( v).
Reductio ad absurdum: suppose this dependency created a deadlock:
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∃(ui)1..n ∈ C such that ∀k : uiSui+1 with u, v ∈ (ui)
Let’s chose (ui) such that u1 = u and u2 = v (as we have uSv) and let’s show that if
vSw then w = u. As v is active, the only dependency between u and v is an external
one, and by lemma 4 we have w = u. Hence we have, simultaneously:

u 999Kv that is to say v?a ∧ (u ( v) ∧ u : M(. . .) ∈ Com.v
v 999Ku that is to say u?a ∧ (v ( u) ∧ v : M ′(. . .) ∈ Com.u

In particular, we have v : M ′(. . .) in Com.u, which is contradictory since u has just
sent a message, and types of u and v are compatible (so u would have made more
receptions that the number of sendings from v).

• Rules RECV, RECV-UN (sketch): as for SEND, we have three cases, depending on ρ:

ρ = ? if an external dependency arises, it is identical to the one before the reception.

ρ = 0 dependency between u and its partner disappears;

ρ = ! then we have T(u) = !a. u is not concerned by Ext_deadlock(C′), hence the predicate
is false (by induction).

• Rule RECV*: Upon the reception of the message, a new port u′ is created, with its own
thread of execution. Hence, there is a new external dependency, but no deadlock arises.

• Rule OTHER: This rule concerns other transitions of the component, namely C-ACTV
and C-ACTV2. The rule C-ACTV adds dependency u!s � v!a; the port v is not concerned
by predicate Ext_deadlock(C′). Conclusion for C-ACTV2 is straightforward, as a port is
activated on its own thread of execution. �

5.5. Liveness Properties under Assumptions

The assembly of components may have still a livelock problem: a port can be forever sus-
pended because of a divergence of some internal computation or an endless dialogue between
two ports. Thus it is not possible to prove a liveness property that states "each port reaching
a must? (or must!) state will eventually receive (or send) a message":

Pmust , ∀ C, u, i : A →∗ C, (u :mustρMΣ) ∈ C̃i with ρ ∈ {?, !} ⇒

∃C′, C′′, v such that C →∗ C′ u:vρMk−−−−−→ C′′

However, we believe this liveness property is verified with the assumptions:
– a computation in a component always ends;
– a suspended port which becomes active must send its message before suspending again;
– a port which has a loop behavior will become idle in the future.

Anyhow, these properties can only be verified at a lower level of abstraction, that is, only
when the concrete behaviour of the components (e.g. its source code) is known.

6. Bank Account Example

To illustrate our framework, we use yet another bank account example: a client has to
authenticate himself to the bank, so he can perform deposit and withdrawal operations on his
bank account. We propose an implementation with three components: the ç�è¬é©ê�ë¬ì , the í;î8ëÈï
and the ð�ñÊñ�ò8óÊëÈì .
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Several possible implementations exist; for example the ô�õ¬ö©÷�ø¬ù receives a reference to
his ú�ûÊû8ü�ýÊøÈù so he can interact with it. We propose a more elegant solution, described by
figures 2 and 3: the ô�õ¬ö©÷8øÈù will use the same port for the authentication and the operations on
his account. The þ�ÿ�ø�� identifies the client (figure 2: the client was correctly authenticated),
and sends to the ú'ûÊû�ü�ýÈøÈù the reference of the port of the ô;õ;ö©÷�ø¬ù . ú�ûÊû8ü�ýÊø¬ù will use this
reference to inform the ô;õ¬ö©÷8øÈù that on the one hand access is granted, and on the other
hand the dialogue continues with ú'ûÊû�ü8ýÊøÈù . Figure 3 shows that if the user is not correctly
identified, the þ�ÿ�ø�� will return the �¬÷��8ý��8÷�� message. The salient issue of this protocol is
that the couple ( þ;ÿ�ø�� , ú'ûÊû�ü8ýÊøÈù ) can be replaced by only one component, without any change
of ô�õ¬ö©÷8øÈù .

authentication
(user, password)

1.

2. user(ref.)

Account

3. granted (balance)

credit/withdraw (...)

4.

BankClient

c

b

b’

s*

a

Figure 2. Example: access to bank account
granted

(user, password)
1.

refused2.

Client Bankauthentication

b

c s*

Figure 3. Example: access to bank account
refused (component 	�
�
������� omitted)

6.1. Interface Types

The þ�ÿ�ø�� component has two ports: s∗ is a server port for authentications, and b is used
to delegate operations to the ú�ûÊû8ü�ýÊø¬ù component. The type of s∗ is described hereafter:

bank_access = may ? *[ authentication (string, string); must ! [ granted (real); operations
+ refused; 0 ] ]

This server type can receive the authentication message (with user and password); af-
ter receiving this message, the port must either send granted with the balance and become
operations, or send refused and stop. Type operations is described further.

In the case where the ô�õ¬ö©÷8øÈù is correctly authenticated, the þ;ÿ�ø�� delegates the sending
of the granted message to the ú�ûÊû8ü�ýÊøÈù . This is done via port b, which is specified by the type
send_ref. This type must send a reference which is typed granted_user: this latter type must
receive only the granted message, and then become client_operations, the dual of operations.

send_ref = must ! [ user (granted_user); send_ref ]
granted_user = must ? [ granted (real) ; client_operations ]
client_operations = operationsD

The ú�ûÊû8ü�ýÊøÈù component has also two ports: b′ and a. The former is used to receive the
reference of the client (type received_ref ). The latter port, a, will interact with the ô;õ;ö©÷�øÈù .
His type access_granted is written hereafter.
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receive_ref = may ? [ user (granted_user); receive_ref ]
access_granted = must ! [ granted (real) ; operations ]

The type operations, which specifies deposits and withdrawals, is described in two times:

operations = may ? [ deposit (real); must ! [ balance (real); operations ]
+ withdraw (real); must ! [ balance (real); operations

+ neg_balance (real); negbal_operations ] ]
negbal_operations =

must ? [ deposit (real); must ! [ balance (real); operations
+ neg_balance (real); negbal_operations ]

+ withdraw (real); must ! [ neg_balance (real); negbal_operations ] ]

A port typed operations can receive two messages: deposit and withdraw. After receiving
one of the two messages, the port must send back the balance of the bank account: message
balance is sent when balance is positive, and the type becomes operations again. Message
neg_balance is sent when the user is debtor, and the type becomes negbal_operations.

The difference between the two types operations and negbal_operations is the modal-
ity: operations may receive messages, whereas negbal_operations must receive messages.
Hence, as long as the client is debtor, he must perform some operation on his bank account.

Finally, the ����������� has one port, c, whose type can be written as follows. With this type,
the ����������� will try to perform one operation. However, if this operation results in a negative
balance, then other operations have to be made.

client = must ! [ authentication (string, string);
must ? [ granted (real); client_simple_operation

+ refused; 0 ] ]
client_simple_operation =

must ! [ deposit (real); must ? [ balance (real); 0
+ neg_balance (real); client_simple_operation ]

+ withdraw (real); must ? [ balance (real); 0
+ neg_balance (real); client_simple_operation ] ]

We have the following relations between the types:

Compatibilities to be
checked during assembly

Comp(client, bank_access)
Comp(send_ref, receive_ref)

Other compatibilities

Comp(granted_user, access_granted)
Comp(client_waitauth, access_granted)

Comp(client_simple_operation, operations)
Comp(client_simple_operation, negbal_operations)

Other relations
client_waitauth � granted_user

client_simple_operation � client_operations
granted_user = access_grantedD

with: client_waitauth = must ? [ granted (real); client_simple_operation + refused; 0 ]
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6.2. Component Specification and Contract Verification

For lack of space, we present only the most interesting component, that is ������� . Figure 4
shows in one shot the specification and the contract verification of the������� component.

The specification is shown as simple state-charts (each bold rectangle representing a state
B(P, R, T). The greyed parts represent the changes compared to the previous state); transi-
tions are labelled with actions as named in the rules. Reception of message authenticate(...),
in the upper part of the diagram, makes the component create a new port, s′, to answer the
client, which corresponds to the three states Create Child. This sequence terminates with
"actv(s′)", which has two effects:

– go back to the state Access to answer new requests;

– create a new thread of execution. This thread will identify the user (state Check Access).
If the user is not correctly identified (left branch), messagerefused is sent, and ports removed.
If the user is correctly identified (right branch), portb is activated and sends message user(c)
towards port b′ of the  �!�!�"�#���$ component; note that c cannot be sent if bound to s′, so we
first have to deactivate and remove ports′. Also, as c is a peer reference, it has to be removed
from R when sent to b′.

Contracts associated to each state are shown with parallelograms. Greyed parts show
the verifications that are made. Once messageauthenticate(...) is received, the component
performs the correct sequence of actions. The contract associated with the Check Access state
contains both the type of the server port s∗ and the type of the created port s′. Note also an
application of corollary 2: the type of reference c (client_operations) is the dual of s′, and is
a super-type of the type of port c (client_simple_operation).

7. Conclusion & Future Work

We have presented a concept of behavioural contracts that we applied on a component
model featuring multiple threads, reference passing, peer-to-peer and client/server commu-
nication patterns. Our contracts serve for the early verification of compatibility between
components, in order to guarantee safety and liveness properties. Compatibility is formally
described in this framework, as a composition of internal compliance of components to their
interfaces, and conformance between interfaces.

In the context of component based design, the verification that a component is honouring
a contract given by its interfaces is in charge of the component producer, which performs it
once for all. A certification of this fact may be produced by some certification authority, in
order for example to guarantee any recipient of a publicly available or migrating component
that the component does not do anything different but what is described by its interfaces.

The verification of interface compatibility should instead be performed when the compo-
nent is bound to another (e.g. at run-time when dealing with migrating code, that is when
a migrating component reaches its final destination). We have shown that this check can
be performed very efficiently by means of standard finite state space verification techniques.
The higher complexity of checking conformance of components to their declared interface
is left to an off-line verification activity, which may even need the use of infinite-state space
verification techniques.
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We have applied our approach to a toy example; we need to verify the usability of the
approach in practice, especially with respect to the expressiveness of the interface language
we have proposed. Mixing modalities and actions (send/receive) is under investigation at
NTNU, and may lead to some constraints like the ones proposed in [Flo03]. The conformance
of the component model we have assumed with concrete notations (e.g. Java) should also be
studied: varying the component model to suite a concrete notation may actually affect the
classes of properties that can be guaranteed. We can also observe that the compatibility rules
can be expressed in terms of temporal logic formulae: this would make it possible to prove
in a logical framework a richer set of properties.
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